




This book documents an ongoing dialogue between develop-ers and designers involved in the wider ecosystem of LibreGraphics. Its lengthy title, I think that conversations are thebest, biggest thing that Free Software has to offer its user, is takenfrom an interview with Debian developer Asheesh Laroia, Justask and that will be that, included in this publication. His re-mark points at the difference that Free Software can make whenusers are invited to consider, interrogate and discuss not onlythe technical details of software, but its concepts and historiesas well.
Conversations documents discussions about tools and practicesfor typography, layout and image processing that stretch outover a period of more than eight years. The questions and an-swers were recorded in the margins of events such as the yearlyLibre Graphics Meeting, the Libre Graphics Research Unit,a two-year collaboration between Medialab Prado in Madrid,Worm in Rotterdam, Piksel in Bergen and Constant in Brussels,or as part of documenting the work process of the Brussels’design team OSP. Participants in these intersecting events andorganisations constitute the various instances of ‘we’ and ‘I’ thatyou will discover throughout this book.The transcriptions are loosely organised around three themes:tools, communities and design. At the same time, I invite youto read Conversations as a chronology of growing up in LibreGraphics, a portrait of a community gradually grasping the in-terdependencies between Free Software and design practice.
Femke SneltingBrussels, December 2014
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Larisa Blazic: Introduction

Computational concepts, their technological language and the hybridisa-tion of creative practice have been successfully explored in Media Arts for afew decades now. Digital was a narrative, a tool and a concept, an aestheticand political playground of sorts. These experiments created a notion ofthe digital artisan and creative technologist on the one hand and enableda new view of intellectual property on the other. They widened a pathwayto participation, collaboration and co-creation in creative software devel-opment, looking critically at the software as cultural production as well astechnological advance.This book documents conversations between artists, typographers, de-signers, developers and software engineers involved in Libre Graphics, an in-dependent, self-organised, international community revolving around Free,Libre, Open Source software (F/LOSS). Libre Graphics resembles the com-munity of Media arts of the late twentieth Century, in so far that it is usingsoftware as a departure point for creative exploration of design practice. Insome cases it adopts software development processes and applies them tographic design, using version control and platforms such as GitHub, but italso banks on a paradigm shift that Free Software offers – an active engage-ment with software to bend it, fork it, reshape it – and in that it establishesconversations with a developers community that haven’t taken place before.This pathway was, however, at moments full of tension, created by di-verging views on what the development process entails and what it mightmean. The conversations brought together in this book resulted from theneed to discuss those complex issues and to adress the differences and sim-ilarities between design, design production, Free Culture and software de-velopment. As in theatre, where it is said that conflict drives the plot forward,so it does here. It makes us think harder about the ethics of our practiceswhile we develop tools and technologies for the benefit of all.
The Libre Graphics Meeting (LGM) was brought to my attention in2012 as an interesting example of dialogue between creative types and devel-opers. The event was running since 2006 and was originally conceived as anannual gathering for discussions about Free and Open Source software usedin graphics. At the time I was teaching at the University of Westminsterfor nearly ten years. The subject was computers, arts and design and it tooka variety of forms; sometimes focused on graphic design, sometimes oncontemporary media practice, interaction design, software design and mys-terious hypermedia. F/LOSS was part of my artistic practice for many years,
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Larisa Blazic: Introduction

but its inclusion to the UK Higher Education was a real challenge. Myfrustration with difficult computer departments grew exponentially year byyear and LGM looked like a place to visit and get much needed support.Super fast-forward to Madrid in April 2013: I landed. Little did I knowthat this journey would change everything. Firstly, the wonderfully diversegroup of people present: artists, designers, software developers, typogra-phers, interface designers, more software developers! It was very excitinglistening to talks, overhearing conversations in breaks, observing group dis-cussions and slowly engaging with the Libre Graphics community. Beingthere to witness how far the F/LOSS community has come was so heart-warming and uplifting, that my enthusiasm was soaring.The main reason for my attendance at the Madrid LGM was to jointhe launch of a network of Free Culture aware educators in art, music anddesign education. 1 Aymeric Mansoux and his colleagues from the WillemDe Kooning Academie and the Piet Zwart Institute in Rotterdam convenedthe first ever meeting of the network with the aim to map out a landscapeof current educational efforts as well as to share experiences. I was aware ofAymeric’s efforts through his activities with GOTO10 and the FLOSS+Artbook 2 that they published a couple of years before we finally met. FreeCulture was deeply embedded in his artistic and educational practice, and itwas really good to have someone like him set the course of discussion.Lo’ and behold the conversation started – we sat in a big circle in themiddle of Medialab Prado. The introduction round began, and I thought:there are so many people using F/LOSS in their teaching! Short courses,long courses, BA courses, MA courses, summer schools, all sorts! Therewere so many solutions presented for overcoming institutional barricades,Adobe marriages and Apple hostages. Individual efforts and group efforts,long term and short, a whole world of conventional curriculums as well asa variety of educational experimentations were presented. Just sitting there,listening about shared troubles and achievements was enough to give me anew surge of energy to explore new strategies for engaging BA level studentswith F/LOS tools and communities.Taking part in LGM 2013 was a useful experience that has informedmy art and educational practice since. It was clear from the gathering that

1 http://eightycolumn.net/2 Aymeric Mansoux and Marloes de Valk. FLOSS+Art. OpenMute, 2008.http://things.bleu255.com/floss-art
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F/LOSS is not a ghetto for idealists and techno fetishists – it was ready foran average user, it was ready for a specialist user, it was ready for all andwhat is most important the communication lines were open. Given thatLinux distributions extend the life of a computer by at least ten years, incombination with the likes of Libre Graphics, Open Video and a plethoraof other F/LOS software, the benefits are manyfold, important for all andnot to be ignored by any form of creative practice worldwide.
Libre Graphics seems to offer a very exciting transformation of graphic de-sign practice through implementation of F/LOS software development andproduction processes. A hybridisation across these often separated fields ofpractice that take under consideration openness and freedom to create, copy,manipulate and distribute, while contributing to the development of visualcommunication itself. All this may lease a new life to an over-commercialisedgraphic design practice, banalised by mainstream culture.This book brings together reflections on collaboration and co-creationin graphic design, typography and desktop publishing, but also on genderissues and inclusion to the Libre Graphics community. It offers a paradigmshift, supported by historical research into graphic and type design practice,that creates strong arguments to re-engage with the tools of production.The conversations conducted give an overview of a variety of practices andexperiences which show the need for more conversations and which can helpeducate designers and developers alike. It gives detailed descriptions of thedesign processes, productions and potential trade-offs when engaged in soft-ware design and development while producing designed artefacts. It pointsto the importance of transparent software development, breaking stereo-types and establishing a new image of the designer-developer combo, a freshperspective of mutual respect between disciplines and a desire to engage inexchange of knowledge that is beneficial beyond what any proprietary soft-ware could ever be.
Larisa Blazic is a media artist living and working in London. Her interests range from

creative collaborations to intersections between video art and architecture. As senior lecturer
at the Faculty of Media, Arts and Design of the University of Westminster, she is currently
developing a master’s program on F/LOSS art & design.
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While in the background participants of the Libre GraphicsMeeting 2007 start saying goodbye to each other, AndreasVox makes time to sit down with us to talk about Scribus,the Open Source application for professional page layout.The software is significant not only to it’s users that do de-sign with it, but also because Scribus helps us think aboutlinks between software, Free Culture and design. Andreasis a mathematician with an interest in system dynamics,who lives and works in Lübeck, Germany. Together withFranz Schmid, Petr Vanek (subik), Riku Leino (Tsoots),Oleksandr Moskalenko (malex), Craig Bradney (MrB), JeanGhali and Peter Linnel (mrdocs) he forms the core Scribusdeveloper team. He has been working on Scribus since2003 and is currently responsible for redesigning the in-ternal workings of its text layout system.
This weekend Peter Linnel presented amongst many other new Scribus features 1,‘The Color Wheel’, which at the click of a button visualises documents the waythey would be perceived by a colour blind person. Can you explain how such afeature entered into Scribus? Did you for example speak to accessibility experts?
I don’t think we did. The code was implemented by subik 2, a developerfrom the Czech Republic. As far as I know, he saw a feature somewhere elseor he found an article about how to do this kind of stuff, and I don’t knowwhere he did it, but I would have to ask him. It was a logic extension of thecolour wheel functionality, because if you pick different colours, they lookdifferent to all people. What looks like red and green to one person, mightlook like grey and yellow to other persons. Later on we just extended thecode to apply to the whole canvas.

1 http://wiki.scribus.net/index.php/Version_1.3.4%2B-New_Features2 Petr Vanek
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It is quite special to offer such a precise preview of different perspectives in yoursoftware. Do you think it it is particular to Scribus to pay attention to these kindof things?
Yeah, sure. Well, the interesting thing is ... in Scribus we are not dependingon money and time like other proprietary packages. We can ask ourselves:Is this useful? Would I have fun implementing it? Am I interested in seeinghow it works? So if there is something we would like to see, we implementit and look at it. And because we have a good contact with our user base,we can also pick up good ideas from them.
There clearly is a strong connection between Scribus and the world of prepressand print. So, for us as users, it is an almost hallucinating experience that whileon one side the software is very well developed when it comes to .pdf export forexample, I would say even more developed than in other applications, but thanstill it is not possible to undo a text edit. Could you maybe explain how such adiscrepancy can happen, to make us understand better?
One reason is, that there are more developers working on the project,and even if there was only one developer, he or she would have her owninterests. Remember what George Williams said about FontForge ... 3 he isnot that interested in nice Graphical User Interfaces, he just makes his ownfunctionality ... that is what interests him. So unless someone else comesup who compensates for this, he will stick to what he likes. I think thatis the case with all Open Source applications. Only if you have someoneinterested and able to do just this certain thing, it will happen. And if itis something boring or something else ... it will probably not happen. Oneway to balance this, is to keep in touch with real users, and to listen tothe problems they have. At least for the Scribus team, if we see peoplecomplaining a lot about a certain feature missing ... we will at some pointsay: come on, let’s do something about it. We would implement a solution andwhen we get thanks from them and make them happy, that is always nice.
Can you tell us a bit more about the reasons for putting all this work intodeveloping Scribus, because a layout application is quite a complex monster withall the elements that need to work together ... Why is it important you find, todevelop Scribus?

3 I think the ideas behind it are beautiful in my mind
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I use to joke about the special mental state you need to become a Scribusdeveloper ... and one part of it is probably megalomania! It is kind of moun-tain climbing. We just want to do it, to prove it can be done. That musthave been also true for Franz Schmid, our founder, because at that time,when he started, it was very unlikely that he would succeed. And of courseonce you have some feedback, you start to think: hey, I can do it ... it works.People can use it, people can print with it, do things ... so why not make it evenbetter? Now we are following InDesign and QuarkXpress, and we are playingthe top league of page layout applications ... we’re kind of in a competitionwith them. It is like climbing a mountain and than seeing the next, highermountain from the top.
In what way is it important to you that Scribus is Free Software?
Well ... it would not work with closed software. Open software allows you toget other people that also are interested in working on the project involved,so you can work together. With closed software you usually have to paypeople; I would only work because someone else wants me to do it andwe would not be as motivated. It is totally different. If it was closed, itwould not be fun. In Germany they studied what motivates Open Sourcedevelopers, and they usually list: ‘fun’; they want to do something morechallenging than at work, and some social stuff is mentioned as well. Ofcourse it is not money.
One of the reasons the Scribus project seems so important to us, is that it mightdraw in other kinds of users, and open up the world of professional publishing topeople who can otherwise not afford proprietary packages. Do you think Scribuswill change the way publishing works? Does that motivate you, when you workon it?
I think the success of Open Source projects will also change the way peopleuse software. But I do not think it is possible to foresee or plan, in whatway this will change. We see right now that Scribus is adopted by all kindsof idealists, who think that is interesting, lets try how far we can go, anddo it like that. There are other users that really just do not have the moneyto pay for a professional page layout application such as very small newspa-pers associations, sports groups, church groups. They use Scribus becauseotherwise they would have used a pirated copy of some other software, or
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another application which is not up to that task, such as a normal word pro-cessor. Or otherwise they would have used a deficient application like MSPublisher to do it. I think what Scribus will change, is that more peoplewill be exposed to page layout, and that is a good thing, I think.
In another interview with the Scribus team 4, Craig Bradney speaks about thefact that the software is often compared with its proprietary competition. Hebrings up the ‘Scribus way of doing things’. What do you think is ‘The ScribusWay’?
I don’t think Craig meant it that way. Our goal is to produce good output,and make that easy for users. If we are in doubt, we think for example:InDesign does this in quite an OK way, so we try to do it in a similar way;we do not have any problems with that. On the other hand ... I told you abit about climbing mountains ... We cannot go from the one top to the nextone just in one step. We have to move slowly, and have to find our ways andmove through valleys and that sometimes also limits us. I can say: I want itthis way but then it is not possible now, it might be on the roadmap, but wemight have to do other things first.
When we use Scribus, we actually thought we were experiencing ‘The ScribusWay’ through how it differences from other layout packages. First of all, inScribus there is a lot more attention for everything that happens after the layoutis done, i.e. export, error checking etc. and second, working with the text editoris clearly the preferred way of doing layout. For us it links the software to a moreclassic ways of doing design: a strictly phased process where a designer starts withwriting typographic instructions which are carried out by a typesetter, after whichthe designer pastes everything into the mock-up. In short: it seems easier to do amagazine in Scribus, than a poster. Do you recognize that image?
That is an interesting thought, I have never seen it that way before. Mybackground is that I did do a newspaper, magazine for a student group, andwe were using PageMaker, and of course that influenced me. In a smallgroup that just wants to bring out a magazine, you distribute the task ofwriting some articles, and usually you have only one or two persons who arecapable of using a page layout application. They pull in the stories and makesome corrections, and then do the layout. Of course that is a work flow I am

4 http://www.kde.me.uk/index.php?page=fosdem-interview-scribus
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familiar with, and I don’t think we really have poster designers or graphicartists in the team. On the other hand ... we do ask our users what theythink should be possible with Scribus and if a functionality is not there, weask them to put in a bug report so we do not forget it and some time laterwe will pick it up and implement it. Especially the possibility to edit fromthe canvas, this will approve in the upcoming versions.Some things we just copied from other applications. I think Franz 5 had noprevious experience with PageMaker, so when I came to Scribus, and sawhow it handled text chains, I was totally dismayed and made some changesright away because I really wanted it to work the way it works in PageMaker,that is really nice. So, previous experience and copying from another appli-cations was one part of the development. Another thing is just technicalproblems. Scribus is at the moment internally not that well designed, so wefirst have to rewrite a lot of code to be able to reach some elements. Thecoding structure for drawing and layout was really cumbersome inside andit was difficult to improve. We worked with 2.500 lines of code, and therewere no comments in between. So we broke it down in several elements,put some comments in and also asked Franz: why did you did this or that, sowe could put some structure back into the code to understand how it works.There is still a lot of work to be done, and we hope we can reach a statewhere we can implement new stuff more easily.
It is interesting how the 2.500 lines of code are really tangible when you useScribus old-style, even without actually seeing them. When Peter Linnel wasexplaining how to make the application comply to the conservative standards ofthe printing business, he used this term ‘self-defensive code’ ...
At Scribus we have a value that a file should never break in a print shop.Any bug report we receive in this area, is treated with first priority.
We can speak from experience, that this is really true! But this robustness shiftsout of sight when you use the inbuilt script function; then it is as if you comein to the software through the backdoor. From self-defence to the heart of theapplication?
It is not really self-defence ... programmers and software developers some-times use the expression: ‘a user should not shoot himself in the foot’.

5 Schmid
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Scribus will not protect you from ugly layout, if that would be possible atall! Although I do sometimes take deliberate decisions to try and do it ...for example that for as long as I am around, I will not make an option todo ‘automatic letter spacing’, because I think it is just ugly. If you do itmanually, that is your responsibility; I just do not feel like making anythinglike that work automatically. What we have no problems with, is to preventyou from making invalid output. If Scribus thinks a certain font is not OK,and it might break on one or two types of printers ... this is reason enoughfor us to make sure this font is not used. The font is not even used partially,it is gone. That is the kind of self-defence Peter Linnel was talking about.It is also how we build .pdf files and PostScript. Some ways of buildingPostScript take less storage, some of it would be easier to read for humans,but we always take an approach that would be the least problematic in aprint shop. This meant for example, that you could not search in a .pdf. 6
I think you can do that now, but there are still limitations; it is on theroadmap to improve over time, to even add an option to output a web ori-ented .pdf and a print oriented .pdf ... but it is an important value in Scribusis to get the output right. To prevent people to really shoot themselves inthe foot.
Our last question is about the relation between the content that is layed outin Scribus, and the fact that it is an Open Source project. Just as an example,Microsoft Word will come out with an option to make it easy to save a documentwith a Creative Commons License 7. Would this, or not, be an interesting optionto add to Scribus? Would you be interested in making that connection, betweensoftware and content?
It could well be we would copy that, if it is not already been patented byMicrosoft! To me it sounds a bit like a marketing trick ... because it is suchan easy function to do. But, if someone from Creative Commons would askfor this function, I think someone would implement it for Scribus in a shorttime, and I think we would actually like it. Maybe we would generalize it alittle, so that for example you could also add other licenses too. We alreadyhave support for some meta data, and in the future we might put some morefunction in to support license managing, for example also for fonts.

6 because the fonts get outlined and/or reencoded7 http://creativecommons.org/press-releases/entry/5947
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About the relation between content and Open Source software in general... there are some groups who are using Scribus I politically do not reallyidentify with. Or more or less not at all. If I meet those people on the IRCchat, I try to be very neutral, but I of course have my own thoughts in theback of my head.
Do you think using a tool like Scribus produces a certain kind of use?
No. Preferences for work tools and political preference are really orthogonal,and we have both. For example when you have some right wing people theycould also enjoy using Scribus and socialist groups as well. It is probably thebest for Scribus to keep that stuff out of it. I am not even sure about thepolitical conviction of the other developers. Usually we get along very well,but we don’t talk about those kinds of things very much. In that sense Idon’t think that using Scribus will influence what is happening with it.As a tool, because it makes creating good page layouts much easier, it willprobably change the landscape because a lot of people get exposed to pagelayout and they learn and teach other people; and I think that is growing,and I hope it will be growing faster than if it is all left to big players likeInDesign and Quark ... I think this will improve and it will maybe alsochange the demands that users will make for our application. If you do pagelayout, you get into a new frame of mind ... you look in a different way atpublications. It is less content oriented, but more layout oriented. You willpick something up and it will spread. People by now have understood thatit is not such a good idea to use twelve different fonts in one text ... and Ithink that knowledge about better page layout will also spread.
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When we came to the Libre Graphics Meetingfor the first time in 2007, we recorded this rareconversation with George Williams, developer ofFontForge, the editing tool for fonts. We spokeabout Shakespeare, Unicode, the pleasure of mak-ing beautiful things, and pottery.
We‘re doing these interviews, as we’re working as designers on Open Source
OK.
With Open Source tools, as typographers, but often when we speak todevelopers they say well, tell me what you want, or they see our interest inwhat they are doing as a kind of feature request or bug report.
(laughs) Yes.
Of course it’s clear that that’s the way it often works, but for us it’s alsointeresting to think about these tools as really tools, as ways of shapingwork, to try and understand how they are made or who is making them.It can help us make other things. So this is actually what we want to talkabout. To try and understand a bit about how you’ve been working onFontForge. Because that’s the project you’re working on.
OK.
And how that connects to other ideas of tools or tools’ shape that youmake. These kind of things. So maybe first it’s good to talk about whatit is that you make.
OK. Well ... FontForge is a font editor.I started playing with fonts when I bought my first Macintosh, back in theearly eighties (actually it was the mid-eighties) and my father studied tex-tual bibliography and looked at the ways the printing technology of theRenaissance affected the publication of Shakespeare’s works. And what thatmeant about the errors in the compositions we see in the copies we haveleft from the Renaissance. So my father was very interested in Renaissanceprinting (and has written books on this subject) and somehow that meant
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that I was interested in fonts. I’m not quite sure how that connection hap-pened, but it did. So I was interested in fonts. And there was this programthat came out in the eighties called Fontographer which allowed you to cre-ate PostScript 1 and later TrueType 2 fonts. And I loved it. And I made lotsof calligraphic fonts with it.
You were ... like 20?
I was 20~30. Lets see, I was born in 1959, so in the eighties I was in mytwenties mostly. And then Fontographer was bought up by Macromedia 3
who had no interest in it. They wanted FreeHand 4 which was done bythe same company. So they dropped Fon ... well they continued to sellFontographer but they didn’t update it. And then OpenType 5 came out andUnicode 6 came out and Fontographer didn’t do this right and it didn’t dothat right ... And I started making my own fonts, and I used Fontographerto provide the basis, and I started writing scripts that would add accents tolatin letters and so on. And figured out the Type1 7 format so that I coulddecompose it — decompose the Fontographer output so that I could add

1 PostScript fonts are outline font specifications developed by Adobe Systems for professionaldigital typesetting, which uses PostScript file format to encode font information.
Wikipedia. PostScript fonts — Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia, 2014. [Online; accessed 18.12.2014]2 TrueType is an outline font standard developed by Apple and Microsoft in the late 1980s as acompetitor to Adobe’s Type 1 fonts used in PostScript.
Wikipedia. TrueType — Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia, 2014. [Online; accessed 18.12.2014]3 Macromedia was an American graphics, multimedia and web development software company(1992–2005). Its rival, Adobe Systems, acquired Macromedia on December 3, 2005.
Wikipedia. Macromedia — Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia, 2014. [Online; accessed 18.12.2014]4 Adobe FreeHand (formerly Macromedia Freehand) is a computer application for creatingtwo-dimensional vector graphics. Adobe discontinued development and updates to theprogram. Wikipedia. Adobe FreeHand — Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia, 2014. [Online; accessed 18.12.2014]5 OpenType is a format for scalable computer fonts. It was built on its predecessor TrueType,retaining TrueType’s basic structure and adding many intricate data structures for prescribingtypographic behavior. Wikipedia. Opentype — wikipedia, the free encyclopedia, 2014. [Online; accessed 18.12.2014]6 Unicode is a computing industry standard for the consistent encoding, representation, andhandling of text expressed in most of the world’s writing systems.
Wikipedia. Unicode — Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia, 2014. [Online; accessed 18.12.2014]7 Type 1 is a font format for single-byte digital fonts for use with Adobe Type Managersoftware and with PostScript printers. It can support font hinting. It was originally aproprietary specification, but Adobe released the specification to third-party fontmanufacturers provided that all Type 1 fonts adhere to it.
Wikipedia. PostScript fonts — Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia, 2014. [Online; accessed 18.12.2014]
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my own things to it. And then Fontographer didn’t do Type0 8 PostScriptfonts, so I figured that out.And about this time, the little company I was working for, a tiny littlestartup — we wrote a web HTML editor — where you could sit at yourdesk and edit pages on the web — it was before FrontPage 9, but similar toFrontPage. And we were bought by AOL and then we were destroyed byAOL, but we had stock options from AOL and they went through the roof.So ... in the late nineties I quit. And I didn’t have to work.And I went off to Madagascar for a while to see if I wanted to be a prima-tologist. And ... I didn’t. There were too many leaches in the rainforest.
(laughs)
So I came back, and I wrote a font editor instead.And I put it up on the web and in late 99, and within a month someonegave me a bug report and was using it.
(laughs) So it took a month
Well, you know, there was no advertisement, it was just there, and someonefound it and that was neat!
(laughs)
And that was called PfaEdit (because when it began it only did PostScript)and I ... it just grew. And then — I don’t know — three, four, five years agosomeone pointed out that PfaEdit wasn’t really appropriate any more, so Iasked various users what would be a good name and a french guy said How’bout FontForge? So. It became FontForge then. — That’s a much bettername than PfaEdit.
(laughs)
Used it ever since.
But your background ... you talked about your father studying ...

8 Type 0 is a ‘composite’ font format . A composite font is composed of a high-level font thatreferences multiple descendent fonts.
Wikipedia. PostScript fonts — Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia, 2014. [Online; accessed 18.12.2014]9 Microsoft FrontPage is a WYSIWYG HTML editor and Web site administration tool fromMicrosoft discontinued in December 2006.
Wikipedia. Microsoft FrontPage — Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia, 2014. [Online; accessed 18.12.2014]
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I grew up in a household where Shakespeare was quoted at me every day,and he was an English teacher, still is an English teacher, well, obviouslyretired but he still occasionally teaches, and has been working for about 30years on one of those versions of Shakespeare where you have two lines ofShakespeare text at the top and the rest of the page is footnotes. And I wentcompletely differently and became a mathematician and computer scientistand worked in those areas for almost twenty years and then went off andtried to do my own things.
So how did you become a mathematician?
(pause) I just liked it.
(laughs) just liked it
I was good at it. I got pushed ahead in high school. It just never occurredto me that I’d do anything else — until I met a computer. And then I stilldid maths because I didn’t think computers were — appropriate — or — Iwas a snob. How about that.
(laughs)
But I spent all my time working on computers as I went through university.And then got my first job at JPL 10 and shortly thereafter the shuttle 11
blew up and we had some — some of our experiments — my little group— flew on the shuttle and some of them flew on an airplane which wentover the US took special radar pictures of the US. We also took special radarpictures of the world from the shuttle (SIR-A, SIR-B, SIR-C). And thenour airplane burned up. And JPL was not a very happy place to work afterthat. So then I went to a little company with some college friends of mine,that they’d started, created compilers and debuggers — do you know whatthose are?
Mm-hmm.
And I worked a long time on that, and then the internet came out and foundanother little company with some friends — and worked on HTML.

10 Jet Propulsion Laboratory11 The Space Shuttle Challenger disaster occurred on January 28, 1986, when the NASA SpaceShuttle orbiter Challenger broke apart 73 seconds into its flight, leading to the deaths of itsseven crew members.
Wikipedia. Space Shuttle Challenger disaster — Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia, 2014. [Online; accessed 18.12.2014]
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So when, before we moved, I was curious about, I wanted you to talkabout a Shakespearian influence on your interest in fonts. But on theother hand you talk about working in a company where you did HTMLeditors at the time you actually started, I think. So do you think thatis somehow present ... the web is somehow present in your — in howFontForge works? Or how fonts work or how you think about fonts?
I don’t think the web had much to do with my — well, that’s not true.OK, when I was working on the HTML editor, at the time, mid-90s, thereweren’t any Unicode fonts, and so part of the reason I was writing all thesescripts to add accents and get Type0 support in PostScript (which is whatyou need for a Unicode font) was because I needed a Unicode font for ourHTML product.To that extent — yes-s-s-s.It had an effect. Aside from that, not really.The web has certainly allowed me to distribute it. Without the web I doubtanyone would know — I wouldn’t have any idea how to ‘market’ it. If that’sthe right word for something that doesn’t get paid for. And certainly theweb has provided a convenient infrastructure to do the documentation in.But — as for font design itself — that (the web) has certainly not affectedme.Maybe with this creative commons talk that Jon Phillips was giving, theremay be, at some point, a button that you can press to upload your fonts tothe Open Font Library 12 — but I haven’t gotten there yet, so I don’t wantto promise that.
(laughs) But no, indeed there was – hearing you speak about ccHost 13 –that’s the ...
Mm-hmm.
... Software we are talking about?
That’s what the Open Font Library uses, yes.

12 Open Font Library is a project devoted to the hosting and encouraged creation of fontsreleased under Free Licenses.
Wikipedia. Open Font Library — Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia, 2014. [Online; accessed 18.12.2014]13 ccHost is a web-based media hosting engine upon which Creative Commons’ ccMixter remixweb community is built. Wikipedia. CcHost — Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia, 2012. [Online; accessed 18.12.2014]
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Yeah. And a connection to FontForge could change the way, not onlyhow you distribute fonts, but also how you design fonts.
It — it might. I don’t know ... I don’t have a view of the future.I guess to some extent, obviously font design has been affected by requiringit (the font) to be displayed on a small screen with a low resolution display.And there are all kinds of hacks in modern fonts formats for dealing withlow resolution stuff. PostScript calls them hints and TrueType calls theminstructions. They are different approaches to the same thing. But that,that certainly has affected font design in the last — well since PostScriptcame out.The web itself? I don’t think that has yet been a significant influence onfont design, but then — I’m no longer a designer. I discovered I was muchbetter at designing font editors than at designing fonts.So I’ve given up on that aspect of things.
Mm-K, because I’m curious about your making a division about being adesigner, or being a font-editor-maker, because for me that same defini-tion of maker, these two things might be very related.
Well they are. And I only got in to doing it because the tools that wereavailable to me were not adequate. But I have found since — that I’mnot adequate at doing the design, there are many people who are better atdesigning — designing fonts, than I am. And I like to design fonts, but Ihave made some very ugly ones at times.And so I think I will — I’ll do that occasionally, but that’s not where I’mgoing to make a mark.Mostly now —I just don’t have the —The font editor itself takes up so much of time that I don’t have the energy,the enthusiasm, or anything like that to devote to another major creativeproject. And designing a font is a major creative project.
Well, can we talk about the major creative project of designing a fonteditor? I mean, because I’m curious how — how that is a creative projectfor you — how you look at that.
I look at it as a puzzle. And someone comes up to me with a problem, and Itry and figure out how to solve it. And sometimes I don’t want to figure out
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how to solve it. But I feel I should anyway. And sometimes I don’t want tofigure out how to solve it and I don’t.That’s one of the glories of being one’s own boss, you don’t have to doeverything that you are asked.But — to me — it’s just a problem. And it’s a fascinating problem. Butwhy is it fascinating? — That’s just me. No one else, probably, findsit fascinating. Or — the guys who design FontLab probably also find itfascinating, there are two or three other font design programs in the world.And they would also find it fascinating.
Can you give an example of something you would find fascinating?
Well. Dave Crossland who was sitting behind me at the end was talkingto me today — he sat down — we started talking after lunch but on theway up the stairs — at first he was complaining that FontForge isn’t writtenwith a standard widget set. So it looks different from everything else. Andyes, it does. And I don’t care. Because this isn’t something which interestsme.On the other hand he was saying that what he also wanted was a paragraphlevel display of the font. So that as he made changes in the font he couldsee a ripple effect in the paragraph.Now I have a thing which does a word level display, but it doesn’t do multi-lines. Or it does multi-lines if you are doing Japanese (vertical writing mode)but it doesn’t do multi-columns then. So it’s either one vertical row or onehorizontal row of glyphs.And I do also have a paragraph level display, but it is static. You bringit up and it takes the current snapshot of the font and it generates a realTrueType font and pass it off to the X Window 14 rasterizer — passes it offto the standard Linux toolchain (FreeType) as that static font and asks thattoolchain to display text.So what he’s saying is OK, do that, but update the font that you pass off everynow and then. And Yeah, that’d be interesting to do. That’s an interesting projectto work on. Much more interesting than changing my widget set which isjust a lot of work and tedious. Because there is nothing to think about.It’s just OK, I’ve got to use this widget instead of my widget. My widget does

14 The X Window System is a windowing system for bitmap displays, common on UNIX-likecomputer operating systems. X provides the basic framework for a GUI environment:drawing and moving windows on the display device and interacting with a mouse andkeyboard. Wikipedia. X Window System — Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia, 2014. [Online; accessed 18.12.2014]
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exactly what I want — because I designed it that way — how do I make thisthing, which I didn’t design, which I don’t know anything about, do exactlywhat I want?And — that’s dull. For me.
Yeah, well.
Dave, on the other hand, is very hopeful that he’ll find some poor foolwho’ll take that on as a wonderful opportunity. And if he does, that wouldbe great, because not having a standard widget set is one of the biggestcomplaints people have. Because FontForge doesn’t look like anything else.And people say Well the grey background is very scary. 15
I thought it was normal to have a grey background, but uh ... that’s why wenow have a white background. A white background may be equally scary,but no one has complained about it yet.
Try red.
I tried light blue and cream. One of them I was told gave people migraines— I don’t remember specifically what the comment was about the lightblue, but(someone from inkscape): Make it configurable.
Oh, it is configurable, but no one configures it.(someone from inkscape): Yeah, I know.
So ...
So, you talked about spending a lot of time on this project, how does thatwork, you get up in the morning and start working on FontForge? Or ...
Well, I do many things. Some mornings, yes, I get up in the morning and Istart working on FontForge and I cook breakfast in the background and eatbreakfast and work on FontForge. Some mornings I get up at four in themorning and go out running for a couple of hours and come back home andsort of collapse and eat a little bit and go off to yoga class and do a pilatesclass and do another yoga class and then go to my pottery class, and go tothe farmers’ market and come home and I haven’t worked on FontForge atall. So it varies according to the day. But yes I ...

15 It used to have a grey background, now it has a white background
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There was a period where I was spending 40, 50 hours a week workingon FontForge, I don’t spend that much time on it now, it’s more like 20hours, though the last month I got all excited about the release that I putout last Tuesday — today is Sunday. And so I was working really hard —probably got up to — oh — 30 hours some of that time. I was really excitedabout the change. All kinds of things were different — I put in Pythonscripting, which people had been asking for — well, I’m glad I’ve done it,but it was actually kind of boring, that bit — the stuff that came before was— fascinating.
Like?
I — are you familiar with the OpenType spec? No. OK. The way you ...the way you specify ligatures and kerning in OpenType can be looked at atseveral different levels. And the way OpenType wants you to look at it, Ifelt, was unnecessarily complicated. So I didn’t look at it at that level. Andthen after about 5 years of looking at it that way I discovered that the reasonI thought it was unnecessarily complicated was because I was only used toLatin or Cyrillic or Greek text, and for Latin, Cyrillic or Greek, it probablyis unnecessarily complicated. But for Indic scripts it is not unnecessarilycomplicated, and you need all those things. So I ripped out all of the codefor specifying strange glyph conversions. You know in Arabic a characterlooks different at the beginning of a word and so on? So that’s also handledin this area. And I ripped all that stuff out and redid it in the way thatOpenType wanted it to be done and not the somewhat simplified but notsufficiently powerful method that I’d been using up until then.And that I found, quite fascinating.And once I’d done that, it opened up all kinds of little things that I couldchange that made the font editor itself bettitor. Better. Bettitor?
(laughs) That’s almost Dutch.
And so after I’d done that the display I talked about which could show aword — I realized that I should redo that to take advantage of what I haddone. And so I redid that, and it’s now, it’s now much more usable. It nowshows — at least I hope it shows — more of what people want to see whenthey are working with these transformations that apply to the font, there’snow a list of the various transformations, that can be enabled at any timeand then it goes through and does them — whereas before it just sort of —
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well it did kerning, and if you asked it to it would substitute this glyph soyou could see what it would look like — but it was all sort of — half-baked.It wasn’t very elegant.And — it’s much better now, and I’m quite proud of that.It may crash — but it’s much better.
So you bring up half-baked, and when we met we talked about breadbaking.
Oh, yes.
And the pleasure of handling a material when you know it well. Maybemake reliable bread — meaning that it comes out always the same way,but by your connection to the material you somehow — well — it’s apleasure to do that. So, since you’ve said that, and we then went ontalking about pottery — how clay might be of the same — give the samekind of pleasure. I’ve been trying to think — how does FontForge havethat? Does it have that and where would you find it or how is the ...
I like to make things. I like to make things that — in some strangedefinition are beautiful. I’m not sure how that applies to making bread,but my pots — I think I make beautiful pots. And I really like the glazing Iput onto them.It’s harder to say that a font editor is beautiful. But I think the ideas behindit are beautiful in my mind — and in some sense I find the user interfacebeautiful. I’m not sure that anyone else in the world does, because it’s whatI want, but I think it’s beautiful.And there’s a satisfaction in making something — in making somethingthat’s beautiful. And there’s a satisfaction too (as far as the bread goes) inmaking something I need. I eat my own bread — that’s all the bread I eat(except for those few days when I get lazy and don’t get to make bread thatday and have to put it off until the next day and have to eat something thatday — but that doesn’t happen very often).So it’s just — I like making beautiful things.

OK, thank you.
Mm-hmm.
That was very nice, thank you very much.
Thank you. I have pictures of my pots if you’d like to see them?
Yes, I would very much like to see them.
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This conversation with Juliane de Moerlooze was recorded in March 2009.
When you hear people talk about women having more sensefor the global, intuitive and empathic ... and men are morelogical ... even if it is true ... it seems quite a good thing tohave when you are doing math or software?
Juliane is a Brussels based computer scientist, feministand Linux user from the beginning. She studied math,programming and system administration and partici-pates in Samedies. 1 In February 2009 she was votedpresident of the Brussels Linux user group (BXLug).
I will start at the end ... you have recently become president of the BXLug. Canyou explain to us what it is, the BXLug?
It is the Brussels Linux user group, a group of Linux users who meetregularly to really work together on Linux and Free Software. It is the mostactive group of Linux users in the French speaking part of Belgium.

How did you come into contact with this group?
That dates a while back. I have been trained in Linux a long time ago ...
Five years? Ten years? Twenty years?
Almost twenty years ago. I came across the beginnings of Linux in 1995 or1996, I am not sure. I had some Slackware 2 installed, I messed around withfriends and we installed everything ... then I heard people talk about Linuxdistributions 3 and decided to discover something else, notably Debian. 4

1 Femmes et Logiciels Libres, group of women maintaining their own serverhttp://samedi.collectifs.net2 one of the earliest Linux distributions3 a distribution is a specific collection of applications and a software kernel4 one of the largest Linux distributions
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It is good to know that with Linux you really have a diversity, there aredistributions specially for audio, there are distributions for the larger publicwith graphical interfaces, there are distributions that are a bit more ‘geek’,in short you find everything: there are thousands of distributions but thereare a few principal ones and I heard people talk about an interesting devel-opment, which was Debian. I wanted to install it to see, and I discoveredthe BXLug meetings, and so I ended up there one Sunday.
What was your experience, the first time you went?
(laughs) Well, it was clear that there were not many women, certainly not. Iremember some sessions ...
What do you mean, not many women? One? Or five?

Usually I was there on my own. Or maybe two. There was a time that wewere three, which was great. There was a director of a school who pushedFree Software a lot, she organised real ’Journées du Libre’ 5 at her school,to which she would invite journalists and so on. She was the director butwhen she had free time she would use it to promote Free Software, butI haven’t seen her in a while and I don’t know what happened since. Ialso met Faty, well ... I wasn’t there all the time either because I had alsoother things to do. There was a friendly atmosphere, with a little bar wherepeople would discuss with each other, but many were cluttered together inthe middle of the room, like autists hidden behind their computers, withoutmuch communication. There were other members of the group who like merealised that we were humans that were only concentrating on our machinesand not much was done to make new people feel welcome. Once I realised,I started to move to the back of the room and say hello to people arriving.Well, I was not the only one who started to do that but I imagine it mighthave felt like a closed group when you entered for the first time. I alsoremember in the beginning, as a girl, that ... when people asked questions... nobody realised that I was actually teaching informatics. It seemed therewas a prejudice even before I had a chance to answer a question. That’s afunny thing to remember.
Could you talk about the pleasure of handling computers? You might not be thekind of person that loses herself in front of her computer, but you have a strong

5 Journées du Libre is a yearly festival organised by the BXLug
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relationship with technology which comes out when you open up the commandline... there’s something in you that comes to life.
Oh, yes! To begin with, I am a mathematician (‘matheuse’), I was a mathteacher, and I have been programming during my studies and yes, therewas something fantastic about it ... informatics for me is all about logic, butlogic in action, dynamic logic. A machine can be imperfect, and while I’mnot specialised in hardware, there is a part on which you can work, a kindof determinism that I find interesting, it poses challenges because you cannever know all, I mean it is not easy to be a real system administrator thatknows every detail, that understands every problem. So you are partially inthe unknown, and discovering, in a mathematical world but a world thatmoves. For me a machine has a rhythm, she has a cadence, a body, and herstate changes. There might be things that do not work but it can be thatyou have left in some mistakes while developing etcetera, but we will getto know the machine and we will understand. And after, you might createthings that are maybe interesting in real life, for people that want to writetexts or edit films or want to communicate via the Internet ... these are alllayers one adds, but you start ... I don’t know how to say it ... the machine isat your service but you have to start with discovering her. I detest the kindof software that asks you just to click here and there and than it doesn’twork, and than you have to restart, and than you are in a situation whereyou don’t have the possibility to find out where the problem is.
When it doesn’t show how it works?

For me it is important to work with Free Software, because when I havetime, I will go far, I will even look at the source code to find out what’swrong with the interface. Luckily, I don’t have to do this too often anymorebecause software has become very complicated, twenty years later. But weare not like persons with machines that just click ... I know many people,even in informatics, who will say ‘this machine doesn’t work, this thingmakes a mistake’
The fact that Free Software proposes an open structure, did that have anythingto do with your decision to be a candidate for BXLug?
Well, last year I was already very active and I realised that I was at a pointin my life that I could use informatics better, and I wanted to work in this
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field, so I spent much time as a volunteer. But the moment that I decided,now this is enough, I need to put myself forward as a candidate, was after aseries of sexist incidents. There was for example a job offer on the BXLugmailing list that really needed to be responded to ... I mean ... what wasthat about? To be concrete: Someone wrote to the mailing list that hiscompany was looking for a developer in so and so on and they would likea Debian developer type applying, or if there weren’t any available, it wouldbe great if it would be a blond girl with large tits. Really, a horrible thing soI responded immediately and than it became even worse because the personthat had posted the original message, sent out another one asking whetherthe women on the list were into castration and it took a large amount ofdiplomacy to find a way to respond. We discussed it with the Samediennes 6
and I though about it ... I felt supported by many people that had wellunderstood that this was heavy and that the climate was getting nasty butin the end I managed to send out an ironic message that made the otherperson excuse himself and stop these kind of sexist jokes, which was good.And after that, there was another incident, when the now ex-president ofthe group did a radio interview. I think he explained Free Software relativelywell to a public that doesn’t know about it, but as an example how easy it isto use Free Software, he said even my wife, who is zero with computers, knowshow it works, using the familiar cliché without any reservation. We discussedthis again with the Samediennes, and also internally at the BXLug and thanI thought: well, what is needed is a woman as president, so I need to presentmyself. So it is thanks to the Samedies, that this idea emerged, out of thenecessity to change the image of Free Software.
In software and particularly in Free Software, there are relatively few womenparticipating actively. What kinds of possibilities do you see for women to enter?
It begins already at school ... all the clichés girls hear ... it starts there. Wepossibly have a set of brains that is socially constructed, but when you hearpeople talk about women having more sense for the global, intuitive andempathic ... and men are more logic ... even if it is true ... it seems quite agood thing to have when you are doing math or software? I mean, there isno handicap we start out with, it is a social handicap ... convincing girls tobecome a secretary rather than a system administrator.

6 Participants in the Samedies: Femmes et logiciels libres (http://www.samedies.be)
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I am assuming there is a link between your feminism and your engagement withFree Software ...
It is linked at the point where ... it is a political liaison which is about re-appropriating tools, and an attempt to imagine a political universe where weare ourselves implicated in the things we do and make, and where we collec-tively can discuss this future. You can see it as something very large, socially,and very idealist too. You should also not idealise the Free Software commu-nity itself. There’s an anthropologist who has made a proper description 7 ...but there are certainly relational and organisational problems, and politicalproblems, power struggles too. But the general idea ... we have come to thepolitical point of saying: we have technologies, and we want to appropriatethem and we will discuss them together. I feel I am a feminist ... but I knowthere are other kinds of feminism, liberal feminism for example, that do notwant to question the political economical status quo. My feminism is a bitdifferent, it is linked to eco-feminism, and also to the re-appropriation oftechniques that help us organise as a group. Free Software can be ... well,there is a direction in Free Software that is linked to ‘Free Enterprise’ andthe American Dream. Everything should be possible: start-ups or pin-ups,it doesn’t matter. But for me, there is another branch much more ‘libertaire’and left-wing, where there is space for collective work and where we can askquestions about the impact of technology. It is my interest of course, and Iknow well that even as president of the BXLug I sometimes find myself onthe extreme side, so I will not speak about my ‘libertaire’ ideas all the timein public, but if anyone asks me ... I know well what is at stake but it is notnecessarily representative of the ideas within the BXLug.
Are their discussions between members, about the varying interests in Free Software?I can imagine there are people more excited about efficiency and performativityof these tools, and others attracted by it’s political side.
Well, these arguments mix, and also since some years there is unfortunatelyless of a fundamental discussion. At the moment I have the impression thatwe are more into ‘things to do’ when we meet in person. On the mailinglist there are frictions and small provocations now and then, but the reallyinteresting debates are over, since a few years ... I am a bit disappointed in

7 Christophe Lazarro. La liberté logicielle. Une ethnographie des pratiques d’échange et decoopération au sein de la communauté Debian. Academia editons, 2008
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that, actually. But it is not really a problem, because I know other groupsthat pose more interesting questions and with whom I find it more interest-ing to have a debate. Last year we have been working away like small busybees, distributing the general idea of Free Software with maybe a hint to thesocietal questions behind but in fact not marking it out as a counterweightto a commercialised society. We haven’t really deepened the problematics,because for me ... it is clear that Free Software has won the battle, they havebeen completely recuperated by the business world, and now we are in aperiod where tendencies will become clear. I have the impression that withthe way society is represented right now ... where they are talking about theeconomical crisis ... and that we are becoming a society of ‘gestionnaires’and ideological questions seem not very visible.
So do you think it is more or less a war between two tendencies, or can bothcurrents coexist, and help each other in some way?
The current in Free Software that could think about resistance and askpolitical questions and so on, does not have priority at the moment. Butwhat we can have is debates and discussions from person to person and wecan interpolate members of the BXLug itself, who really sometimes start touse a kind of marketing language. But it is relational ... it is from personto person. At the moment, what happens on the level of businesses andsociety, I don’t know. I am looking for a job and I see clearly that I willneed to accept the kinds of hierarchies that exist but I would like to createsomething else. The small impact a group like BXLug can make ... well,there are several small projects, such as the one to develop a distributionspecifically designed for small organisations, to which nobody could objectof course. Different directions coexist, because there is currently not anyproject with enough at stake that it would shock the others.
To go once again from a large scale to a small scale ... how would you describeyour own itinerary from mathematics to working on and with software?
I did two bachelors at the University Libre de Bruxelles, and than I studiedto become a math teacher. I had a wonderful teacher, and we were intothe pleasure of exercising our brains, and discovering theory but a large partof our courses were concentrated on pedagogy and how to become a goodteacher, how to open up the mind of a student in the context of a course.That’s when I discovered another pleasure, of helping a journey into a kind
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of math that was a lot more concrete, or that I learned to render concrete.One of the difficult subjects you need to teach in high schools, is scales andplans. I came up with a rendering of a submarine and all students, boys aswell as girls, were quickly motivated, wanting to imagine themselves at thereal scale of the vessel. I like math, because it is not linked to a pre-existingnarrative structure, it is a theoretical construct we accept or not, like therules of a game. For me, math is an ideal way to form a critical mind.When you are a child, math is fundamentally fiction, full stop. I rememberthat when I learned modern math at school ... I had an older teacher, andshe wasn’t completely at ease with the subject. I have the impression thatbecause of this ... maybe it was a question of the relation between power andknowledge ... she did not arrive with her knowledge all prepared, I mean itwas a classical form of pedagogy, but it was a new subject to her and therewas something that woke up in me, I felt at ease, I followed, we did not gotoo fast ...
It was open knowledge, not already formed and closed?

Well, we discovered the subject together with the teacher. It might soundbizarre, and she certainly did not do this on purpose, but I immediately feltconfident, which did not have too much to do with the subject of the class,but with the fact that I felt that my brains were functioning.I still prefer to discover the solution to a mathematical problem togetherwith others. But when it comes to software, I can be on my own. Inthe end it is me, who wants to ask myself: why don’t I understand? Whydon’t I make any progress? In Free Software, there is the advantage ofhaving lots of documentation and manuals available online, although youcan almost drown in it. For me, it is always about playing with your brain,there is at least always an objective where I want to arrive, whether it isunderstanding theory or software ... and in software, it is also clear that youwant something to work. There is a constraint of efficiency that comes inbetween, that of course somehow also exists in math, but in math when youhave solved a problem, you have solved it on a piece of paper. I enjoy thegame of exploring a reality, even if it is a virtual one.
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In September 2013 writer, developer, freestyle rapper andpoet John Haltiwanger joined the ConTeXt user meeting inBrejlov (Czech Republic) 1 to present his ideas on Subtext,‘A Proposed Processual Grammar for a Multi-Output Pre-Format’. The interview started as a way to record John’simpressions fresh from the meeting, but moved into dis-cussing the future of layout in terms of ballistics.
How did you end up going to the ConTeXt meeting? Actually, where was it?
It was in Brejlov, which apparently might not even be a town or city. Itmight specifically be a hotel. But it has its own ... it’s considered a location,I guess. But arriving was already kind of a trick, because I was under theimpression there was a train station or something. So I was asking around:Where is Brejlov? What train do I take to Brejlov? But nobody had any clue,that this was even something that existed. So that was tricky. But it was re-ally a beautiful venue. How I ended up at the conference specifically? That’sa good question. I’m not an incredibly active member on the ConTeXtmailing list, but I pop up every now and again and just kind of express afew things that I have going on. So initially I mentioned my thesis, back inJanuary or maybe March, back when it was really unformulated. Maybe itwas even in 2009. But I got really good responses from Hans. 2 Originally,when I first got to the Netherlands in 2009 in August, the next weekendwas the third annual ConTeXt meeting. I had barely used the software atthat point, but I had this sort of impulse to go. Well anyway, I did not havethe money for it at that time. So the fact that there was another one cominground, was like: Ok, that sounds good. But there was something ... we gotinto a conversation on the mailing list. Somebody, a non-native Englishspeaker was asking about pronouns and gendered pronouns and the properway of ‘pronouning’ things. In English we don’t have a suitable gender neu-tral pronoun. So he asked the questions and some guy responded: The

1 http://meeting.contextgarden.net/2013/2 Hans Hagen is the principal author and developer of ConTeXt, past president of NTG, andactive in many other areas of the TeX community
Hans Hagen – Interview – TeX Users Group. http://tug.org/interviews/hagen.html, 2006. [Online; accessed 18.12.2014]
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proper way to do it, is to use he. It’s an invented problem. This whole question isan invented question and there is no such thing as a need for considering any otheroptions besides this. 3 So I wrote back and said: That’s not up to you to decide,because if somebody has a problem, than there is a problem. So I kind of naivelysuggested that we could make a Unicode character, that can stand in, like atypographical element, that does not necessarily have a pronounciation yet.So something that, when you are reading it, you could either say he or sheor they and it would be sort of [emergent|dialogic|personalized].Like delayed political correctness or delayed embraciveness. But, little did Iknow, that Unicode was not the answer.
Did they tell you that? That Unicode is not the answer?
Well, Arthur actually wrote back 4, and he knows a lot about Unicode andhe said: With Unicode you have to prove that it’s in use already. In my sense,Unicode was a playground where I could just map whatever values I wantedto be whatever glyph I wanted. Somewhere, in some corner of unusednamespace or something. But that’s not the way it works. But TeX workslike this. So I could always just define a macro that would do this. Hansactually wrote a macro 5 that would basically flip a coin at the beginning ofyour paper. So whenever you wanted to use the gender neutral, you wouldjust use the macro and then it wouldn’t be up to you. It’s another way ofobfuscating, or pushing the responsibility away from you as an author. It’slike ok, well, on this one it was she, the next it was he, or whatever.
So in a way gender doesn’t matter anymore?
Right. And then I was just like, that’s something we should talk about at themeeting. I guess I sent out something about my thesis and Hans or Taco,they know me, they said that it would great for you to do a presentation ofthis at the meeting. So that’s very much how I ended up there.
You had never met anyone from ConTeXt before?

3 http://www.ntg.nl/pipermail/ntg-context/2010/051058.html4 http://www.ntg.nl/pipermail/ntg-context/2010/051098.html5 http://www.ntg.nl/pipermail/ntg-context/2010/051116.html
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No. You and Pierre were the only people I knew, that have been using it,besides me, at the time. It was interesting in that way, it was really ... I meanI felt a little bit ... nervous isn’t exactly the word, but I sort of didn’t knowwhat exactly my positon was meant to be. Because these guys ... it’s a users’meeting, right? But the way that tends to work out for Open Source projectsis developers talking to developers. So ... my presentation was saturated ...I think, I didn’t realise how quickly time goes in presentations, at the time.So I spent like 20 minutes just going through my attack on media theory inthe thesis. And there was a guy, falling asleep on the right side of the room,just head back. So, that was entertaining. To be the black sheep. That’salways a fun position. It was entertaining for me, to meet these peopleand to be at the same time sort of an outsider. Not a really well knownuser contrasted with other people, who are more like cornerstones of thecommunity. They were meeting everybody in person for the first time. Andsomehow I could connect. So now, a month and a half later we’re startingthis ConTeXt group, an international ConTeXt users’ group and I’m on theboard, I’m editing the journal. So it’s like, it ...
... that went fast!
It went fast indeed!
What is this ‘ConTeXt User Group’?
To a certain extent the NTG, which is the Netherlands TeX Group, had sortof been consumed from the inside by the heavyness of ConTeXt, specificallyin the Netherlands. The discussion started to shift to be more ConTeXt.Now the journal, the MAPS journal, there are maybe 8 or 10 articles, two ofwhich are not written by either Hans or Taco, who are the main developersof ConTeXt. And there is zero on anything besides ConTeXt. So the NTGis almost presented as ok, if you like ConTeXt or if you wanna be in a ConTeXtuser group, you join the NTG. Apparently the journal used to be quite thickand there are lots of LaTeX users, who are involved. So partially the attemptis sort of ease that situation a little bit.
It allowed the two communities to separate?
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Yeah, and not in any way like fast or abrupt fashion. We’re trying to bevery conscious about it. I mean, it’s not ConTeXt’s fault that LaTeX usersare not submitting any articles for the journal. That user group will al-ways have the capacity, those people could step up. The idea is to setup amore international forum, something that has more of the sense of supportfor ... because the software is getting bigger and right now we’re really re-liant on this mailing list and if you have your stupid question either Hans,Taco or Wolfgang will shoot something back. And they become reliant onWolfgang to be able to answer questions, because there are more users com-ing. Arthur was really concerned, among other people, with the scalabilityof our approach right now. And how to set up this infrastructure to supportthe software as it grows bigger. I should forward you this e-mail that Iwrote, that is a response to their name choices. They were contemplatingbecoming a group called ‘cows’. Which is clearly an inside joke because theyloved to do figure demonstrations with cows. And seeing ConTeXt as I do,as a platform, a serious platform, for the future, something that ... it’s al-most like it hasn’t gotten to its ... I mean it’s in such rapid development ...it’s so undocumented ... it’s so ... like ... it’s like rushing water or something.But at some point ... it’s gonna fill up the location. Maybe we’re still build-ing this platform, but when it’s solid and all the pieces are ... everythingis being converted to metric, no more inches and miles and stuff. At thatpoint, when we have this platform, it will turn into a loadable Lua library.It won’t even be an executable at that point.
It is interesting how quickly you have become part of this community. From beingcomplete outsider not knowing where to go, to now speaking about a communalfuture.
To begin with, I guess I have to confront my own seemingly boundlesspropensity for picking obscure projects ... as sort of my ... like the thingsthat I champion. And ... it often boils down to flexibility.
You think that obscurity has anything to do with the future compatibility ofConTeXt?
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Well, no. I think the obscurity is something that I don’t see this actuallylasting for too long in the situation of ConTeXt. As it gets more stable it’sbasically destined to become more of a standard platform. But this is alltied into to stuff that I’m planning to do with the software. If my generativetypesetting platform ... you know ... works and is actually feasible, which ismaybe a 80% job.
Wait a second. You are busy developing another platform in parallel?
Yes, although I’m kind of hovering over it or sort of superceeding it asan interface. You have LaTeX, which has been at version 2e since themid-nineties, LaTeX 3 is sort of this dim point on the horizon. WhereasConTeXt is changing every week. It’s converting the entire structure of thismacro package from being written in TeX to being written in Lua. Andso there is this transition from what could be best described as an archaicapproach to programming, to this shiny new piece of software. I see it asbeing competitive strictly because it has so much configurability. But that’ssort of ... and that’s the double edged sword of it, that the configurationis useless without the documentation. Donald Knuth is famous for sayingthat he realises he would have to write the software and the manual for thesoftware himself. And I remember in our first conversation about the sortof paternalistic culture these typographic projects seem to have. Or at leastin the sense of TeX, they seem to sort of coagulate around a central wizardkind of guy.
You think ConTeXt has potential for the future, while TeX and LaTeX belong... to the past?
I guess that’s sort of the way it sounds, doesn’t it?
I guess I share some of your excitement, but also have doubts about how far theproject actually is away from the past. Maybe you can describe how you think itwill develop, what will be that future? How you see that?
Right. That’s a good way to start untangling all the stuff I was just talkingabout, when I was sort of putting the cart before the horse. I see it devel-oping in some ways ... the way that it’s used today and the way that current,
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heavy users use it. I think that they will continue to use in it in a similarway. But you already have people who are utilising LuaTeX ... and maybethis is an important thing to distinguish between ConTeXt and LuaTeX.Right now they’re sort of very tied together. Their development is intrinsic,they drive each other. But to some extent some of the more interestingstuff that is been being done with these tools is ... like ... XML processing.Where you throw XML into Lua code and run LuaTeX kerning operationsand line breaking and all this kind of stuff. Things that, to a certain extent,you needed to engage TeX on its own terms in the past. That’s why macropackages develop as some sort of sustainable way to handle your workflow.This introduction of LuaTeX I think is sort of ... You can imagine it beingloaded as a library just as a way to typeset the documentation for code. Itcould be like this holy grail of literate programming. Not saying this is theanswer, but that at least it will come out as a nice looking .pdf.
LuaTeX allows the connection to TeX to widen?
Yeah. It takes sort of the essence of TeX. And this is, I guess, the crucialthing about LuaTeX that up until now TeX is both a typesetting engine anda programming language. And not a very good one. So now that TeX canbe the engine, the Tschicholdian algorithms, the modernist principles, that,for whatever reason, do look really good, can be utilised and connected towithout having to deal with this 32 year old macro programming language.On top of that and part of how directly engaging with that kind of move-ment foreward is ... not that I am switching over to LuaTeX entirely at thispoint ... but that this generative typesetting platform that was sort of thefoundation of this journal proposal we did. Where you could imagine actualhumanity scholars using something that is akin to markdown or a wiki for-matting kind of system. And I have a nice little buzzword for that: ‘visuallysemantic markup’. XML, HTML, TeX, ... none of those are visually se-mantic. Because it’s all based around these primitives ‘ok, between the anglebrackets’. Everything is between angle brackets. You have to look what’sinside the angle brackets to know what is happening to what’s between theangle brackets. Whereas a visually semantic markup ... OK headers! OKso it’s between two hashmarks or it’s between two whatever ... The whole
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design of those preformatting languages, maybe not wiki markup, but atleast markdown was that it could be printed as a plaintext document andyou could still get a sense of the structure. I think that’s a really crucialdevelopment. So ... in a web browser, on one half of the browser you haveyou text input, on the other half you have an real-time rendering of it intoHTML. In the meantime, the way that the interface works, the way thatthe visually semantic markup works, is that it is a mutable interface. Itcould be tailored to your sense of what it should look like. It can be tailoredspecifically to different workflows. And because there is such a diversitywithin typographic workflows, typesetting workflows ... that is akin to theseparation of form and content in HTML and CSS, but it’s not meant to be... as problematic as that. I’m not sure if that is a real goal, or if that goalis feasible or not. But it’s not meant to be drawing an artificial line, it’s justmeant to make things easier.
So by pulling apart historically grown elements, it becomes ... possibly modern?
Hypermodern?
Something for now and later.
Yes. Part of this idea, the trick ... This software is called ‘Subtext’ and atthis point it’s a conceptual project, but that will change pretty soon. Itstrick is this idea of separation instead of form and content, it’s translationand effect. The parser itself has to be mutable, has to be able to pull inthe interface, print like decorations basically from a YAML configurationfile or some sort of equivalent. One of this configuration mechanisms thatwas designed to be human readable and not machine readable. Like, wellboth, striking that balance. Maybe we can get to that kind of ... talkingabout agency a little bit. Its trick to really pull that out so that if you wantto ... for instance now in markdown if you have quotes it will be translatedin ConTeXt into \quotation. In ConTeXt that’s a very simple switchto turn it into German quotes. Or I guess that’s more like internationalquotes, everything not English. For the purposes of markdown there isno, like really easy way, to change that part of the interface. So that when
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I’m writing, when I use the angle brackets as a quote it would turn intoa \quotation in the output. Whereas with ‘Subtext’ you would just gointo the interface type like configuration and say: These are converted intoa quote basically. And then the effects are listed in other configuration filesso that the effects of quotes in HTML can be ...
... different.
Yes. Maybe have specific CSS properties for spacing, that kind of stuff. Andthen in ConTeXt the same sort of ... both the environmental setup as wellas the raw ‘what is put into the document when it’s translated’. This kind ofseparation ... you know at that point if both those effects are already the waythat you want them, then all you have to do is change the interface. Andthen later on typesetting system, maybe iTeX comes out, you know, Knuth’sjoke, anyway. 6 That kind of separation seems to imply a future proofingthat I find very elegant. That you can just add later on the effects that youneed for a different system. Or a different version of a system, not that youhave to learn ‘mark 6’, or something like that ...
Back to the future ... I wonder about ConTeXt being bound to a particularpractise located with two specific people. Those two are actually the ones thatproduce the most complete use cases and thereby define the kind of practise thatConTeXt allows. Do you think this is a temporary stage or do you think that byinviting someone like you on the board, as an outsider, that it is a sign of thingsgoing to change?
Right. Well, yeah, this is another one of those put-up or shut-up kind ofthings because for instance at the NTG meeting on Wednesday my presen-tation was very much a user presentation in a room of developers. Because Ibasically was saying: Look like this is gonna be a presentation – most pre-sentation are about what you know – and this presentation is really aboutwhat I don’t know ... but what I do know is that there is a lot of room forteaching ConTeXt in a more practical fashion, you could say. So my idea isto basically write this documentation on how to typeset poetry, which gets

6 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Knuth#Humor
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into a lot of interesting questions, just a lot of interesting things. Like yougonna need to write your own macros just at the start ... to make sure youhave not to go in and change every width value at some point. you know,this kind of thing like ... really baby steps. How to make a cover page. Thesekinds of things are not documented.
Documentation is let’s say an interesting challenge for ConTeXt. How do youthink the ConTeXt community could enable different kinds of use, beyond theones that are envisioned right now? I guess you have a plan?
Yeah ... that’s a good question. Part of it is just to do stuff, like to get youmore involved in the ConTeXt group for instance, because I was talking toArthur and he hadn’t even read the article from V/J10 7. I think that kindof stuff is really important. It’s like the whole Blender Foundation kindof impulse. We have some developers who are paid to do this and that’skind of rare already in an Open Source/Free Software project. But then tokind of have users pushing the boundaries and hitting limits. It’s rare thatHans will encounter some kind of use case that he didn’t think of and reactin a negative way. Or react in a way like I’m not gonna even entertain thatpossibility. Part of it is moving beyond this ... even the sort of centralisationas you call it ... how to do that directly ... I see it more as baby steps forme personally at this point. Just getting a tutorial on how to typeset a cdbooklet. Just basically what I’m writing. That at the same time, you know,gets you familiar with ConTeXt and TeX in general. Before my presentationI was wondering, I was like: how do you set a variable in TeX. Well, it’s amacro programming language so you just make a macro that returns a value.Like that kind of stuff is not initially obvious if you’re used to a differentparadigm or you know .. So these baby steps of kind of opening the field upa little bit and then using it my own practise of guerilla typesetting and kindof putting it out there. and you know ... And people gonna start being like:oh yeah, beautiful documents are possible or at least better looking documentsare possible. And then once we have them at that, like, then how do you we

7 Constant, Clementine Delahaut, Laurence Rassel, and Emma Sidgwick.Verbindingen/Jonctions: Tracks in electr(on)ic fields. Constant Verlag, 2009.http://ospublish.constantvzw.org/sources/vj10
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take it to the next level. How do I turn a lyric sheet from something thatis sort of static to ... you know ... two pages that are like put directly on thescreen next to each other. Like a screen based system where it’s animatedto the point ... and this is what we actually started to karaoke last night ...so you have an English version and a Spanish version – for instance in thecase of the music that I’ve been doing. And we can animate. We can havetimed transitions so you can have a ‘current lyric indicator’ move down thepage. That kind of use case is not something that Pragma 8 is ever goingto run into. But as soon as it is done and documented then what’s the nextthing, what kind of animations are gonna be ... or what kind of ... once thatpossibility is made real or concrete ... you know, so I kind of see it as a veryiterative process at this point. I don’t have any kind of grand scheme otherthan ‘Subtext’ kind of replacing Microsoft Word as the dominant academicpublishing platform, I think. (laughs)
Just take over the world.
That’s one way to do it, I think.
You talked about manuals for things that you would maybe not do in anotherkind of software ...
Right.
Manuals that not just explain ‘this is how you do it’ but also ‘this is the kind ofuser you could be’.
Right.
I’m not sure if instructions for how to produce a cd cover would draw me in, butif it helped me understand how to set a variable, it would.
Right.

8 Hans Hagen’s company for Advanced Document Engineering
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You want the complete manual of course?
Yeah!
You were saying that ConTeXt should replace Microsoft Word as the standardtypesetting tool for academic publishing. You are thinking about the future forConTeXt more in the context of academic publishing than in traditional designpractise?
Yes. In terms of ‘Subtext’, I mean the origins of that project, very much... It’s an interesting mix because it’s really a hybridity of many differentprocesses. Some, much come directly from this obscure art project ‘the ab-straction’. So I have stuff like the track changes using Git version controland everything being placed on plaintext as a necessity. That’s a holdoverfrom that project as well as the idea of gradiated presence. Like softwareenabling a more real-time peer review, anonymous peer review system. Andeven a collaborative platform where you don’t know who you’re writing with,until the article comes out. Someting like out that. So these interestingtweaks that you can kind of make, those all are holdovers from this very,very much maybe not traditional design practise but certainly like ... twistedartistic project that was based around hacking a hole from signified to sig-inifier and back again. So ... In terms of its current envisionment and theuse case for which we were developing it at the beginning, or I’m developingit, whatever ... I’ll say it the royal way, is an academic thing. But I thinkthat ... doesn’t have to stop there and ...
At some point at OSP we decided to try ConTeXt because we were stuck withScribus for page layout as the only option in Free Software. We wanted escapethat kind of stiffness of the page, or of the canvas in a way. But ConTeXtwas not the dream solution either. For us it had a lot to do, of course, withissues of documentation ... of not understanding, not coming from that kind ofautomatism of treating it as another programming language. So I think we couldhave had much more fun if we had understood the culture of the project better.I think the most frustrating experience was to find out how much the model oftypesetting is linked to the Tschichold universe, that at the moment you try to
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break out, the system completely looses all flexibility. And it is almost as if youcan hear it freeze. So if we blame half of our troubles with ConTeXt on ourinability to actually understand what we could do with ConTeXt, I think there isa lot also in its assumption what a legible text would look like, how it’s structured,how it’s done. Do you think a modern version of ConTeXt will keep that kindof inflexibility? How can it become more flexible in it’s understanding of what apage or a book could be?
That’s an interesting question, because I’m not into the development sideof LuaTex at all, but I would be surprised if the way that it was beingimplemented was not significantly more modular than for instance whenit was written in Pascal, you know, how that was. Yeah, that’s a reallyinteresting question of how swappable is the backend. How much can wego in and kind of ... you know. And it its an inspirational question to me,because now I’m trying to envision a different page. And I’m really curiousabout that. But I think that ConTeXt itself will likely be pretty stable in itsscope ... in that way of being ... sort of ... deterministic in its expectations.But where that leaves us as users ... first I’d be really surprised if the engineitself, if LuaTeX was not being some way written to ... I feel really ignorantabout this, I wish I just knew. But, yeah, there must be ... There is no wayto translate this into a modern programming language without somehowthinking about this in terms of the design. I guess to certain extent theanswer to your question is dependent on the conscientiousness of Taco andthe other LuaTex developers for this kind of modularity. But I don’t ... youknow ... I’m actually feeling very imaginatively lacking in terms of trying tounderstand what you’re award-winning book did not accomplish for you ...Yeah, what’s wrong with that?
I think it would be good to talk with Pierre, not Pierre Marchand but Pierre ...
... Huggybear.
Yeah. We have been talking about ‘rivers’ as a metaphor for layout ... like wereyou could have things that are ... let’s say fluid and other things that could beplaced and force things around it. Layout is often a combination of those two
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things. And this is what is frustrating in canvas based layout that it is all fixedand you have to make it look like it’s fluid. And here it’s all fluid and sometimesyou want it to be fixed. And at the moment you fix something everything breaks.Then it’s up to you. You’re on your own.
Right.
The experience of working with ConTeXt is that it is very much elastic, but thereis very little imagination about what this elasticity could bring.
Right.
It’s all about creating universally beautiful pages, in a way it is using flexibilityto arrive at something that is already fixed.
Right.
Well, there is a lot more possible than we ever tried, but ... again ... this goesback to the sort of centralist question: If those possibilities are mainly details inthe head of the main developers than how will I ever start to fantasize about thebook I would want to make with it?
Right.
I don’t even need access to all the details. Because once I have a sort of sense ofwhat I want to do, I can figure it out. Right now you’re sort of in the dark aboutthe endless possibilities ...
Its existence is very opaque in some ways. The way that it’s implemented,like everything about it is sort of ... looking at the macros that they wrote,the macros that you invoke ... like ... that takes ... flow control in TeX is like... I mean you might as well write it in Bash or ... I mean I think Bash wouldeven be more sensible to figuring out what’s going on. So, the switch to Luathere is kind of I think a useful step just in being more transparent. To allowyou to get into becoming more intimate with the source or the operation
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of the system ... you know ... without having to go ... I mean I guess ... theTeX Book would still be useful in some ways but that’s ... I mean ... to goback and learn TeX when you’re just trying to use ConTeXt is sort of ...it’s not ... I’m not saying it’s, you know ... it’s a proper assumption to say ohyeah, don’t worry about the rules and the way TeX is organised but you’re notwriting your documents in ConTeXt the way you would write them if you’reusing plain TeX. I mean that’s just ... it’s just not ... It’s a different workflow... it has a completely different set of processes that you need to arrange. Soit has a very distinct organisational logic ... that I think that ... yeah ... likebeing able to go into the source and be like oh OK, like I can see clearly thisis ... you know. And then you can write in your own way, you can write backin Lua.
This kind of documentation would be the killer feature of ConTeXt ...
Yeah.
It’s kind of strange paradox in the TeX community. At one hand you’re sort ofsupposed to be able to do all of it. But at the same time on every page you’re toldnot to do it, because it’s not for you to worry about this.
Right. That’s why the macro packages exist.
With ConTeXt there is this strange sense of very much wanting to understand theway the logic works, or ... what the material is, you’re dealing with. And at thesame time being completely lost in the labyrinth between the old stuff from TeXand LaTeX, the newer stuff from LuaTex, Mark 4, 3, 5, 6 ...
So that was sort of my idea with the cd typesetting project, is not to say,that that is something that is immediately interesting to anybody who isnot trying to do that specifically, right? But at the same time if I’m ... if it’sbroken down into ‘How to do a bitmap cover page’ (=Lesson 1).Lesson 2: ‘How to start defining you own macros’. And so you know, it’sthis thing that could be at one point a very ... because the documentation asit stands right now is ... I think it’s almost ... fixing that documentation, I’m
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not sure is even possible. I think that it has to be completely approacheddifferently. I mean, like a real ConTeXt manual, that documents ... youknow ... command by command exactly what those things do. I mean ourreference manual now just shows you what arguments are available, butdoesn’t even list the available arguments. It’s just like: These are the positionsof the arguments. And it’s interesting.
So expecting writers of the program to write the manual fails?
Right.
What is the difference between your plans for ‘Subtext’ and a page layout programlike Scribus?
You mentioned ‘Subtext’ coming from a more academic publishing ratherthan a design background. I think that this belies where I have come intotypesetting and my understanding of typography. Because in reality DTPhas never kind of drawn me in in that way. The principle differences arereally based on this distribution of agency, in my mind. That when you’redemanding the software to be ‘what you see is what you get’ or when youplace that metaphor between you and your process. Or you and your en-gagement, you’re gaining the usefulness of that metaphor, which is ... it’salmost ... I hope I don’t sound offensive ... but it’s almost like child’s play.It’s almost like point, click, place. To me it just seems so redundant or ...time-consuming maybe ... to really deal with it that way. There are advan-tages to that metaphor. For instance I don’t plan on designing covers inConTeXt. Or even a poster or something like that. Because it doesn’t reallygive affordances for that kind of creativity. I mean you can do generativestuff with the MetaFun package. You can sort of play around with that. ButI haven’t seen a ConTeXt generated cover that I liked, to be honest.
OK.
OK. Principle differences. I’m trying to ... I’m struggling a little bit. I thinkthat’s partially because I’m not super comfortable with the layout mechanism
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and stuff yet. And you have things like \blank in order to move down thepage. Because it has this sort of literal sense of a page and movement ona page. Obviously Scribus has a literal idea of a page as well, but becauseit’s WYSIWYG it has that benefit where you don’t have to think OK, well,maybe it should be 1.6 ems down or maybe it should be 1.2 ems down. Youmove it until it looks right. And then you can measure it and you’re likeok, I’m gonna use this measurement for the further on in my document. So it’sthat whole top-down vs. bottom-up approach. It really breaks down intothe core organisational logics of those softwares.
I think it’s too easy to make the difference based on the fact that there is ametaphorical layer or not. I think there is a metaphorical layer in ConTeXt too...

Right. Yeah for sure.
And they come at a different moment and they speak a different language. But Ithink that we can agree that they’re both there. So I don’t think it’s about the onebeing without and the other being with. Of course there is another sense of placingsomething in a canvas-based software than in a ... how would you call this?
So I guess it is either ‘declarative’ or ‘sequence’ based. You could say genera-tive in a way ... or compiled or ... I don’t even know. That’s a cool question.
What is the difference really and why would you choose the one or the other? Orwhat would you gain from one to the other? Because it’s clear that posters are noteasily made in ConTeXt. And that it’s much easier to typeset a book in ConTeXtthan it is in Scribus, for example.
Declarative maybe ...
So, there’s hierarchy. There’s direction. There’s an assumption about structurebeing good or bad.
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Yeah. Boxes, Glue. 9
What is exciting in something like this is that placement is relative always.Relative to a page, relative to a chapter, relative to itself, relative to what’s nextto it. Where in a canvas based software your page is fixed.

Right.
This is very different from a system where you make a change, then you compileand then you look at it and then you go back into your code. So where there is alarger distinction between output and action. It’s almost gestural ...
It’s like two different ways of having a conversation. Larry Wall has this re-ally great metaphor. He talks about ‘ballistic design’. So when you’re doingcode, maybe he’s talking more about software design at this point, basicallyit’s a ‘ballistic practise’ to write code. Ballistics comes from artillery. So youshoot at a thing. If you hit it, you hit it. If you miss it, you change theamount of gun powder, the angle. So code is very much a ‘ballistic practise’.I think that filters into this difference in how the conversation works. Andthis goes back to the agencies where you have to wait for the computer tofigure out. To come with its into the conversation. You’re putting the codein and then the computer is like ok; this is what the code meansand then is this what you wanted? Whereas with the WYSIWYGkind of interface the agency is distributed in a different way. The com-puter is just like ok, I m a canvas; I m just here to hold what

you re putting on and I m not going to change it any way or

affect it in any way that you don t tell me to. I mean it’sthe same way but I ... is it just a matter of the compilation time? In oneyou’re sort of running a experiment, in another you’re just sort of painting.If that’s a real enough distinction or if that’s ... you know ... it’s sort of ... Imean I kind of see that it is like this. There is ballistics vs. maybe fencingor something.

9 Boxes, which are things can be drawn on a page, and glue, which is invisible stretchy stuff that sticksboxes together. Mark C. Chu-Carroll. The Genius of Donald Knuth: Typesetting with Boxes and Glue, 2008
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Fencing?
Fencing. Like more of a ...
Or wrestling?
Or wrestling.
When you said just sort of painting I felt offended. ( laughs)
I’m sorry. I didn’t mean it like that.
Maybe back to wrestling vs. ballistics. Where am I and where is the machine?
Right.
I understand that there’s lots of childish way of solving this need to make thecomputer dissapear. Because if you are not wrestling ... you’re dancing, you know.
Yeah.
But I think it’s interesting to see that ballistics, that the military term of shootingat something, is the kind of metaphor to be used. Which is quite different than acreative process where there is a direct feedback between something placed and theresponses you have.
Right.
And it’s not always about aiming, but also sometimes about trying and aboutkind of subtle movements that spark off something else. Which is very immediate.And needs an immediate connection to ... let’s say ... what you do and what youget. It would be interesting to think about ways to talking about ‘what you seeis what you get’ away from this assumption that is always about those poor usersthat are not able do it in code.
Right.
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Because I think there is essential stuff that you can not do in a tool like this –that you can do in canvas-based tools. And so ... I think it’s really a pity when... yeah ... It’s often overlooked and very strange to see. There is not a lot of goodthinking about that kind of interaction. Like literal interaction. Which is alsoabout agency with the painter. With the one that makes the movement. Wherehere the agency is very much in this confrontational relation between me aimingand ...
So yeah, when we put it in those metaphors. I’m on the side with thepainting, because ...
But I mean it’s difficult to do a book while wrestling. And I think that’s why aposter is very difficult to do in this sort of aiming sense. I mean it’s fun to do butit’s a strange kind of posters you get.
You can’t fit it all in your head at once. It’s not possible.
No. So it’s okay to have a bit of delay.
I wondered to what extent, if it were updated in real time, all the changesyou’re making in the code, if compilation was instantaneous, how that wouldaffect the experience. I guess it would still have this ballistic aspect, becausewhat you are doing is ... and that’s really the side of the metaphor ... ora metaphorical difference between the two. One is like a translation. Themetaphor of ok this code means this effect ... That’s very different from pickinga brush and choosing the width of the stroke. It’s like when you initialisea brush in code, set the brush width and then move it in a circle with aradius of x. It’s different than taking the brush in Scribus or in whateverWYSIWYG tool you are gonna use. There is something intrinsically dif-ferent about a translation from primitives to visual effect than this kind ofmetaphorical translation of an interaction between a human and a canvas ...kind of put into software terms.
But there is a translation from me, the human, to the machine, to my human eyeagain, which is hard to grasp. Without wanting it to be made invisible somehow.
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Or to assume that it is not there. This would be my dream tool that wouldallow you to sense that kind of translation without losing the ... canvasness of thecanvas. Because it’s frustrating that the canvas has to not speak of itself to be ableto work. That’s a very sad future for the canvas, I think.
I agree.
But when it speaks of itself it’s usually seen as buggy or it doesn’t work. So that’salso not fair to the canvas. But there is something in drawing digitally, whichis such a weird thing to do actually, and this is interesting in this sort of cyborgswe’re becoming, which is all about forgetting about the machine and not feelingwhat you do. And it’s completely a different world in a way than the ballistics ofConTeXt, LaTeX or whatever typesetting platform.
Yeah, that’s true. And it’s something that my students were forced to con-front and it was really interesting because that supposed invisibility or almostnecessitated invisibility of the software. As soon as they’re in Inkscape in-stead of Illustrator they go crazy. Because it’s like they know what they wantto do, but it’s a different mechanism. It’s the same underlying process whichitself is only just meant to give you a digital version of what you could easilydo on a piece of paper. Provided you have the right paints and stuff. Soperhaps it’s like the difference between moving from a brush to an air brush.It’s a different ... interface. It’s a different engagement. There is a differentthing between the human and the canvas. You engage in this creative pro-cess where it’s like ok, we’ll now have an airbrush and I can play around tosee what the capacities are without being stuck in well I can’t get it to domy fine lines the same way I can when I have my brush. It’s like when youswitch the software out from between the person and the canvas. It’s thatsort of invisibility of the interface and it’s intense for people. They actuallyreact quite negatively. They’re not gonna bother to learn this other softwarebecause in the end they’re doing less. The reappearance of this software... of software between them and their ideas is kinda too much. Whereaspeople who don’t have any preconceived notions are following the tutorialsand they’re learning and they’re like ok, I’m gonna continue to play with this.Because this software is starting to become more invisible.
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But on a sort of theoretical level the necessitated invisibility, as you said it nicely, issomething I would always speak against. Because that means you hide somethingthat’s there. Which seems a stupid thing to do, especially when you want to finda kind of more flexible relation to your tools. I want to find a better word fordescribing that sort of quick feedback. Because if it’s too much in the way, thenthe process stops. The drawing can not be made if I’m worried too much aboutthe point of my pencil that might break ... or the ... I dont’t know ... the nozzlebeing blocked.
Dismissing the other tools is ... I was kinda joking, but ... there is some-thing sort of blocklike: Point. Move. This. But at the same time, like Isaid, I wouldn’t do a cover in ConTeXt. Just like I probably wouldn’t try todo something like a recreation of a Pre-Raphaelite painting in Processing orsomething like that. There is just points where our metaphors break down.And so ... It sounded sort of, ok, bottom-up über alles like always.
Ok, there’s still painters and there’s still people doing Pre-Raphaelite paintingswith Pre-Raphaelite tools, but most of us are using computers. So there should bemore clever ways of thinking about this.
Yeah. To borrow a quote from my old buddy Donald Rumsfeld: There arethe known knowns, the known unknowns and the unknown unknowns. Thatactually popped into my head earlier because when we were talking aboutthe potentials of the software and the way that we interact and stuff, it’s likewe know that we don’t know ... other ways of organizing. We know thatthere are, like there has to be, another way, whether it is a middle path be-tween these two or some sort of ... Maybe it’s just tenth dimensional, maybeit’s fourth dimensional, maybe it’s completely hypermodern or something.Anyway. But the unknown unknowns ... It’s like the stuff that we can’teven tell we don’t know about. The questions that we don’t know aboutthat would come up once we figure out these other ways of organising it.That’s when I start to get really interested in this sort of thing. How do youeven conceive of a practise that you don’t know? And once you get there,there’s going to be other things that you know you don’t know and have tokeep finding them. And then there’s gonna be things that you don’t knowyou don’t know and they just appear from nowhere and ... it’s fun.
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We discovered the work of Tom Lechner for the first time atthe Libre Graphics Meeting 2010 in Brussels. Tom traveledfrom Portland to present Laidout, an amazing tool that hemade to produce his own comic books and also to work onthree dimensional mathematical objects. We were excitedabout how his software represents the gesture of folding,loved his bold interface decisions plus were impressed by thefact that Tom decided to write his own programming frame-work for it. A year later, we met again in Montreal, Canadafor the Libre Graphics Meeting 2011 where he presents afollow-up. With Ludivine Loiseau 1 and Pierre Marchand 2,we finally found time to sit down and talk.
What is Laidout?

Well, Laidout is software that I wrote to lay out my cartoon books in aneasy fashion. Nothing else fit my needs at the time, so I just wrote it.
It does a lot more than laying out cartoons?

It works for any image, basically, and gradients. It does not currently dotext. It is on my todo list. I usually write my own text, so it does not reallyneed to do text. I just make an image of it.
It can lay out T-shirts?

But that’s all images too. I guess it’s two forms of laying out. It’s layingout pieces of paper that remain whole in themselves, or you can take animage and lay it out on smaller pieces of paper. Tiling, I guess you couldcall it.
Can you talk us through the process of doing the T-shirt?

1 amateur bookbinder and graphic designer2 artist/developer, contributing amongst others to PodofoImpose and Scribus
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OK. So, you need a pattern. I had just a shirt that sort of fit and Iapproximated it on a big piece of paper, to figure out what the pieces wereshaped like, and took a photograph of that. I used a perspective tool toremove the distortion. I had placed rulers on the ground so that I couldremember the actual scale of it. Then once it was in the computer, I tracedover it in Inkscape, to get just the basic outline so that I could manipulatefurther. Blender didn’t want to import it so I had to retrace it. I had touse Blender to do it because that lets me shape the pattern, take it fromflat into something that actually makes 3D shapes so whatever errors werein the original pattern that I had on the paper, I could now correct, makethe sides actually meet and once I had the molded shape, and in Blenderyou have to be extremely careful to keep any shape, any manipulation thatyou do to make sure your surface is still unfoldable into something flat. It isvery easy to get away from flat surfaces in Blender. Once I have the moldedshape, I can export that into an .off file which my unwrapper can importand that I can then unwrap into the sleeves and the front and the back aswell as project a panoramic image onto those pieces. Once I have that, itbecomes a pattern laid out on a giant flat surface. Then I can use Laidoutonce again to tile pages across that. I can export into a .pdf with all theindividual pieces of the image that were just pieces of the larger image thatI can print on transfer paper. It took forty iron-on transfer papers I ironedwith an iron provided to me by the people sitting in front of me so thattook a while but finally I got it all done, cut it all out, sewed it up and thereyou go.
Could you say something about your interest in moving from 2D to 3D

and back again? It seems everything you do is related to that?

I don’t know. I’ve been making sculpture of various kinds for quite along time. I’ve always drawn. Since I was about eighteen, I started makingsculptures, mainly mathematical woodwork. I don’t quite have access to afull woodwork workshop anymore, so I cannot make as much woodwork asI used to. It’s kind of an instance of being defined by what tools you haveavailable to you, like you were saying in your talk. I don’t have a woodshop,but I can do other stuff. I can still make various shapes, but mainly out ofpaper. Since I had been doing woodwork, I picked up photography I guessand I made a ton of panoramic images. It’s kind of fun to figure out how
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to project these images out of the computer into something that you canphysically create, for instance a T-shirt or a ball, or other paper shapes.
Is there ever any work that stays in the computer, or does it always need

to become physical?

Usually, for me, it is important to make something that I can actuallyphysically interact with. The computer I usually find quite limiting. Youcan do amazing things with computers, you can pan around an image, thatin itself is pretty amazing but in the end I get more out of interacting withthings physically than just in the computer.
But with Laidout, you have moved folding into the computer! Do you

enjoy that kind of reverse transformation?

It is a challenge to do and I enjoy figuring out how to do that. In makingcomputer tools, I always try to make something that I can not do nearly asquickly by hand. It’s just much easier to do in a computer. Or in the caseof spherical images, it’s practically impossible to do it outside the computer.I could paint it with airbrushes and stuff like that but that in itself wouldtake a hundred times longer than just pressing a couple of commands andhaving the computer do it all automatically.
My feeling about your work is that the time you spent working on theprogram is in itself the most intriguing part of your work. There is of course achallenge and I can imagine that when you are doing it like the first time yousee a rectangle, and you see it mimic a perspective you think wow I am foldinga paper, I have really done something. I worked on imposition too but moreto figure out how to work with .pdf files and I didn’t go this way of the gesturelike you did. There is something in your work which is really the way you wroteyour own framework for example and did not use any existing frameworks. Youdidn’t use existing GUIs and toolboxes. It would be nice to listen to you abouthow you worked, how you worked on the programming.
I think like a lot of artists, or creative people in general, you have toenjoy the little nuts and bolts of what you’re doing in order to produce anyfinal work, that is if you actually do produce any final work. Part of that ismaking the tools. When I first started making computer tools to help me
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in my artwork, I did not have a lot of experience programming computers.I had some. I did little projects here and there. So I looked around at thevarious toolkits, but everything seemed really rigid. If you wanted to editsome text, you had this little box and you write things in this little box andif you want to change numbers, you have to erase it and change tiny thingswith other tiny things. It’s just very restrictive. I figured I could eitherfigure out how to adapt those to my own purposes, or I could just figureout my own, so I figured either way would probably take about that sameamount of time I guessed, in my ignorance. In the process, that’s not quitebeen true. But it is much more flexible, in my opinion, what I’ve developed,compared to a lot of other toolkits. Other people have other goals, so I’msure they would have a completely different opinion. For what I’m doing,it’s much more adaptable.
You said you had no experience in programming? You studied in art school?
I don’t think I ever actually took computer programming classes. I grewup with a Commodore 64, so I was always making letters fly around thescreen and stuff like that, and follow various curves. So I was always doinglittle programming tricks. I guess I grew up in a household where thatsort of thing was pretty normal. I had two brothers, and they both becamecomputer programmers. And I’m the youngest, so I could learn from theirmistakes, too. I hope.
You’re looking for good excuses to program.
(laughs) That could be.
We can discuss at length about how actual toolkits don’t match your needs,but in the end, you want to input certain things. With any recent toolkit, youcan do that. It’s not that difficult or time consuming. The way you do it, youreally enjoy it, by itself. I can see it as a real creative work, to come up with newdigital shapes.
Do you think that for you, the program itself is part of the work?

I think it’s definitely part of the work. That’s kind of the nuts and boltsthat you have to enjoy to get somewhere else. But if I look back on it, I
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spend a huge amount of time just programming and not actually makingthe artwork itself. It’s more just making the tools and all the programmingfor the tools. I think there’s a lot of truth to that. When it comes time toactually make artwork, I do like to have the tool that’s just right for the job,that works just the way that seems efficient.
I think the program itself is an artwork, very much. To me it is also

a reflection on moving between 2D and 3D, about physical computation.
Maybe this is the actual work. Would you agree?

I don’t know. To an extent. In my mind, I kind of class it differently.I’ve certainly been drawing more than I’ve been doing technical stuff likeprogramming. In my mind, the artwork is things that get produced, or aperformance or something like that. And the programming or the toolsare in service to those things. That’s how I think of it. I can see that ...I’ve distributed Laidout as something in itself. It’s not just some secret toolthat I’ve put aside and presented only the artwork. I do enjoy the toolsthemselves.
I have a question about how the 2D imagines 3D. I’ve seen Pierre and

Ludi write imposition plans. I really enjoy reading this, almost as a sort of
poetry, about what it would be to be folded, to be bound like a book. Why is
it so interesting for you, this tension between the two dimensions?

I don’t know. Perhaps it’s just the transformation of materials fromsomething more amorphous into something that’s more meaningful, some-how. Like in a book, you start out with wood pulp, and you can lay it out inpages and you have to do something to that in order to instil more meaningto it.
Is binding in any way important to you?

Somewhat. I’ve bound a few things by hand. Most of my cartoon booksended up being just stapled, like a stack of paper, staple in the middle andfold. Very simple. I’ve done some where you cut down the middle and laythe sides on top and they’re perfect bound. I’ve done just a couple whereit’s an actual hand bound, hard cover. I do enjoy that. It’s quite a time
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consuming thing. There’s quite a lot of craft in that. I enjoy a lot of handmade, do-it-yourself activities.
Do you look at classic imposition plans?

I guess that’s kind of my goal. I did look up classic book bindingtechniques and how people do it and what sort of problems they encounter.I’m not sure if I’ve encompassed everything in that, certainly. But just thebasics of folding and trimming, I’ve done my best to be able to do the samesort of techniques that have been done in the past, but only manually. Thecomputer can remember things much more easily.
Imposition plans are quite fixed, you have this paper size and it works withspecific imposition plans. I like the way your tool is very organic, you can playwith it. But in the end, something very classic comes out, an imposition plan youcan use over and over, which gives a sort of continuity.
What’s impressive is the attention you put into the visualization. There aresome technical programs which do really big imposition stuff, but it’s always at theprinter. Here, you can see the shape being peeled. It’s really impressive. I agreewith Femke that the program is an artwork too, because it’s not only technical,it’s much more.
How is the material imagined in the tool?

So, far not really completely. When you fold, you introduce slight twistsand things like that. And that depends on the stiffness of the paper andthe thickness of the paper and I’ve not adequately dealt with that so much.If you just have one fold, it’s pretty easy to figure out what the creep is forthat. You can do tests and you can actually measure it. That’s pretty easyto compensate for. But if you have many more folds than that, it becomesmuch more difficult.
Are you thinking about how to do that?

I am.
That would be very interesting. To imagine paper in digital space, to give

an idea of what might come out in the end. Then you really have to work
your metaphors, I think?
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A long time ago, I did a lot of T-shirt printing. Something that I did notparticularly have was a way to visualize your final image on some kind of shirtand the same thing applies for book binding, too. You might have a strangetexture. It would be nice to be able to visualize that beforehand, as wellas the thickness of the paper that actually controls physical characteristics.These are things I would like to incorporate somehow but haven’t gottenaround to.
You talked about working with physical input, having touchpads ... Can

you talk a bit more about why you’re interested in this?

You can do a lot of things with just a mouse and a keyboard. But it’sstill very limiting. You have to be sitting there, and you have to just controlthose two things. Here’s your whole body, with which you can do amazingthings, but you’re restricted to just moving and clicking and you only have asingle point up on the screen that you have to direct very specifically. It justseems very limiting. It’s largely an unexplored field, just to accept a widervariety of inputs to control things. A lot of the multitouch stuff that’s beendone is just gestures for little tiny phones. It’s mainly for browsing, notnecessarily for actual work. That’s something I would like to explore quite alot more.
Do you have any fantasies about how these gestures could work for real?

There’s tons of sci fi movies, like ‘Minority Report’, where you wear thesegloves and you can do various things. Even that is still just mainly browsing.I saw one, it was a research project by this guy at Caltech. He had madethis table and he wore polarized glasses so he could look down at this tableand see a 3D image. And then he had gloves on, and he could sculpt thingsright in the air. The computer would keep track of where his hand is going.Instead of sculpting clay, you’re sculpting this 3D mesh. That seemed quiteimpressive to me.
You’re thinking about 3D printers, actually?

It’s something that’s on my mind. I just got something called theEggbot. You can hold spheres in this thing and it’s basically a plotter thatcan print on spherical surfaces or round surfaces. That’s something I’d like
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to explore some more. I’ve made various balls with just my photographicpanoramas glued onto them. But that could be used to trace an outline forsomething and then you could go in with pens or paints and add more detail.If you’re trying to paint on a sphere, just paint and no photograph, laying outan outline is perhaps the hardest part. If you simplify it, it becomes mucheasier to make actual images on spheres. That would be fun to explore.
I’d like to come back to the folding. Following your existing aesthetic, thestiffness and the angles of the drawing are very beautiful. Is it important you,preserving the aesthetic of your programs, the widgets, the lines, the arrows ...
I think the specific widgets, in the end, are not really important to meat all. It’s more just producing an actual effect. So if there is some betterway, more efficient way, more adaptable way to produce some effect, then it’sbetter to just completely abandon what doesn’t work and make somethingthat’s new, that actually does work. Especially with multitouch stuff, a lot ofold widgets make no more sense. You have to deal with a lot of other kindsof things, so you need different controls.
It makes sense, but I was thinking about the visual effect. Maybe it’s notLaidout if it’s done in Qt.

Your visuals and drawings are very aesthetically precise. We’re wondering
about the aesthetics of the program, if it’s something that might change in the
future.

You mean would the quality of the work produced be changed by thetools?
That’s an interesting question as well. But particularly the interface, it’s

very related to your drawings. There’s a distinct quality. I was wondering
how you feel about that, how the interaction with the program relates to the
drawings themselves.

I think it just comes back to being very visually oriented. If you have toenter a lot of values in a bunch of slots in a table, that’s not really a visualway to do it. Especially in my artwork, it’s totally visual. There’s no othercomponent to it. You draw things on the page and it shows up immediately.
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It’s just very visual. Or if you make a sculpture, you start with this chunkof stuff and you have to transform it in some way and chop off this or sandthat. It’s still all very visual. When you sit down at a computer, computersare very powerful, but what I want to do is still very visually oriented. Thequestion then becomes: how do you make an interface that retains the visualinputs, but that is restricted to the types of inputs computers need to haveto talk to them?
The way someone sets up his workshop says a lot about his work. The wayyou made Laidout and how you set up its screen, it’s important to define a spotin the space of the possible.
What is nice is that you made the visualisation so important. The windowsand the rest of the interface is really simple, the attention is really focused onwhat’s happening. It is not like shiny windows with shadows everywhere, you feellike you are not bothered by the machine.
At the same time, the way you draw the thickness of the line to define thepage is a bit large. For me, these are choices, and I am very impressed because Inever manage to make choices for my own programs. The programs you wrote,or George Williams, make a strong aesthetic assertion like: This is good. I can’tdo this. I think that is really interesting.
Heavy page borders, that still comes down to the visual thing you endup with, is still the piece of paper so it is very important to find out wherethat page outline actually is. The more obvious it is, the better.
Yes, I think it makes sense. For a while now, I paid more attention thanothers in Scribus to these details like the shape of the button, the thickness of thelines, what pattern do you chose for the selection, etcetera. I had a lot of feedbackfrom users like: I want this, this is too big and at some point you want to pleaseeverybody and you don’t make choices. I don’t think that you are so busy withwhat others think.
Are there many other users of the program?

Not that I know of (laughter). I know that there is at least one otherperson that actually used it to produce a booklet. So I know that it is
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possible for someone other than myself to make things with it. I’ve gottena couple of patches from people to not make it crash at various places butsince Laidout is quite small, I can just not pay any attention to criticism.Partially because there isn’t any, and I have particular motivations to makeit work in a certain way and so it is easier to just go forward.
I think people that want to use your program are probably happy with thiskind of visualisation. Because you wrote it alone, there is also a consistency acrossthe program. It is not like Scribus, that has parts written by a lot of people so youcan really recognize: this is Craig (Bradney), this is Andreas (Vox), this is Jean(Ghali), this is myself. There is nothing to follow.
I remember Donald Knuth talking about TeX and he was saying thatthe entire program was written from scratch three times before its currentincarnation. I am sympathetic to that style of programming.
Start again.

I think it is a good idea, to start again. To come back to a little detail. Isthere a fileformat for your imposition tool, to store the imposition plan? Is it atext or a binary format?
It is text-based, an indented file format, sort of like Python. I didnot want to use XML, every time I try to use XML there are all thesegreater thans and less thans. It is better than binary, but it is still a hugemess. When everything is indented like a tree, it is very easy to find things.The only problem is to always input tabs, not spaces. I have two differentimposition types, basically, the flat-folding sheets and the three dimensionalones. The three dimensional one is a little more complicated.

If you read the file, do you know what you are folding?

Not exactly. It lists what folds exists. If you have a five by five grid, itwill say Fold along this line, over in such and such direction. What it actuallytranslates to in the end, is not currently stored in the file. Once you are inLaidout you can export into a PodofoImpose plan file.
Is this file just values, or are there keywords, is it like a text?
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I try to make it pretty readable, like trimright or trimleft.
Does it talk about turning pages? This I find beautiful in PodofoImpose

plans, you can almost follow the paper through the hands of the program.
Turn now, flip backwards, turn again. It is an instruction for a dance.

Pretty much.
The text you can read in the PodofoImpose plans was taken from what Ludiand me did by hand. One of us was folding the paper, and the other was writingit into the plan. I think a lot of the things we talk about, are putting things fromthe real world into the computer. But you are putting things from the computerinto the real world.
Can you describe again these two types of imposition, the first one being

very familiar to us. It must be the most frequently asked question on the
Scribus mailing list: How to do imposition. Even the most popular search
term on the OSP website is ‘Bookletprinting’. But what is the difference with
the plan for a 3D object? A classic imposition plan is also somehow about
turning a flat surface into a three dimensional object?

It is almost translatable. I’m reworking the 3D version to be able toincorporate the flat folding. It is not quite there yet, the problem is theconnection between the pages. Currently, in the 3D version, you have ashape that has a definitive form and that controls how things bleed acrossthe edges. When you have a piece of paper for a normal imposition, thepages that are next to each other in the physical form are not necessarilyrelated to each other at all in the actual piece of paper. Right now, the pieceof paper you use for the 3D model is very defined, there is no flexibility.Give me a few months!
So it is very different actually.

It is a different approach. One person wanted to do flexagons, it is sortof like origami I guess, but it is not quite as complicated. You take a pieceof paper, cut out a square and another square, and than you can fold it andyou end up with a square that is actually made up of four different sections.Than you can take the middle section, and you get another page and you can
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keep folding in strange ways and you get different pages. Now the questionbecomes: how do you define that page, that is a collection of four differentchunks of paper? I’m working on that!
We talk about the move from 2D to 3D as if these pages are empty. But

you actually project images on them and I keep thinking about maps, transi-
tional objects where physical space is projected on paper which then becomes a
second real space and so on. Are you at all interested in maps?

A little bit. I don’t really want to because it is such a well-exploredfield already. Already for many hundreds of years the problem is how doyou represent a globe onto a more or less two dimensional surface. Youhave to figure out a way to make globe gores or other ways to project it andthan glue it on to a ball for example. There is a lot of work done with thatparticular sort of imagery, but I don’t know.
Too many people in the field!
Yes. One thing that might be interesting to do though is when you havea ball that is a projection surface, then you can do more things, like overlaysonto a map. If you want to simulate earthquakes for example. That wouldbe entertaining.
And the panoramic images you make, do you use special equipment for

this?

For the first couple that I made, I made this 30-sided polyhedron thatyou could mount a camera inside and it sat on a base in a particular way soyou could get thirty chunks of images from a really cheap point and shootcamera. You do all that, and you have your thirty images and it is extremelylaborious to take all these thirty images and line them up. That is why Imade the 3D portion of Laidout, it was to help me do that in an easierfashion. Since then I’ve got a fish-eyed lens which simplifies things quiteconsiderably. Instead of spending ten hours on something, I can do it in tenminutes. I can take 6 shots, and one shot up, one shot down. In Hugin youcan stitch them all together.
And the kinds of things you photograph? We saw the largest rodent on

earth? How do you pick a spot for your images?
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I am not really sure. I wander around and than photograph whateverstands out. I guess some unusual configuration of architecture frequentlyor sometimes a really odd event, or a political protest sometimes. The trickwith panoramas is to find an area where something is happening all overthe globe. Normally, on sunny days, you take a picture and all your imageis blank. As pretty as the blue sky is, there is not a lot going on thereparticularly.
Panoramic images are usually spherical or circular. Do you take certain

images with a specific projection surface in mind?

To an extent. I take enough images. Once I have a whole bunch ofimages, the task is to select a particular image that goes with a particularshape. Like cubes there are few lines and it is convenient to line them up toan actual rectangular space like a room. The tetrahedron made out of cones,I made one of Mount St. Helens, because I thought it was an interestingway to put the two cones together. You mentioned 3D printers earlier, andone thing I would like to do is to extend the panoramic image to be morelike a progression. For most panoramic images, the focal point is a singlepoint in space. But when you walk along a trail, you might have a series ofphotographs all along. I think it could be an interesting work to produce,some kind of ellipsoidal shape with a panoramic image that flows along thetrail.
Back to Laidout, and keeping with the physical and the digital. Would

there be something like a digital papercut?

Not really. Maybe you can have an Arduino and a knife?
I was more imagining a well placed crash?

In a sense there is. In the imposition view, right now I just have a greenbar to tell where the binding is. However when you do a lot of folds, youusually want to do a staple. But if you are stapling and there is not an actualfold there, than you are screwed.
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The following statements were recorded by UrantsetsegUlziikhuu (Urana) in 2014. She studied communication inIstanbul and Leuven and joined Constant for a few monthsto document the various working practices at ConstantVariable. Between 2011 and 2014, Variable housed studiosfor Artists, Designers, Techno Inventors, Data Activists,Cyber Feminists, Interactive Geeks, Textile Hackers, VideoMakers, Sound Lovers, Beat Makers and other digital cre-ators who were interested in using F/LOS software fortheir creative experiments.

Urantsetseg UlziikhuuWhy do you think people should use and or practiceOpen Source software? What is in it for you?
Claire Williams The knitting machine that I am using normally has acomputer from the eighties. Some have these scanners that are really oldand usually do not work anymore. They became obsolete. If it wasn’t forOpen Source, we couldn’t use these technologies anymore. Open Sourcedevelopers decided that they should do something about these machines andfound that it was not that complicated to connect these knitting machinesdirectly to computers. I think it is a really good example how Open Sourceis important, because these machines are no longer produced and industryis no longer interested in producing them again, and they would have diedwithout further use.The idea that Open Source is about sharing is also important. If you try todo everything from zero, you just never advance. Now with Open Source, ifsomebody does something and you have access to what they do, and you cantake it further and take it into a different direction.
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Michael Murtaugh I haven’t always used Open Source software. It startedat the Piet Zwart Institute where there was a decision made by MatthewFuller and Femke Snelting who designed the program. They brought abunch of people together that asked questions about how our tools influencepractice, how they are used. And so, part of my process is then teaching inthat program, and starting to use Free Software more and more. I shouldsay, I had already been using one particular piece of Free Software whichis FFmpeg, a program that lets you work with video. So there again therewas a kind of connection. It was just by the virtue of the fact that it wasone of the only tools available that could take a video, pull out frames,work with lots of different formats, just an amazing tool. So it started withconvenience. But the more that I learned about the whole kind of approachof Open Source, the more Open Source I started to use. I first switched fromMacOSX to maybe Dual Booting and now indeed I am pretty much onlyusing Open Source. Not exclusively Open Source, because I occasionally useplatforms online that are not free, and some applications.I am absolutely convinced that when you use these tools, you are learningmuch more about inner workings of things, about the design decisions thatgo into a piece of software so that you are actually understanding at a verydeep level, and this then lets you move between different tools. Whentools change, or new things are offered, I think it is really a deep learningthat helps you for the future. Whereas if you just focus on the specificparticularities of one platform or piece of software, that is a bit fragile andwill inevitably be obsolete when a software stops being developed or somekind of new kind of way of working comes about.

Eleanor Greenhalgh I use Open Source software every day, as I haveDebian on my laptop. I came to it through anarchism – I don’t have a techbackground – so it’s a political thing mainly. Not that F/LOSS representsa Utopian model of production by any means! As an artist it fits in withmy interest in collaborative production. I think the tools we use should bemalleable by the people who use them. Unfortunately, IT education needsto improve quite a lot before that ideal becomes reality.Politically, I believe in building a culture which is democratic and malleableby its inhabitants, and F/LOSS makes this possible in the realm of software.The benefits as a user are not so great unless you are tech-savvy enough toreally make use of that freedom. The software does tend to be more secure
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and so on, though I think we’re on shaky ground if we try to defend F/LOSSin terms of its benefits to the end user. Using F/LOSS has a learning curve,challenges which I put up with because I believe in it socially. This wouldprobably be a different answer from say, a sysadmin, someone who could seereally concrete benefits of using F/LOSS.
Christoph Haag Actually I came from Open Content and alternative li-censing to the technical side of using GNU/Linux. My main motivationright now is the possibility to develop a deeper relationship with my tools.For me it is interesting to create my own tools for my work, rather thanto use something predefined. Something everyone else uses. With FreeSoftware this is easier – to invent tools. Another important point is thatwith Free Software and open standards it’s more likely that you will be ableto keep track of your work. With proprietary software and formats, you arepretty much dependent on decisions of a software company. If the companydecides that it will not continue an application or format, there is not muchyou can do about it. This happened to users of FreeHand. When Adobeacquired their competitor Macromedia they decided to discontinue the de-velopment of FreeHand in favour of their own product Illustrator. You cansign a petition, but if there is no commercial interest, most probably nothingwill happen. Let’s see what happens to Flash.
Christina Clar I studied sculpture, which is a very solitary way of work-ing. Already through my studies, this idea of an artist sitting around in astudio somewhere, being by himself, just doing his work by himself, didn’tmake sense to me. It is maybe true for certain people, but it is definitelynot true to me today, the person I am. I always integrated other people intomy work, or do collaborative work. I don’t really care about this ‘it is mywork’ or ‘it is your work’, if you do something together, at some point thework exists by itself. For me, that is the greatest moment, it is just inde-pendent. It actually rejoins the authorship question, because I don’t thinkyou can own ideas. You can kind of put them out there and share them.It is organic, like things that can grow and that they will become biggerand bigger, become something else that you couldn’t have ever thought. Itmakes the horizon much bigger. It is a different way of working I guess.The obvious reason is that it is free, but the sharing philosophy is really atthe core of it. I have always thought that when you share things, you do not
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get back things instantly, but you do get so much things in another way,not in the way you expect. But if you put in a idea out, use tools that areopen and change them, put them out again. So there is lot of back andforth of communication. I think that is super important. It is the idea ofevolving together, not just by ourselves. I really do believe that we do evolvemuch quicker if we are together than everybody trying to do things by hisor herselves. I think it is very European idea to get into this individualism,this thinking of idea of doing things by myself, my thing. But I think wecan learn a lot from Asia, just ways of doing, because there community ismuch more important.
John Colenbrander I don’t necessarily develop like software or codes, be-cause I am not a software developer. But I would say, I am involved inanalog way. I do use Open Source software, although I have to say I do notmuch with computers. Most of my work is analog. But I do my researcheson the website. I am a user.I started to develop an antipathy against large corporations, operating sys-tems or softwares, and started to look for alternatives. Then you come to theLinux system and Ubuntu which has a very user-friendly interface. I like thefact that behind the software that I am using, there is a whole community,who are until now without major financial interests and who develop toolsfor people like me. So now I am totally into Open Source software, and Itry to use as much as I can. So my motivation would be I want to get offthe track of big corporates who will always kind of lead you into consumingmore of their products.
Urantsetseg UlziikhuuWhat does Free Culture mean to you? Are you takingpart in a ‘Free Culture Movement’?
Michael Murtaugh I’d like to think so, but I realised of that it is quitehard. Only now, I am seriously trying to really contribute back to projectsand I wouldn’t even say that I am an active contributer to Free Softwareprojects. I am much more of a user and part of the system. I am using it inmy teaching and my work, but now I try to maybe release software myself insome way or I try to create projects that people could actually use. I think
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it is another kind of dimension of engagement. I haven’t really fully realisedit, so yes for that question if I am contributing to Free Culture. Yes, but Icould go lot deeper.
John Colenbrander I am a big supporter of the idea of Free Culture. Ithink information should be available for people, especially for those whohave little access to information. I mean we live in the West and we haveaccess to information more or less with physical libraries and institutionswhere we can go. Specially in Asia, South America, Africa this is veryimportant. There is a big gap between those who have access to knowledgeand those don’t have access to knowledge.That’s a big field to explore to be able to open up information to people whohave very poor access to information. Maybe they are not even able to writeor read. That’s already is a big handicap. So I think it is a big mission inthat sense.
Urantsetseg UlziikhuuCould Free Culture be seen as an opposition to com-mercialism?
Michael Murtaugh It is a tricky question. I think no matter what, if yougo down the stack, in terms of software and hardware, if you get down tothe deepest level of a computer then there is little free CPU design. So Ithink it is really important to be able to work in this kind of hybrid spacesand to be aware of then how free Free is, and always look for alternativeswhen they are available. But to a certain degree, I think it is really hard togo for a total absolute. Or it is a decision, you can go absolute but that maymean that you are really isolated from other communities. So that’s alwaysa bit of balancing act, how independent can you be, how independent youwant to be, how big does your audience need to be, or you community needsto be. So that’s a lot of different decisions. Certainly, when I am workingin the context of an art school with design practitioners, you know it is notalways possible to really go completely independent and there are lots ofimplications in terms of how you work and whom you can work with, andthe printers you can work with. So it is always a little bit of trade-off, but itis important to understand what the decisions are.
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Eleanor Greenhalgh I think the idea of a Free Culture movement is veryexciting and important. It has always gone on, but stating it in copyright-aware terms issues an important challenge to the ‘all rights reserved’ status-quo. At the same time I think it has limitations, at least in its current form.I’m not sure that rich white kids playing with their laptops is necessarily aradical act. The idea and the intention are very powerful though, becauseit does have the potential to challenge the way that power – in the form of‘intellectual property’ – is distributed.

Christoph Haag Copyright has become much more enforced over the lastyears than it was ever before. In a way, culture is being absorbed by com-panies trying to make money out of it. And Free Culture developed as acounter movement against this. When it comes to mainstream culture, youare most often reduced to a consumer of culture. Free Culture then is aobvious reaction. The idea of culture where you have the possibility to en-gage again, to become active and create your version, not just to consumecontent.
Urantsetseg UlziikhuuHow could Open Source software be economically sus-tainable, in a way that is beneficial for both develop-ers/creators and users?
Eleanor Greenhalgh That’s a good question! A very hard one. I’m notinvolved enough in that community to really comment on its economic fu-ture. But it does, to me, highlight what is missing from the analysis inFree Culture discourse, the economic reality. It depends on where they (de-velopers) work. A lot of them are employed by companies so they get asalary. Others do it for a hobby. I’d be interested to get accurate data onwhat percentage of F/LOSS developers are getting paid, etc. In the absenceof that data, I think it’s fair to say it is an unsolved problem. If we thinkthat developers ‘should’ be compensated for their work, then we need to talkabout capitalism. Or at least, about statutory funding models.
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Michael Murtaugh It is interesting that you used both ‘sustainability’ and‘economic viability’. And I think those are two things very often in opposi-tion. I am doing a project now about publishing workflows and future elec-tronic publishing forums. And that was the one thing we looked at. Therewere several solutions on the market. One was a platform called ‘Editorial’which was a very nice website that you could use to mark down texts col-laboratively and and then it could produce ePub format books. After aboutsix months of running, it closed down as many platforms do. Interestingly,in their sign-off message it said: You have a month to get your stuff out of thewebsite, and sorry we have decided not to Open Source the project. As much aswe loved making it, it was just too much work for us to keep this running. Interms of real sustainability, Open Source of course would have allowed themto work with anybody, even if it is just a hobby.
Claire Williams It is very related to passion of doing these things.Embroidering machines have copyrighted softwares installed. The softwareitself is very expensive, around 1000 , and the software for professionals is6000 to buy. Embroidering machines are very expensive themselves too.These softwares are very tight and closed, you even have to have special USBkey for patterns. And there are these two guys who are software developers,they are trying to come up with a format which all embroidering machinescould read. They take their time to do this and I think in the end if theproject works out, they will probably get attention and probably get paidalso. Because instead of giving 1000 to copyrighted software, maybe youwould be happy to give 50 to these people.
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Date: Thu, 12 Sep 2013 15:50:25 +0200From: FS <snelting@collectifs.net>To: OSP <mail@osp.constantvzw.org>

Dear OSP,
For a long time I have wanted to organise a conversation with youabout the place and meaning of distributed version control in OSPdesign work. First of all because after three years of working withGit intensely, it is a good moment to take stock. It seems that manyOSP methods, ideas and politics converge around it and a conversa-tion discussing OSP practice linked to this concrete (digital) objectcould produce an interesting document; some kind of update on whatOSP has been up to over the last three years and maybe will be inthe future. Second: Our last year in Variable has begun. Under theheader Etat des Lieux, Constant started gathering reflections and doc-uments to archive this three year working period. One of the thingsI would like to talk about is the parallels and differences between aphysical studio space and a distributed workflow. And of course I ampersonally interested in the idea of ‘versions’ linked to digital collab-oration. This connects to old projects and ideas and is sparked againby new ones revived through the Libre Graphics Research Unit andof course Relearn.I hope you are also interested in this, and able to make time for it. Iwould imagine a more or less structured session of around two hourswith at least four of you participating, and I will prepare questions(and cake).
Speak soon!
x F
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How do you usually explain Git to design students?Before using Git, I would work on a document. Let’s say a layout, and tokeep a trace of the different versions of the layout, I would append _01, _02to the files. That’s in a way already versioning. What Git does, is that itmakes that process somehow transparent in the sense that, it takes care ofit for you. Or better, you have to make it take care for you. So instead ofhaving all files visible in your working directory, you put them in a database,so you can go back to them later on. And then you have some commands tomanipulate this history. To show, to comment, to revert to specific versions.More than versioning your own files, it is a tool to synchronize your workwith others. It allows you to work on the same projects together, to driveparallel projects.It really is a tool to make collaboration easier. It allows you to see differences.When somebody proposes you a new version of a file, it highlights what haschanged. Of course this mainly works on the level of programming code.Did you have any experience with Git before working with OSP?Well, not long before I joined OSP, we had a little introduction to Mercurial,another versioning software, at school in 2009. Shortly after I switched toGit. I was working with someone else who was working with Git, and it wasso much better.Alex was interested in using Git to make Brainch 1. We wanted to make a webapplication to fork texts that are not code. That was our first use of Git.I met OSP through Git in a way. An intern taught me the program and hesaid: Eric once you’ll get it, you’ll get so excited!. We were in the cafeteria ofthe art school. I thought it was really special, like someone was letting mein on a secret and we we’re the only ones in the art school who knew aboutit. He thought me how to push and pull. I saw quickly how Git reallyis modeled on how culture works. And so I felt it was a really interesting,promising system. And then I talked about it at the Libre Graphics Meetingin 2010, and so I met OSP.

1 A distributed text editing platform based on Django and Git http://code.dyne.org/brainch
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I started to work on collaborative, graphic design related stuff when I wasdeveloping a font manager. I’ve been connected to two versioning systemsand mainly used SVN. Git came well after, it was really connected to webculture, compared to Subversion, which is more software related.What does it mean that Git is referred to as ‘distributed versioning’?The first command you learn in Git, is the clone command. It means thatyou make a copy of a project that is somehow autonomous. Contrary toSubversion you don’t have this server-client architecture. Every repositoryis in itself a potential server and client. Meaning you can keep track of yourchanges offline.At some point, you decided to use ‘distributed versioning’ rather than acentralized system such as Subversion. I remember there was quite somediscussion ...I was not hard to convince. I had no experience with other versioningsystems. I was just excited by the experience that others had with this newtool. In fact there was this discussion, but I don’t remember exactly thearguments between SVN or Git. For what I remember Git was easier.The discussion was not really on the nature of this tool. It was just: whowould keep Git running for OSP? Because the problem is not the system initself, it’s the hosting platform. We didn’t find any hosted platform whichfitted our taste. The question was: do we set up our own server, and who isgoing to take care of at. At this time Alex, Steph and Ivan were quite excitedabout working with Git. And I was excited to use Subversion instead, but Ididn’t have to time to take care of setting it up and everything.You decided not to use a hosted platform such as Gitorious or GitHub?I guess we already had our own server and were hosting our own projects. ButPierre you used online platforms to share code?When I started developing my own projects it was kind of the end ofSourceForge. 2 I was looking for a tool more in the Free Software tradition.

2 SourceForge is a web based source code repository. It was the first platform to offer thisservice for free to Open Source projects.
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There was gna, and even though the platform was crashing all the time, Ifelt it was in line with this purpose.
If I remember correctly, when we decided between Git and Subversion,Pierre, you were also not really for it because of the personality of its maindeveloper, Linus Torvalds. I believe it was the community aspect of Git thatbothered you.
Well Git has been written to help Linus Torvalds receive patches for theLinux kernel; it is not aimed at collaborative writing. It was more aboutmaking it convenient for Linus. And I didn’t see a point in making mypractice convenient for Linus. I was already using Subversion for a whileand it was really working great at providing an environment to work to-gether with a lot of people and check out different versions. Anything youexpect from a versioning system was there, all elements for collaborativework were there. I didn’t see the point to change for something that didn’tfeel as comfortable with, culturally. This question of checking out differentdirectories of repositories was really important to me. At this time (Git hasevolved a lot) it was not possible to do that. There were other technicalaspects I was quite keen of. I didn’t see why to go for Git which was notoffering the same amount of good stuff.
But then there is this aspect of distribution, and that’s not in Subversion.If some day somebody decides to want a complete copy of an OSP project,including all it’s history, they would need to ask us or do something com-plicated to give it to them.
I was not really interested in this ‘spreading the whole repository’. I wasmore concerned about working together on a specific project.
It feels like your habit of keeping things online has shifted. From makingan effort afterwards to something that happens naturally, as an integralpart of your practice.
It happened progressively. There is this idea that the Git repository is linkedto the website, which came after. The logic is to keep it all together andlinked, online and alive.
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That’s not really true ... it was the dream we had: once we have Git, weshare our files while working on them. We don’t need to have this effortafterwards of cleaning up the sources and it will be shareable. But it is nottrue. If we do not put an effort to make it shareable it remains completelyopaque. It requires still an investment of time. I think it takes about 10%of time of the project, to make it readable from the outside afterwards.
Now, with the connection to our public website, you’re more conscious that allthe files we use are directly published. Before we had a Git web application thatallowed someone to just browse repositories, but it was not visual, so it was hardto get into it. The Cosic project is a good example. Every time I want to showthe project to someone, I feel lost. There are so many files and you really don’tknow which ones to open.
Maybe, Eric, you can talk about ‘Visual Culture’?
Basically ‘Visual Culture’ is born out of this dream I talked about just now.That turns out not to be true, but shapes our practice and helps us thinkabout licensing and structuring and all those interesting questions. I wasbrowsing through this Git interface that Stéphanie described, and thoughtit was a missed opportunity, because here is this graphic design studio,who publishes all their works, while they are working. Which has all kindof consequences but if you can’t see it, if you don’t know anything aboutcomputer programming, you have no clue on what’s going on. And also,because it’s completely textual. And for example a .sla file, if you don’t knowabout Open Source, if you don’t know about Scribus it could as well besalad. It is clear that Git was made for text. It was the idea to show all theinformation that is already there in a visual form. But an image is an image,and type is a typeface, and it changes in a visual way. I thought it madesense for us to do. We didn’t have anyone writing posts on our blog. Butwe had all this activity in the Git repository.
It started to give some schematic view on our practice, and renders the currentactivity visible, very exciting. But it is also very frustrating because we have lotsof ideas and very little time to implement them. So the ‘Visual Culture’ projectis terribly late on the ball comparing to our imagination.
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Take by example the foundry. Or the future potential of the ‘Iceberg’ folders. Orour blog that is sometimes cruelly missing. We have ways to fill all these functionswith ‘Visual Culture’ but still no time to do it!
In a way you follow established protocols on how Open Source code isusually published. There should be a license, a README file ... But OSPalso decided to add a special folder, which you called ‘Iceberg’. This is atrick to make your repository more visual?
Yeah, because even if something is straightforward to visualise, it helps ifyou can make a small render of it. But most of the files are a accumulationof files, like a webpage. The idea is that in the ‘Iceberg’ folder, we can put ascreenshot, or other images ...
We wanted the files that are visible, to be not only the last files added. We wantedto be able to show the process. We didn’t want it to be a portfolio and just showthe final output. But we wanted to show errors and try-outs. I think it’s not onlyrelated to Git, but also to visual layout. When you want to share software, wesay release early, release often, which is really nice. But it’s not enough to justrelease, because you need to make it accessible to other people to understand whatthey are reading. It’s like commenting your code, making it ... I don’t want tosay ‘clean’ ... legible, using variable names that people can understand. Because,sometimes when we code just for ourselves I use French variables so that I’m surethat it’s not word-protected by the programming language. But then it is notaccessible to many people. So stuff like that.
You have decided to use a tool that’s deeply embedded in the world ofF/LOSS. So I’ve always seen your choice for Git both as a pragmaticchoice as well as a fan choice?
Like as fans of the world of Open Source?
Yes. By using this tool you align yourself, as designers, with people thatdevelop software.
I’m not sure, I join Pierre on his feelings towards Linus Torvalds, eventhough I have less anger at him. But let’s say he is not someone I especially
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like in his way of thinking. What I like very much about Git is the dis-tributed aspect. With it you can collaborate without being aligned together.While I think Linus Torvalds idea is very liberal and in a way a bit sad, thisidea that you can collaborate without being aligned, without going throughthis permission system, is interesting. With Scribus for example, I nevercollaborated on it, it’s such a pain to got through the process. It’s good andbad. I like the idea of a community which is making a decision together, atthe same time it is so hard to enter this community that you just don’t wantto and give up.
How does it feel, as a group of designer-developers, to adopt workflows,ways of working, and also a vocabulary that comes from software devel-opment?
On the one hand it’s maybe a fan act. We like this movement of F/LOSSdevelopment which is not always given the importance it has in the culturalworld. It’s like saying hey I find you culturally relevant and important. Butthere’s another side to it. It’s not just a distant appropriation, it’s also the factthat software development is such a pervasive force. It’s so much shapingthe world, that I feel I also want to take part in defining what are theseprocedures, what are these ways of sharing, what are these ways of doingthings. Because I also feel that if I ask someone from another field asa cultural actor, and take and appropriate these mechanisms and ways ofdoing, I will be able to influence what they are. So there is the fan act, andthere’s also the act of trying to be aware of all the logic contained in theseactions.
And from another side, in the world of graphic design it is also a way toaffirm that we are different. And that we’re really engaged in doing thisand not only about designing nice pictures. That we really develop our owntools.
It is a way to say: hey, we’re not a kind of politically engaged designers witha different political goal each next half month, and than we do a projectabout it. It really impacts our ecosystem, we’re serious about it.
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It’s true that, before we started to use Git, people asked: So you’re calledOpen Source Publishing, but where are your sources? For some projects youcould download a .zip file but it was always a lot of trouble, because you neededto do it afterwards, while you were already doing other projects.
Collaboration started to become a prominent part of the work; workingtogether on a project. Rather than, oh you do that and when you are finishedyou send the file over and I will continue. It’s really about working together ona project. Even if you work together in the same space, if you don’t have asystem to share files, it’s a pain in the ass.
After using it for a few years, would you say there are parts of in Gitwhere you do not feel at home?
In Git, and in versioning systems in general, there is that feeling that thelatest version is the best. There is an idea of linearity, even though you canhave branches, you still have an idea of linearity in the process.
Yes, that’s true. We did this workshop Please computer let me design, the firsttime was in a French school, in French, and the second time for a more Europeanaudience, in English. We made a branch, but then you have the default branch -the English one - you only see that one, while they are actually on the same level.
So the convention is to always show the main branch, the ‘master’?
In a way there is no real requirement in Git to have a branch called ‘master’.You can have a branch called ‘English’ and a branch called ‘French’. Butit’s true that all the visualization software we know (GitHub or Gitoriousare ways to visualize the content of a Git repository), you’ll need to specifywhich is the branch that is shown by default. And by default, if you don’tdefine it, it is ‘master’.
For certain types of things such as code and text it works really well, forothers, like you’re making a visual design, it’s still very hard to comparedifferences. If I make a poster for example I still make several files instead ofbranches, so I can see them together at once, without having to check-outanother branch. Even in websites, if I want to make a layout, I’ll simply makea copy of the HTML and CSS, because I want to be able to test out and
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compare them. It might be possible with branches, it’s just to complicated.Maybe the tools to visualize it are not there ... But it’s still easier to makecopies and pick the one you like.
It’s quite heavy to go back to another version. Also working collaboratively isactually quite heavy. For example in workshops, or the ‘Balsamine’ project ... wewere working together on the same files at the same time, and if you want to shareyour file with Git you’ll have to first add your file, then commit and pull and
push, which is four commands. And every time you commit you have to writea message. So it is quite long. So while we were working on the .css for ‘VisualCulture’, we tried it in Etherpad, and one of us was copying the whole text fileand committing.
So you centralized in the end.
It’s more about third-party visual software. Let’s say Etherpad for example,it’s a versioning system in itself. You could hook into Git through Etherpadand each letter you type could be a commit. And it would make nonsensemessages but at the same time it would speed up the process to work to-gether. We can imagine the same thing with Git (or any other collaborativeworking system) integrated into Inkscape. You draw and every time you save... At some point Subversion was also a WebDav server, it means that forany application it was possible to plug things together. Each time you wouldsave you file it would make a commit on the server. It worked pretty wellto bring new people into this system because it was just exactly the same asthe OpenOffice, it was an open WebDav client. So it was possible to say toOpenOffice that you, where you save is a disk. It was just like saving and itwas committing.
I really agree. From the experience of working on a typeface together inGit with students, it was really painful. That’s because you are trying todo something that generates source code, a type design program generatessource code. You’re not writing it by hand, and if you then have two versionsof the type design program, it already starts to create conflicts that are quitehard. It’s interesting to bring to models together. Git is just an architectureon how to start your version, so things could hook into it.
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For example with Etherpad, I’ve looked into this API the other day, andworking together with Git, I’m not sure if having every Etherpad revisiondirectly mapped to a Git revision would makes sense if you work on a project... but at the same time you could have every saved revision mapped to aGit revision. It’s clear Git is made for asynchronous collaboration process.So there is Linus in his office, there are patches coming in from differentpeople. He has the time also to figure out which patch needs to go where.This doesn’t really work for the Etherpad-style-direct-collaboration. Forme it’s cool to think about how you could make these things work together.Now I’m working on this collaborative font editor which does that in somesort of database. How would that work? It would not work if every revisionwould be in the Git. I was thinking you could save, or sort of commit, andthat would put it in a Git repository, this you can pull and push. But ifyou want to have four people working together and they start pulling, thatdoesn’t work on Git.
I never really tried Sparkleshare, that could maybe work? Sparkleshare is makinga commit message every time you save a document. In a way it works more likeDropbox. Every time you save it’s synchronized with the server directly.
So you need to find a balance between the very conscious commits youmake with Git and the fluidness of Etherpad, where the granularity ismuch finer. Sparkleshare would be in between?
I think it would be interesting to have this kind of Sparkleshare behaviour, butonly when you want to work synchronously.
So you could switch in and out of different modes?
Usually Sparkleshare is used for people who don’t want to get to much involvedin Git and its commands. So it is really transparent: I send my files, it’s synchro-nized. I think it was really made for this kind of Dropbox behaviour. I thinkit would make sense only when you want to have your hands on the process. Tohave this available only when you decide, OK I go synchronous. Like you say,if you have a commit for every letter it doesn’t make sense.
It makes sense. A lot of things related to versions in software developmentis meant to track bugs, to track programming choices.
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I don’t know for you ... but the way I interact with our Git repository since westarted to work with it ... I almost never went into the history of a project. It’sjust, it really never happened to go back into this history, to check out an oldversion.
I do!
Some neat feature of Git is the dissect command. To find where it broke.
You can top from an old revision that you know that works and then trackdown, like checkout, track down the bug.
Can you give a concrete example, where that would be useful, I mean,not in code.
Not code, okay. That I don’t know.
In a design, like visual design, I think it never happens. It happens on websites,on tools. Because there is a bug, so you need to come back to see where it broke.But for a visual design I’m not sure.
It’s true, also because as you said before, with .svg files or .sla files we oftenhave several duplicates. I sometimes checkout those. But it’s true it’s oftenrelated to merge problems. Or something, you don’t know what to do, soyou’ll just check-out, to go back to an earlier version.
It would be interesting for me to really look at our use of Git and map somekind of tool on top of a versioning system. Because it’s not even versioning,it is also a collaborative workflow, and to see what we mean. Just to usemaybe some feature of Git or whatever to provide the services we need andreally see what we exactly work with. And, this kind of thing where wewant to see many versions at the same time, to compare seems important.Well it’s the kind of thing that could take advantage of a versioning system,to build.
It is of course a bit strange that if you want to see different versions nextto each other you have to go back in time. It’s a kind of paradox, no?
But then you can’t see them at the same time
Exactly, no.
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Because there is no way to visualize your trip back in history.
Well I think, something you could all have some interesting discussionabout, is the question of exchange. Because now we are talking about theindividual. We’ve talked how it’s easier to contribute to Git based projectsbut to be accepted into an existing repository someone needs to say okay,I want it, which is like SVN. What is easier, is to publish you’re wholeGit repository online, with the only difference from the the first version,is that you added your change, but it means that in proposing a changeyou are already making a new cultural artifact. You’re already putting a newsomething there. I find this to be a really fascinating phenomena becauseit has all kinds of interesting consequences. Of course we can look at itthe way of, it’s the cold and the liberal way of doing things. Because theindividual is at the center of this, because you are on your own. It’s yourthing in the first place, and then you can see if it maybe becomes someoneelse’s thing too. So that has all kinds of coldness about it and it leads tomany abandoned projects and maybe it leads to a decrease of social activityaround specific projects. But there’s also an interesting part of it, where itactually resembles quite well how culture works in the first place. Becauseculture deals with a lot redundancy, in the sense that we can deal with manykinds of very similar things. We can have Akzidenz Grotesk, Helvetica andthe Akkurat all at the same time, and they have some kind of weird culturallineage thing going on in between them.

Are there any pull requests for OSP?
We did have one.
Eric is right to ask about collaboration with others, not only how to workinternally in a group.
That’s why GitHub is really useful. Because it has the architecture to exchangechanges. Because we have our own server it’s quite private, it’s really hard toallow anyone to contribute to fonts for example. So we had e-mails: Hey here’sa new version of the font, I did some glyphs, but also changed the shape ofthe A. There we have two different things, new glyphs is one thing, we could say
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we take any new glyph. But changing the A, how do you deal with this? There’sa technical problem, well not technical ...
An architectural problem?
Yeah, we won’t add everyone’s SSH-key to the server because it will be endlessto maintain. But at the same time, how do you accept changes? And then, whodecides what changes will be accepted?
For the foundry we decided to have a maintainer for each font project.
It’s the kind of thing we didn’t do well. We have this kind of administrativeway of managing the server. Well it’s a lot of small elements that all togethermake it difficult. Let’s say at some point we start to think maybe we need tomanage our repositories, something a bit more sophisticated then Gitolite. So wecould install something like Gitorious. We didn’t do it but we could imagineto rebuild a kind of ecosystem where people have their own repositories anddo anything we can imagine on this kind of hosting service. Gitorious is aFree Software so you can deploy it on your own server. But it is not trivialto do.
Can you explain the difference between Gitorious and GitHub?
Gitorious is first a free version, it’s not a free version of Git but GitHub. Oneis free and one is not.
Meaning you can not install GitHub on your own server.
Git is a storage back-end, and Gitorious or GitHub are a kind of web ap-plication to interact with the repository and to manage them. And GitHubis a program and a company deploying these programs to offer both a com-mercial service and a free-of-charge service. They have a lot of success withthe free service Git in a sense. And they make a lot of money at providingthe same service, exactly the same, just it means that you can have privatespace on the server. It’s quite convenient, because the tools are really goodto manage repositories. And Gitorious I don’t exactly know what is theirbusiness model, they made all their source code to run the platform FreeSoftware. It means they offer a bit less fancy features.
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A bit less shiny?
Yeah, because they have less success and so less money to dedicate to devel-opment of the platform. But still it’s some kind of easy to grasp web interfacemanagement, repositories manager. Which is quite cool. We could do that,to install this kind of interface, to allow more people to have their reposito-ries on the OSP-server. But here comes the difficult thing: we would needa bit more resources to run the server to host a lot of repositories. Still thismoment we have problems sometimes with the server because it’s not likea large server. Nobody at OSP is really a sysadmin, and has time to installand setup everything nicely etcetc. And we also would have to work on thegitorious web application to make it a bit more in line with our visual uni-verse. Because now it’s really some kind of thing we cannot associate withreally.
Do you think ‘Visual Culture’ can leverage some of the success of GitHub?People seem to understand and like working this way.
Well, it depends. We also meet a lot of people who come to GitHub and say,I don’t understand, I don’t understand anything of this! Because of it’s hugesuccess GitHub can put some extra effort in visualization, and they startedto run some small projects. So they can do more than ‘Visual Culture’ cando.
And is this code available?
Some of their projects are Open Source.
Some of their projects are free. Even if we have some things going on in‘Visual Culture’, we don’t have enough manpower to finalize this project.The GitHub interface is really specific, really oriented, they manage to dothings like show fonts, show pictures, but I don’t think they can display.pdf. ‘Visual Culture’ is really a good direction, but it can become obsoleteby the fact that we don’t have enough resource to work on it. GitHub startsto cover a lot of needs, but always in their way of doing things, so it’s aproblem.
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I’m very surprised ... the quality of Git is that it isn’t centralized, and nowa-days everything is becoming centralized in GitHub. I’m also wonderingwhether ... I don’t think we should start to host other repositories, or maybewe should, I don’t know.
Yeah, I think we should
You do or you don’t want to become a hosting platform?
No. What I think is nice about GitHub is of course the social aspect aroundsharing code. That they provide comments. Which is an extra layer on topof Git. I’m having fantasies about another group like OSP who would useGit and have their own server, instead of having this big centralized system.But still have ways to interact with each other. But I don’t know how.
It would be interesting if it’s distributed without being disconnected.
If it was really easy to setup Git, or a versioning server, that would befantastic. But I can remember, as a software developer, when I started tolook for somewhere to host my code it was no question to setup my ownserver. Because of not having time, no time to maintain, no time to deployetcetc. At some point we need hosting-platforms for ourselves. We havealmost enough to run our own platform. But think of all the people whocan’t afford it.
But in a way you are already hosting other people’s projects. Becausethere are quite a few repositories for workshops that actually not belongto you.
Yeah, but we moved some of them to GitHub just to get rid of the pain ofmaintaining these repositories.
We wanted the students to be independent. To really have them managetheir own projects.
GitHub is easier to manage then our own repository which is still based ona lot of files.
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For me, if we ever make this hosting platform, it should be something else thenour own website. Because, like you say, it’s kind of centralized in the way we useit now. It’s all on the Constant server.
Not anymore?
No, the Git repositories are still on the Constant server.
Ah, the Git is still. But they are synced with the OSP server. But still, I canimagine it would be really nice to have many instances of ‘Visual Culture’for groups of people running their own repositories.
It feels a bit like early days of blogging.
It would be really, really nice for us to allow other people to use our services.I was also thinking of this, because of this branching stuff. For two reasons,first to make it easier for people to take advantage of our repository. Justlike branching our repository would be one click, just like in Gitorious orGitHub. So I have an account and I like this project and I want to changesomething, I just click on it. You’re branched into your own account andyou can start to work with it. That’s it, and it would be really convenientfor people who would like to work with our font files etc. And once wehave all these things running on our server we can think of a lot of ideas topromote our own dynamic over versioning systems. But now we’re really abit stuck because we don’t have the tools we would like to have. With therepositories, it’s something really rigid.
It is interesting to see the limits of what actually can happen. But it isstill better than the usual (In)design practices?
We would like to test GitMX. We don’t know much about it, but we wouldlike to use it for the pictures in high-resolution, .pdfs. We thought about itwhen we were in Seoul, because we were putting pictures on a gallery, andwe were like ah, this gallery. We were wondering, perhaps if GitMX workswell, perhaps it can be separated into different types of content. And thenwe can branch them into websites. And perhaps pictures of the finalizedwork. In the end we have the ‘Iceberg’ with a lot of ‘in-progress’-pictures,
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but we don’t have any portfolio or book. Again because we don’t care muchabout this, but at the end we feel we miss it a bit.
A narration ...
... to have something to present. Each time we prepare a presentation, weneed to start again to find back the tools and files, and to choose what wewant to send for the exhibition.

It’s really important because at some point, working with Git, I can remem-ber telling people ...
Don’t push images!
I remember.
The repository is there to share the resources. And that’s really where itshines. And don’t try to put all your active files in it. At some point we missthis space to share those files.
But an image can be a recipe. And code can be an artifact. For me thedifference is not so obvious.
It is not always so clear. Sometimes the cut-off point is decided by the weight ofthe file, so if it is too heavy, we avoid Git. Another is: if it is easy to compile, leaveit out of Git. Sometimes the logic is reversed. If we need it to be online even ifnot a source, but simply we need to share it, we put it on the Git. Some commitsare also errors. The distinction is quite organic until now, in my experience. Thecloser the practice gets to code, the more clean the versioning process is.
There is also a kind of performative part of the repository. Where acommit counts as a proof of something ...
When I presented the OSP’s website, we had some remarks like, ah it’s good wecan see what everybody has done, who has worked.
But strangely so far there were not many reactions from partners or clientsregarding the fact that all the projects could be followed at any stage. Even budgetwise ... Mostly, I think, because they do not really understand how it works.
And sometimes it’s true, it came to my mind, should we really show our websiteto clients? Because they can check whether we are working hard, or this week
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we didn’t do shit ... And it’s, I think it’s really based on trust and the type ofcollaboration you want with your client. Actually collaboration and not a hier-archical relationship. So I think in the end it’s something that we have to workon. On building a healthy relationship, that you show the process but it’s notabout control. The meritocracy of commits is well known, I think, in platformslike GitHub. I don’t think in OSP this is really considered at all actually.
It supports some self-time tracking that is nuanced and enriched by e-mail,calendar events, writing in Etherpads. It gives a feeling of where is the activitywithout following it too closely. A feeling rather than surveillance or meritocracy.

I know that Eric ... because he doesn’t really keep track of his working hours. Hemade a script to look into his commit messages to know when he worked on aproject. Which is not always truthful. Because sometimes you make a commit onsome files that you made last week, but forgot to commit. And a commit is atext message at a certain time. So it doesn’t tell you how much time you spent onthe file.
Although in the way you decided to visualize the commits, there is a senseof duration between the last and the commit before. So you have a senseof how much time passed in between. Are there ways you sometimestrick the system, to make things visible that might otherwise go missing?
In the messages sometimes, we talk about things we tried and didn’t work.But it’s quite rare.
I kind of regret that I don’t write so much on the commits. At the beginningwhen we decided to publish the messages on the homepage we talked aboutthis theater dialogue and I was really excited. But in the end I see that Idon’t write as much as I would like.
I think it’s really a question of the third-party programs we use. Our
commit messages are like a dialogue on the website. But when you writea commit message you’re not at all in this interface. So you don’t answerto something. If we would have the same kind of interface we have on thewebsite, you would realize you can answer to the previous commit message.You have this sort of narrative thread and it would work. We are in the
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middle, we have this feeling of a dialogue on one side, but because whenyou work, you’re not on the website to check the history. It’s just basically, itwould be about to make things really in line with what we want to achieve.
I commit just when I need to share the files with someone else. So I waituntil the last moment.
To push you mean?
No, to commit. And then I’ve lost track of what I’ve done and then I justwrite ...
But it would be interesting, to look at the different speeds of collabora-tion. They might need each another type of commit message.
But it’s true, I must admit that when I start working on a project I don’t read thelast messages. And so, then you lose this dialogue as you said. Because sometimesI say, Ludi is going to work on it. So I say, OK Ludi it’s your turn now,but the thing is, if she says that to me I would not know because I don’t read the
commit messages.
I suppose that is something really missing from the Git client. When you
pull, you update your working copy to synchronize with the server it justsays files change, how many changes there were. But doesn’t give you thestory.
That’s what missing when you pull. It should instead of just showing which fileshave changed, show all the logs from the last time you pulled.
Your earlier point, about recipes versus artifacts. I have something to addthat I forgot. I would reverse the question, what the versioning systemconsiders to be a recipe is good, is a recipe. I mean, in this context ‘arecipe’ is something that works well within the versioning system. Such asthe description of your process to get somewhere. And I can imagine it’ssomething, I would say the Git community is trying to achieve that fact.Make it something that you can share easily.
But we had a bit of this discussion with Alex for a reader we made. It is going tobe published, so we have the website with all the texts, and the texts are all under
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a free license. But the publisher doesn’t want us to put the .pdfs online. I’m quiteokay with that, because for me it’s a condition that we put the sources online. Butif you really want the .pdf then you can clone the repository and make themyourself in Scribus. It’s just an example of not putting the .pdf, but you haveeverything you need to make the .pdf yourself. For me it’s quite interesting to sayour sources are there. You can buy the book but if you want the .pdf you haveto make a small effort to generate it and then you can distribute it freely. But Ifind it quite interesting to, of course the easiest way would be the .pdf but in thiscase we can’t. Because the publisher doesn’t want us to.
But that distinction somehow undervalues the fact that layout for exampleis not just an executed recipe, no? I mean, so there is this kind of greyarea in design that is ... maybe not the final result, but also not a sort ofexecutable code.
We see it with ‘Visual Culture’, for instance, because Git doesn’t make it easyto work with binaries. And the point of ‘Visual Culture’ is to make .jpegsvisible and all the kind of graphical files we work with. So it’s like we don’tknow how to decide whether we should put for instance .pdfs in the Gitrepository online. Because on the one hand it makes it less manageable withGit to work with. But on the other hand we want to make things visible onthe website.
But it’s also storage-space. If you want to clone it, if you want people to cloneit also you don’t want a 8 gigabyte repository.
I don’t know because it’s not really what OSP is for, but you can imagine, likeDropbox has been made to easily share large files, or even files in general.We can imagine that another company will set up something, especiallygraphic designers or the graphic industry. The way GitHub did somethingfor the development industry. They will come up with solutions for thisvery problem.
I just want to say that I think because we’re not a developer group, at the start the
commit messages were a space where you would throw all your anger, frustration.And we first published a Git log in the Balsamine program, because we saw that.This was the first program we designed with ConTeXt. So we were manipulating
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code for layout. The commit messages were all really funny, because Pierre andLudi come from a non-coding world and it was really inspiring and we decidedto put it in the publication. Then we kind of looked, Ludi says two kind of badthings about the client, but it was okay. Now I think we are more aware that it’spublic, we kind of pay attention not to say stuff we don’t mean to ...
It’s not such an exciting space anymore as in the first half year?
It often very formal and not very, exciting, I think. But sometimes I putquite some effort to just make clear what I’m trying to share.
And there are also commits that you make for yourself. Because sometimes, evenif you work on a project alone, you still do a Git project to keep track, to have ahistory to come back to. Then you write to yourself. I think it’s also somethingelse. I’ve never tried it.
It’s a lot to ask in a way, to write about what you are doing while you aredoing it.
I think we should pay more attention to the first commit of a project, andthe last. Because it’s really important to start the story and to end it. I speakabout this ‘end’ because I feel overflowed by all these not-ended projects, I’mquite tired of it. I would like us to find a way to archive projects which arenot alive any more. To find a good way to do it. Because the list of foldersis still growing, and in a way it is okay but a lot of projects are not active.
But it’s hard to know when is the last commit. With the Balsamine project it’squite clear, because it’s season per season. But still, we never know when it is thelast one. The last one could be solved by the ‘Iceberg’, to make the last snapshotsand say okay now we make the screenshots of the latest version. And then you closeit ... We wanted that the last one was Hey, we sent the .pdfs to the printer.But actually we had to send it back another time because there was a mistake.And then the log didn’t fit on the page anymore.
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At the Libre Graphics Meeting 2008, OSP sat down withChris Lilley on a small patch of grass in front of theTechnical University in Wroclaw, Poland. Warmed up bythe early May sun, we talked about the way standards aremade, how ‘specs’ influence the work of designers, pro-grammers and managers and how this process is open-ing up to voices from outside the W3C. Chris Lilley istrained as a biochemist, and specialised in the applicationof biological computing. He has been involved with theWorld Wide Web Consortium since the 1990s, headed theScalable Vector Graphics (SVG) working group and cur-rently looks after two W3C activity areas: graphics, in-cluding PNG, CGM, graphical quality, and fonts, includ-ing font formats, delivery, and availability of font software.
I would like to ask you about the way standards are made ... I think there’s a
relation between the way Free, Libre and Open Source software works, and
how standards work. But I am particularly interested in your announcement
in your talk today that you want to make the process of defining the SVG
standard a public process?
Right. So, there’s a famous quote that says that standards are like sausages.Your enjoyment of them is improved by not knowing how they’re made. 1
And to some extent, depending on the standards body and depending onwhat you’re trying to standardize, the process can be very messy. If youwere to describe W3C as a business proposition, it has got to fail. You’retaking companies who all have commercial interests, who are competing andyou’re putting them in the same room and getting them to talk together andagree on something. Oddly, sometimes that works! You can sell them theidea that growing the market is more important and is going to get themmore money. The other way ... is that you just make sure that you get themanagers to sign, so that their engineers can come and discuss standards,

1 Laws are like sausages. It’s better not to see them being made. Otto von Bismarck, 1815–1898
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and then you get the engineers to talk and the managers are out of the way.Engineers are much more forthcoming, because they are more interested insharing stuff because engineers like to share what they’re doing, and talkon a technical level. The worst thing is to get the managers involved, andeven worse is to get lawyers involved. W3C does actually have all thosethree in the process. Shall we do this work or not is a managerial level that’shandled by the W3C advisory committee, and that’s where some peoplesay No, don’t work on that area or We have patents or This is a bad idea orwhatever. But often it goes through and then the engineers basically talkabout it. Occasionally there will be patents disclosed, so the W3C also hasa process for that. The first things are done are the ‘charters’. The chartersays what the group is going to work on a broad scope. As soon as you’ve gotyour first draft, that further defines the scope, but it also triggers what it’scalled an exclusion opportunity, which basically gives the companies I thinkninety days to either declare that they have a specific patent and say what it’snumber is and say that they exclude it, or not. And if they don’t, they’ve justgiven a royalty-free licence to whatever is needed to implement that spec.The interesting thing is that if they give the royalty-free licence they don’thave to say which patents they’re licencing. Other standards organizationsbuild up a patent portfolio, and they list all these patents and they say whatyou have to licence. W3C doesn’t do that, unless they’ve excluded it whichmeans you have to work around it or something like that. Based on whatthe spec says, all the patents that have been given, are given. The engineersdon’t have to care. That’s the nice thing. The engineers can just work away,and unless someone waves a red flag, you just get on with it, and at the endof the day, it’s a royalty-free specification.
But if you look at the SVG standard, you could say that it’s been quite a
bumpy road 2 ... What kind of work do you need to do to make a successful
standard?
Firstly, you need to agree on what you’re building, which isn’t always firmand sometimes it can change. For example, when SVG was started the ideawas that it would be just static graphics. And also that it would be animated

2 http://ospublish.constantvzw.org/news/whos-afraid-of-adobe-not-me-says-the-mozilla-foundation
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using scripts, because with dynamic HTML and whatever, this was ’98, wewere like: OK, we’re going to use scripting to do this. But when we put itout for a first round of feedback, people were like No! No, this is not goodenough. We want to have something declarative. We don’t want to have to writea script every time we want something to move or change color. Some of thefeedback, from Macromedia for example was like No, we don’t think it shouldhave this facility, but it quickly became clear why they were saying that andwhat technology they would rather use instead for anything that moved ordid anything useful ... We basically said That’s not a technical comment, that’sa marketing comment, and thank you very much.
Wait a second. How do you make a clear distinction between marketing and
technical comments?
People can make proposals that say We shouldn’t work on this, we shouldn’twork on that, but they’re evaluated at a technical level. If it’s Don’t do itlike that because it’s going to break as follows, here I demonstrate it then that’sfine. If they’re like Don’t do it because that competes with my proprietaryproduct then it’s like Thanks for the information, but we don’t actually care.It’s not our problem to care about that. It’s your problem to care aboutthat. Part of it is sharing with the working group and getting the groupto work together, which requires constant effort, but it’s no different fromany sort of managerial or trust company type thing. There’s this sort ofencouragement in it that at the end of the day you’re making the world abetter place. You’re building a new thing and people will use it and whatever.And that is quite motivating. You need the motivation because it takes a lotlonger than you think. You build the first spec and it looks pretty good andyou publish it and you smooth it out a bit, put it out for comments and youget a ton of comments back. People say If you combine this with this with thisthen that’s not going to work. And you go Is anyone really going to do that? Butyou still have to say what happens. The computer still has to know whathappens even if they do that. Ninety percent of the work is after the firstdraft, and it’s really polishing it down. In the W3C process, once you getto a certain level, you take it to what is euphemistically called the ‘last call’.This is a term we got from the IETF. 3 It actually means ‘first call’ because

3 The Internet Engineering Task Force, http://www.ietf.org/
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you never have just one. It’s basically a formal round of comments. You logevery single comment that’s been made, you respond to them all, people canmake an official objection if you haven’t responded to the comment correctlyetcetera. Then you publish a list of what changes you’ve made as a basis ofthat.
What part of the SVG standardization process would you like to make public?
The part that I just said has always been public. W3C publishes specifi-cations on a regular basis, and these are always public and freely available.The comments are made in public and responded to in public. What hasn’tbeen public has been the internal discussions of the group. Sometimes itcan take a long time if you’ve got a lot of comments to process or if there’s alot of argumentation in the group: people not agreeing on the direction togo, it can take a while. From the outside it looks like nothing is happening.Some people like to follow this at a very detailed level, and blog about it,and blablabla. Overtime, more and more working groups have become pub-lic. The SVG group just recently got recharted and it’s now a public group.All of its minutes are public. We meet for ninety minutes twice a week ona telephone call. There’s an IRC log of that and the minutes are publishedfrom that, and that’s all public now. 4
Could you describe such a ninety minute meeting for us?
There are two chairs. I used to be the chair for eight years or so, and thenI stepped down. We’ve got two new chairs. One of them is Erik Dahlströmfrom Opera, and one of them is Andrew Emmons from Bitflash. Bothare SVG implementing companies. Opera on the desktop and mobile, andBitflash is just on mobile. They will set out an agenda ahead of time andsay We will talk about the following issues. We have an issue tracker, we havean action tracker which is also now public. They will be going through theactions of people saying I’m done and discussing whether they’re actuallydone or not. Particular issues will be listed on the agenda to talk aboutand to have to agree on, and then if we agree on it and you have to changethe spec as a result, someone will get an action to change that back to the

4 Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) Feedback Page:http://www.w3.org/Graphics/SVG/feedback.html
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spec. The spec is held into CVS so anyone in the working group can editit and there is a commit log of changes. When anyone accidentally brokesomething or trampled onto someone else’s edit, or whatever - which doeshappen - or if it came as the result of a public comment, then there will bea response back saying we have changed the spec in the following way ... Isthis acceptable? Does this answer your comment?
How many people do take part in such a meeting?
In the working group itself there are about 20 members and about 8 orso who regularly turn up, every week for years. You know, you lose somepeople over time. They get all enthusiastic and after two years, when youare not done, they go off and do something else, which is human nature.But there have been people who have been going forever. That’s what youneed actually in a spec, you need a lot of stamina to see it through. It is along term process. Even when you are done, you are not done because you’vegot errata, you’ve got revisions, you’ve got requests for new functionalitiesto make it into the next version and so on.
On the one hand you could say every setting of a standard is a violent process,
some organisation forcing a standard upon others, but the process you describe
is entirely based on consensus.
There’s another good quote. Tim Berners Lee was asked why W3C worksby consensus, rather than by voting and he said: W3C is a consensus-basedorganisation because I say so, damn it. 5 That’s the Inventor of the Web,you know ... (laughs) If you have something in a spec because 51% of thepeople thought it was a good idea, you don’t end up with a design, you endup with a bureaucratic type decision thing. So yes, the idea is to work byconsensus. But consensus is defined as: ‘no articulated dissent’ so someonecan say ‘abstain’ or whatever and that’s fine. But we don’t really do it ona voting basis, because if you do it like that, then you get people trying to

5 Consensus is a core value of W3C. To promote consensus, the W3C process requires Chairsto ensure that groups consider all legitimate views and objections, and endeavor to resolvethem, whether these views and objections are expressed by the active participants of thegroup or by others (e.g., another W3C group, a group in another organization, or the generalpublic). World Wide Web Consortium. General Policies for W3C Groups, 2005. [Online; accessed 30.12.2014]
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make voting blocks and convince other people to vote their way ... it is muchbetter when it is done on the basis of a technical discussion, I mean ... youeither convince people or you don’t.
If you read about why this kind of work is done ... you find different ar-
guments. From enhancing global markets to: ‘in this way, we will create a
better world for everyone’. In Tim Berners-Lee’s statements, these two are
often mixed. If you for example look at the DIN standards, they are un-
ambiguously put into the world as to help and support business. With Web
Standards and SVG, what is your position?

Yes. So, basically ... the story we tell depends on who we are telling it to andwho is listening and why we want to convince them. Which I hope is not asduplicitous as it may sound. Basically, if you try to convince a manager thatyou want 20% time of an engineer for the coming two years, you are tellingthem things to convince them. Which is not untrue necessarily, but that isthe focus they want. If you are talking to designers, you are telling them howthat is going to help them when this thing becomes a spec, and the fact thatthey can use this on multiple platforms, and whatever. Remember: whenthe web came out, to exchange any document other than plain text was ex-tremely difficult. It meant exchanging word processor formats, and you hadto know on what platform you were on and in what version. The idea thatyou might get interoperability, and that the Mac and the PC could exchangecharacters that were outside ASCII was just pie in the sky stuff. When westarted, the whole interoperability and cross-platform thing was pretty noveland an untested idea essentially. Now it has become pretty much solid. Wehave got a lot of focus on disabled accessibility, and also internationalizationwhich is if you like another type of accessibility. It would be very easy foran organisation like W3C, which is essentially funded by companies join-ing it, and therefore they come from technological countries ... it would bevery easy to focus on only those countries and then produce specificationsthat are completely unusable in other areas of the world. Which still doessometimes happen. This is one of the useful things of the W3C. There isthe internationalization review, and an accessibility review and nowadays alsoa mobile accessible review to make sure it does not just work on desktops.Some organisations make standards basically so they can make money. Some
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of the ISO 6 standards, in particular the MPEG group, their business modelis that you contribute an engineer for a couple of years, you make a patentportfolio and you make a killing off licencing it. That is pretty much to keepout the people who were not involved in the standards process. Now, W3Ctakes quite an opposite view. The Royalty-Free License 7 for example, ex-plicitly says: royalty-free to all. Not just the companies who were involvedin making it, not just companies, but anyone. Individuals. Open Sourceprojects. So, the funding model of the W3C is that members pay money,and that pays our salaries, basically. We have a staff of 60 odd or so, andthat’s where our salaries come from, which actually makes us quite differentfrom a lot of other organisations. IETF is completely volunteer based soyou don’t know how long something is going to take. It might be quick, itmight be 20 years, you don’t know. ISO is a national body largely, but thenational bodies are in practice companies who represent that nation. But inW3C, it’s companies who are paying to be members. And therefore, whenit started there was this idea of secrecy. Basically, giving them somethingfor their money. That’s the trick, to make them believe they are gettingsomething for their money. A lot of the ideas for W3C came from theX Consortium 8 actually, it is the same people who did it originally. Andthere, what the meat was ... was the code. They would develop the code andgive it to the members of the X Consortium three months before the publicgot it and that was their business benefit. So that is actually where our ‘threemonth rule’ comes from. Each working group can work for three monthsbut then they have to go public, have to publish. ‘The heartbeat rule’, wecall it now. If you miss several heartbeats then you’re dead. But at the sametime if you’re making a spec and you’re growing the market then there’s aneed for it to be implemented. There’s an implementation page where youencourage people to implement, you report back on the implementations,

6 International Standards for Business, Government and Society International Organization forStandardization (ISO), http://www.iso.org7 Overview and Summary of W3C Patent Policyhttp://www.w3.org/2004/02/05-patentsummary.html8 The purpose of the X Consortium was to foster the development, evolution, and maintenance of theX Window System, a comprehensive set of vendor-neutral, system-architecture neutral,network-transparent windowing and user interface standards.http://www.x.org/wiki/XConsortium
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you make a test suite, you show that every feature in the spec that there’sa test for ... at least two implementations pass it. You’re not showing thateveryone can use it at that stage. You’re showing that someone can read thespec and implement it. If you’ve been talking to a group of people for fouryears, you have a shared understanding with them and it could be that thespec isn’t understandable without that. The implementation phase lets youfind out that people can actually implement it just by reading the spec. Andoften there are changes and clarifications made at that point. Obviously oneof the good ways to get something implemented is to have Open Sourcepeople do it and often they’re much more motivated to do it. For them it’scool when it is new, If you give me this new feature it’s great we’ll do it ratherthan: Well that doesn’t quite fit into our product plans until the next quarterand all that sort of stuff. Up until now, there hasn’t really been a good wayfor the Open Source people to get involved. They can comment on specsbut they’re not involved in the discussions. That’s something we’re tryingto change by opening up the groups, to make it easier for an Open Sourcegroup to contribute on an ongoing basis if they want to. Right from thebeginning part, to the end where you’re polishing the tiny details in thecorner.
I think the story of web fonts shows how an involvement of the Open Source
people could have made a difference.
When web fonts were first designed, essentially you had Adobe and Applepushing one way, Bitstream pushing the other way, both wanting W3C tomake their format the one and only official web format, which is why youended up with a mechanism to point to fonts without saying what formatwas required. And than you had the Netscape 4, which pointed off to aBitstream format, and you had IE4 which pointed off to this EmbeddedOpen Type (EOT) format. If you were a web designer, you had to have twodifferent tools, one of which only worked on a Mac, and one of which onlyworked on PC, and make two different fonts for the same thing. Basicallypeople wouldn’t bother. As Håkon 9 mentioned the only people who doactually use that right now really, are countries where the local language

9 Håkon Wium Lie proposed Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) in 1994.http://www.w3.org/People/howcome/
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is not well provided for by the Operating Systems. Even now, things likeWindowsXP and MacOSX don’t fully support some of the Indian languages.But they can get it into web pages by using these embedded fonts. Actuallythe other case where it has been used a lot, is SVG, not so much on thedesktop though it does get used there but on mobiles. On the desktopyou’ve typically got 10 or 20 fonts and you got a reasonable coverage. On amobile phone, depending on how high or low ended it is, you might havea single font, and no bold, and it might even be a pixel-based font. Andif you want to start doing text that skews and swirls, you just can’t do thatwith a pixel-based font. So you need to download the font with the content,or even put the font right there in the content just so that they can seesomething.
I don’t know how to talk about this, but ... envisioning a standard before
having any concrete sense of how it could be used and how it could change the
way people work ... means you also need to imagine how a standard might
change, once people start implementing it?

I wouldn’t say that we have no idea of how it’s going to work. It’s more acase that there are obvious choices you can make, and then not so obviouschoices. When work is started, there’s always an idea of how it would fit inwith a lot of things and what it could be used for. It’s more the case thatyou later find that there are other things that you didn’t think of that youcan also use it for. Usually it is defined for a particular purpose and thanfind that it can also do these other things.
Isn’t it so that sometimes, in that way, something that is completely marginal,becomes the most important?
It can happen, yes.
For me, SVG is a good example of that. As I understood it, it was plannedto be a format for the web. And as I see it today, it’s more used on thedesktop. I see that on the Linux desktop, for theming, most internals areusing SVG. We are using Inkscape for SVG to make prints. On the otherhand, browsers are really behind.
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Browsers are getting there. Safari has got reasonably good support. Operahas got very good support. It really has increased a lot in the last coupleof years. Mozilla Firefox less so. It’s getting there. They’ve been at itfor longer, but it also seems to be going slower. The browsers are gettingthere. The implementations which I showed a couple of days ago, thosewere mobile implementations. I was showing them on a PC, but they werespecially built demos. Because they’re mobile, it tends to move faster.
But you still have this problem that Internet Explorer is a slow adopter.
Yes, Internet Explorer has not adopted a lot of things. It’s been very slowto do CSS. It hasn’t yet done XHTML, although it has shipped with anXML parser since IE4. It hasn’t done SVG. Now they’ve got their ownthing ... Silverlight. It has been very hard to get Microsoft on board andgetting them doing things. Microsoft were involved in the early part ofSVG but getting things into IE has always been difficult. What amazes meto some extent, is the fact that it’s still used by about 60-70% of people.You look at what IE can do, and you look at what all the other browserscan do, and you wonder why. The thing is ... it is still a break and sometechnologies don’t get used because people want to make sure that everyonecan see them. So they go down to the lowest common denominator. Orthey double-implement. Implement something for all the other browsers,and implement something separate for IE, and than have to maintain twodifferent things in parallel, and tracking revisions and whatever. It’s a night-mare. It’s a huge economic cost because one browser doesn’t implement theright web stuff. (laughing, sighing)
My question would be: what could you give us as a kind of advice? Howcould we push this adoption where we are working? Even if it only is thepeople of Firefox to adopt SVG?
Bear in mind that Firefox has this thing of Trunk builds and Branch buildsand so on. For example when Firefox 3 came out, well the Beta is there.Suddenly there’s a big jump in the SVG stuff because all the Firefox 2 wason the same branch as 1.5, and the SVG was basically frozen at that point.The development was ongoing but you only saw it when 3 came out. Therewere a bunch of improvements there. The main missing features are the
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animation and the web fonts and both of those are being worked on. It’sinteresting because both of those were on Acid 3. Often I see an accelerationof interest in getting something done because there’s a good test. The AcidTest 10 is interesting because it’s a single test for a huge slew of things all atonce. One person can look at it, and it’s either right or it’s wrong, whereasthe tests that W3C normally produces are very much like unit tests. Youtest one thing and there’s like five hundred of them. And you have to gothrough, one after another. There’s a certain type of person who can sitthrough five hundred test on four browsers without getting bored but mostpeople don’t. There’s a need for this sort of aggregative test. The wholething is all one. If anything is wrong, it breaks. That’s what Acid is designedto do. If you get one thing wrong, everything is all over the place. Acid 3was a submission-based process and like a competition, the SVG workinggroup was there, and put in several proposals for what should be in Acid 3,many of which were actually adopted. So there’s SVG stuff in Acid 3.
So ... who started the Acid Test?
Todd Fahrner designed the original Acid 1 test, which was meant to exercisethe tricky bits of the box-model in CSS. It ended like a sort Mondriandiagram, 11 red squares, and blue lines and stuff. But there was a big scopefor the whole thing to fall apart into a train wreck if you got anythingwrong. The thing is, a lot of web documents are pretty simple. They gotparagraphs, and headings and stuff. They weren’t exercising very much themodel. Once you got tables in there, they were doing it a little bit more. Butit was really when you had stuff floated to one side, and things going aroundor whatever, and that had something floated as well. It was in that sort ofcase where it was all breaking, where people wouldn’t get interoperability.
It was ... the Web Standards Project 12 who proposed this?
Yes, that’s right.

10 The Acid 3 test: http://acid3.acidtests.org is comprehensive in comparison to more detailed,but fragmented SVG tests:http://www.w3.org/Graphics/SVG/WG/wiki/Test_Suite_Overview#W3C_Scalable_Vector_Graphics_.28SVG.29_Test_Suite_Overview11 Acid Test Gallery http://moonbase.rydia.net/mental/writings/box-acid-test/12 The Web Standards Project is a grassroots coalition fighting for standards which ensure simple,affordable access to web technologies for all http://www.webstandards.org/
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It didn’t come from a standards body.
No, it didn’t come from W3C. The same for Acid 2, Håkon Wium Lie wasinvolved in that one. He didn’t blow his own trumpet this morning, buthe was very much involved there. Acid 3 was Ian Hickson, who put thattogether. It’s a bit different because a lot of it is DOM scripting stuff. Itdoes something, and then it inquires in the DOM to see if it has been donecorrectly, and it puts that value back as a visual representation so you cansee. It’s all very good because apparently it motivates the implementors todo something. It’s also marketable. You can have a blog posting saying wedo 80% of Acid Test. The public can understand that. The people who areinterested can go Oh, that’s good.
It becomes a mark of quality.
Yes, it’s marketing. It’s like processor speed in PCs and things. There areso much technology in computers, so than what do you market it on? Wellit’s got that clock speed and it’s got this much memory. OK, great, cool.This one is better than that one because this one’s got 4 gigs and that one’sgot 2 gigs. It’s a lot of other things as well, but that’s something that thepublic can in general look at and say That one is better. When I mentionedthe W3C process, I was talking about the engineers, managers. I didn’t talkabout the lawyers, but we do have a process for that as well. We have a patentadvisory group conformed. If someone has made a claim, and it’s disputedthen we can have lawyers talking among themselves. What we really don’thave in that is designers, end-users, artists. The trick is to find out how torepresent them. The CSS working group tried to do that. They brought ina number of designers, Jeff Veen 13 and these sort of people were involvedearly on. The trouble is that you’re speaking a different language, you’renot speaking their language. When you’re having weekly calls ... Reading aspec is not bedtime reading, and if you’re arguing over the fine details of asentence ... (laughing) well, it will put you to sleep straight away. Some ofthe designers are like: I don’t care about this. I only want to use it. Here’s whatI want to be able to do. Make it that I can do that, but get back to me when it’sdone.

13 Jeff Veen was a designer at Wired magazine, in those days.http://adaptivepath.com/aboutus/veen.php
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That’s why the idea of the Acid Test is a nice breed between the spec andthe designer. When I was seeing the test this morning, I was thinkingthat it could be a really interesting work to do, not to really implement itbut to think about with the students. How would you conceive a visualtest? I think that this could be a really nice workshop to do in a universityor in a design academy ...
It’s the kind of reverse-reverse engineering of a standard which could help
you understand it on different levels. You have to imagine how wild you
can go with something. I talk about standards, and read them - not before
going to bed - because I think that it’s interesting to see that while they’re
quite pragmatic in how they’re put together, but they have an effect on the
practice of, for example, designers. Something that I have been following with
interest is the concept of separating form and content has become extremely
influential in design, especially in web design. Trained as a pre-web designer,
I’m sometimes a bit shocked by the ease with which this separation is made.

That’s interesting. Usually people say that it’s hard or impossible, that youcan’t ever do it. The fact that you’re saying that it’s easy or that it comesnaturally is interesting to me.
It has been appropriated by designers as something they want. That’s why it’s
interesting to look at the Web Standards Project where designers really fight
for a separation of content and form. I think that this is somehow making
the work of designers quite ... boring. Could you talk a bit about how this is
done?

It’s a continuum. You can’t say that something is exactly form or exactlypresentation because there are gradations. If you take a table, you’ve alreadydecided that you want to display the material in a tabular way. If it’s a realtable, you should be able to transpose it. If you take the rows and columns,and the numbers in the middle then it should still work. If you’ve got‘sales’ here and if you’ve got ‘regions’ there, then you should still be able totranspose that table. If you’re just flipping it 90 degrees then you are usingit as a layout grid, and not as a table. That’s one obvious thing. Even then,deciding to display it as a tabular thing means that it probably came from amuch bigger dataset, and you’ve just chosen to sum all of the sales data over
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one year. Another one: you have again the sales data, you could have it as piechart, but you could also have it as a bar chart, you could have it in variousother ways. You can imagine that what you would do is ship some XMLthat has that data, and then you would have a script or something whichwould turn it into an SVG pie chart. And you could have a bar chart, or youcould also say show me only February. That interaction is one of the thingsthat one can do, and arguably you’re giving it a different presentational form.It’s still very much a gradation. It’s how much re-styleability remains. Youcan’t ever have complete separation. If I’m describing a company, and [1]I want to do a marketing brochure, and [2] I want to do an annual reportfor the shareholders, and [3] I want to do an internal document for theengineering team. I can’t have the same content all over those three and justput styling on it. The type of thing I’m doing is going to vary for thoseaudiences, as will the presentation. There’s a limit. You can’t say: here’s theüberdocument, and it can be styled to be anything. It can’t be. The trick isto not mingle the style of the presentation when you don’t need to. Whenyou do need to, you’re already halfway down the gradient. Keep them as farapart as you can, delay it as late as possible. At some point they have to becombined. A design will have to go into the crafting of the wording, howmuch wording, what voice is used, how it’s going to fit with the graphicsand so on. You can’t just slap random things together and call it design,it looks like a train wreck. It’s a case of deferment. It’s not ever a case ofcomplete separation. It’s a case of deferring it and not tripping yourself up.Just simple things like bolds and italics and whatever. Putting those in asemphasis and whatever because you might choose to have your emphasizedwords done differently. You might have a different font, you might have adifferent way of doing it, you might use letter-spacing, etc. Whereas if youtag that in as italics then you’ve only got italics, right? It’s a simple examplebut at the end of the day you’re going to have to decide how that is displayed.You mentioned print. In print no one sees the intermediate result. You seeink on paper. If I have some Greek in there and if I’ve done that by actuallytyping in Latin letters on the keyboard and putting a Greek font on it andout comes Greek, nobody knows. If it’s a book that’s being translated, theremight be some problems. The more you’re shipping the electronic versionaround, the more it actually matters that you put in the Greek letters as
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Greek because you will want to revise it. It matters that you have flowingtext rather than text that has been hand-ragged because when you put inthe revisions you’re going to have to re-rag the entire thing or you can justsay re-flow and fix it up later. Things like that.
The idea of time, and the question of delay is interesting. Not how, but when youenter to fine-tune things manually. As a designer of books, you’re always facingthe question: when to edit, what, and on what level. For example, we saw thismorning 14 that the idea of having multiple skins is really entering the publishingbusiness, as an idea of creativity. But that’s not the point, or not the completepoint. When is it possible to enter the process? That’s something that I think wehave to develop, to think about.
The other day there was a presentation by Michael Dominic Kostrzewa 15
that shocked me. He is now working for Nokia, after working for Novelland he was explaining how designers and programmers were fighting eachother instead of fighting the ‘real villain’, as he said, who were the man-agers. What was really interesting was how this division between contentand style was also recouping a kind of political or socio-organizational di-vide within companies where you need to assign roles, borders, responsi-bilities to different people. What was really frightening from the talk wasthat you understood that this division was encouraging people not to tryand learn from each other’s practice. At some point, the designer wouldcome to the programmer and say: In the spec, this is supposed to be like this
and I don’t want to hear anything about what kind of technical problems you
face.

Designers as lawyers!
Yes ... and the programmer would say: OK, we respect the spec, but then
we don’t expect anything else from us. This kind of behaviour in the end,blocks a lot of exchange, instead of making a more creative approachpossible.

14 Andy Fitsimon: Publican, the new Open Source publishing tool-chain (LGM 2008)http://media.river-valley.tv/conferences/lgm2008/quicktime/0201-Andy_Fitzsimon.html15 Michael Dominic Kostrzewa. Programmers hell: working with the UI designer (LGM 2008)
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I read about (and this is before skinning became more common) designersdoing some multimedia things at Microsoft. You had designers and thenthere were coders. Each of them hated the other ones. The coders thoughtthe designers were idiots who lived in lofts and had found objects in theirears. The designers thought that the programmers were a bunch of sociallyinept nerds who had no clue and never got out in sunlight and slept in theiroffices. And since they had that dynamic, they would never explain to eachother ( ... )
(policeman arrives)
POLICEMAN:Do you speak English?
Yes.
POLICEMAN:You must go from this place because there’s a conference.
Yes, we know. We are part of this conference (shows LGM badge).
POLICEMAN:We had a phone call that here’s a picnic. I don’t really see a picnic ...
We’re doing an interview.
POLICEMAN:It looks like a picnic, and professors are getting nervous. You must go sitsomewhere else. Sorry, it is the rules. Have a nice day!
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At the Libre Graphics Meeting 2008, OSP picks up a conversa-tion that Harrison allegedly started in a taxi in Montreal, a yearearlier. We meet font designer and developer Dave Crosslandin a noisy food court to speak about his understanding of theintertwined histories of typography and software, and the mas-ter in type design at the Department of Typography at theUniversity of Reading. Since the interview, a lot has happened.Dave finished his typeface Cantarell and moved on to consultthe Google Web Fonts project, commissioning new typefacesdesigned for the web. He is also currently offering lectures ontypeface design with Free Software.
Harrison (H) 1, 2.
Ludivine Loiseau (LL) Hello Dave.
and now all: Hellooo ...
Dave Crossland (DC) Alright!
H Well, thank you for taking a bit of time with us for the interview. Firstthing is maybe to set a kind of context of your situation, your current situation.What you’ve done before. Why are you setting fonts and these kind of things.
DC Oh yes, yeah. Well, I take it quite far back, when I was a teenager. Iwas planning to do computer science university studying like mathematicsand physics in highschool. I needed some work experience. I decided Ididn’t want to work with computers. So I dropped maths and physics andI started working at ... I mean I started studying art and design, and alsosocio-linguistics in highschool. I was looking at going to Fine Arts but Iwasn’t really too worried about if I could get a job at the end of it, becauseI could get a job with computers, if I needed to get a job So I studied thatat my school for like a one year course, after my school. A foundation year,and the deal with that is that you study all the different art and design disci-plines. Because in highschool you don’t really have the specialities where youspecifically study textile or photography, not every school has a darkroom,schools are not well equipped.
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You get to experience all these areas of design and in that we studied graphicdesign, motion graphics and I found in this a good opportunity to bring to-gether the computer things with fine arts and visual arts aspects. In graphicdesign in my school it was more about paper, it had nothing to do withcomputers. In art school, that was more the case. So I grew into graphicdesign.
O r d e r i n g c o f f e e a n d c h a n g e o f b a c k g r o u n d m u s i c : O h y e a h , A f r i c a n b e a t s !
So, yes. I was looking at graphic design that was more computer based thanin art school. I wasn’t so interested in like regular illustration as a graphicdesign. Graphic design has really got three purposes: to persuade people,that’s advertising; to entertain people, movie posters, music album covers,illustration magazines; and there is also graphic design to inform people,in England it’s called ‘information design’, in the US it’s called ‘informationarchitecture’ ... stucturing websites, information design. Obviously a bigpart of that is typography, so that’s why I got interested in typography, viainformation design. I studied at Ravensbourne college in London, whatI applied for was graphic information design. I started working at the ITdepartment, and that really kept me going to that college, I wasn’t so happywith the direction of the courses. The IT department there was really reallygood and I ended up switching to the interaction design course, because thathad more freedom to do the kind of typographic work I was intersted in.So I ended up looking at Free Sofware design tools because I became frus-trated by the limitations of the Adobe software which in the college wasusing, just what everybody used. And at that point I realized what ‘soft-ware freedom’ meant. I’ve been using Debian since I was like a teenager,but I hadn’t really looked to the depth of what Free Software was about. Imean back in the nineties Windows wasn’t very good but probably at thattime 2003-2004, MacOSX came out and it was getting pretty nice to use.I bought a Mac laptop without really thinking about it and because it wasa Unix I could use the software like I was used to do. And I didn’t reallythink about the issues with Free Software, MacOSX was Unix so it was thesame I figured. But when I started to do my work I really stood against thelimitations of Adobe software, specifically in parallel publishing which iswhen you have the same basic informations that you want to communicatein different mediums. You might want to publish something in .pdf, on theweb, maybe also on your mobile phone, etc. And doing that with Adobe
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software back then was basically impossible. I was aware of Free Softwaredesign tools and it was kind of obvious that even if they weren’t very pushedby then they at least had the potential to be able to do this in a powerfulway. So that’s what I figured out. What that issue with Free Software reallymeant. Who’s in control of the software, who decides what it does, whodecides when it’s going to support this feature or that feature, because thefeatures that I wanted, Adobe wasn’t planning to add them. So that’s how Igot interested in Free Software.When I graduated I was looking for something that I could contribute inthis area. And one of the Scribus guys, Peter Linnell, made an importantpost on the Scribus blog. Saying, you know, the number one problemwith Free Software design is fonts, like it’s dodgy fonts with incorrect this,incorrect that, have problems when printed as well ... and so yeah, I feltwoa, I have a background in typography and I know about Free Software,I could make contributions in fonts. Looking into that area, I found thatthere was some postgraduate course you can study at in Europe. There’stwo, there is one at The Hague in The Netherlands and one at Reading.They’re quite different courses in their character and in how much they costand how long they last for and what level of qualification they are. Butthey’re both postgraduate courses which focus on typeface design and fontsoftware development. So if you’re interesed in that area, you can reallyconcentrate for about a year and bring your skills up to a high professionallevel. So I applied to the course at Reading and I was accepted there andI’m currently studying there part time. I’m studying there to work on FreeSoftware fonts. So that’s the full story of how I ended up in this area.
H Excellent! Last time we met, you summarized in a very relevant way thehistory of font design software which is a proof by itself that everything is relatedwith fonts and this kind of small networks and I would like you to summarize itagain.
L a u g h i n g

DC Alright. In that whole journey of getting into this area of paral-lel publishing and automated design, I was asking around for people whoworked in that area because at that time not many people had worked inparallel publishing. It’s a lot of a bigger deal now, especially in the FreeSoftware community where we have Free Software manuals translated into
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many languages, written in .doc and .xml and then transformed into printand web versions and other versions. But back then this was kind of a newconcept, not all people worked on it. And so, asking around, I heard aboutthe department of typography at the university of Reading. One of the lec-turers there, actually the lecturer of the typeface design course put me onto a designer in Holland, Petr van Blokland. He’s a really nice guy, reallyfriendly. And I dropped him an e-mail as I was in Holland that year – justdropped by to see him and it turned out he’s not only involved in parallelpublishing and automated design, but also in typedesign. For him there isreally no distinctions between type design and typography. It’s kind of like abig building – you have the architecture of the building but you can also godown into the bricks. It’s kind of like that with typography, the type designis all these little pieces you assembly to create the typography out of . He’san award-winning typeface designer and typographer and he was involvedin the early days of typography very actively. He kind of explained me thewhole story of type design technology.
C o f f e e d e l i v e r y a n d j a z z m u s i c

So, the history of typography actually starts with Free Software, with DonaldKnuth and his TeX. The TeX typesetting system has its own font softwareor font system called Metafont. Metafont is a font programming language,and algebraic programming language describing letter forms. It really getsinto the internal structure of the shapes. This is a very non-visual program-ming approach to it where you basically use this programming language todescribe with algebra how the shapes make up the letters. If you have acapital H, you got essentially 3 lines, two verticals stands and a horizontalcrossbar and so, in algebra you can say that you’ve got one ratio whitch isthe height of the vertical lines and another ratio which is the width betweenthem and another ratio which is the distance between the top point and themiddle point of the crossbar and the bottom point. By describing all of thatin algebra, you really describe the structure of that shape and that gives youa lot of power because it means you can trace a pen nib objects over thatskeleton to generate the final typeform and so you can apply variations, youcan rotate the pen nib – you can have different pen nib shapes And you canhave a lot of different typefaces out of that kind of source code. But thatapproach is not a visual approach, you have to take it with a mathematical
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mind and that isn’t something which graphic designers typically have as astrong part of their skill set.
The next step was describing the outline of a typeface, and the guy whodid this was working, I believe, at URW. He invented a digital typographysystem or typedesign program called Ikarus. The rumor is it’s called Ikarusbecause it crashed too much. Peter Karow is this guy. He was the absoluteunknown real pioneer in this area. They were selling this proprietary soft-ware powered by a tablet, with a drawing pen for entering the points and itused it’s own kind of spline-curve technology.
This was very expensive – it ran on DMS computers and URW was makinga lot of money selling those mini computers in well I guess late 70s andearly 80s. And there was a new small home computer that came out calledthe Apple Macintosh. This was quite important because not only was it apersonal computer. It had a graphical user interface and also a printer, a laserwriter which was based on the Adobe PostScript technology. This was whatmade desktop publishing happen. I believe it was a Samsung printer revisedby Apple and Adobe’s PostScript technology. Those three companies, thosethree technologies was what made desktop publishing happen. Petr vanBlokland was involved in it, using the Ikarus software, developing it. Andso he ported the program to the Mac. So Ikarus M was the first fonteditor for personal computers and this was taken on by URW but neverreally promoted because the ... Mac costs not a lot money compared to thosebig expensive computers. So, Ikarus M was not widely distributed. It’skind of an obvious idea – you know you have those innovative computersdoing graphic interfaces and laser printing and several different people hadseveral different ideas about how to employ that. Obviously you had JohnWarnock within Adobe and at that point Adobe was a systems company,they made this PostScript system and these components, they didn’t makeany user applications. But John Warnock – and this is documented in thebook on the Adobe story – he really pushed within the company to developAdobe Illustrator, which allowed you to interact with the edit PostScriptcode and do vector drawings interactively. That was the kind of illustrationand graphic design which we mentioned earlier. That was the ... page layoutsort of thing and that was taking care of by a guy called Paul Brainerd,whose company Aldus made PageMaker. That did similar kind of thingsthan Illustrator, but focused on page layout and typography, text layout
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rather than making illustrations. So you had Illustrator and PageMaker andthis was the beginning of the desktop publishing tool-chain.
H When was it?
DC This is in the mid-eighties. The Mac came out in 1984
Pierre Huyghebaert (PH) Illustrator in 1986 I think.
DC Yeah. And then the Apple LaserWriter, which is I believe a Samsungprinter, came out in 1985, and I believe the first edition of Illustrator was in1988 ...
PH No, I think Illustrator 1 was in 1986.
DC OK, if you read the official Adobe story book, it’s fully documented 1.
H It’s interesting that it follows so quickly after the Macintosh.
DC Yes! That’s right. It all happened very quickly because Adobe andApple had really built with PostScript and the MacOS, they had the infras-tructure there, they could build on top of. And that’s a common thing wesee played out over and over ... Things are developed quite slowly when theyare getting the infrastructure right, and then when the infrastructure is inplace you see this burst of activity where people can slot it together veryquickly to make some interesting things. So, you had this other guy calledJim von Ehr and he saw the need for a graphical user interface to developfonts with and so he founded a small compagny called Altsys and he made aprogram called Fontographer. So that became the kind of de-facto standardfont editing program.
PH And before that, do you know what font design software Adobe designersused?
DC I don’t know. Basically when Adobe made PostScript for the AppleLaserWriter then they had the core 35 PostScript fonts, which is abouta thousand families, 35 differents weights or variants of the fonts. And Ibelieve that those were from Linotype. Linotype developed that in collab-oration with Adobe, I have no idea about what software they used, theymay have had their own internal software. I know that before they had

1 Pamela Pfiffner. Inside the Publishing Revolution: The Adobe Story. Adobe Press, 2008
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Illustrator they were making PostScript documents by hand like TeX, pro-gramming PostScript sourcecode. It might have been in a very low tech way.Because those were the core fonts that have been used in PostScript.
So you had Fontographer and this is yeah I mean a GUI application forhome computers to make fonts with. Fontographer made early 90s DavidCarson graphic design posters. Because it meant that anybody could startmaking fonts not only people that were in the type design guild. That allDavid Carson kind of punk graphic design, it’s really because of Desktoppublishing and specifically because of Fontographer. Because that allowedpeople to make these fonts. Previous printing technologies wouldn’t allowyou to make these kinds of fonts without extreme efforts. I mean a lot of theeffects you can do with digital graphics you can’t do without digital graphics– air brushing sophisticated effects like that can be achieved but it’s really alot of efforts.
So going back to the guys from Holland, Petr has a younger brother calledErik and he went to the college at the Royal Academie of design the KABKin the Hague with a guy who is Just van Rossum and he’s the youngerbrother of Guido van Rossum who is now quite famous because he’s the guywho developed and invented Python. In the early 90s Jim von Ehr is devel-opping Fontographer, and Fontographer 4 comes out and Petr and Just andErik managed to get a copy of the source code of Fontographer 3 which is thegolden version that we used, like Quark, that was what we used throughoutmost of the 90s and so they started adding things to that to do scripting onFontographer with Python and this was called Robofog, and that was stillused until quite recently, because it had features no one has ever seen eny-where else. The deal was you had to get a Fontographer 4 license, and thenyou could get a Robofont license, for Fontographer 3. Then Apple changedthe system architecture and that meant Fontographer 3 would no longerrun on Apple computers. Obviously that was a bit of a damn on Robofog.Pretty soon after that Jim sold Fontographer to Macromedia. He and hisemployes continued to develop Fontographer into Freehand, it went from afont drawing application into a more general purpose illustration tool. SoMacromedia bought Altsys for Freehand because they were competing withAdobe at that time. And they didn’t really have any interest in continuingto develop Fontographer. Fonts is a really obscure kind of area. As a propri-etary software company, what you are doing things to make a profit and if
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the market is too small to justify your investment then you’ll just not keepdeveloping the software. Fontographer shut at that point.
PH I think they paid one guy to maintain it and answer questions.
DC Yeah. I think they even stop actively selling it, you had to ask them tosell you a license. Fontographer has stopped at that point and there was noactively developed font editor. There were a few Windows programs, whichwere kind of shareware for developing fonts because in this time Apple andMicrosoft got fed up with paying Adobe’s extortion of PostScript licensingfees. They developed their own font format called TrueType. There wereWindows font editing programs.Yeah. I think they even stop actively selling it, you had to ask them to sellyou a license. Fontographer has stopped at that point and there was no ac-tively developed font editor. There were a few Windows programs, whichwere kind of shareware for developing fonts because in this time Apple andMicrosoft got fed up with paying Adobe’s extortion of PostScript licens-ing fees. They developed their own font format called TrueType. WhenFontographer stopped there was the question of which one will become thepredominant font editor and so there was Fontlab. This was developed bya guy Yuri Yarmola, Russian originally I believe, and it became the primaryproprietary type design tool.The Python guys from Holland started using Fontlab. They managed toconvince the Fontlab guys to include Python scripting support in Fontlab.Python had become a major language, for doing this kind of scripting. SoFontlab added in Python scripting. And then different type designers, fontdevelopers started to use Python scripts to help them develop their fonts,and a few of the guys doing that decided to join up and they created theRoboFab project which took the ideas that had been developed for Robofoband reimplemented them with Fontlab – so RoboFab. This is now a FreeSoftware package, under the MIT Python style licence. So it is a FreeSoftware licence but without copyleft. It has beeing developed as a collabo-rative project. If you’re interested in the development you can just join themailing list. It’s a very mature project and the really beautiful thing aboutit that they developed a font object model and so in Python you have a veryclean and easily understandable object-oriented model of what a font is. Itmakes it very easy to script things. This is quite exciting because that meansyou can start to do things which are just not really visible with the graphicdesign interface. The thing with those fonts is like there is a scale, it is like
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architecture. You’ve got the designer of the building and the designer ofthe bricks. With a font it is the same. You have the designer who shapeseach letter and then you’ve got the character-spacing which makes what aparagraph will look like. A really good example of this is if you want to dointerpolation, if you have a very narrow version of a font and a very wide one,and you want to interpolate in different versions between those two masters– you really want to do that in a script, and RoboFab makes this really easyto do this within Fontlab. The ever important thing about RoboFab wasthat they developed UFO, I think it’s the Universal Font Object – I’m notsure what the exact name is – but it’s a XML font format which means thatyou can interchange font source data with different programs and specificallythat means that you have a really good font interpolation program that canread and write that UFO XML format and then you can have your regulartype design format font editor that will generate bitmap font formats thatyou actually use in a system. You can write your own tool for a specifictask and push and pull the data back and forth. Some of these Dutch guys,especially Erik has written a really good interpolation tool. So, as a kindof thread in the story of font. Remember that time where Fontographerwas not developed actively then you have Georges Williams from Californiawho was interested in digital typography and fonts and Fontographer wasnot being activelly developed and he found that quite frustrating so he saidlike Well, I’ll write my own font editor. He wrote it from scratch. I meanthis is a great project.
LL Can you tell us some details about your course?
DC There are four main deliverables in the course, that you normallydo in one year, twelve months. The big thing is that you do a profes-sional quality OpenType font, with an extended pan-european latin cov-erage in regular and italic, maybe bold. You also do a complex non-latinin Arabic, Indic, maybe Cyrillic ... well not really Cyrillic because there areproblems to get a Cyrillic type experts from Russia to Britain ... or Greek,or any script with which you have a particular background in. And so,they didn’t mandate which software students can use, and I was alreadyused to FontForge, while pretty much all the other students were usingFontLab. This font development is the main thing. The second thing isthe dissertation, that goes up to 8,000 words, an academic master in ty-pography dissertation. Then there is a smaller essay, that will be publishedon http://www.typeculture.com/academic_resource/articles_essays/, and it’s
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a kind of a practice for writing the dissertation. Then you have to documentyour working process throughout the year, you have to submit your workingfiles, source files. Every single step is documented and you have to writea small essay describing your process. And also, of course, apart from thetype design, you make a font specimen, so you make a very nice piece ofdesign that show up your font in use, as commercial companies do. All thattakes a full intense year. For British people, the course costs about £3,000,for people in the EU, it costs about £5,000 and about £10,000 for non-EU.Have a look at the website for details, but yes, it’s very expensive.
LL And did you also design a font?
DC Yes. But I do it part-time. Normally, you could do the typeface,and the year after you do the dissertation. For personal reasons, I do thedissertation first, in the summer, and next year I’ll do the typeface, I thinkin July next year.
LL You have an idea on which font you’ll work?
DC Yes. The course doesn’t specify which kind of typeface you have towork on. But they really prefer a textface, a serif one, because it’s the mostcomplicate and demanding work. If you can do a high quality serif texttypeface design, you can do almost any typeface design! Of course, lots ofstudents do also a sans serif typeface to be read at 8 or 9 points, or evenfor by example dictionaries at 6 or 7 points. Other students design displaytypefaces that can be used for pararaphs but probably not at 9 points ...
Femke Snelting (FS) It looks like you are asked to produce quite a lot of documents.Are these documents published anywhere, are they available for other designers?
DC Yes, the website is http://www.typefacedesign.net and the teachingteam encourages students to publish their essays, and some people havepublished their dissertation on the web, but it varies. Of course, being anacademic dissertation, you can request if from the university.
FS I’m asking because in various presentations the figure of the ‘expert typog-rapher’ came up, and the role Open Source software could have, to open up thisguild.
DC Yeah, the course in The Hague is cheaper, the pound was quite high soit’s expensive to live in Britain during the last year, and the number of peopleable to produce high quality fonts is pretty small ... And these courses are
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quite inaccessible for most of the people because of being so expensive, youhave to be quite commited to follow them. The proprietary font editingsoftware, even with a student discount, is also a bit expensive. So yes, Freeand Open Source software could be an enabler. FontForge allows anybodyto grab it on the Internet and start making fonts. But having the toolsis just the beginning. You have to know what you’re doing to a design atypeface, and this is separate from font software techinques. And bookson the subject, there are quite a few, but none are really a full solution.There www.typophile.org, a type design forum on the web, where you canpost preliminary designs. But of course you do not get the kind of criticalfeedback as you can get on a masters course ...
FS We talked to Denis Jacquerye from the DéjàVu project, and most of thepeople who collaborate on the project are not type designers but people who areinterested in having certain glyphs added to a typeface. And we asked him ifthere is some kind of teaching going on, to be sure that the people contributingunderstand what they are doing. Do you see any way of, let’s say, a more openway of teaching typography starting to happen?
DC Yeah, I mean, that the part of why the Free Software movement isgoing to branch down into the Free Culture movement. There is that web-site Freedom Defined 2 that states that the principles of Free Software canapply to all other kind of works. This isn’t shared by everybody in the FreeSoftware movement. Richard Stallman makes a clear difference betweenthree kind of works: the ones that function like software, encyclopedias,dictionaries, text books that tell how to makes things, and text typefaces.Art works like music and films, and text works about opinions like scien-tific papers or political manifestos. He believes that different kinds of rightsshould apply for that different kind of works. There is also a different viewin which anything in a computer can be edited ought to be free like FreeSoftware. That is certainly a position that many people take in the FreeSoftware community. In the WikiMedia Foundation text books project,you can see that when more and more people are involved in typeface designfrom the Free Culture community, we will see more and more educationmaterial. There will be a snowball effect.
PH Dave, we are running out of time ...

2 http://freedomdefined.org
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DC So just to finish about the FontForge Python scripting ... There isPython embeded in FontForge so you can run scripts to control FontForge,you can add new features that maybe would be specific to your font and thenin FontForge there is also a Python module which means that you can typeinto a Python interpretor. You type import fontforge and if it doesn’tgive you an error then you can start to do FontForge functions, just like inthe RoboFab environment. And in the process of adding that George kindof re-architectured the FontForge source code so instead of being one largeprogram, there is now a large C library, libfontforge, and then a small Cprogram for rendering and also the Python module, a binding or interfaceto that C library. This means if you are an application programmer it is verystraightforward to make a new font editor in whatever language you want,using whatever graphic toolkit you want. So if you’re a JDK guy or a GTKguy or even if you’re on Windows or Mac OS X, you can make a font editorthat has all the functionality of FontForge. FontForge is a kind of engine tomake font editors. This is quite exciting because it means it’s pretty straightforward for somebody to write a font editing program which is designed for,say, beginners.So, to come back to what we were just talking about in term of educationalmaterials to get people new to typeface design to be confident with them-selves. Maybe they won’t be in that professional level yet, but they will bepleased with their own work and happy to work in a user interface whereyou feel like in 2006, you know, with nice icons nice windows; anti aliasingand these kind of things.I mean there’s nothing wrong with the FontForge interface. It is what itis. But it scares a lot of people away, people say that they don’t like this. Ithink it is too scary, too different. I think we are going to see some excitingstuff in the next few years in the Free Software font editor space.
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At the Libre Graphics Meeting 2008 in Wroclaw, just beforeMichael Terry presents his project ingimp to an audience ofcurious GIMP developers and users, we meet up to talk moreabout ‘instrumenting GIMP’ and about the way Terry thinksdata analysis could be done as a form of discourse. MichaelTerry is a computer scientist working at the Human ComputerInteraction Lab of the University of Waterloo, Canada and hismain research focus is on improving usability in Open Sourcesoftware. We speak about ingimp, a clone of the popular imagemanipulation programme GIMP, but with an important differ-ence: ingimp allows users to record data about their usage in toa central database, and subsequently makes this data available toanyone. This conversation was also published in the Constantpublication Tracks in electr(on)ic fields.
Maybe we could start this conversation with a description of the ingimp projectyou are developing and why you chose to work on usability for GIMP?
So the project is ‘ingimp’, which is an instrumented version of GIMP, itcollects information about how the software is used in practice. The idea isyou download it, you install it, and then with the exception of an additionalstart up screen, you use it just like regular Gimp. So, our goal is to be asunobtrusive as possible to make it really easy to get going with it, and thento just forget about it. We want to get it into the hands of as many peopleas possible, so that we can understand how the software is actually used inpractice. There are plenty of forums where people can express their opinionsabout how GIMP should be designed, or what’s wrong with it, there areplenty of bug reports that have been filed, there are plenty of usability issuesthat have been identified, but what we really lack is some information abouthow people actually apply this tool on a day to day basis. What we wantto do is elevate discussion above just anecdote and gut feelings, and to say,well, there is this group of people who appear to be using it in this way,these are the characteristics of their environment, these are the sets of tools
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they work with, these are the types of images they work with and so on, sothat we have some real data to ground discussions about how the softwareis actually used by people. You asked me now why GIMP? I actually usedGIMP extensively for my PhD work. I had these little cousins come downand hang out with me in my apartment after school, and I would set themup with GIMP, and quite often they would always start off with one picture,they would create a sphere, a blue sphere, and then they played with filtersuntil they got something really different. I would turn to them lookingat what they had been doing for the past twenty minutes, and would becompletely amazed at the results they were getting just by fooling aroundwith it. And so I thought, this application has lots and lots of power, I’dlike to use that power to prototype new types of interface mechanisms. SoI created JGimp, which is a Java based extension for the 1.0 GIMP series,that I can use as a back-end for prototyping novel user interfaces. I thinkthat it is a great application, there is a lot of power to it, and I had alreadyan investment in its code base so it made sense to use that as a platform fortesting out ideas of open instrumentation.
What is special about ingimp, is the fact that the data you generate is made bythe software you are studying itself. Could you describe how that works?
Every bit of data we collect, we make available: you can go to the website,you can download every log file that we have collected. The intent reallyis for us to build tools and infrastructure so that the community itself cansustain this analysis, can sustain this form of usability. We don’t want tocreate a situation where we are creating new dependencies on people, orwhere we are imposing new tasks on existing project members. We want tocreate tools that follow the same ethos as Open Source development, whereanyone can look at the source code, where anyone can make contributions,from filing a bug to doing something as simple as writing a patch, wherethey don’t even have to have access to the source code repository, to makevaluable contributions. So importantly, we want to have a really low barrierto participation. At the same time, we want to increase the signal-to-noiseratio. Yesterday I talked with Peter Sikking, an information architect work-ing for GIMP, and he and I both had this experience where we work withuser interfaces, and since everybody uses an interface, everybody feels theyare an expert, so there can be a lot of noise. So, not only did we want tocreate an open environment for collecting this data, and analysing it, but we
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also want to increase the chance that we are making valuable contributions,and that the community itself can make valuable contributions. Like I said,there is enough opinion out there. What we really need to do is to betterunderstand how the software is being used. So, we have made a point fromthe start to try to be as open as possible with everything, so that anyone canreally contribute to the project.
ingimp has been running for a year now. What are you finding?
I have started analysing the data, and I think one of the things that werealised early on is that it is a very rich data set; we have lots and lots ofdata. So, after a year we’ve had over 800 installations, and we’ve collectedabout 5000 log files, representing over half a million commands, represent-ing thousands of hours of the application being used. And one of the thingsyou have to realise is that when you have a data set of that size, there are somany different ways to look at it that my particular perspective might notbe enough. Even if you sit someone down, and you have him or her use thesoftware for twenty minutes, and you videotape it, then you can spend hoursanalysing just that twenty minutes of videotape. And so, I think that one ofthe things we realised is that we have to open up the process so that anyonecould easily participate. We have the log files available, but they really didn’thave an infrastructure for analysing them. So, we created this new piece ofsoftware called ‘StatsJam’, an extension to MediaWiki, which allows anyoneto go to the website and embed SQL-queries against the ingimp data setand then visualise those results within the Wiki text. So, I’ll be announcingthat today and demonstrating that, but I have been using that tool now fora week to complement the existing data analysis we have done. One of thefirst things that we realized is that we have over 800 installations, but thenyou have to ask, how many of those are really serious users? A lot of peopleprobably just were curious, they downloaded it and installed it, found that itdidn’t really do much for them and so maybe they don’t use it anymore. So,the first thing we had to do is figure out which data points should we reallypay attention too. We decided that a person should have saved an image,and they should have used ingimp on two different occasions, preferably atleast a day apart, where they’d saved an image on both of the instances. Weused that as an indication of what a serious user is. So with that filter inplace, then the ‘800 installations’ drops down to about 200 people. So wehad about 200 people using ingimp, and looking at the data this represents
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about 800 hours of use, about 4000 log files, and again still about half a mil-lion commands. So, it’s still a very significant group of people. 200 peopleis still a lot, and that’s a lot of data, representing about 11000 images theyhave been working on, there’s just a lot.From that group, what we found is that use of ingimp is really short andversatile. So, most sessions are about fifteen minutes or less, on average.There are outliers, there are some people who use it for longer periods oftime, but really it boils down to them using it for about fifteen minutes, andthey are applying fewer than a hundred operations when they are working onthe image. I should probably be looking at my data analysis as I say this, butthey are very quick, short, versatile sessions, and when they use it, they useless than 10 different tools, or they apply less than 10 different commandswhen they are using it. What else did we find? We found that the twomost popular monitor resolutions are 1280 by 1024 and 1024 by 768. So,those represent collectively 60% of the resolutions, and really 1280 by 1024represents pretty much the maximum for most people, although you havesome higher resolutions. So one of the things that’s always contentiousabout GIMP, is its window management scheme and the fact that it hasmultiple windows, right? And some people say, well you know this worksfine if you have two monitors, because you can throw out the tools on onemonitor and then your images are on another monitor. Well, about 10%to 15% of ingimp users have two monitors, so that design decision is notworking out for most of the people, if that is the best way to work. Theseare things I think that people have been aware of, it’s just now we havesome actual concrete numbers where you can turn to and say, now this ishow people are using it. There is a wide range of tasks that people areperforming with the tool, but they are really short, bursty tasks.
Every time you start up ingimp, a screen comes up asking you to describe whatyou are planning to do and I am interested in the kind of language users inventto describe this, even when they sometimes don’t know exactly what it is they aregoing to do. So inventing language for possible actions with the software, has ina way become a creative process that is now shared between interface designer,developer and user. If you look at the ‘activity tags’ you are collecting, do youfind a new vocabulary developing?
I think there are 300 to 600 different activity tags that people registerwithin that group of ‘significant users’. I didn’t have time to look at all of
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them, but it is interesting to see how people are using that as a mediumfor communicating to us. Some people will say, Just testing out, ignore this!Or, people are trying to do things like insert HTML code, to do like across-site scripting attack, because, you have all the data on the website, sothey will try to play with that. Some people are very sparse and they say‘image manipulation’ or ‘graphic design’ or something like that, but thensome people are much more verbose, and they give more of a plan, Thisis what I expect to be doing. So, I think it has been interesting to see howpeople have adopted that and what’s nice about it, is that it adds a really nicehuman element to all this empirical data.
I wanted to ask you about the data, without getting too technical, couldyou explain how these data are structured, what do the log files look like?
So the log files are all in XML, and generally we compress them, becausethey can get rather large. And the reason that they are rather large is that weare very verbose in our logging. We want to be completely transparent withrespect to everything, so that if you have some doubts or if you have somequestions about what kind of data has been collected, you should be able tolook at the log file, and figure out a lot about what that data is. That’s howwe designed the XML log files, and it was really driven by privacy concernsand by the desire to be transparent and open. On the server side we takethat log file and we parse it out, and then we throw it into a database, sothat we can query the data set.
Now we are talking about privacy ... I was impressed by the work you have doneon this; the project is unusually clear about why certain things are logged, andother things not; mainly to prevent the possibility of ‘playing back’ actions so thatone could identify individual users from the data set. So, while I understandthere are privacy issues at stake I was wondering ... what if you could look at thecollected data as a kind of scripting for use? Writing a choreography that mightbe replayed later?
Yes, we have been fairly conservative with the type of information that wecollect, because this really is the first instance where anyone has capturedsuch rich data about how people are using software on a day to day basis,and then made it all that data publicly available. When a company does
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this, they will keep the data internally, so you don’t have this risk of some-one outside figuring something out about a user that wasn’t intended to bediscovered. We have to deal with that risk, because we are trying to go aboutthis in a very open and transparent way, which means that people may beable to subject our data to analysis or data mining techniques that we haven’tthought of and extract information that we didn’t intent to be recording inour file, but which is still there. So there are fairly sophisticated techniqueswhere you can do things like look at audio recordings of typing and the tim-ings between keystrokes, and then work backwards with the sounds madeto figure out the keys that people are likely pressing. So, just with keyboardaudio and keystroke timings alone you can often give enough informationto be able to reconstruct what people are actually typing. So we are alwayssort of weary about how much information is in there. While it might benice to be able to do something like record people’s actions and then sharethat script, I don’t think that that is really a good use of ingimp. That said,I think it is interesting to ask, could we characterize people’s use enough, sothat we can start clustering groups of people together and then providing aforum for these people to meet and learn from one another? That’s some-thing we haven’t worked out. I think we have enough work cut out for usright now just to characterize how the community is using it.
It was not meant as a feature request, but as a way to imagine how usabilityresearch could flip around and also become productive work.
Yes, totally. I think one of the things that we found when bringing peopleinto to assess the basic usability of the ingimp software and ingimp website,is that people like looking at things like what commands other people areusing, what the most frequently used commands are, and part of the reasonthat they like that, is because of what it teaches them about the application.So they might see a command they were unaware of. So we have toyed withthe idea of then providing not only the command name, but then a linkfrom that command name to the documentation – but I didn’t have time toimplement it, but certainly there are possibilities like that, you can imagine.
Maybe another group can figure something out like that? That’s the beauty ofopening up your software plus data set of course. Well, just a bit more on whatis logged and what not ... Maybe you could explain where and why you put thelimit and what kind of use you might miss out on as a result?
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I think it is important to keep in mind that whatever instrument you useto study people, you are going to have some kind of bias, you are goingto get some information at the cost of other information. So if you do avideo taped observation of a user and you just set up a camera, then youare not going to find details about the monitor maybe, or maybe you arenot really seeing what their hands are doing. No matter what instrumentyou use, you are always getting a particular slice. I think you have to workbackwards and ask what kind of things do you want to learn. And so thedata that we collect right now, was really driven by what people have donein the past in the area of instrumentation, but also by us bringing peopleinto the lab, observing them as they are using the application, and noticingparticular behaviours and saying, hey, that seems to be interesting, so whatkind of data could we collect to help us identify those kind of phenomena,or that kind of performance, or that kind of activity? So again, the data thatwe were collecting was driven by watching people, and figuring out whatinformation will help us to identify these types of activities. As I’ve said,this is really the first project that is doing this, and we really need to makesure we don’t poison the well. So if it happens that we collect some bit ofinformation, that then someone can later say, Oh my gosh, here is the person’sfile system, here are the names they are using for the files or whatever, then it’sgoing to make the normal user population weary of downloading this typeof instrumented application. This is the thing that concerns me most aboutOpen Source developers jumping into this domain, is that they might notbe thinking about how you could potentially impact privacy.
I don’t know, I don’t want to get paranoid. But if you are doing it, thenthere is a possibility someone else will do it in a less considerate way.
I think it is only a matter of time before people start doing this, becausethere are a lot of grumblings about, we should be doing instrumentation, some-one just needs to sit down and do it. Now there is an extension out for Firefoxthat will collect this kind of data as well, so you know ...
Maybe users could talk with each other, and if they are aware that thistype of monitoring could happen, then that would add a different socialdimension ...
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It could. I think it is a matter of awareness, really, so when we bringpeople into the lab and have them go to the ingimp website, download andinstall it and use it, and go check out the stats on the website, and then weask questions like, what kind of data are we collecting? We have a lengthyconcern agreement that details the type of information we are collecting andthe ways your privacy could be impacted, but people don’t read it.
So concretely ... what information are you recording, and what information areyou not recording?
We record every command name that is applied to a document, to an image.Where your privacy is at risk with that, is that if you write a custom script,then that custom script’s name is going to be inserted into a log file. And soif you are working for example for Lucas or DreamWorks or something likethat, or ILM, in some Hollywood movie studio and you are using ingimpand you are writing scripts, then you could have a script like ‘fixing Shrek’sbeard’, and then that is getting put into the log file and then people aregoing to know that the studio uses ingimp. We collect command names,we collect things like what windows are on the screen, their positions, theirsizes, we take hashes of layer names and file names. We take a string andthen we create a hash code for it, and we also collect information about howlong is this string, how many alphabetical characters, numbers, things likethat, to get a sense of whether people are using the same files, the samelayer names time and time again, and so on. But this is an instance whereour first pass at this, actually left open the possibility of people taking thosehashes and then reconstructing the original strings from that. Because wehave the hash code, we have the length of the string, all you have to do isgenerate all possible strings of that length, take the hash codes and figureout which hashes match. And so we had to go back and create a newscheme for recording this type of information where we create a hash andwe create a random number, we pair those up on the client machine butwe only log the random number. So, from log to log then, we can track ifpeople use the same image names, but we have no idea of what the originalstring was. There are these little ‘gotchas’, things to look out for, that Idon’t think most people are aware of, and this is why I get really concernedabout instrumentation efforts right now, because there isn’t this body ofexperience of what kind of data should we collect, and what shouldn’t wecollect.
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As we are talking about this, I am already more aware of what data I would allowto be collected. Do you think by opening up this data set and the transparentprocess of collecting and not collecting, this will help educate users about thesekinds of risks?
It might, but honestly I think probably the thing that will educate peoplethe most is if there was a really large privacy error and that it got a lot ofnews, because then people would become more aware of it because rightnow – and this is not to say that we want that to happen with ingimp – butwhen we bring people in and we ask them about privacy, Are you concernedabout privacy?, and they say No, and we say Why? Well, they inherently trustus, but the fact is that Open Source also lends a certain amount of trust toit, because they expect that since it is Open Source, the community will insome sense police it and identify potential flaws with it.
Is that happening?Are you in dialogue with the Open Source community about this?
No, I think probably five to ten people have looked at the ingimp code –realistically speaking I don’t think a lot of people looked at it. Some of theGIMP developers took a gander at it to see how could we put this upstream,but I don’t want it upstream, because I want it to always be an opt-in, sothat it can’t be turned on by mistake.
You mean you have to download ingimp and use it as a separate program? Itfunctions in the same way as GIMP, but it makes the fact that it is a differenttool very clear.
Right. You are more aware, because you are making that choice to downloadthat, compared to the regular version. There is this awareness about that.We have this lengthy text based consent agreement that talks about the datawe collect, but less than two percent of the population reads license agree-ments. And, most of our users are actually non-native English speakers,so there are all these things that are working against us. So, for the pastyear we have really been focussing on privacy, not only in terms of how wecollect the data, but how we make people aware of what the software does.We have been developing wordless diagrams to illustrate how the software
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functions, so that we don’t have to worry about localisation errors as much.And so we have these illustrations that show someone downloading ingimp,starting it up, a graph appears, there is a little icon of a mouse and a key-board on the graph, and they type and you see the keyboard bar go up, andthen at the end when they close the application, you see the data being sentto a web server. And then we show snapshots of them doing different thingsin the software, and then show a corresponding graph change. So, we de-veloped these by bringing in both native and non-native speakers, havingthem look at the diagrams and then tell us what they meant. We had to gothrough about fifteen people and continual redesign until most people couldunderstand and tell us what they meant, without giving them any help orprompts. So, this is an ongoing research effort, to come up with techniquesthat not only work for ingimp but also for other instrumentation efforts, sothat people can become more aware of the implications.
Can you say something about how this type of research relates to classic usabilityresearch and in particular to the usability work that is happening in Gimp?
Instrumentation is not new, commercial software companies and researchershave been doing instrumentation for at least ten years, probably ten totwenty years. So, the idea is not new but what is new, in terms of theresearch aspects of this, is how do we do this in a way where we can makeall the data open? The fact that you make the data open, really impacts yourdecision about the type of data you collect and how you are representing it.And you need to really inform people about what the software does. But Ithink your question is ... how does it impact the GIMP’s usability process?Not at all, right now. But that is because we have intentionally been layingoff to the side, until we got to the point where we had an infrastructure,where the entire community could really participate with the data analysis.We really want to have this to be a self-sustaining infrastructure, we don’twant to create a system where you have to rely on just one other person forthis to work.
What approach did you take in order to make this project self-sustainable?
Collecting data is not hard. The challenge is to understand the data, and Idon’t want to create a situation where the community is relying on only one
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person to do that kind of analysis, because this is dangerous for a number ofreasons. First of all, you are creating a dependency on an external party, andthat party might have other obligations and commitments, and might haveto leave at some point. If that is the case, then you need to be able to pass thebaton to someone else, even if that could take a considerate amount of timeand so on. You also don’t want to have this external dependency, becauseof the richness in the data, you really need to have multiple people lookingat it, and trying to understand and analyse it. So how are we addressingthis? It is through this StatsJam extension to the MediaWiki that I willintroduce today. Our hope is that this type of tool will lower the barrierfor the entire community to participate in the data analysis process, whetherthey are simply commenting on the analysis we made or taking the existinganalysis, tweaking it to their own needs, or doing something brand new.
In talking with members of the GIMP project here at the Libre GraphicsMeeting, they started asking questions like, So how many people are doingthis, how many people are doing this and how many this? They’ll ask me whilewe are sitting in a café, and I will be able to pop the database open and say, Acertain number of people have done this, or, no one has actually used this tool atall. The danger is that this data is very rich and nuanced, and you can’t reallyreduce these kind of questions to an answer of N people do this, you have tounderstand the larger context. You have to understand why they are doingit, why they are not doing it. So, the data helps to answer some questions,but it generates new questions. They give you some understanding of howthe people are using it, but then it generates new questions of, Why is thisthe case? Is this because these are just the people using ingimp, or is thissome more widespread phenomenon? They asked me yesterday how manypeople are using this colour picker tool – I can’t remember the exact name –so I looked and there was no record of it being used at all in my data set. SoI asked them when did this come out, and they said, Well it has been there atleast since 2.4. And then you look at my data set, and you notice that most ofmy users are in the 2.2 series, so that could be part of the reasons. Anotherreason could be, that they just don’t know that it is there, they don’t knowhow to use it and so on. So, I can answer the question, but then you haveto sort of dig a bit deeper.

You mean you can’t say that because it is not used, it doesn’t deserve any atten-tion?
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Yes, you just can’t jump to conclusions like that, which is again why wewant to have this community website, which shows the reasoning behindthe analysis. Here are the steps we had to go through to get this result, soyou can understand what that means, what the context means, because if youdon’t have that context, then it’s sort of meaningless. It’s like asking, whatare the most frequently used commands? This is something that peoplelike to ask about. Well really, how do you interpret that? Is it the numbersof times it has been used across all log files? Is it the number of peoplethat have used it? Is it the number of log files where it has been used atleast once? There are lots and lots of ways in which you can interpret thisquestion. So, you really need to approach this data analysis as a discourse,where you are saying, here are my assumptions, here is how I am getting tothis conclusion, and this is what it means for this particular group of people.So again, I think it is dangerous if one person does that and you become torely on that one person. We really want to have lots of people looking at it,and considering it, and thinking about the implications.
Do you expect that this will impact the kind of interfaces that can be done forGIMP?
I don’t necessarily think it is going to impact interface design, I see itreally as a sort of reality check: this is how communities are using thesoftware and now you can take that information and ask, do we want tobetter support these people or do we ... For example on my data set, mostpeople are working on relatively small images for short periods of time,the images typically have one or two layers, so they are not really compleximages. So regarding your question, one of the things you can ask is, shouldwe be creating a simple tool to meet these people’s needs? All the people areis just doing cropping and resizing, fairly common operations, so should wecreate a tool that strips away the rest of the stuff? Or, should we figure outwhy people are not using any other functionality, and then try to improvethe usability of that? There are so many ways to use data I don’t reallyknow how it is going to be used, but I know it doesn’t drive design. Designhappens from a really good understanding of the users, the types of tasksthey perform, the range of possible interface designs that are out there, lotsof prototyping, evaluating those prototypes and so on. Our data set reallyis a small potential part of that process. You can say, well according to thisdata set, it doesn’t look like many people are using this feature, let’s not
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much focus too on that, let’s focus on these other features or conversely,let’s figure out why they are not using them ... Or you might even look atthings like how big their monitor resolutions are, and say well, given the sizeof the monitor resolution, maybe this particular design idea is not feasible.But I think it is going to complement the existing practices, in the bestcase.
And do you see a difference in how interface design is done in free software projects,and in proprietary software?
Well, I have been mostly involved in the research community, so I don’t havea lot of exposure to design projects. I mean, in my community we are alwaystrying to look at generating new knowledge, and not necessarily at how toget a product out the door. So, the goals or objectives are certainly different.I think one of the dangers in your question is that you sort of lump a lotof different projects and project styles into one category of ‘Open Source’.‘Open source’ ranges from volunteer driven projects to corporate projects,where they are actually trying to make money out of it. There is a huge di-versity of projects that are out there; there is a wide diversity of styles, thereis as much diversity in the Open Source world as there is in the proprietaryworld. One thing you can probably say, is that for some projects that arecompletely volunteer driven like GIMP, they are resource strapped. There ismore work than they can possibly tackle with the number of resources theyhave. That makes it very challenging to do interface design, I mean, whenyou look at interface code, it costs you 50% or 75% of a code base. Thatis not insignificant, it is very difficult to hack and you need to have lots oftime and manpower to be able to do significant things. And that’s probablyone of the biggest differences you see for the volunteer driven projects, itis really a labour of love for these people and so very often the new thingsinterest them, whereas with a commercial software company developers aregoing to have to do things sometimes they don’t like, because that is whatis going to sell the product.
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In 2007, OSP met with venture communist Dmytri Kleinerand his wife Franziska, 1 late at night in the bar Le Coq inBrussels. Kleiner had just finished his lecture InfoEnclosure-2.0at Verbindingen/Jonctions and we wanted to ask what his ideasabout peer production could mean for the practice of design-ers and typographers. Referring to Benjamin Tucker, YochaiBenkler, Marcel Mauss and of course Karl Marx, Kleiner ex-plains how to prevent leakage at the point of scarcity throughoperating within a total system of worker owned companies.Between fundamentals of media- and information economy, hetalks about free typography and what it has to do with nutsand bolts, the problem of working with estimates and why thepeople that develop Scribus should own all the magazines itenables.
First of all we have to be clear, our own company is very small anddoesn’t actually earn enough money to sustain itself right now. We sustainour company at this point by taking on other projects; for example we arehere for a project that has really little to do with Telekommunisten, wherewe’re helping a recruiting company in Canada, I’m in the UK for a very dif-ferent reason than Telekommunisten, doing independent software develop-ment for a private company. So we’re still self-funding our company. So wehaven’t yet got to a stage where our company can actually sustain itself fromour own peer production, which is our goal. But how we plan to realizethat goal, is through peer production. To start we can sketch out a sim-ple economic model, to understand how the economics work. Economicswork with the so called factors of production: you have land, labour andcapital. Land is natural resources, that which occurs naturally, that whichnobody produces, that just sort exists. Land, electromagnetic frequencies,everything which naturally exists. Labour is work, something that peopledo. Capital is what happens when you apply labour to land, and you createproducts. Some of these products have to be consumed, and some of thoseproducts are to be used in further production, and that’s capital. So capital

1 editor for a German publishing company
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is the result of labour applied to land that create output that is used forfurther production, and that’s tools, machines and so forth. This systemproduces commodities which are consumed in the market. In this systemthe dominating input in the production owns the final product, and all ofthe actual value of the products is captured at that stage. So whoever sellsthe product in the marketplace captures the full value of that product, thefull marginal value, or use value. All of the inputs to that process can nevermake anymore than their own cost of reproduction, make their own sub-sistence cost. So if as a worker you’re selling your labour to somebody elsewho owns the product, you’re never going to capture anymore than yoursubsistence cost.
Could you make that sort of concrete?
Well, the reason that people need design is because there’s some productthat in the end requires design as an input. For instance, a simple case isobviously a magazine, in which design is a major input. The value is alwaysgoing to be captured by the people selling the magazine. All of the inputsto that magazine, including design, journalism, layout, administration, arenever going to capture more than their reproduction costs. So in order forany group of workers to really capture the value of their labour, they have toown the final product. Which means that they can’t just simply be isolatedin one field, like design. It means that the entire productive cycle has to beowned collectively by the workers. The designers, together with the journal-ists, together with the administrators, have to own the magazine, otherwisethey can’t capture their full value. As a group of designers this is very diffi-cult, because as a group of designers you’re only selling an input, you’re notat the end owning a product. The only way to do this is by forming allianceswith other people, and not based on wages, not based on them giving youan arbitrary amount of money for that input, which will never be higherthan reproduction cost, but based on owning together the final product. Soyou contribute design, somebody else contributes journalism, somebody elsecontributes administration and together you all own this magazine. Thenit is this magazine that is sold on the market that is your wage, the valueof the magazine on the market. That is the only way that you can capturethe marginal value of your labour. You have to sell the product, not the in-put, not labour. Marx talks about labour being itself a commodity, and thatmeans that you can never capture its marginal contribution of production,you can only capture its reproduction cost. Which means what it would
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cost to sustain a designer. A designer needs to eat, a designer needs a placeto live, to have a certain lifestyle to fit in the design community and that’sall you get by selling your labour. You won’t get anymore because there isno reason for the owner of the product to give you anymore. The only wayyou can get more is if you own the product itself, collectively with the otherlabour inputs. And I know that’s a bad answer, nobody wants to hear thatanswer.
Haha!
This estimate is at the start in the possibility. Because the whole pointof a creative project is that you’re doing something that hasn’t been donebefore. And we have all struggled with this before. There’s two things youdon’t know at the beginning of a contract. The first is how long it willtake and the second is what the criteria of being finished will be. You don’tknow either of those two things, and, since you don’t, determining the valueupfront of that is a complete guess. Which means that, when you agree to afixed-price term, you are agreeing to take on yourself the risk of the deliveryof the project. So it’s a transfer of risks. Of course the people that are buyingyour labour as commodity want to put that risk back on you. They don’twant to take the risk so they make you do that, because they can’t answerthe question of how much does it cost and how long it will take. They wanta guarantee of a fixed price and they want you to take all the risk. Which isvery unfair because it’s their product in the end; the end product is ownedby them and not by you. It’s a very exploitative relationship to force youto take the risk for capitalizing their product. It’s a bad relationship fromthe beginning. If you’re good at estimating and you know your work andyour limits and the kind of work you can do, you can make that work, andmake a living by being good at this estimates; but still first of all you’retaking all the risk unfairly, and second you can’t make anything more than aliving. While if we’re going to build any kind of movement for social changewith these new forms of organization, we have to accumulate. Because thepolitical power is an extension of economic power. So if we actually thinkthat our peer production communities are going to have political power andultimately change society, that can only happen to the degree that we canaccumulate. Which means capturing more than the reproduction costs ofour labour input, it means actually capturing the full value of our labour’sproducts. The Benjamin Tucker quote I mentioned before is a good way tokeep it in mind. The natural wage of labour is its product. The natural wage
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of labour isn’t 40 an hour, it isn’t some arbitrary number. The natural wageof labour is its product.In our case the product is making phone calls. And we don’t offer our labourin the form of software development, we are putting together a collectivethat can do everything, develop a software and bring it to the market. It isactually the consumer making telephone calls that will pay for it. As I said,with it we are not actually making a sustainable living from it right now.We are only building this. We are still making most of our sustenance byselling our labour.
Yeah.
That’s where we are starting from. But because we are going for amodel where the end product is sold directly to the consumer, there isnot mediation. There is no capitalist owners that are buying our labour andowning the product and then selling the product for it’s value to the market.We are selling the product directly to the consumers of the product, so thereis nothing in-between. And all of the workers that contribute to the makingof this product, whether they are programmers or into administration ordesigners, together own this product and own this company. If you’re notselling the product, then what you’re selling is behavioural control. If you’renot paying for the magazine directly, it is paid for with the money comingfrom lobbyists or from advertisers that want to control the behaviour of thepeople perceiving that media, by making them buy some things or vote in acertain way or have a certain image of a certain state department or the roleof the state. In the economical model where the actual magazine isn’t beingsold, where the media is free, in the way television is free, the base of thatmodel is what Dallas Smythe calls ‘audience power’. Smythe is one of themain writers about the politically economy of communications, and this issort of referred to in his ‘audience commodity’ thing, which is very degradedand unfundamental discourse, but it’s related. ‘Audience power’, ultimately,is just behavioural control. There is money to be made by changing thebehaviours of others. And this is the fundamental source of media funding,sometimes it is commercials to sell an actual product by ads and sometimesit is more subtle, like legitimizing a political system or getting people tothink favourably about a party or a state department or a government.All the artists and the designers of the poster and the people that come tothe event, they have all kinds of motivations, use value. But the exchangevalues, where the money comes from, the people buying the checks, what
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they are buying is behavioural control, is to be represented in this context.Through their commercial or political or legitimation purposes. The statehas legitimation needs, the state needs to be something that is thought of aspositive by people. And it does this by funding things that give a legitimacy,like art, culture, social services. What it is buying, is this legitimation. It isbehavioural control. When an advertiser sponsors an art show or an eventor a television program what they are buying is the chance to make peoplebuy their product. So it is not that every single person, every single artistsin the show was thinking about how to manipulate the audience. Not at all,they are just making art ... But where the money comes from, what theyare actually selling on the market, is behavioural control. It is the so called‘audience power’.
How does that change the work itself you think?
It changes the way you work, a lot. There are so many restrictionsand limitations when you work on this model, on capital finance, becausethe medium is constantly subverted and subjugated by the mediation, themediation is the message to make it a catch phrase. If you know that yourart show is being funded by a certain agency, you’re going to avoid talkingcritically about that agency, because obviously that is going to deny youfunding further on. It’s clear that the sources of funding affect the actualmessage that is delivered at the end. It’s not possible to have SONY Recordssponsor an art show that then tells you how SONY is evil. It is very unlikelythat it is going to be funded again, maybe you can trick them once, but it’snot going to be sustainable. We were joking before about how my use ofanarchist and socialist terminology actually gets the most flak from otherpeople in my own field. That’s because they are trying to portray what wedo in Free Software development and peer production as being unpolitical.With my saying that no, it’s actually quite political, explaining why, theyfeel like I’m blowing their cover. Like I’m almost outing them as beingleftist radicals and they don’t want this image because they actually thinkthey can fool this system. Which I think is delusional, I don’t think youcan fool this system. But that’s a very clear example how it does actuallychange the context and change the message. Because you are always self-conscious of how you’re going to pay your rent and how you’re going to payyour bills. It’s impossible to separate yourself from this context and if thefunding is coming from these directions you’re always going to self-censorand it’s going to affect what you talk about in your choices that you make.
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What to present, what not to present, where to place the emphasis wherenot to place the emphasis, it will always be modified by the context you areproducing in. And if what you’re being paid for is essentially to make peoplelike SONY or make people like the state then it’s going to change the wayyou present what you are doing.Yochai Benkler used the term ‘commons-based peer production’ and ofcourse took great pains to avoid talking about communism and try to limitthis only to information production. He’s very clear, for him this is not forreal material production. Because he’s a liberal lawyer, working for a majoruniversity, in the states ... so this is how he presents his work.But what this means, commons-based production, means that the instru-ments of production are actually collectively owned but controlled by thedirect producers, which means that nobody can actually earn money sim-ply by owning the instruments of production. You can only earn moneyby employing the instruments of production in actually making something.So, commons-based peer production. You have common things like instru-ments of production, land and capital, they’re are commonly controlled andcommonly owned, and individual labour of peers is applied to that sharedcommons and the results of that labour is then owned by the actual produc-ers. None of that product is owned by the people who are simply owninginstruments of production. That is what is meant by commons-based peerproduction. But that’s exactly what the anarchist and the socialist call com-munism. There is no actual difference. Communism in a text book exampleis the state less, property-less society. And that’s what it means, commons-based peer production is a neologism, a modern way of saying communismbecause for political reasons, post-war rhetoric, these words are verbotenand you can’t say them. So people invent new words, but they’re sayingexactly the same things. The point is that producers require land and capi-tal to produce. If certain private interest controls all of the access of directproducers to land and capital, then those private interests can extract thesurplus value. Another great quote from Benjamin Tucker is whenever oneperson earns without sweating ... ehm sorry, whenever one person earns withoutsweating, another person sweats without earning and that’s fundamentally true.If anybody is earning revenue simply by owning instruments of production,that means that people actually producing are not capturing the value oftheir labour. And that’s what commons-based peer production is. The ideathat we have a commons which is all of our property, nobody controls ourinstruments of production, they’re all our property together. Each of us
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have our labour and we apply that to the commons and we produce some-thing and whatever we produce, that is ours. It’s our own, provided that weare not taking anything away from anybody else, provided that we are nottaking any exclusive control of the commons.In the case of Free Software development, the Free Software itself is a com-mons. But things that you might make with Free Software are not part ofthe commons, they’re your own. But the problem with software itself isthat because software is immaterial and therefore has no reproduction costs,it can be reproduced with no costs, it also has no exchange value. So inorder to convert it to exchange value you always have to apply other forms ofproperty: land, capital, hard fixed property ... And so, as commons-basedpeer producers in the Yochai Benkler world, we have our little internal com-munism, but we can neither live in it nor feed ourselves with it. So in orderto actually sustain ourselves, to actually capture our material subsistence, wethen have to deal with people that own land an capital; fixed, scarce prop-erties, and we have no leverage in that negotiation. The only things we canget back from the people that consume the output of our labour, is ourreproduction costs and nothing more, while they continue to capture andaccumulate the extra value. Again, how that applies to design is anotherthing, I don’t think you can isolate one kind of worker from the overallthing. The point is you have to think of where is the value coming from,what are you really selling? Because you’re not really selling design, designis an input. What are you really ...
What do you mean with ‘design is an input’?
Design is an input. The average consumer doesn’t buy design. Nobodygoes to a store and says I’d like a design. They only want the design becausethey want another product that has design as an input of that product. Ifyou’re making beer and you need a label, you find a designer to make thelabel. But what you’re selling is beer, you’re not selling design. So you alwayshave to think about what are you really selling. What is the actual productthat people is exchanging for, what is the source for the exchange value.And once you identify the source of the exchange value, you have to figureout how to create a direct relationship with all the other producers that areinvolved in the production cycle.
Seems incredibly difficult ...
If it was easy then capitalism would have been overthrown centuries ago...
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... You’re now owning a magazine already with a couple of people. Thenext person asks you to design a beer label ...
You have to own the beer factory!
... And I think next you should own the paper company that makes ...
And then you need people and say I know how to make design, I needsome people who know how to make beer. So then we have a beer factory.
And then you need people who drink the beer! Who’s going to make thepeople that drink the beer?
Haha.
But wait, there must be a little bit of difference, a modified option tothis. For example ...
In the scenario of commons-based peer production it’s not that the de-signers have to own the beer factory, it’s just that there can’t be any capitalistin the middle that owns the land, it’s enough if the designers and the beermakers both own the land together and the capital together ...
So if the beer company is also worker-owned and you come to an ar-rangement ... Isn’t it the idea of shares? Applying labour and therefore hav-ing shares on something ...
Yes, but it has to be equal. Shares in a capitalist system are unequal.That’s the idea of copy-far-left. It’s the idea of a public license that allowsfree use for non-alienated forms of production and denies free use for alien-ated forms of production. In the case of software, for instance, which isnot the greatest application of copy-far-left, but is a good example to un-derstand, the software would be usable by a workers’ cooperative for freebut a private corporation employing wage labour and private capital couldn’tuse it for free. They would have to either not use it at all or negotiate adifferent set of terms under which they could use it. So the question ishow do we remove coercive property relationships. If you really have a sit-uation of commons-based peer production, or communism, where there isno state, no property, the instruments of production are collectively owned,people just work together in a very kind of free way, than it could certainlywork. But that’s not the world we are living in, so we have to be defensiveof our commons and how we produce in order for it to grow. We haveto think about where the exchange value is and think about where the use
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value crosses into exchange value and make sure that the point is within ourboundary. If we can do that, that’s enough. If we have a worker-owneddesign collective that works with a worker-owned beer company, that’s asgood as together owning a beer company. But only if they also live on landand apartments that are also worker-owned, because otherwise the land-lord will simply capture value; you have to look for the point of leakage.Even with a workers’ design company and a workers’ beer company livingin Brussels renting from capitalist, then the people that own the apartmentand the land will simply capture all the surplus value. The surplus valuewill always leak at the point of scarcity, so the system has to be complete,what Marcel Mauss calls a ‘total system’. It has to be a total system, if itis not, if the entire cycle of production doesn’t go through commons-basedpeer production hands, then it’s going to leak at the first point of scarcity.Then whoever privately controls the one scarce resource through which allthis cycle of production goes through, will capture all the surplus value.Again, back to our very basic model. The price of anything is its reproduc-tion cost, so the price of something that is immaterial is zero. So, sincethe beginning of mechanical reproduction, property-based interest groupshave tried to create artificial barriers to production. When you have artificialbarriers to reproduction the immaterial assets start to behave like materialassets; this is where copyright and intellectual property come from. It’sthe desire of property groups, to make immaterial assets behave price-wisethe same as material assets, the only way to do that is creating barriers toreproduction.Typography obviously comes from this culture, like a lot of other mediaculture. There is rules about how you can reproduce it, and it createsthe opportunity for the owners of these things to capture exchange value.Because the reproduction costs are no longer zero, because of artificial costsof reproduction. But in certain things the capitalists are not homogeneous,there’s not just one group of capitalists. There is many different capitalists.Even though some make their living from typography, many more capital-ists make their living by using typography, so with typography as an input.From the point of view of those capitalists, the ones trying to restrict thereproduction of typography are a problem. So if they can hire their ownstaff and develop free typography with other companies, they’re not sellingtypography, that’s just an input for them. Like for standardized nuts andbolts, one time this was true too, bolt-makers would make their nuts andbolt not fit, in the sense that if you wanted to use a nut from one company
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and a bolt from another you couldn’t do so. They tried to create a barrierfrom this, but since the nuts and bolts industry is not the biggest in capital,because capital itself need nuts and bolts, the other companies got togetherand said wait a minute, let’s just have standardized nuts and bolts, we don’twant to make our money from nuts and bolts, we want to make our moneyoff-stream, from the product we make from nuts and bolts. Typographyfalls into the same system. I imagine most of the people that are creatingfree typography work for companies and they have their salary paid by com-panies that use typography, not companies that sell typography. Companiesthat actually use typography in other production, whether it’s publishing orwhatever else they’re making, so the reproduction costs of the typographersis paid for by not controlling the typography itself, but by employing it inproduction and using it in another field. The people that are still tryingto hold on to typography as a product, as an end product that they capturefrom intellectual property, are being pushed out.In other things this is not just the case. If you look at the amount of moneythat publishing companies spend on QuarkXpress, that’s not really a bigdeal. From their point of view, they can hire some programmers and theycan make their own QuarkXpress and work with five other publishing com-panies, but the amount of money that they spend on QuarkXpress overall,isn’t that high ...
Haha.
So the same economy of scale doesn’t apply. This is why commercialsoftware is still hanging on in these niche markets where there isn’t a broadenough market. It’s not a broad enough input so that freedom is supportedby the users of it. Typography is a very general input. It’s like a nut ora bolt, while QuarkXpress is pretty specific. Franziska was saying that inher publishing company all they really need is two copies, or maybe oneeven, of the software, and the whole company can work with it. Theyjust go to the computer with it when they need to do the layout, overallit’s not a huge cost. They don’t need it every time they publish a book.Whether if they had to pay for the font they used and every time theywanted to use a different font, and they had to pay for it again, that wouldbe a problem, so they’d rather use a free font, and if that means hiringsomebody to drop the pixels down for a new font once and then having itfree forever, it can all make sense. That’s why typography is different fromsoftware. And so the Scribus project has gone really far but the reason
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it’s obscure is because except from the ideological case, they don’t have abusiness case they can make for the publishers. Because for publishers theywant a piece of software that works and if it costs 400$ once, who cares.It doesn’t really affect their business model. You have to make the case forthe publishers that if you form an association of all the publishers and youtogether develop some new Free Software to do publishing, that would bebetter and cheaper and faster. Then maybe eventually this case would bemade and something like this would exist, but it’s not like an operatingsystem or a web browser, that is really used everywhere all the time, andwould be really inconvenient to pay for every time. If companies had to payevery single time they put a web browser on their computer, that would bevery inconvenient for them. Even Microsoft doesn’t dare to charge moneyfor Internet Explorer, cos they know people would just say Fuck off. They’renot going to buy it. In more obscure areas, like publishing, 3D animation,film and video, it doesn’t make so much of a difference. In those businessmodels, for instance 3D animation, one of the biggest companies is Pixar.They make the movies! They don’t make the software, they go all the waythrough the process and they make the movie! So they completely owneverything. For that reason it makes sense for them, since they capture thefull value of their product in the end, because they make the movies, thattheir software enables them to make. And this would be a good modelfor peer production as well, except obviously they’re a capitalist organizationand they exploit wage labour. But basically if Scribus really wanted to have afinancial base, the people that develop Scribus would have to own a magazinethat is enabled by Scribus. And if they can own the magazine that Scribusenables then they can capture enough of that value to fund the developmentof Scribus, and it would actually develop very quickly and be very good,because that’s actually a total system. So right from the software to thedesign, to the journalism, to the editing, to the sale, to the capture of thevalue of the end consumer. But because it doesn’t do that, they’re givingFree Software away ... To who? Where is the value captured? Where is theuse value transferred into exchange value? It’s this point that you have to getall the way to, and if you don’t make it all the way there, even if you stop amile short, in that mile all of the surplus value will be sucked out.
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This conversation took place in Montreal at the last day ofthe Libre Graphics Meeting 2011. In the panel How tokeep and make productive libre graphics projects?, Asheeshhad responded rather sharply to a remark from the au-dience that only a very small number of women werepresent at LGM: Bringing the problem back to gender isavoiding the general problem that F/LOSS has with socialinclusion. Another good reason to talk to him were theintriguing ‘Interactive training missions’ that he had beendeveloping as part of the OpenHatch.org project. I wantedto know more about the tutorials he develops; why he de-cided to work on ‘story manuals’ that explain how to re-port a bug or how to work with version control. AsheeshLaroia is someone who realizes that most of the workthat makes projects successful is hidden underneath thesurface. He volunteered his technical skills for the UNin Uganda, the EFF, and Students for Free Culture, andis a developer on the Debian team. Today, he lives inSomerville, MA. He speaks about his ideas to audiencesat international F/LOSS conferences.
The interactive training missions are really linked to the background ofthe OpenHatch project itself. I started working on it because to my mind,one of the biggest reasons that people do not participate in Free Softwareprojects, is that they either don’t know how or don’t feel included. There isa lot you have to know to be a meaningful contributor to Free Software andI think that one of the major obstacle for getting that knowledge, and I ambeing a bit sloppy with the use of the term maybe, is how to understand aconversation on a bug-tracker for example. This is not something you runinto in college, learning computer science or any other discipline. In fact,it is an almost anti-academic type of knowledge. Bug tracker conversations
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are ‘just people talking’, a combination of a comment thread on a blog andactual planning documents. There’s also tools like version control, whereclose to no one learns about in college. There is something like the cultureof participating in mailing lists and chatting on IRC ... what people willexpect to hear and what people are expecting from you.For people like me that have been doing all these things for years, it feelsvery natural and it is very easy to forget all the advantages I have in thisregard. But a lot of the ways people get to the point where I am nowinvolves having friends that help out, like Hey, I asked what I thought was areasonable question on this mailing list and I did not get any answer or whatthey said wasn’t very helpful. At this stage, if you are lucky, you have a friendthat helps you stay in the community. If you don’t, you fall away and thinkI’m not going to deal with this, I don’t understand. So, the training missionsare designed to give you the cultural experience and the tool familiarity in anautomated way. You can stay in the community even when you don’t have afriend, because the robot will explain you what is going on.
So how do you ‘harvest’ this cultural information? And how do you bring it intoyour tool?
There is some creative process in what I call ‘writing the plot’; this is verylinear. Each training mission is usually between three and fifteen minuteslong so it is OK to have them be linear. In writing the plot, you just imaginewhat would it take a new contributor to understand not only what to do, butalso what a ‘normal community member’ would know to do. The differenttraining missions get this right to different extents.
How does this type of knowledge form, you think? Did you need to become a kindof anthropologist of Free Software? How do you know you teach the right thing?
I spend a lot of time both working with and thinking about new contri-butions to Free Software. Last September I organized a workshop to teachcomputer science students how to get involved in Open Source. And I havealso been teaching interpersonally, in small groups, for ten or eleven years.So I use the workshops to test the missions and than I simply ask whatworks. But it is tough to evaluate the training missions through workshopsbecause the workshops are intended to be more interpersonal. I definitelyhad positive feedback, but we need more, especially from people that havebeen two or three years involved in the Free Software community, because
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they understand what it feels like to be part of a community but they maystill feel somewhat unsure about whether they have everything and still re-member what was confusing to learn.
I wasn’t actually asking about how successful the missions are in teaching theculture Free Software ... I wanted to know how the missions learn from thisculture?
So far, the plots are really written by me, in collaboration with others. Wehad one more recent contribution on Git written by someone called MarkFreeman who is involved in the OpenHatch project. It did not have somuch community discussion but it was also pretty good from the start. SoI basically try to dump what is in my head?
I am asking you about this, thinking about a session we once organized atSamedies, a woman-and-Free-Software group from Brussels. We had invitedsomeone to come talk to us about using IRC on the command-line and she wasdiscussing etiquette. She said: On IRC you should never ask permission beforeasking a question. This was the kind of cultural knowledge she was teaching usand I was a bit puzzled ... you could also say that this lack of social interfacingon IRC is a problem. So why replicate that?
In Debian we have a big effort to check the quality of packages and main-taining that quality, even if the developer goes away. It is called the ‘DebianQA project’ and there’s an IRC channel linked to that called #debian-qa.Some of the people on that channel like to say hello to each other andpay attention when other people are speaking, and others said stop with allthe noise. So finally, the people that liked saying hello moved to anotherchannel: #debian-sayhi.
Meaning the community has made explicit how it wants to be spoken to?
The point I am trying to make here, is that I am agreeing to part of whatyou are saying, that these norms are actually flexible. But what I am furthersaying, is that these norms are actually being bent.
I would like to talk about the new mission on bug reporting you said you wereworking on, and how that is going. I find bug reports interesting because ifthey’re good, they mix observation and narration, which asks a lot from theimagination of both the writer and the reader of the report; they need to think
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themselves in each others place: What did I expect that would happen? Whatshould have happened? What could have gone wrong? Would you say yourinteractive training missions are a continuation of this collective imaginary work?
A big part of that sort of imagination is understanding the kinds of thingsthat could be reasonable. So this is where cultural knowledge comes in. Ifyou program in C or even if you just read about C, you understand thatthere is something called ‘pointers’ and something called ‘segfaults’ and ifyour program ends in that way, that is not a good thing and you shouldreport a bug. This requires an imagination on the side of the person filingthe bug. The training missions give people practice in seeing these sorts ofthings and understand how they could work. To build a mental model, evenif it is fuzzy, that has enough of the right components so they can enter indiscussion and imagine what happened.Of course when there are real issues such as groping at conferences, ormaking people feel unwelcome because they are shown slides of half-nakedpeople that look like them ... that is actually a gender issue and that needsto be addressed. But the example I gave was: Where are the Indians, whereare the Asians in our community? This is still a confusing question, but notawkward.
Why is it not awkward?
(laughs) As I am an Indian person ... you might not be able to tell from thetranscription?It is an easy thing to do, to make generalizations of categories of peoplebased on visible characteristics. Even worse, is to make generalizations aboutall individual people in that class. It is really easy for people in the FreeSoftware community to subconsciously think there are no women in theroom ‘because women don’t like to program’, while we know that is reallynot true. I like to bring up the Indian people as an example because thereare obviously a bunch of programmers in India ... the impression that theycan’t program, can’t be the reason they are excluded.
But in a way that is even more awkward?
Well, maybe I don’t feel it is that awkward because I see how to fix it, and Ieven see how to fix both problems at the same time.
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In Free Software we are not hungry for people in the same way that corporatehiring departments are. We limp along and sometimes one or two or threepeople join our project per year as if by magic and we don’t know how andwe don’t try to understand how. Sometimes external entities such as GoogleSummer of Code cause many many more show up at the doorstep of ourprojects, but because they are so many they don’t get any skills for how togrow. When I co-ran this workshop at the computer science department atthe University of Pennsylvania on how to get involved in Open Source, wewere flooded with applicants. They were basically all feeling enthusiasticallyabout Open Source but confused about how to get involved. 35% of theattendees were women, and if you look at the photos you’ll see that it wasn’tjust women we were diverse on, there were lots of types of people. That’sa kind of diversity-neutral outreach we need. It is a self-empowermentoutreach: ‘you will be cooler after this, we teach you how to do stuff ’ andnot ‘we need you to do what we want you to do’, which is the hiring-kindof outreach.
And why do you think Free Software doesn’t usually reach out in this way? Whydoes the F/LOSS community have such a hard time becoming more diverse?
The F/LOSS community has problems getting more people and being morediverse. To me, those are the same problems. If we would hand out flyersto people with a clear message saying for example: here is this nice vectordrawings program called Inkscape. Try it out and if you want to make it evenbetter, come to this session and we’ll show you how. If you send out thisinvitation to lots of people, you’ll reach more of them and you’ll reach morediverse people. But the way we do things right now, is that we leave noteson bug trackers saying: help wanted. The people that read bug trackers, alsoknow how to read mailing lists. To get to that point, they most likely hadhelp from their friends. Their friends probably looked like them, and thereyou have a second or third degree diversity reinforcement problem. Butleaving gender diversity and race diversity aside, it is such a small number ofpeople!
So, to break that cycle you say there is a need to externalize knowledge ... likeyou are doing with the OpenHatch project and with your project ‘Debian forShy People’? To not only explain how things technically work, but also how theyfunction socially?
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I don’t know about externalizing ... I think I just want to grow our commu-nity. But when I feel more radical, I’d say we should just not write ‘Howto contribute’ pages anymore. Put a giant banner there instead saying: Thisis such a fun project, come hang out with us on IRC ... every Sunday at 3PM.Five or ten people might show up, and you will be able to have an individualconversation. Quickly you’ll cross a boundary ... where you are no longerexternalizing knowledge, but simply treat them as part of your group.The Fedora Design Bounties are a big shining example for me. Maírín Duffyhas been writing blog posts about three times a year: We want you to joinour community and here is something specific we want you to do. If you get itright, the prize is that you are part of our community. The person that you getthis way will stick around because he or she came to join the community.
And not because you sent a chocolate cake?
Not for the chocolate cake, and also not for the 5000$ that you get overthe course of a Google summer of code project. So, I question whether itis worth spending any time on a wiki-page explaining ‘How to contribute’when instead you could attract people one by one, with a 100% success-rate.
Writing a ‘How to contribute’ page does force teams to reflect on what it takes tobecome part of their community?
Of course that is true. But compared to standing at a job-fair talking topeople about their resume, ‘How to contribute’ pages are like anonymous,impersonal walls of text that are not meant to create communication neces-sarily. If we keep focusing on communicating at this scale, we miss out onthe opportunity to make the situation better for individual people that arelikely to help us.
I feel that the Free Software community is quite busy with efficiency. When youemphasize the importance of individual dialogue, it sounds like you propose adifferent angle, even when this in the end has the desired effect of attracting moreloyal and reliable contributors.
It is amazing how valuable patience is.
You talked about Paul, the guy that stuck around on the IRC channel saying hito people and than only later started contributing patches after having seen twoor three people going through the process. You said: If we had implied that this
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person would only be welcome when he was useful ... we would have lostsomeone that would be useful in the future.
The obsession with usefulness is a kind of elitism. The Debian projectleader once made this sort of half-joke where he said: Debian developersexpect new Debian contributors to appear as fully formed, completely capableDebian developers. That is the same kind of elitism that speaks from Youcan’t be here until you are useful. By the way, the fact that this guy was somekind of cheerleader was awesome. The number of patches we got becausehe was standing there being friendly, was meaningful to other contributors,I am sure of it. The truth is ... he was always useful, even before he startedsubmitting patches. Borrowing the word ‘useful’ from the most extremecode-only definition, in the end he was even useful by that definition. Hehad always been useful.
So it is an obsession with a certain kind of usefulness?
Yes.
It is nice to hear you bring up the value of patience. OSP uses the image of afrog as their logo, a reference to the frog from the fairy tale ‘The frog and theprincess’. Engaging with Free Software is a bit like kissing a frog; you never knowwhether it will turn into a prince before you have dared to love it! To OSPit is important not to expect that things will go the way you are used to ... Asuspension of disbelief?
Or hopefulness! I had a couple of magic moments ... one of the biggestmagic moments for me was when I as a high school student e-mailed theLinux kernel list and than I got a response! My file system was broken,and fsck-tools were crashing. So I was at the end of what I could do andI thought: let’s ask these amazing people. I ended up in a discussion witha maintainer who told me to submit this bug-report, and use these dumptools ... I did all these things and compiled the latest version from versioncontrol because we just submitted a patch to it. By the end of the processI had a working file system again. From that moment on I thought: thesemagic moments will definitely happen again.
If you want magic moments, than streamlining the communication with yourcommunity might not be your best approach?
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What do you mean by that?
I was happy to find a panel on the program of LGM that addressed how thiscommunity could grow. But than I felt a bit frustrated by the way people weretalking about it. I think the user and developer communities around LibreGraphics are relatively small, and all people actually ask for, is dialogue. Thereseems to be lots of concern about how to connect, and what tools to use for that.The discussion easily drifts into self-deprecating statements such as ‘our website isnot up-to-date’ or ‘we should have a better logo’ or ‘if only our documentationwould be better’. But all of this seems more about putting off or even avoidingthe conversation.
Yes, in a way it is. I think that ‘conversations’ are the best, biggest thingthat F/LOSS has to offer its users, in comparison with proprietary software.But a lot of the behavioral habits we have within F/LOSS and also as peopleliving in North America, is derived from what we see corporations doing.We accept this as our personal strategies because we do not know any al-ternatives. The more I say about this, the more I sound like a hippie but Ithink I’ll have to take the risk (laughs).If you go to the Flash website, it tells you the important things you need toknow about Flash, and than you click download. Maybe there is a link to acomplex survey that tries to gather data en masse of untold millions of users.I think that any randomly chosen website of a Libre Graphics project willlook similar. But instead it could say when you click download or run thesoftware ... we’re a bunch of people ... why don’t you come talk to us on IRC?There are a lot people that are not in the conversation because nobody everinvited them. This is why I think about diversity in terms of outreach, notin terms of criticizing existing figures. If in some alternate reality we wouldwant to build a F/LOSS community that exists out of 90% women and10% men, I bet we could do it. You just start with finding a college studentat a school that has a good Computer Science program ... she develops aprogram with a bunch of her friends ... she puts up flyers in other colleges... You could do this because there are relatively so little programmers inthe world busy with developing F/LOSS that you can almost handpick thediversity content of your community. Between one and a thousand ... youcould do that. There are 6 million thousand people on this planet and theamount of people not doing F/LOSS is enormous. Don’t wring your handsabout ‘where are the women’. Just ask them to join and that will be that!
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Tying the story to data

In the summer of 2010, Constant commissioned artist andresearcher Evan Roth to develop a work of his choice, andto make the development process available in some way.He decided to use a part of his fee as prize-money forThe GML-Recorder Challenge, inviting makers to pro-pose an Open Source device ‘that can unobtrusively recordgraffiti motion data during a graffiti writer’s normal prac-tice in the city’. In three interviews that took place inBrussels and Paris within a period of one and a half years,we spoke about the collaborative powers of the GML-standard, about contact points between hacker and graffiticultures and the granularity of gesture.Based on conversations between Evan Roth (ER), FemkeSnelting (FS), Peter Westenberg (PW), Michele Walther(MW), Stéphanie Villayphiou (SV), John Haltiwanger (JH)and momo3010.
Brussels, July 2010

ER So what should we talk about?
FS Can you explain what GML stands for?
ER GML stands for Graffiti Markup Language 1. It is a very simple file-format designed for amateur programmers. It is a way to store graffitimotion data. I started working with graffiti writers, combining graffitiand technology back in New York, in 2003. In graduate school, my thesis

1 Graffiti Markup Language (.gml) is a universal, XML based, open file format designed tostore graffiti motion data (x and y coordinates and time). The format is designed to maximizereadability and ease of implementation, even for hobbyist programmers, artists and graffitiwriters. http://www.graffitimarkuplanguage.com
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Tying the story to data

was on graffiti analysis, and writing software that could capture theirgestures, to archive motion data from graffiti writers. Back than I wassaving the data in an x-y-time array, I was calling them .graph files and Isensed there was something interesting about the data, the visualizationof motion data but I had never opened up the project at that time.About a year ago I released the second part of the project, of which thesource code was open but the dataset wasn’t. In conversation with afriend of mine named Theo 2, who also collaborated with me on theL.A.S.E.R. Tag project 3, he brought up the .graph file again and howwe could bring back the file format as a way to connect all these differ-ent applications. Graffiti Analysis 4, L.A.S.E.R. Tag, EyeWriter 5 ... so Iworked with Theo Watson, Chris Sugrue 6 and Jamie Wilkinson 7 andother people to develop Graffiti Markup Language. It is a simple set ofguidelines, basically an .xml file format that saves x-y-time data but doesit in a way that is very specifically related to graffiti so there’s a drip tagand there’s tags related to the size of the brush and to how many strokesyou have: is it one stroke or two strokes or three strokes.The main idea is: How do you archive the motion of graffiti and not justthe way graffiti looks. There are a lot of people photographing graffiti,making documentaries etc. but there hasn’t been a way to archive graffitiin ways of code yet.
FS What do you mean, ‘archive in terms of code’?
ER There hasn’t been a programmatic way to archive graffiti. So thisis like taking a gesture and trying to boil it down to a set of coordinatepoints that people can either upload or download. It is a sort of midpointbetween writers and hackers. Graffiti writers can download the softwareand have how-to guides for how to do this, they can digitize their tags
2 Theo Watson http://www.theowatson.com3 In its simplest form, L.A.S.E.R. Tag is a camera and laptop setup, tracking a green laserpoint across the face of a building and generating graphics based on the laser’s position whichthen get projected back onto the same building with a high power projector.http://graffitiresearchlab.com/projects/laser-tag4 Graffiti Analysis is a digital graffiti blackbook designed for documenting more than just ink.http://graffitianalysis.com5 The EyeWriter is a low-cast eyetracking system originally designed for paralyzed graffiti artistTEMPT. The EyeWriter system uses inexpensive cameras and Open Source computer visionsoftware to track the wearer’s eye movements. http://www.eyewriter.org6 Chris Sugrue http://csugrue.com7 Jamie Wilkinson http://www.jamiedubs.com
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and upload it to an open database. The 000000book-site 8 hosts all thisdata and some people are writing software for this.
FS So there are three parts: the GML-standard, software to record andplay and than there is the data itself – all of it is ‘open’ in some way. Couldyou go through each of them and talk about how they produce uploads anddownloads?
ER Right. It starts with Graffiti Analysis. It is software written in C++using OpenFrameworks, an Open Source platform designed by artists forvisual applications. Right now you can download the recorder app andfrom that you can generate your own .gml files. And from there you canupload these files into the playback app. In the beginning that was theonly Open Source side of the project. Programmers could also make newapplications based on the software, which also happened.Last night we met Stéphane Buellet 9 who is developing a calligraphyanalysis project and he used Graffiti Analysis as a starting point. I find itexciting when that happens but more often people take the file-format asa starting point, and use it as a jumping-off point for making their ownwork.Second was the database. We had this file-format that we loosely defined.I worked with Jamie to develop the 000000book site. It is pretty nuts-and-bolts but you can click ‘upload’ and click on your own .gml files andit will playback in the browser. People have developed their own playbackmechanisms, which are some of the first Open Source collaborations thathappened around .gml files. There is a user account and you can uploadfiles; people have made image renderers, there are people that have madeFlash players, SVG players. Golan Levin has developed an applicationthat converts a .gml file into an auto-CAD format. The 000000book siteis basically where graffiti writers connect to developers.In the middle between Graffiti Analysis and database is the Graffiti MarkupLanguage, that I think will have its own place on the web. But sometimes

8 http://000000book.com. Pronounced: ‘Black Book’: ‘A black book is a graffiti artist’ssketchbook. Often used to sketch out and plan potential graffiti, and to collect tags fromother writers. It is a writer’s most valuable property, containing all or a majority of theperson’s sketches and pieces. A writer’s sketchbook is carefully guarded from the police andother authorities, as it can be used as material evidence in a graffiti vandalism case and link awriter to previous illicit works.’
Wikipedia. Glossary of graffiti — wikipedia, the free encyclopedia, 2014. [Online; accessed 5.8.2014]9 Stéphane Buellet, Camera Linea http://www.chevalvert.fr/portfolio/numerique/camera-linea
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I see it as one project. One of my interests is in archiving graffiti and allof these things are ways of doing that. It is interesting how these threethings work together. In terms of an OS development model it has beenproducing results I haven’t seen when I just released source code.
FS How do you do that, develop a standard for graffiti?
ER We started by looking at Graffiti Analysis and L.A.S.E.R. Tag, theapps that were using graffiti motion data. From those two projects I had alot of experience of meeting graffiti writers as a userbase. When you meetwith them, they tell you right away what pieces of the software they thinkare missing. So from talking with them we developed a lot of featuresthat now are in GML like brushes, drips, line-thickness. Some peoplehad single line tags and some people had multi-line tags so that issuecame up because GML tracks both drawing and non-drawing motion sowe knew that we needed in the file format to talk about pen up and pendown. I was interested in the connection points between lines also.We tried to keep it very stripped down. From the beginning we knewthat people that would participate as developers or anonymous contrib-utors were not going to be the same people that would develop a Linuxcore. They are students, people just getting into programming or visualprogramming. We wanted people to be able to double-click a .gml fileand than everything should verbally make sense so it is Begin stroke.
End stroke. Anyone with basic programming skills should be able tofigure out what’s going on.
FS Did you have any moment where you had to decide: this does not belongto graffiti or: this might be more for calligraphy tracking?
ER The only thing that has to be in there is the format in x-y timescenario with some information on drawing and not drawing, everythingelse is bonus. So if you load an .xml file structured like that, compliantapps will load it in. On top of that, there are features that some appswill want and others not. Keywords are, for example, a functionality thatwe are still developing applications for. It is there but we are looking forhow to use it.
FS Did you ever think about this standard as a way to define a discipline?
ER (laughs) I think in the beginning it was a very functional conversation.We were having apps running this data and I don’t think we were thinking
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of defining graffiti when we were writing the format. But looking back,it is interesting to think about it.Graffiti has a lot of privacy issues related to it too, right? So we diddiscuss about what it would mean to start recording geo-located data.There are different interests in graffiti. There is an interest in visuals andin deconstructing characters. Another group is interested in it, becauseit is a sport and more of a performance art. For this type of interest, itis more important to know exactly where and when it happened becauseit is different on a rooftop in New York to a studio in the basement ofsomeones house. But if someone realizes this data resulted from an illegalaction, and wanted to tie it back to someone, than it starts to be likea surveillance camera. What happens when someone is caught with alaptop with all this data?
FS Your desire to archive, is it also about producing new work?
ER I see graffiti writers as hackers. They use the city in the same wayas hackers are using computer systems. They are finding ways of usinga system to make it do things that it wasn’t intended to do. I am notsure graffiti writers see it this way, but I am in this position where I havefriends that are hackers, playing around with digital structures online.Other friends are into graffiti writing and to me those two camps aredoing the most interesting things right now, but these are two commu-nities that hardly overlap. One of the interests I have is making thesetwo groups of people hang out more. I was physically the person bridg-ing these two groups; I was the nerd person meeting the graffiti writerstalking to them about software and having this database.Now it is not about my personal collection anymore, it is making a hand-shake between two communities; making them run off with each otherand having fun as opposed to me having to be there all the time to makeintroductions.
FS Is GML about the distribution of signature? I mean: The gestures ofa specific person can now be reproduced by a larger community. How doesthat work?
ER This is an interesting conversation we should have with the graffitiwriters. A tag might be something they have been writing for more than25 years and that will be very personal to them and the way they writethis is because they’ve written it a million times. So at the one hand it
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is super-personal, but on the other hand a lot of graffiti writers have noproblem sharing this data. To them it is just another tag. They feel like,
I have written this tag a billion times and so when you want to keep one ofthem, it is no big deal.I don’t think the conversation has gotten as involved as it could have.You set something in motion and cross your fingers hoping that everyoneplays nice and things go well and so far that is what has been happening.But you are dealing with people that are uploading something that is superpersonal to them and I’d be curious to see what happens in the future.The graffiti taxonomy project that I have been doing involves a lot ofphotos of graffiti. It is a visual studies based on characters, I am shootingthousands of photos of graffiti and I don’t have an opportunity to meetwith all these writers to ask them if it is OK. So I get e-mails from writersonce in a while saying Hey, you used a photograph of one of my tags andusually it is them feeling out where my intentions are and where I amcoming from.It has taken a long time to gain the trust of the community I am work-ing with. Usually when I am able to explain what I am doing and thateverything is released openly and meant to be completely free, so far atleast the people I have managed to talk toare OK with it and understandit. Initially when people see something they’ve made being used by otherpeople, a lot of times it can be a point where a red flag is raised and I amassuming there are more red flags going to go up.
FS If you upload a .gml file, can you insert a licence?
ER Not yet. Right now there is not even a ‘private mode’ on the000000book site. If you upload, everything is public. There is a lot ofinteresting issues with respect to the licence that I have been reluctant todeal with yet. Once you start talking too much about it, you will scareoff people on either side of the fence. I think that will have to happen atsome point but for now I have decided to refer to it as an ‘open database’and I hope that people will play nicely, like I said.
FS But just imagine, what kind of licence would you need?
ER It might make more sense to go for a media-related licence than fora code licence. Creative Commons licences would lend themselves easilyfor this. People could choose non-commercial or pure public domain.Does that make sense?
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FS Well, yes but if you look at the objects that people share, we’re muchcloser to code than to a video file?
ER Functionally it is code. But would a graffiti writer know what GPLis?
PW I am interested in the apprentice-system you were talking about earlier.Like a young writer learning from someone else they admire. The GMLnotation of x-y-time might help someone to learn as well. But would youever really copy someone else’s tag?
ER One of the reasons I think graffiti writing has this history of appren-ticeship is because you don’t really have a chance to learn otherwise. Youdon’t turn on the TV and see someone else doing it. You only see how itis being written if you see other people actually do it. That was one of theoriginal reasons I started doing graffiti research because, having met withgraffiti writers. I thought: it is a dance, it is as much about motion asit is about how the final image is constructed. You can come to a muchbetter understanding about how it is made as opposed to just seeing aphotograph of it.
PW If you want to learn from the person writing, you would need to seemore than just the trace of a pen?
ER Someones tag might look completely different if they had six secondsto make it, they make different decisions. In the first version of theGraffiti Analysis project, I had one camera recorder tracking the pen andanother camera behind the hand and another so you could see the fullbody. But there was something about tracking just the pen tip that Iliked. It is an easier point of entry for dealing with the motion data thanhaving three different video feeds.
FS Maybe it is more about metadata? Not a question of device or applica-tion, but about space for a comment.
ER Maybe in the keywords there will be something like: Rooftop.Brooklyn. Arrested.The most interesting part is often the stories that people tell afterwardanyway. So it is an interesting idea, how to tie the story to the data.It is a design problem too. Historically graffiti has been documentedmany times by outsiders. The movie Style Wars 10 is a good example of

10 Style Wars. Tony Silver, 1983. http://www.stylewars.com
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this epic documentary that was made by outsiders that became insiders.Also, the people that have been documenting most of the graffiti are notnecessarily graffiti writers.Graffiti has a history with documentarians entering into their commu-nity and playing a role but sharing the stories is something writers dointernally, not as much to outsiders. How do you figure out a way to getgraffiti writers to document their stories into the .gml files themselves,or is it going to take outsiders? How does the format facilitate that?
FS Do you think the availability of a project like GML can have an impacton the way graffiti is learned? If data becomes available in a communitythat operates traditionally through apprenticeships and person-to-personsharing, what does it do?
ER I am interested in Open Source culture being influenced by graffiti,and I am interested in Open Source culture influencing graffiti as well.On a big picture I would love it if the graffiti community got interestedin these ideas and had more of a skill-sharing-knowledge-base.KATSU 11, someone I worked with in New York, has acquireda lot ofknowledge about how to make tools for graffiti and he initially wasn’tso much into sharing them, because graffiti writers tend to save thatknowledge for themselves so that their tags are always bigger and bet-ter (laughs). Talking to him I think I convinced him to write tutorials onhow to make some of these tools. On the street art side there is MarkJenkins 12, he has this technique of making 3D objects that exist withinthe city and we had a lot of conversations too.There are many ways tech circles and Open Source circles can come to-gether with people that are making things outside, with their hands. Ithink graffiti can learn from that. In the end people would be makingmore things outside which would be a good thing.
FS In a way typography has a similar culture of apprenticeship. Somepeople enjoy spreading knowledge, and others resist in the name of qualitycontrol.
ER Interesting. I think the work I am doing is such a tangent! In general,for something that is decidedly against the rules, the culture of writinggraffiti often has a rigid structure. To people in that community what

11 KATSU http://www.flickr.com/search/?q=graffiti+katsu12 Mark Jenkins tapesculptures http://tapesculpture.org
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I do is a blip on their radar. I am honored when I get to meet graffitiwriters and they are interested in what I am doing but I don’t think itwill change anything in what is in some ways a very strict system.And I don’t want that either. I like the fact that they found a way to makespraypaint and markers change the way each city in the world looks. Theyhave the tools they need. Digital projectors will not change that. Graffitiwriters still like to see their names projected at big scales in new ways butit is not something they really need (laughs).
FS And the other way around? How does graffiti have an influence onOpen Source communities?
ER For the people on the technology side, it is an easy jump. To thinkabout hacking software systems and than about making things outside.I see that with the Free Art and Technology Group 13 that I help run.When they start thinking about projects in the city, it takes little to comeup with great ideas. I also see that in the class I teach, Urban Hacking.There is already a natural overlap.
FS What connects the two?
ER It is really about the idea of hacking. The first assignment in theclass is not to make anything, but simply to identify systems in the city.What are elements that repeat. Trying to find which ones you can slipinto. It has been happening in graffiti forever. Graffiti in New York inthe eighties was to me a hack, a way to have giant paintings circulating inthe city ... There is a lot of room to explore there.
FS Your experience with the Blender community 14 did not sound like aneasy bridge?
ER Recently I released a piece of software that translates a .gml file andtranslates it into a .stl file, which is a common 3D format. So you canbasically take a graffiti gesture and import it into software like Blender.I used Blender because I wanted to highlight this tool, because I wantthese communities to talk to each other.So I was taking a tag that was created in the streets of Vienna and pullingit into Blender and in the end I was exporting it to something that could

13 The Free Art and Technology (F.A.T.) Lab is an organization dedicated to enriching thepublic domain through the research and development of creative technologies and media.Release early, often and with rap music. http://fffff.at14 Blender is a free Open Source 3D content creation suite. http://www.blender.org/
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be 3D printed, to become something physical. The video that I posted in-tentionally showed online showed screenshots from Blender and it endedup on one of the bigger community sites. I only saw it when my cousin,who is a big Blender user, e-mailed me the thread. There is about a hun-dred dedicated Blender users discussing the legitimacy of graffiti in artand how their tools are used 15; pretty interesting but also pretty conser-vative.
FS Why do you think the Blender community responded in that way?
ER It doesn’t surprise me that much. Graffiti is hard to accept, especiallywhen we are talking about tags. So the only reason we might be slightlysurprised by hearing people in the Open Source community react thatway, is because intellectual property doesn’t translate always to physicalproperty. Writing your name on someone’s door is something people uni-versally don’t like. I understand. For me the connection makes sense butjust because you make Open Source doesn’t mean you’ll be interested ingraffiti or street art or vice versa. I think if I went to a Blender conferenceand gave a talk where I explained sort of where I see these things overlap,I could make a better case than the three minute video they reacted to.
FS What about Gesture Markup Language instead of Graffiti MarkupLanguage?
ER Essentially GML records x-y-time data. If you talk about what itfunctionally does, it is probably more related to gesture than it is to graf-fiti. There is nothing at the core specifically related to graffiti. I aminterested in branding it in relation to graffiti and to get people to talkabout Open Source where it is traditionally not talked about. To methat is interesting. It is a way to get people excited about open data, andpopularizing ideas about Open Source.
FS Would you be OK if it would get more popular in non-graffiti circles?
ER I am super excited when I see it used in bizarre places. I’ll keep usingit for graffiti, but someone e-mailed me that they were upset that it onlytracks one point. There hasn’t been a need to track multiple tags at once.They wanted to use it to track juggling, but how to track multiple ballsin the air? I keep calling it Graffiti Markup Language because I think itis a good story.
15 http://www.blendernation.com/2010/07/09/blender-graffiti-analysis
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PW What’s the licence on GML?
ER We haven’t really entered into that. Why would you need a licenceon a file format?
FS It would prevent that anyone could own the standard.
ER That sounds good. Actually it would be interesting for the project, ifsomeone would try to licence it. Legal things matter, but for the things Ido, I am most of all interested in getting the idea across.
FS I am interested in the way GML stems from a specific practice. Howit is different and similar to large, legal, commercial, global standardiza-tion practices. Related, how can GML connect to other standard practices?Could it be RDF compliant?
PW Gesture recognition to help out the police?
FS Or maps of places that are in need of some graffiti? How to link GMLto other types of data?
ER It is hard for me to imagine something. But one thing is interestingfor example, how GML is used in the EyeWriter project. It has notso much to do with gesture, but more with how you would draft in acomputer. TEMPT is plotting points, so the time data might not be sointeresting but because it is in the same format, the community mightpick it up and do something with it. All the TEMPT data he writes withhis eyes and it is uploaded to the 000000book site automatically. Thatallowed another artist called Benjamin Gaulon 16 who I now know, butdidn’t know at the time, to use it with his Print Ball project. He took thetag data from a paralyzed graffiti writer in Los Angeles and painted it ona wall in Dublin. Eye-movement translated into a paint-ball gun ... thatis the kind of collaboration that I hope GML can be the middle-pointfor. If that happens, things can start to extrapolate on either end.
FS You talked about posting a wish-list and being surprised that yourwishes were fulfilled within weeks. Why do you think that a project likeEyeWriter, even if it interests a lot of people, has a hard time gatheringcollaborators, while something much more general like GML seems to bemore compelling for people to contribute to?

16 Benjamin Gaulon, Print Ballhttp://www.eyewriter.org/paintball-shooting-robot-writes-tempt1-tag
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ER I’ll answer that in a second, but you reminded me of somethingelse: because EyeWriter was GML based, a lot of the collaborationsthat happened with people outside of the project were GML related,not EyeWriter related. So we did have artists like Ben and Golan takedata drawn by TEMPT and do completely different things which madeTEMPT a collaborator with them in a way. The software allowed him toshare his work in a format that allowed other people to work with him.The wish-list came out of the fact that I was working on a graffiti relatedproject that had a lot of use but not a lot of innovation. Not so manypeople were using it in ways I wasn’t expecting, which is something youalways hope of course. By saying: Here’s the things I really would like to
happen, things started to happen. I have been surprised how that drovemomentum. Something similar I hope will happen to the work we willdo together in the next months too!
FS What are you planning to do?
ER We are planning to make a dedicated community page for the graffitimarkup language which is one of the three points of the triangle. Thesecond step would be a new addition to the wish-list, a challenge with aprize associated to it which seems funny. The project I’d like to concen-trate on is making the data collection easier so that graffiti writers can bemore active in the upload sense. Taking the NASA development model:Can you get into orbit on this budget?
FS How is that different from the way you record graffiti motion at themoment?
ER If I go out with a graffiti writer, I’m stuck standing with a laptop anda camera facing the wall and then the graffiti writer needs to have a reallybright light attached to the writing device which is a bit counter-intuitivewhen you are trying to do something without being seen (laughs). Itcould be infrared by the way, that could be the first step but then securitycameras would still pick it up. The design I am focusing momentum on isa system that’s easier. A system that can work without me there, withouthaving to have a laptop there. The whole idea is that it would be a naturalway to get good data, to document graffiti without a red-head holding alaptop following you around the whole time!
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Paris, December 2010

FS How is it to be the sole jury member?
ER I tried to get another jury-member on there actually. Do you knowLimor Fried? She runs Adafruit Industries. 17 I really like her work. Sheworks with her partner Phil Torrone who runs Make Blog. 18 I invitedher to be the second jury-member because she makes Open Source hard-ware kits; this is her full-time thing. She is very smart and has a lot ofbackground in making DIY kits that people actually build. She is alsovery straightforward and very busy, so she wrote back and said: this istoo much work. No.So ... yeah, I am the only jury member. Hmmm.
SV Is the contest already over?
ER It is not over. It was easy to launch; I tried to coincide it with thelaunch of the website and there were a couple of things going on at thesame time. The launch helped spread the word about this file format, andpeople making projects, and vice versa.
FS Did you have any proposals that came close to meeting the challenge?Did you consider giving out the prize?
ER No.There are a couple of people that got really close. The interesting thingthat is happening with the challenge is something that is also happeningto other high barrier projects: You end up speaking to the people you al-ready work with the most. I have a hard time figuring out to some extentwhat is really happening, but the things I hear, of people making progress,is people that are close to me. It reminds me of the EyeWriter projectwhere people that are to dip their toes into this, are already in the friendgroup, or one level removed. They are pretty high level programmers.I didn’t really think that actual money would be such an incentive butmore that it would make the challenge feel serious, more in the senseof an organization that has some kind of club behind it. If you solvedone of the design problems by the Mozilla community you could receive

17 Limor Fried, Adafruit Industries http://www.adafruit.com18 Phillip Torrone, Makezine http://makezine.com/pub/au/Phillip_Torrone
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kudo’s from the community, but if you solved one of my projects, youdon’t really get kudo’s from my community, do you?Having the money associated makes it this big thing. At Ars Electronicaand so on, it got people talking about it and so it is out there. Thatpart worked. Beyond that it has been a bit hard to keep the momentum.Friends and colleagues send me ideas and ask me to look at things, butpeople I don’t know are hard to follow; I don’t think they are publishingtheir progress. There is a hackerspace in Porto that has been working onit, so I see on their blog and Twitter that they are having meetings aboutthis and are working on it.
FS Don’t you think having only one prize produces a kind of exclusivity? Itseems logical not to publish your notes?
ER Maybe. Kyle 19 has been thinking up ways to do it and I know hewanted to use an optical mouse, and then this a friend Michael 20 has beenusing sensors, and he ran into a software problem but had the hardwareproblem more or less solved. And then Kyle, a software expert, has beenrunning into hardware problems and so I kind of introduced them to eachother over e-mail so I don’t know if they are working on it together.
FS Would you consider splitting the prize?
ER I don’t care, but I don’t know if the candidates would consider split-ting the prize! I know Michael has already spent a lot of money becausehe has been buying Arduinos and other hardware. He wants to makea cheap version to solve the problem and then make another one thatcosts 150 on top of the price limitation to make it easier to use. He isspending a bunch of money so even if he wins, it is going to get him onlyout of the hole and he will not have much left.Actually, Golan 21 had an idea for an iPhone app that he wants to makebut I am not sure it solves it.
FS Why don’t you think his app will solve it?
ER He is really interested in making something where you do not needto meet with the graffiti writer. His idea was that if you could take aphoto of it on the wall, and then with your finger you guide it for how it
19 Kyle McDonald http://kylemcdonald.net20 Michael Auger http://lm4k.com21 Golan Levin http://www.flong.com
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was written. It has an algorithm for image processing and that combinedwith your best guess of how it was written would be backed out in motiondata. But it is faked data.
FS That it is really interesting!
ER Yes it is and I would love it if he would make it but I am not going tolet him win with it (laughs). I understand why he wants to do it; especiallyif you are not inside the graffiti community, your only experience is whatyou see on the wall and you don’t know who these people are and it isgoing to be almost impossible to ever get data for those tags. If you don’thave access to that community you are never going to get the tag of theperson that you really want. I like the idea that he is thinking aboutgetting some data from the wall as opposed to getting it from the hand.
FS Learning by copying. Nowhere near solving the challenge, but inter-esting. OSP 22 we were discussing about the way designers are invited intoOpen Source Software by way of contest. Troy James Sobotka 23 got angryand wrote: We want to be part of this community, we don’t want to competefor it.
ER With the EyeWriter project, we were thinking a lot about that; howto spur development. I think I would not have done a competition withthe EyeWriter. Making it fun, that is what makes it happen. If it wouldbe a really serious amount of money, with people scraping at each other,fighting each other ...For me, the fact that there is prize money makes something that is alreadyridiculous in itself even more funny. To have prize money for such a smallcommunity of people that are interested in coding and in graffiti. I’m notseriously thinking that we can spur development with this kind of money.To use the EyeWriter as an example, we’ve had money infusions fromawards mostly and we had to think about how we could use that moneyto get from point A to point B. That’s also a project where we had very
22 OSP (Open Source Publishing) is a graphic design collective that uses only Free, Libre andOpen Source software. http://ospublish.constantvzw.org23 The very notion of Libre / Free software holds cooperation and community with such high regardyou would think that we would be visionary leaders regarding the means and methods we use tocollaborate. We are not. We seem to suffer from a collision of unity with diversity. How can wemore greatly create a world of legitimate discussion regarding art, design, aesthetic, music, and othersuch diverse fields when we are so stuck on how much more consistent a damn panel looks with tripe22 pixel icons of a given flavour?http://www.librescope.com/975/spec-work-and-contests-part-two
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definable design goals of what we wanted to reach, especially between thefirst version and where we are now with the second version.
FS How did that work?
ER We are not talking about a ton of money here, 10 to 20.000 , andwe tried to get as far as we could. We got almost no work done betweenthe meetings in LA but if we flew in, it was OK to take a week out ofour schedules and really hammer at it. We were trying to think how wecould do the same thing for people that we wanted to work with and whowe had met in conferences. So that is how we thought of spending thatmoney.The other way we use money in the EyeWriter project is that we buypeople kits. We know a few people that are interested in hacking on itbut they don’t have the hardware. Not that they are so expensive, butZach wants to buy twenty or thirty unpackaged kits and he has internsworking with him in New York helping to build them. So we have thesesystems ready so as soon as someone wants to get hacking on it, we canmail them a working system that they can just plug in and they don’thave to waste their time ordering all these parts from all these websitesall over China. And when they are done, they just send it back.
FS You talked about some things in the challenge that worked and somethat didn’t.
ER I think the forum is the obvious thing that did not work. I havefriends working on OpenFrameworks, it is headed primarily by Zach andTheo. When you see that forum, it is very involved. It is a deep system,with many different libraries and lots of code flying around. GML is reallynot large enough.I think what makes sense for this project is when I post news about theproject, I see it ripple in Google Alerts. For people working on it, havinga place where these things show up is already a lot. The biggest successis the project space, to see all the projects happening.
FS What happened on the site since we talked?
ER A project I like, is kml2gml 24 for example. It is done by a friend fromTokyo. He was gathering GPS data riding his bike around various cities,and building up a font based on his path. I like projects like this, where

24 Yamaguchi Takahiro http://www.graffitimarkuplanguage.com/kml2GML
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someone takes a work that is already done and just writes an applicationto convert the data into another format. To see him riding his bike playedback in GML was really nice. It is super low barrier to entry, he alreadydid all the hard work. I like that there is now a system for piping verydifferent kinds of data through GML.
FS But it could also work the other way around?
ER Yeah. This is maybe a tangent but depending on how someone solvesthe GML challenge ... I was discussing this with Mike (the person that isdeveloping the sensor based version). He was thinking that if you wouldturn on his system, and leave it on for a whole night of graffiti writing,you would have the gestural data plus the GPS data. You could makea .gml file that is tracking you down the street, and zoom in when youstart making the tag. Also you would get much more information on3D movement, like tilt and when the pen is picking up and going down.Right now all I am getting is a 2D view through video data. I am reallykeeping my fingers crossed. But he ran into trouble though.
FS Like what?
ER I have my doubts about using these kind of sensors, because ‘drift’ isa problem. When you start using these sensors too long, it tends to movea little bit. I think he is working within a 0.25 inch margin of error rightnow, which is right on the edge. If you are recording someone doing abig piece, this is not going to ruin my day too much but if you record alittle tag than it is a problem.The other problem is that you need to orient the system before you starttagging. It needs to know what is up and down, you have to define yourplane of access. I don’t really understand this 100% but he thinks he canstill fit it all within the ten second calibration requirement, he’s thinkingthat each time you come to a wall, you tap once, you tap twice and tap athird time to define what plane you are writing on and that calibrates the3D space. Once you have that calibration done, you can start writing. Itis not as easy as attaching a motion sensor. The problem is hard.
FS So you need to touch the wall before writing on it, feeling out theplaying field before starting! It is like working on a tablet; to move fromactual movement to instruction; navigation blends into the action of drawingitself.
ER I like that!
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SV The guy using the iPhone did not use it as a sensor at all?
ER Theo was interested in using the iPhone to record motion data inGML, but also to save the coordinates so you could try it into a GoogleEarth or something but he had trouble with the sensitivity of the sensor.Maybe it is better now but you needed to draw on a huge scale for oneletter. You could not record anything small.
FS But it could be nice if you could record with a device that is less con-spicuous.
ER I know. I have just been experimenting with mounting cameras onspray-cans. A tangent to GML, but related. It is not data, but video.
FS What do you think is the difference between recording video, andrecording data? You mentioned that you wanted to move away from doc-umentation the image to capture movement. Video is somehow indirectdata?
ER Video is annoying in that it is computationally expensive. In Brazil 25
I have been using the laptop but the data is not very precise.Kyle thinks he might be able to back out GML data from videos. Thismight solve the challenge, depending on how many cameras you need andhow expensive they are. But so far I have not heard back from him. Hesaid it needs three different cameras all looking at the wall. I mean: talkabout computationally expensive! He likes video-processing, he knowssome Open Source software that can look for similar things and knowshow to relate them. To me it seems more difficult than it needs to be(laughs).
FS It is both overcomplicated and beautiful, trying to reverse engineermovement from the image.
ER I am getting more into video myself. I get more enjoyment from cap-turing the data than from the projections, like what most people associatewith my work.
FS Why is it so much more interesting to capture, rather than to project?
ER In part because it stays new, I’ve been doing those projections for awhile now and I know what happens at these events. For a while it wasvery new, we just did it with friends, to project on the Brooklyn bridge

25 Graffiti Analysis: Belo Horizonte, Brazil 2010 http://vimeo.com/16997642
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for example. Now it has turned into these events where everyone knowsin advance, instead of just showing up at at a certain time ate a set corner.It has lost a lot of its magic and power.Michele and I have done so many of these projections and we sort ofknow what to expect from it, what questions people will ask. When Imeet with graffiti writers, that almost always feels new to me. When wewent to Brazil, we intentionally tried to not project anything but to spendas much time as possible with writers. Going out with graffiti writers tome always feels right.
FS Is the documentation an excuse to be taken along, or is the act ofdocumenting itself interesting to you?
ER To me documentation is interesting. I don’t know where all of thisis going right now, I am just trying to get the footage; I put these piecestogether showing all this movement but I don’t really know what the finalproject is. It is more about collecting data so I am interested in havingvideo, audio and GML that can be synced up, and the sound from thesemicrophones is something to do something with later. This is researchfor me. I like the idea of having all this data related to a 10 second gesture.I am thinking that in the future we can do interesting things with it. Iam even thinking about how the audio could be used as a signal to tellyou what is drawing and what is not drawing. It is a really analog way ofdoing it, but in that way you don’t need a button where you are gettingtrue and false statements for what is drawing and what is not drawing;you can just tell by the sound:tfffpt ... tfffpt.
FS You can hear the space, and also the surface.
ER I got started doing this because I love graffiti and this is a way toget closer to it again. Like getting back out to the streets and havingvery personal relationships to the graffiti writers and talking to them,and having them give feedback. I think that is how the whole challengestarted. It didn’t start because I was projecting, but because I was out onthe street and testing the capture, having graffiti writers nearby when itis happening. It feels like things are progressing that way.
FS Are you thinking of other ways of capturing? You talk about capturingmovement, but do you also archive other elements? Do you take notes,pictures? What happens to the conversations you are having?
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ER I have been missing out on that piece. It is a small amount of timewe have, and I am already trying to get so much. I am setting up acamera that shoots straight video from a tripod, I am capturing from thelaptop and I am also screencasting the application, my head is spinning.One reason I screwed up this footage in the beginning is because with allthese things going on I forget to turn on some things. Maybe someonewill solve this challenge.
FS Are you actually an embedded anthropologist?
ER In the back of my head I am thinking this will become a longer doc-umentary. I like to experiment with documentation, whether that is incode or with video. I do think that there is this interesting connectionbetween documentation and graffiti and how these two things overlap.I am always thinking about documentation. The graffiti writer that wasin Vienna 26 showed me a video that was amazing. It was him and afriend going out on a sunny day at 15:30 in the afternoon with two headmounted cameras, bombing an entire train and you hear the birds singingand you only experience it by these two videos that are linked. There areinteresting constraints: your hands are already full, you don’t want peo-ples’ faces on camera so the head-mounted cameras were smart. Unlessyou walk in front of a mirror (laughs).
FS Is it related to the dream of ‘self documenting code’?
ER I like that. Even doing the challenge is in a way a reflection on this,how I am fighting to get GML back to the streets somehow, it has anatural tendency to get closer to the browser, to the screen, and my jobis to get it back to the street. It is so sexy and fun and flashy and that isimportant too. My job is to keep the graffiti influence on it as large as theother part.
FS Is any of this reflected in the standard itself?
ER I haven’t looked at the standard for a while now.
FS I was thinking again about live coding and notation. Simon Yuill 27
describes notation as a shared space that allows collaboration but also definesthe end of a collaboration.
26 momo3010 http://momo1030.com27 Simon Yuill. All problems of notation will be solved by the masses. Mute Magazine, 2008
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ER Maybe using an XML-like structure was a bad idea? Maybe if I hadstarted with a less code-based set of rules? If the files were raw video,it would encourage people to go outside more often? By picking XMLI am defining where the thing heads in a way. I think I am OK in therole of fighting that tendency. It is not just a problem in GML but with alot of work I have been doing with graffiti and technology and even wayback with Graffiti Analysis, before GRL (Graffiti Research Lab), the ideawas always to keep the research very close to the people doing graffiti. Iwas intentionally working with people bombing a lot and not with graffiticelebrities. I wanted to work with who’s tag was on my mailbox, who’stag do I see a million times when I walk down the street. Since thena lot has happened, like with more popular projects such as L.A.S.E.R.Tag, and it goes almost always further away from graffiti. Maybe that isa function of technology. Technology, or the way it is now, will alwaysdrift towards entertainment uses, commercial uses.
FS Do you think a standard can be subversive? You chose XML because itis accessible to amateur programmers. But it is also a very formal standard,and so the interface between graffiti writers and hackers is written in thelanguage of bureaucracy.
ER (laughs) I thought that there was something funny with that. Peoplethat know XML and the web, they get the joke that something so rigidand standardized is connected to writing your name on the wall. But tobe honest, it was really just a pragmatic choice.
SV It reminds me of an interview 28 with François Chastanet who wrote abook 29 about tagging in Los Angeles. He explains that the Gothic letteringis inspired by administrative papers!
FS I am wondering whether you’re thinking about the standard itself asa space for hacking?
ER Graffiti is somehow coded in-itself. Do you mean it would be interestingto think how GML could be coded in a way for graffiti writers, not forcoders?There would be more space for that when more people start to program ata younger age? When it is more common knowledge. If I would start to do

28 Interview with François Chastanet http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ayPcaGVKJHg29 François Chastanet, Cholo writing: Latino gang graffiti in Los Angeles. Dokument, 2009
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that now, I would quickly lose my small user-base. I love that idea though;the way XML is programmed fits very much to the way you program for theweb. But what if it was playing more with language, starting from graffitiwhich is very coded?
ER When I was in college, I was always thinking about how to visualizemotion in print. I was looking for ways people had developed languagesfor different ways of writing.
SV Maybe you could look at the Chinese methods for teaching writing,because the order of the strokes is really important. If you make the strokefrom bottom to top, and not from top to bottom, it is wrong.
ER A friend in Hong Kong, MC Yan, loves the Graffiti Analysis projectbecause it shows the order in which he is writing and he likes to playwith that. So he writes words in different order than people are used toand so it changes the meaning. People can not only watch the final result,but also the order which is an interesting part of the writing process. Thebrush, the angle, direction: depicting motion!In the beginning of the Graffiti Analysis Research project I was veryagainst projection, because I felt that was totally against the idea of graf-fiti. I was presenting all of these print ideas and the output would bepasted back into the city because I was against making an impermanentrepresentation of the data. In the end Zach said, you are just fighting thisbecause you have a motion project and you want to project motion andthen I said alright, I’ll do a test. And the tests were so exciting that I feltOK with it.
FS In what way does GML bridge the gap between digital drawing andhand writing? Could you see a sort of computer-aided graffiti? Could yousee computation enter graffiti?
ER Yeah. When you are in a controlled environment, in a studio, it iseasy but the outdoors part always trips me up. That is why the designconstraints get interesting, playing in real time with what someone iswriting. I think graffiti writers would be into that too. How to developa style that is unique enough to stand out in an existing canon is alreadyhard enough. This could give someone an edge.
ER I think the next challenge I’d like to run is about recreating the dataoutside. I’ve been thinking about these helicopters with embedded wireless
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camera’s, have you seen them? The obvious thing to me would be uploadinga .gml file to one of these helicopters that is dripping paint on a rooftop.Scale is so important, so going bigger is always going to be better.Gigantic rooftop tags could be a way to tie it back to the city, give it areason? I am thinking of ways to get an edge back to the project. TheGML-challenge is already a step into that direction; it is not about theprettiest screensaver. To ask people to design something that is tying backto what graffiti is, which is in a way a crime.I think fixing the data capture is the right place to start, the next one couldbe about making marks in the city. Like: the first person to recreate thisGML-tag on the roof of this building, that would be fun. The first personthat could put this ‘Hello World’ tag onto the Brooklyn bridge and get aphoto of it gets the prize. That would get us back to the question of howwe leave marks on the surface of the city.
FS When you capture data of an individual writer in a certain standard,it ends up as typography?
ER That’s another trend that happens when designers look at graffiti, andI’ve fallen into this too sometimes, you want to be able to make fonts out ofit. People have done this actually; there’s a project in New York where theymet with pretty influential graffiti writers and asked them to write in boxes,the whole alphabet, and I think there’s something interesting there.The alphabet that you saw the robot write was drawn by TEMPT with theEyeWriter and what he did was a little bit smarter than other attempts bygraffiti writers to make fonts. He intentionally picked a specific style, theCholo style, and the format is very tall, vertically oriented, angled. Thatstyle is less about letter connections and pen-flow. What graffiti has de-veloped into, and especially tags, is very much about how it is written andthe order of the letters. When TEMPT picked this style he made a smartdecision that a lot of people miss when you make a font, you miss all themotions and the connections.
SV What if a programmer could put this data in a font, and generatealternating connections?
ER That kind of stuff is interesting. It would help graffiti writers to designtags maybe?To get my feet wet, I designed a tag once, and it was so not-fun to write!I was thinking about a tag that would look different and that would fit
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into corners, I was interested in designing something that wasn’t curved;that would fit the angles of the city, hard edges. So I had forgotten allmy research about drafting and writing. I think I stopped writing in partbecause the tag I picked wasn’t fun o write. For a font to work like writing,it is not just about possible connections between lines. You’d need anotherlevel in the algorithm, the way the hand likes to move.
FS It would be a good algorithm to dream up. It was beautiful to see arobot write TEMPT’s letters by the way.
ER When TEMPT saw the robot writing for the first time, his reaction wasall about the order of how the letters were constructed. The order is I thinkdefined by the way he dropped the points in with the EyeWriter software.When he was writing with his eyes, he ended up writing in the same wayas he would have written with his hands. When he saw the video with therobot, it freaked him out because he was like: That’s how my hand movedwhen I did that tag!
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The Graffiti Markup Field Recorder
challenge

An easily reproducible DIY device that can unob-trusively record graffiti motion data during a graf-fiti writer’s normal practice in the city. 30
Project Description and Design Requirements:The GML Field Recorder Challenge is a DIY hardware and software solu-tion for unobtrusively recording graffiti motion data during a graffiti writer’snormal practice in the city. The winning project will be an easy to followinstruction set that can be reproduced by graffiti writers and amateur tech-nologists. The goal is to create a device that will document a night of graffitibombing into an easily retrievable series of Graffiti Markup Language (.gml)files while not interfering with the normal process of writing graffiti. Thesolution should be easy to produce, lightweight, cheap, secure, and requirelittle to no setup and calibration. The winning design solution will includethe following requirements listed below:

– Material costs for the field device must not exceed 300 .

ER 300 even felt expensive to me. How can this be a tool that is reallyaccessible? If it goes over a certain price point, it is not the kind of thingthat people can afford to make. It is a very small community, a lot of thepeople that are going to have enough interest to build this are not goingto have a background in engineering, and are probably not even a part ofthe maker scene that we know. The audience here might not be peoplethat are hanging out on Instructables. I wanted to make sure that theprice point meant that people could comfortably take a gamble to makesomething for the first time. But I also did not want to make it so smallthat the design would be impossible.

30 GML-recorder challenge as published on:http://www.graffitimarkuplanguage.com/challenges
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– Computers and equipment outside of the 300 can be used

for non-field activities (such as downloading and ma-

nipulating data captured in-field), but at the time of

capture a graffiti writer should have no more than 300

worth of equipment on him or herself.

ER I was trying to think of how the challenge could be gamed ... I did notwant to get into a situation where we were getting stressed out because somesmart hacker found a hole in the brief, and bought a next generation iPhonethat somehow just worked. I didn’t want to force people to buy expensiveequipment. This line was more about covering our own ass.

– The graffiti writer must be able to activate the record-

ing function alone (i.e., without assistance from any-

one else).

FS Are you going to be out of work soon?
ER Thinking selfishly, I screw up on documentation a lot because I havetoo many hats. When I’m going out doing this, I am carrying a laptop, acalibration set up, I also have one video-camera on me that is just docu-menting, I have another one on a tripod, and I am usually screen capturingthe software as it processes the video-footage because it tells another story.I screw up because I forget to hit stop or record. If the data-capture justworks, I can go have fun getting good video-footage.
FS What if it had to be operated by more than one person? It is nicehow the documentation now turns the act of writing into a performance-for-one.
ER If you record alone, the data becomes more interesting and mysterious,right? I mean, no one else has seen it. Something captured very privately,than gets potentially shared publicly and turned into things that are verydifferent. I also thought: you don’t want to be dependent on someone else.It is a lot to ask, especially if you are doing something illegal.
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– Any setup and/or calibration should be limited to 10

seconds or less.

ER This came out of me dealing with the current system. It feels wrongthat it takes ten to fifteen minutes to get it running. Graffiti is not meantto be that way. This speaks to the problem of the documentation infring-ing on the writing process, which ideally wouldn’t happen. The longerthe set-up takes, the more it is going to influence the actual writing. It issupposed to be a fly on the wall.
FS Does it scale? Does a larger piece allow longer callibration -time?
ER That’s true. But I think this challenge is really about recording tags.

– All hardware should be able to be easily concealed within

a coat with large pockets.

ER A hack to get around that would have been to design a jacket with tengallon pockets!I put it there again, to make the device not be intrusive. A big part of graffitiwriting is about gaining entry and you limit where you can go depending onhow much equipment you have. How bulky it is, what walls you can get up,what holes you can get through.

– The winning solution should be discrete and not draw

any added attention to the act of graffiti writing.

ER It’s part of the same issue, but this one also came out from me goingout and trying to capture with a system where it requires you to attacha flashlight to a graffiti implement. I didn’t want anyone solving theproblem and then, Step one is: ‘Attach a police siren to a spraypaint can’
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– The resulting solution should be able to record at least

10 unique GML tags of approximately 10 seconds each in

length in one session without the need for connecting

to or using additional equipment.

ER I wasn’t thinking this was going to be an issue in terms of memory-storage, but maybe in terms of memory management. I did not want thegraffiti writer to behave as if he was on vacation with a camera that could takeonly three photos. I wanted to make sure they were not making decisionson what they were writing based and how much memory they had.
– All data recorded using the field recorder should be

saved in a secure and non-incriminating fashion.

ER (laughs) If I had to do that one again, I would have put that in Bonuscategory actually. That’s a difficult question to ask. What does securemean? It seems a bit unfair, because it doesn’t fit in to the way graffiti iscurrently documented. There’s not a lot of graffiti writers that currentlyare shooting encrypted photos and videos, right?But whatever bizarre format comes out from the sensor will help. I don’tthink that the NYPD will have time or make the effort to parse it. They’djust have a file with a bunch of numbers. Time stamped GPS coordinateswould be more dangerous.
FS What would count as proof?
ER In most cases it is hard to convict someone on the basis of a photoof a tag that you would tie to another tag. For good reasons, because if itis a crew name for example, all of a sudden you are pinning one tag on aperson that could have been written by twenty people. This came up ina trial in DC when an artist named BORF got arrested. He had writtenhis name everywhere, completely crushed DC and his trial was a big deal.This issue came up and they argued that BORF was a collective, not anindividual. Who knows if that’s true, there were a lot of people aroundhim, but how do you really know?
FS GML could help balance the load?
ER You mean it would not be just the image of a tag but more like signingat the bank?
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FS I mean that if you copy and distribute your data, the chance is smallthat you can link it to an individual.

– The winning design will have some protection in the event

that the device falls into the wrong hands.

ER This again should probably have been a bonus item. Wouldn’t it beawesome if you could go home and log in and flip a one to a zero and theevidence goes up in smoke?One graffiti writer friend told me: If the police comes, just smash the camera
as hard as you can! It’s a silly idea, but it shows that they are thinkingabout it.
FS Edible SD cards?
ER That would be a good idea!

– Data should be able to be captured from both spray cans

and markers.

ER Yes.
FS Are you prepared for tools that do not exist yet?
ER That was kind of what I was thinking there. Markers are about directcontact, spraypaint is in free space. If it works in those two situations, youshould theoretically be able to tie it to anything, even outside of graffiti. Ifit was too much about spraypaint, it would be harder for someone to strapit to a skateboard.
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– System should be able to record writing on various sur-

faces and materials.

ER It is something you can easily forget about. When you are developingsomething in the studio and it works well against a white wall, and thanwhen you go out in the city than you realize that brick is a really weirdsurface. Or even writing on glass, or on metal or on other reflectingsurfaces that could screw up your reading. It is there as a reminder forpeople that are not thinking about graffiti that much. The street and thestudio are so different.

– Data should be captured at 30 points per second min-

imum.

ER I was assuming that lots of people were going to use cameras, andI wanted to make sure they were taking enough data points. With othercapturing methods it is probably not such a problem. Even at 30 points perseconds you can start to see the facets if you zoom in, so anything less is notideal.

– The recording system should not interfere with the writer s

movements in anyway (including writing, running and climb-

ing).

ER So this is where Muharrem is going to run into trouble. His solutioninterferes. Not that much if you are just working in front of your bodyspace. But the way most writers write is that they are shuffling their feeta lot, moving down the wall. Should it have said: Graffiti writer should
retain access to feet functionality? This point should be at the top almost.
FS To me it feels strange, your emphasis on the tool blending into thebackground. You could also see Muharrem’s solution as an enhancing device,turning the writer into a tapdancer?
ER I want to have on record: I love his solution! There’s a lot in hisdesign that is ‘making us more aware’ of what’s happening in the creationof a tag. One thing that he is doing that is not in the specs, is that he is
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logging strokes, like up and down. When you watch him using it, youcan see a little light going from red to green when the fingers goes onand off the spraypaint can. When you watch graffiti, it is too small of amovement to even notice but when you are seeing that, it adds anotherlevel of understanding of how they are writing.

– All motion data should be saved using the current GML

standard 31.

FS Obvious.

– All aspects of the winning design should be able to be

reproduced by graffiti writers and amateur technologists.

ER It wouldn’t be exciting if only ten people can make this thing. Thistool should not be just for people that can make NASA qualified solderingconnections. Ideally it should not have any soldering. I always thought ofa soldering iron like a huge barrier point. I’m all for duct-taped electricalconnections.
FS There’s nothing about weather-resistant in the challenge. You’re notthinking about rain, are you?
ER A lot of paint stops working in rain too.I think what you get from this brief though is that the whole impetus forthis project is about me trying to steer the ship that clearly wants to gointo another direction, back to my interest in what graffiti is rather thananything that people might find aesthetically pleasing. It is not about‘graffiti influenced visuals’.

31 http://graffitimarkuplanguage.com/spec
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– All software must be released Open Source. All hard-

ware must include clear DIY instructions/tutorials. All

media must be released under an Open Content licence that

promotes collaboration (such as a Free Art License or

Creative Commons ShareAlike License).

ER I didn’t want it to be too specific, but there had to be some effort intomaking it open.

– The recording must be an unobtrusive process, allow-

ing the graffiti writer to concentrate solely on the act

of writing (not on recording). The act of recording should

not interfere with the act of graffiti writing.

ER I’ve been through situations where the process gets so confusing thatyou can’t keep your head straight and juggle all the variables. Your eyesand ears are supposed to tell you about who’s coming around the corner.Is there traffic coming or a train? There are so many other things youneed to pay attention to rather than: Is this button on?The whole project is about getting good data. As soon as you force peopleto think too much about the capture process, I think it influences whenand how they are writing.
Bonus, but not required:

– Inclusion of date, time and location saved in the .gml

file.

ER Yes. Security-wise that is questionable, but the nerd in me would justlove it. You could get really interesting data about a whole night of writing.You could see a bigger story than just that of a single tag. How long did ittake to gain entry? How long were they hiding in the bushes? These thingsget back to graffiti as a performance art rather than a form of visual art.
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Paris, November 2011

FS Last time we had contact we discussed how to invite Muharrem toBrussels 32. But now on the day of the deadline, it seems there are newdevelopments?
ER I think in terms of the actual challenge, the main update is that sincewe extended the deadline and made another call, I got an e-mail right onthe deadline today from Joshua Noble 33 with a very solid and pretty smartproposal that seems to solve (maybe unfortunately for Muharrem) a bitmore of the design spec. It does it for cheaper and does it in a way that Ithink is going to be easier to make also.His design solution is using an optical mouse and he changed the sensorsso it has a stronger LED. He uses a modified lens on top of a plastic lensthat comes on top of a mouse, so that it can look at a surface that is a setdistance away. It has another sensor that looks at pitch, tilt and orientation,but he is using that only to orient, the actual data gets recorded through themouse. It can get very high resolution, he is looking at up to a millimeter Iguess.
FS Muharrem’s solution seems less precise?
ER I think he gets away with more because his solution is only for spraypaintand once you are writing on that scale, even if you are off a few centimeters,it might not ruin the data. If you look at the data he is getting, it actuallylooks very good. I don’t think he has any numbers on the actual resolutionhe is getting but if you were using his system with a pen, I think it wouldbe a different case. I like a lot of his solution too, it is an interesting hack.It is funny that two of the candidates for the prize are both mouse hacks.One is hacking a mechanical mouse and the other an optical mouse.
FS It goes from drawing on a screen, to drawing on a wall?
JH And back again!
ER Yes. When I first was working on graffiti related software, the wholereason I was building Graffiti Analysis as a capture application was be-

32 By early October 2011 no winning design-solution had been entered, besides a proposal fromMuharem Yildirim that came more than halfway. We decided to use the prize money to flyMuharrem from Phoenix (US) to Brussels (BE) and document his project in a worksession aspart of the Verbindingen/Jonctions 13 meetingdays. http://www.vj13.constantvzw.org33 Joshua Noble http://www.thefactoryfactory.com/gmlchallenge/
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cause I did not want to hand graffiti writers a mouse (laughter). I haddone all this research into graffiti and started to be embedded in thecommunity and I knew enough about the community that if you weregoing to ask them to take part in something that was already weird, youcould not give them a mouse and expect any respect on the other endof that conversation. They respect their tools, so the reason I was us-ing camera-input was because I wanted to have a flexible system wherethey could bring in anything and I could attach a device to it. Now I amcoming back to mice finally.
FS Now the deadline has passed, do you think the passage from wishlist tocontest worked out?
ER I think it was a good experiment, I am not sure how clever it was. Totake a piece of culture that a lot of people don’t even look at, or look atit and think it is trash, to invest all this time and research and softwareexpertise into it makes people think about the graffiti practice and whatit actually is. The cash prize does something similar. It attaches weightto something that most people don’t even care about. Even having thename of an organization like Constant attached to it is showing that I amreally serious about this. In that sense it is different than a wishlist.I just read the Linus Torvalds 34 biography, and I liked his idea that ‘fun’is part of innovation, right? In a programming sense, it is scratching apersonal itch. The attachment of a prize is more to underline the funaspect than anything else.
FS I am still puzzled about GML and how it is at the one hand stimulatingcollaboration and sharing, and than it comes back to the proud individualthat wants to show off. It is kind of funny actually that now two people arewinning the prize.
ER I understand what you mean.
FS Also in F/LOSS, under the flag of ‘Open’ and ‘Free’ there is a lot ofcompetition. Do you feel that kind of tension in your work?
ER Even ‘Open’ and ‘Free’ are in competition!In a project like White-Glove Tracking for example, the most popularvideo I had not made and it did not have my name on it but personally I

34 Torvalds, Linus; David Diamond (2001). Just For Fun: The Story of an AccidentalRevolutionary. New York, New York, United States: HarperCollins.
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still felt a part of it. I think when you are working in open systems, youtake pride when a project has wings. It is maybe even a selfish act. It isthe story of me receiving some art-finding and realizing that I am not thebest toolmaker for the job. Who ever manages to win the prize gets allthe glory, but I’m still going to feel awesome about it.
FS I have been reading the interview that Kyle McDonald did with AntonMarini 35 and at some point he talks about being OK with sharing code andlibraries, but when it is too much of a personal style, then it is hard to share.
ER Yes, I thought that was an interesting point. I’ve been in similar con-versations on listservs with artists in the OpenFrameworks, Processingand visual programming communities. What are the open pieces? Itmakes sense to share libraries, but if I make a print from a piece of code,do I then have to share the exact source and app for how that exact printwas made? What does it mean when I am investing money in a print, andit is a limited series but I’m sharing the code? The art world is still basedon scarcity and we’re interested in computers that are copy-machines.I see both sides of the argument and I am still trying to see how I fitinto it. It gets trickier when you are asked to release a piece rather thana tool. If you are an Open Source artist and you make a toolset, that iseasier to share because people use that to make their own things. Butthen an artist gets asked: how come I can’t get the file of that print? Ithink that is a really hard question.
FS But isn’t the tool often the piece, and vice versa?
ER I agree. And I haven’t solved that question yet. Lately I’ve been a lotless excited about running workshops for example. A lot of the peoplethat want to take part in the workshops are actually the opposition. Oftenthey own a club and they want to install a cool light-show or they are intoviral marketing. I never know which way to go with that. It depends onwhat side of the curve of frustration I am on at that moment.
JH Earlier you brought up the contrast between people that were morevisually invested and others that are more interested in the performanceaspect. I wanted to hear a bit more about the continuum in the culture andhow GML fits into that?
35 Anton Marini: Some personal projects of mine, for example specific effects and ‘looks’ that I have apersonal attachment to, I don’t releasehttps://github.com/kylemcdonald/SharingInterviews/blob/master/antonmarini.markdown
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ER My focus has been on tags, this one portion of graffiti. I do thinkthere could be cool uses for more involved pieces. It would be great ifsomeone else would come in and do that, because it is a part of graffiti thatI haven’t studied that much. I would not even be able to write a specs-sheet for it; it requires a lot of different things when you paint thesesuper-involved murals, when you have an hour or more time on yourhands a lot more things come into play. Color, nozzles, nozzle changesand so on.
JH Z-axis becomes important?
ER Yes, and your distance from the wall, a lot of other things my brainisn’t wrestling with. I think tags are always fundamental, even if they arepainting murals that take three days to paint, somewhere in their graffitieducation they start with the tags. You’re still going to be judged by thecommunity based on how you sign your name on the blackbook.Graffiti is funny because it is almost conservative in terms of how a suc-cessful graffiti writer is viewed and it is reflected in how graffiti is insome way similar in the world. In some way it is a let down, to travelfrom Brooklyn to Paris to Brussels and it looks all the same but I think itstems from the fact that the community is so tight-knit. But at the endof the day it comes back to the tag always.In terms of the performance, in a tag the relationship between form andfunction is really tight. The way your hand moves and how the tag actu-ally looks on the wall is dictated by the gesture you are making. A piecewhere you have three hours, that tight synchronization isn’t there. Witha tag, every letter looks the way it does because that’s how it needs to bedrawn, because it needs to be connected to this other letter. There’s alot of respect for writers that do oneliners, and even if your tag has morethan one line, a good graffiti writer has often a one line version. If youdon’t have to pick up the pen it is a really economical stroke.
JH It is almost like hacking the limitations of gesture.
ER It is a very specific design requirement. How to write a name that isinteresting to think about and to look at, you have to do it in 5 seconds,you have to do it in one line, you have to do it on each type of surface.On top of that, you have to do it a million times, for twenty years.
JH In Seattle they call a piece that stays up for a longer time a ‘burner’. Iwas connecting that to an archival practice of ephemera. It is a self-agreed
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upon archival process, and it means that the piece will not be touched, evenfor years.
ER Graffiti has an interesting relationship to archiving. On the one hand,many graffiti writers think: Now that tag’s done, but I’ve got anothermillion of them. While others do not want people painting over them,the city or other graffiti writers. Also if a tag has been up there for a fewyears, it acquires more reverence and it is even worse when it is paintedover.But I think that GML is different, it is really more similar to a photo ofthe tag. It is not trying to be the actual thing.
FS Once a tag is saved in GML, what can be done with the data?
ER I am myself reluctant to take any of these tags that I’ve collected anddo anything with it at all without talking closely to whoever’s tag it is,because it is such an intimate thing. In that sense it is strange to havean open data repository and to be so reluctant to use it in a way that islooking at anyone too specifically.The sculpture I’ve been working on is an average from a workshop; six-teen different graffiti writers merged into one. I don’t want to take ad-vantage of any one writer. But this has nothing to do with the licence,it is totally a different topic. If someone uploads to the 000000book site,legally anyone should be able to do anything that they can do under theCreative Commons licence that’s on the site but I think socially withinthe community, it is a huge thing.
JH There must be some social limits to referentiality. Like beat jacking forDJs or biting rhymes for MCs, there must be a moment where you are notjust homaging, but stealing a style.
ER I’ve seen cases where both parties have been happy, like when YamaguchiTakahiro used some GML data from KATSU and piped it into GoogleMaps, so he was showing these big KATSU tags all over the earth whichwas a nice web-based implementation. I think he was doing what a graf-fiti writer does naturally: Get out there and make the tag bigger but indifferent ways. He is not taking KATSU-data from the database withoutshining light back on him.
FS GML seems very inspired by the practice of Free Software, but at thesame time it reiterates the conventional hierarchies of who are supposed to
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use what ... in which way ... from who. For me the excitement with openlicences is that you can do things without asking permission. So, usagecan develop even if it is not already prescribed by the culture. How wouldsomeone like me, pretty far removed from graffiti culture ever know what Iam entitled to do?
ER I have my reasons for which I would and would not use certain piecesof data in certain contexts, but I like the fact that it is open for peoplethat might use it for other things, even if I would not push some of thoseboundaries myself.
FS Even when I am sometimes disappointed by the actual closedness ofF/LOSS, at least in theory through its licensing and refusal to limit who isentitled and who’s not, it is a liberating force. It seems GML is only halfliberating?
ER I agree. I think the lack of that is related to the data. The looseness ofits licence makes it less of an invitation in a sense. If the people that putdata up there would sit down and really talk about what this means, whenthey would really walk through all the implications of what it means topublic domain a piece, that would be great. I would love that. Then youcould use it without having to worry about all the morality issues andpeople’s feelings. It would be more free.I think it would be good to do a workshop with graffiti writers wherebeyond capturing data, you reserve an hour after the workshop to talk toeverybody about what it would mean to add an open licence. I’ve doneworkshops with graffiti writers and I talked to everyone: Look, I am
going to upload this tag up to this place where everyone can download them
after the workshop, cool? And they go cool. But still, even then, do I reallyfeel comfortable that they understand what they’ve gotten into? Even ifsomeone has chosen a ShareAlike licence, I would be nervous I think.Maybe I am putting too much weight on it. People outside Free Softwareare already used to attaching Creative Commons licences to their videos.Maybe I am too close to graffiti. I still hold the tag as primal!
JH It is interesting to be worried about copyright on something that isillegal, things you can not publicly claim ownership of.
FS Would you agree that standards are a normalizing practice, that in away GML is part of a legalizing process?
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ER For that to happen, a larger community would have to get involved. Itwould need to be Gesture Markup Language, and a community other thangraffiti writers would need to get involved.
FS Would you be interested in legalizing graffiti?
ER No. That’s why I stopped doing projections.
JH Not legal forms of graffiti, but more like the vision of KRS-One ofthe Hip Hop city, 36 where graffiti would obviously be legal. Does thatfundamentally change the nature of graffiti?
ER To me it is just not graffiti anymore. It is just painting. It changes whatit is. For me, its power stems from it being illegal. The motion happensbecause it is illegal.
JH In a sense, but there is also the calligraphic aspect of it. In Brooklyn,a lot of the building owners say: yeah, throw it up and those are someof the craziest pieces I know of, not from a tag-standpoint, but more ascomplex graffiti visuals.
ER I am always for de-criminalization. I don’t think anyone should go tojail over a piece of paint that you could cover over in 5 seconds. And thatKRS-One city you mentioned would be cool to see.
JH It is his Temple of Hip Hop, the idea to build a city of Hip Hopwhere the entire culture can be there without any external repression.It’s an utopian ideal obviously.
ER Of course I would like to see that. If nothing else, you would totallylevel the playing field between us and the advertisers. The only ones thatwould get up messages in the city would be the ones with more time ontheir hands.
JH At the risk of stretching coherency, Hip Hop and Free Softwareare both global insurgent subcultures that have emerged from being kindof thrown away as fads and then become objects of pondering in multi-national boardrooms. So I was hoping to open you up to riff on that:zooming out, GML is a handshake point between these two cultures, butGML is a specific thing within this larger world of F/LOSS and graffiti

36 KRS-One Master Teacher. AN INTRODUCTION TO HIP HOP .http://www.krs-one.com/#!temple-of-hip-hop/c177q
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in the larger world of hiphop. What other types of contact points mightthere be? Do you see any similarities and differences?
ER For me, even beyond technology and beyond graffiti it all boils down tothis idea of the hack that is really a phenomenon that has been going onforever. It’s taking this system that has some sort of rigidity and repeatingelements and flipping it into doing something else. I see this in Hip Hop,of course. The whole idea of sampling, the whole idea of turning a playbackdevice into a musical instrument, the idea of touching the record: all ofthese things are hacks. We could go into a million examples of how graffitiis like hacker culture.In terms of that handshake moment between the two communities, I thinkthat is about realizing that its not about the code and in some sense its notabout the spraypaint. There’s this empowering idea of individual small actorsassuming control over systems that are bigger than themselves. To me, that’sthe connection point, whether its Hip Hop or rap or programming.The similarities are there. I think there are huge differences in those com-munities too. One of them is this idea of the hustler from Hip Hop: theidea of hustling doesn’t have anything to do with the economy of gift-giving. The idea that Jay-Z has popularized in Hip Hop and that rap musicand graffiti have at their core has to do with work ethic, but there’s also akind of braggadocio about making it yourself and attaining value yourselfand it definitely comes back to making money in the end. The idea of being‘self-made’ in a way is empowering but I think that in the Open Sourcemovement or the Free Software movement the idea of hustling does not ap-ply. It’s not that people don’t hustle on a day to day basis. You disagree withme?
JH It’s interesting because the more you were talking, the more I wasnot sure of whether you were speaking about Hip Hop or Free Softwareor maybe even more specifically the Open Source kind of ideological de-velopment. You have people like David Hannemeier Hansson who de-veloped Ruby on Rails and basically co-opted an entire programminglanguage to the point where you can’t mention Ruby without peoplethinking of his framework. He’s a hustler du jour: this guy’s been inLinux Journal in a fold-out spread of him posing with a Lamborghini orsomething. Talk about braggadocio! You get into certain levels or certaindynamics within the community where its really like pissing contests.
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ER I like that, I think there’s something there. At the instigation of theOpen Source Initiative, though: like Linus ‘pre-stock option’, sitting in hisbedroom not seeing the sun for a year and hacking and nerding out. To methey are so different, the idea of making this thing just for fun with a kindof optimistic view on collaboration and sharing. I know it can turn intomoney, I know it can turn into fame, I know it can turn into Lamborghinisbut I feel like where its coming from is different.
JH I agree, that’s clearly a distinction between the two. They are notcoming from the same thing. But for me its also interesting to thinkabout it in terms that these are both sort of movements that have at timesbeen given liberational trappings, people have assigned liberatory powersto these movements. Statistically the GPL is considerably more popularthan the Open Source licences, but I don’t know if you sat everybodydown and took a poll which side they would land on, whether they weremore about making money than they were about sharing. Are peoplewriting blogposts because they really want to share their ideas or becausethey want to show how much cooler they are?
ER You’re totally right and I think people in this scene are always lookingfor examples of people making money, succeeding, good things coming topeople for reasons that aren’t just selflessness. People that are into OpenSource usually love to be able to point to those things, that this isn’t somepurely altruistic thing.
JH Maybe you could take some of the hustle and turn it into somethingin the Free Software world, mix and match.
ER I think this line of inquiry is an interesting one that could be thesubject of a documentary or something. These communities that seem verydifferent until you start finding things that at their core really really similar.
JH It would be so interesting to have a cribs moment with some gangstaor rapper who came from that, and he’s sort of showing off his stuff andhe has this machismo about him. Not necessarily directly mysognisticbut a macho kind of character and then take a nerd and have them do thesame.
FS Would they really be so different?
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JH Obviously some rappers and some nerds, I mean that’s one of thebeauties – I mean its a global movement, you can’t help but have diversity– but if we’re just speaking in generalizations?
FS There’s a lot of showing off in F/LOSS too.
JH Yeah, and there’s a lot of chauvinism. And when you said that self-made thing, that’s the Free Software idea number one.
ER I think that part is a direct connection.
JH And they’re coming from two completely different strata, from aclass-based analysis which is absent from a lot of discussion. Even onthat level, how to integrate them to me is a political question to somedegree.
ER Right.
FS Will any features of GML ever be deprecated?
ER Breaking currently existing software? I hope not.
FS Basically I’m asking for your long-term vision?
ER When the spec was being made of course it wasn’t just me, it was agroup of people debating these things and of course nobody wants thingsto break. The idea was that we tried to get in as many things as we couldthink of and have the base stay kind of what it was with the idea that youcould add more stuff into it. It’s easy enough to do, of course its not asuper-rigid standard. If you look at what the base .gml file is, the minimumrequirements for GML to compile, its so so stripped down. As long as itjust remains time/x-y-z, I don’t think that’s going to change, no.But I’m also hoping that I’m not gonna be the main GML developer. I’malready not, there’s already people doing way more stuff with it than I am.
FS How does it work when someone proposes a feature?
ER They just e-mail me (laughs). But right now there hasn’t been a tonof that because it’s such a simple thing, once you start cramming too muchinto it it starts feeling wrong. But all its gonna take is for someone to makea new app that needs something else and then there will be a reason tochange it but I think the change will always be adding, not removing.
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The following text is a transcription of a talk by and con-versation with Denis Jacquerye in the context of the LibreGraphics Research Unit in 2012. We invited him in thecontext of a session called Co-position where we tried tore-imagine layout from scratch. The text-encoding stan-dard Unicode and moreover Denis’ precise understand-ing of the many cultural and political path-dependenciesinvolved in the making of it, felt like an obvious placeto start. Denis Jacquerye is involved in language tech-nology, software localization and font engineering. He’sbeen the co-lead of the DéjàVu Font project and workswith the African Network for Localization (ANLoc) to re-move language limitations that exist in today’s technology.Denis currently lives in London.This text is also availablein Considering your tools. 1 A shorter version has been pub-lished in Libre Graphics Magazine 2.1.
This presentation is about the struggle of some people to use typographyin their languages, especially with digital type because there is quite a com-plex set of elements that make this universe of digital type. One of thebasic things people do when they want to use their languages, they end upwith these type of problems down here, where some characters are shown,some aren’t, sometimes they don’t match within the font. Because one fonthas one of the character they need and then another one doesn’t. Likefor example when a font has the capital letter but not the correspondinglowercase letter. Users don’t really know how to deal with that, they justtry different fonts and when they’re more courageous, they go online andfind how to complain about those to developers – I mean font designers orengineers. And those people try to solve those problems as well as theycan. But sometimes it’s pretty hard to find out how to solve them. Addingmissing characters is pretty easy but sometimes you also have language re-

1 Considering your tools: a reader for designers and developers http://reader.lgru.net
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quirements that are very complex. Like here for example, in Polish, youhave the ogonek, which is like a little tail that shows that a vowel is nasal-ized. Most fonts actually have that character, but for some languages, peopleare used to have that little tail centred which is quite rare to see in a font.So when font designers face that issue, they have to make a choice ratherthey want to go with one tradition or another, and if they want to go oneway they’re scattered to those people. Also you have problems of spacingthings differently, like a stacking of different accents – called diacritics ordiacritical marks. Stacking this high up often ends up on the line above, soyou have to find a solution to make it less heavy on a line, and then in somelanguages, instead of stacking them, they end up putting them side by side,which is yet another point where you have to make a choice.But basically, all these things are based on how type is represented on com-puters. You used to have simple encodings like ASCII, the basic WesternLatin alphabet where each character was represented by bytes. The charac-ter could be displayed with different fonts, with different styles, they couldnot meet the requirements of different people. And then they made dif-ferent encodings because they were a lot of different requirements and it’stechnically impossible to fit them all in ASCII.Often they would start with ASCII and then add the specific requirementsbut soon they ended up having a lot of different standards because of all thedifferent needs. So one single byte of representation would have differentmeanings and each of these meanings could be displayed differently in fonts.But old webpages are often using old encodings. If your browser is notusing the right encoding you would have jibbish displayed because of thischaos of encodings. So in the late eighties, they started thinking aboutthose problems and in the nineties they started working on Unicode: severalcompanies got together and worked on one single unifying standard thatwould be compatible with all the pre-used standards or the new comingones.Unicode is pretty well defined, you have a universal code point to repre-sent to identify a character, and then that character can be displayed withdifferent glyphs depending on the font or the style selected. With thatframework, when you need to have the proper character displayed, you haveto go the code point in a font editor, change the shape of the character andit can be displayed properly. Then sometimes there’s just no code point forthe character you need because it hasn’t been added, it wasn’t in any existing
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standard or nobody has ever needed it before or people who needed it justused old printers and metal type.So in this case, you have to start to deal with the Unicode organization itself.They have a few ways to communicate like the mailing list, the public, andrecently they also opened a forum where you can ask questions about thecharacters you need as you might just not find them.In most operating systems, you have a character map application where youcan access all the characters, either all the characters that exist in Unicode orthe ones available in the font you’re using. And it’s quite hard to find whatyou need, as it’s most of the time organized with a very restrictive set ofrules. Characters are just ordered in the way they’re ordered within Unicodeusing their code point order: for example, capital A is 41, and then B is 42,etc. The further you go in the alphabet the further you go in the Unicodeblocks and tables, and there is a lot of different writing systems ... Moreoverbecause Unicode is sort of expanding organically – work is done on onescript, and then on another, then coming back to previous scripts to addthings – things are not really in a logical or practical order. Basic Latin is allthe way up there, and more far, you have Latin Extended A, (Conditional)Extended Latin, Latin Extended B, C and D. Those are actually quite farapart within Unicode, and each of them can have a different setup: forexample, here you have a capital letter that is just alone, and here you havea capital letter and a lowercase letter. So when you know the character youwant to use, sometimes you would find the uppercase letter but you’d haveto keep looking for the corresponding lowercase.Basically when you have a character that you can’t find, people from themailing list or the forum can tell you if it would be relevant to include itin Unicode or not. And if you’re very motivated, you can try to meet theinclusion criterias. But for a proper inclusion, there has to be a formalproposal using their template with questions to answer, you also have toprovide proof that the characters you want to add are actually used or howthey would be used.
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The criterias are quite complicated because you have to make sure that this isnot a glyphic variant (the same character but represented differently). Thenyou also have to prove the character doesn’t already exist because sometimesyou just don’t know it’s a variant of another one; sometimes they just wantto make it easier and claim it’s a variant of another one even though youdon’t agree. For example, making sure it’s not just a ligature as sometimesligatures are used as a single character, sometimes they exist for aestheticreasons. Eventually you have to provide an actual font with the character sothat they can use it in their documentation.
How long does it take usually?

It depends as sometimes they accept it right away if you explain your requestproperly and provide enough proof, but they often ask for revisions to theproposals and then it can be rejected because it doesn’t meet the criterias.Actually those criterias have changed a bit in the past. They started withBasic Latin and then added special characters which were used: here for ex-ample is the international phonetic alphabet but also all the accented ones ...As they were used in other encodings and that Unicode initially wanted tobe compatible with everything that already exists, they added them. Thenthey figured they already had all those accented characters from other en-codings so they’re also going to add all the ones they know are used eventhough they were not encoded yet. They ended up with different names be-cause they had different policies at the beginning instead of having the samepolicy as now. They added here a bunch of Latin letters with marks thatwere used for example in transcription. So if you’re transcribing Sanskrit forexample, you would use some of the characters here. Then at some pointthey realized that this list of accented characters would get huge, and thatthere must be a smarter way to do this. Therefore they figured you couldactually use just parts of those characters as they can be broken apart: abase letter and marks you add to it. You may have a single character thatcan be decomposed canonically between the letter B and a colon dot above,and you have the character for the dot above in the block of the diacriticalmarks. You have access to all the diacritical marks they thought were usefulat some point. At that point, when they realized they would end up havingthousands of accented characters they figured with this way where we canhave just any possibility, so from now on, they’re just going to say if youwant to have an accented character that hasn’t been encoded already, just
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use the parts that can represent it. Then in 1996, some people for Yoruba,a spoken language in Nigeria, made a proposal to add the characters withdiacritics they needed and Unicode just rejected the proposal as they couldcompose those characters by combining existing parts.
Weren’t the elements they needed already in the toolbox?

Yes, the encoding parts are there, meaning it can be represented withUnicode but the software didn’t handle them properly so it made moresense to the Yoruba speakers to have it encoded it in Unicode.
So you could type, but you’d need to type two characters of course?

Yes, the way you type things is a big problem. Because most keyboardsare based on old encodings where you have accented characters as singlecharacters, so when you want to do a sequence of characters, you actuallyhave to type more, or you’d have to have a special keyboard layout allowingyou to have one key mapped to several characters. So that’s technicallyfeasible but it’s a slow process to have all the possibilities. You might haveone whic is very common so developers end up adding it to the keyboardlayouts or whatever applications they’re using, but not when other peoplehave different needs.There is a lot of documentation within Unicode, but it’s quite hard to findwhat you want when you’re just starting, and it’s quite technical. Most of itis actually in a book they publish at every new version. This book has a fewchapters that describe how Unicode works and how characters should worktogether, what properties they have. And all the differences between scriptsare relevant. They also have special cases trying to cater to those needs thatweren’t met or the proposals that were rejected. They have a few examplesin the Unicode book: in some transcription systems they have this sequenceof characters or ligature; a t and a s with a ligature tie and then a dot above.So the ligature tie means that t and s are pronounced together and the dotabove is err ... has a different meaning (laughs). But it has a meaning! Butbecause of the way characters work in Unicode, applications actually reorderit whatever you type in, it’s reordered so that the ligature tie ends up beingmoved after the dot. So you always have this representation because youhave the t, there should be the dot, and then there should be the ligature tieand then the s. So the t goes first, the dot goes above the t, the ligature tiegoes above everything and then the s just goes next to the t. The way they
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explain how to do this is supposed to do the t, the ligature tie, and then aspecial diacritical mark that prevents any kind of reordering, then you canadd the dot and then you can do the s. So this kind of use is great as youhave a solution, it’s just super hard because you have to type five charactersinstead of ... well ... four (laughs). But still, most of the libraries that arerendering fonts don’t handle it properly and then even most fonts don’tplan for it. So even if the fonts did anyway the libraries wouldn’t handle itproperly. Then there are other things that Unicode does: because of thatseparation between accents and characters and then the composition, youcan actually normalize how things are ordered. This sequence of characterscan be reordered into the pre-composed one with a circumflex or whatever;you have combining marks in the normalized order. All these things haveto be handled in the libraries, in the application or in the fonts.The documentation of Unicode itself is not prescriptive, meaning that theshape of the glyphs are not set in stone. So you can still have room tohave the style you want, the style your target users want. For exampleif we have different glyphs: Unicode has just one shape and it’s the fontdesigner’s choice to have different ones. Unicode is not about glyphs, it’sreally about how information is represented, how it’s displayed. Or you havetwo characters displayed as a ligature: it is actually encoded as one characterbecause of previous encodings. But if ever it would be a new case, Unicodewouldn’t stake the ligature as a single character.
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So all this information is really in a corner there. It’s quite rare to find fontsthat actually use this information to provide to the needs of the people whoneed specific features. One of the way to implement all those features iswith TrueType OpenType and there are also some alternatives like Graphitewhich is a subset of a TrueType OpenType font. But then, you need yourapplications to be able to handle Graphite. So eventually the real uniquestandard is TrueType Opentype. It’s pretty well documented and very tech-nical because it allows to do many things for many different writing systems.But it’s slow to update so if there’s a mistake in the actual specifications ofOpenType, it takes a while before they correct it and before that correc-tion shows up in your application. It’s quite flexible and one of the bigissue it that it has its own language code system, meaning that some iden-tified languages just can’t be identified in OpenType. One of the features inOpenType is managing language environment. If I’m using Polish, I’d wantthis shape; if I’m using Navajo, I’d want this shape. That’s very cool be-cause you can make just one font that’s used by Polish speakers and Navajospeakers without them worrying about changing fonts as long as they spec-ify the language they’re using. But you can’t use this feature for languageswhich aren’t in the OpenType specifications as they have their own way ofdescribing languages than Unicode. It’s really frustrating because, you canfind all the characters in Unicode, not organized in a practical way: you haveto look all around the tables to find the characters that may be used by onelanguage, and then you have to look around for how to actually use them.It is a real lack of awareness within the font designer community. Becauseeven when they might add all the characters you need, they might just notadd the positioning, so for example you have a ... when you combine with acircumflex, it doesn’t position well because most of the font designers stillwork with the old encoding mindset when you have one character for oneaccentuated letter. Sometimes they just think that following the Unicodeblocks is good enough. But then you have problems where, as you can seein the Basic Latin charts at the beginning, the capital is in one block andits lowercase in a different block. And then they just work on one block,they just don’t do the other one because they don’t think it’s necessary, butyet, two blocks of the same letter are there, so it would make sense to haveboth. It’s hard because there’s very few connections between the Unicodeworld, people working on OpenType libraries, font designers and the actualneeds of the users.
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At the beginning of the presentation you went for the code point of the characters,all your characters are subtitled by their code points; it’s kind of the beauty ofUnicode to name everything, every character.
Those names are actually quite long. One funny thing about this. Unicodehas the policy of not changing the names of the characters, so they have anerrata where they realized that oh, we shouldn’t have named this that, so here’sthe actual name that makes sense, and the real name is wrong.
Pierre refers to the fact that in the character mappings that each of the glyphs
also has a description. And those are sometimes so abstract and poetic that
this was a start of a work from OSP, the Dingbats Liberation Fest, to try
to re-imagine what shapes would belong to those descriptions. So ‘combining
dot above’ that’s the textual description of the code point. But of course there
are thousands of them so they come up with the most fantastic gymnastics ...

So when people come in a project like DéjàVu, they have to understandall that to start contributing. How does this training, teaching, learningprocess takes place?
Usually most people are interested in what they know. They have a specificneed and they realize they can add it to DéjàVu, so they learn how to playwith FontForge. After a while, what they’ve done is good and we can useit. Some people end up adding glyphs they’re not familiar with. For exam-ple we had Ben doing Arabic: it was mostly just drawing and then askingfor feedback on the mailing list; then we got some feedback, we changedsome things, eventually released it, getting more feedback (laughs) becausemore people complained ... So it’s a lot of just drawing what you can fromresources you can find. It’s often based on other typefaces therefore some-times you’re just copying mistakes from other typefaces ... So eventually it’sjust the feedback from the users that’s really helpful because you know thatpeople are using it, trying it, and then you know how to make it better.
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(Type) designer Pedro Amado is amongst many other thingsinitiator of TypeForge 1, a website dedicated to the developmentof ‘collaborative type’ with Open Source tools. While workingas design technician at FBAUP 2, he is about to finish a MAwith a paper on collaborative methods for the creation of artand design projects. When I e-mailed him in 2006 about openfont design and how he sees that developing, he responded witha list of useful links, but also with:
Developing design teaching based on
Open Source is one of my goals, because
I think that is the future of education.

This text is based on the conversation about design, teachingand software that followed.
You told me you are employed as ‘design technician’ ... what does thatmean?
It means that I provide assistance to teachers and students in the DesignDepartment. I implemented scanning/printing facilities for example, andcurrently I develop and give workshops on Digital Technologies – softwareis a BIG issue for me right now! Linux and Open Source software are slowlyentering the design spaces of our school. For me it has been a ‘battle’ tofind space for these tools. I mean – we could migrate completely to OSStools, but it’s a slow progress. Mainly because people (students) need (andwant) to be trained in the same commercial applications as the ones theywill encounter in their professional life.
How did Linux enter the design lab? How did that start?
It started with a personal curiosity, but also for economical reasons. Ourschool can’t afford to acquire all the software licenses we’d like. For exam-ple, we can’t justify to pay approx. 100 x 10 licenses, just to implement

1 http://www.typeforge.net/2 http://www.fba.up.pt/
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the educational version of Fontlab on some of our computers; especially be-cause this package is only used by a part of our second year design students.You can image what the total budget will be with all the other needs ... Ipersonally believe that we can find everything we need on the web. It’s amatter of searching long enough! So this is how I was very happy to findFontforge. An Open Source tool that is solid enough to use in educationand can produce (as far as I have been able to test) almost professional re-sults in font development. At first I couldn’t grasp how to use it under X 3
on Windows, so one day I set out to try and do it on Linux ... and one thinglead to another ...

What got you into using OSS? Was it all one thing leading to another?
Uau ... can’t remember ... I believe it had to do with my first experiencesonline; I don’t think I knew the concept before 2000. I mean I’ve startedusing the web (IRC and basic browsing) in 1999, but I think it had to dowith the search of newer and better tools ...
I think I also started to get into it around that time. But I think I wasmore interested in copyleft though, than in software.
Oh ... (blush) not me ... I got into it definitely for the ‘free beer’ aspect!By 2004 I started using DTP applications on Linux (still in my own time)and began to think that these tools could be used in an educational context,if not professionally. In the beginning of 2006 I presented a study to thecoordinator of the Design Department at FBAUP, in which I proposed tostart implementing Open Source tools as an alternative to the tools we weremissing. Blender for 3D animation, FontForge for type design, Processingfor interactive/graphic programming and others as a complement to propri-etary packages: GIMP, Scribus and Inkscape to name the most importantones. I ran into some technical problems that I hope will be sorted outsoon; one of the strategies is to run these software packages on a migrationbasis – as the older computers in our lab won’t be able to run MacOS 10.4+,we’ll start converting them to Linux.

3 Cygwin/X is a port of the X Window System to the Cygwin API layer for the MicrosoftWindows family of operating systems
Cygwin/x: X windows – on windows! http://x.cygwin.com/, 2014. [Online; accessed 5.8.2014]
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I wanted to ask you about the relation between software and design.To me, economy, working process, but also aesthetics are a product ofsoftware, and at the same time software itself is shaped through use. Ithink the borders between software and design are not so strictly drawn.
It’s funny you put things in that perspective. I couldn’t agree more.Nevertheless I think that design thinking prevails (or it should) as it mustcome first when approaching problems. If the design thinking is correct,the tools used should be irrelevant. I say ‘should’ because in a perfect envi-ronment we could work within a team where all tools (software/hardware)are mastered. Rarely this happens, so much of our design thinking is stillinfluenced by what we can actually produce.
Do you mean to say that what we can think is influenced by what we

can make? This would work for me! But often when tools are mastered,they disappear in the background and in my opinion that can become aproblem.
I’m not sure if I follow your point. I agree with the border between designand software is not so strict nevertheless, I don’t agree with economy, processand aesthetics are a product of software. As you’ve come to say what we thinkis influenced by what we can make ... this is an outside observation ...

A technique is produced inside a culture,
therefore one s society is conditioned by
it s techniques. Conditioned, not deter-
mined 4

Design, like economics and software, is a product of culture. Or is itthe other way around? The fact is that we can’t really tell what comes first.Culture is defined by and defines technology. Therefore it’s more or lesssimple to accept that software determines (and is determined) by it’s use.This is an intricate process ... it kind of goes roundabout on itself ...

4 Pierre Lévy. Cyberculture (Electronic Mediations). University Of Minnesota Press, 2001
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And where does design fit in in your opinion? Or more precisely:designers?
Design is a cultural aspect. Therefore it does not escape this logic. Usinga practical standpoint: Design is a product of economics and technology.Nevertheless the best design practices (or at least the one’s that have enduredthe test of time) and the most renowned designers are the one’s that canescape the the economic and technological boundaries. The best designpractices are the ones that are not products of economics and technology... they are kind of approaching a universal design status (if one exists). Ofcourse ... it’s very theoretical, and optimistic ... but it should be like this ...otherwise we’ll stop looking for better or newer solutions, and we’ll stoppushing boundaries and design as technology and other areas will stagnate.On the other hand, there is a special ‘school’ of thought manifested throughsome of the Portuguese Design Association members, saying that the designprocess should lead the process of technological development. HenriqueCayate (I think it was in November last year) said that design should lead theway to economy and technology in society. I think this is a bit far fetched ...
Do you think software defines form and/or content? How is softwarerelated to design processes?
I think these are the essential questions related to the use of OSS. Canwe think about what we can make without thinking about process? I believethat in design processes, as in design teaching, concepts should be separatedfrom techniques or software as much as possible.
To me, exactly because techniques and software are intertwined, soft-ware matters and should offer space for thinking (software should there-fore not be separated from design). You could also say: design becomesexceptionally strong when it makes use of its context, and responds to itin an intelligent way. Or maybe I did not understand what you meant bybeing ‘a product of ’. To me that is not necessarily a negative point.
Well ... yes ... that could be a definition of good design, I guess. I thinkthat as a cultural produce, techniques can’t determine society. It can andwill influence it, but at the same time it will also just happen. When we talk
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about Design and Software I see the same principle reflected. Design beingthe ‘culture’ or society and software being the tools or techniques that aredeveloped to be used by designers. So this is much the same as Which camefirst? The chicken, or the egg? Looking at it from a designers (not a softwaredevelopers) point of view, the tools we use will always condition our output.Nevertheless I think it’s our role as users to push tools further and let devel-opers know what we want to do with them. Whether we do animation onPhotoshop, or print graphics on Flash that’s our responsibility. We have touse our tools in a responsible way. Knowing that the use we make of themwill eventually come back at us. It’s a kind of responsible feedback.
Using Linux in a design environment is not an obvious choice. Mostdesigners are practically married to their Adobe Suite. How come it isentering your school after all?
Very slowly! Linux is finally becoming valuable for Design/DTP area asit has been for long on the Internet/Web and programming areas. But youcan’t expect GIMP to surpass Photoshop. At least not in the next few years.And this is the reality. If we can, we must train our students to use thebest tools available. Ideally all tools available, so they won’t have problemswhen faced with a tool professionally. The big question is still, how webesides teaching students theory and design processes (with the help of freetools), help them to become professionals. We also have to teach themhow to survive a professional relationship with professional tools like theAdobe Suite. As I am certain that Linux and OSS (or F/LOSS) will bepart of education’s future, I am certain of it’s coexistence along side withcommercial software like Adobe’s. It’s only a matter of time. Being certainof this, the essential question is: How will we manage to work parallel inboth commercial and free worlds?
Do you think it is at all possible to ‘survive’ on other tools than theones Adobe offers?
Well ... I seem not to be able to dedicate myself entirely to these newtools ... To depend solely on OSS tools ... I think that is not possible, atleast not at this moment. But now is the time to take these OSS toolsand start to teach with them. They must be implemented in our schools.
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I am certain that sooner or later this will be common practice throughoutEuropean schools.
Can you explain a bit more, what you mean by ‘real world’?
Being a professional graphic designer is what we call the ‘real world’ inour school. I mean, having to work full time doing illustration, corporateidentity, graphic design, etc., to make a living, deliver on time to clients andmake a profit to pay the bills by the end of the month!
Do you think OSS can/should be taught differently? It seems self-teaching is built in to these tools and the community around it. It meansyou learn to teach others in fact ... that you actually have to leave theconcept of ‘mastering’ behind?
I agree. The great thing about Linux is precisely that – as it is developedby users and for users – it is developing a sense of community around it, asense of given enough eyeballs, someone will figure it out.
Well, that does not always work, but most of the time ...
I believe that using Open Source tools is perfect to teach, especiallyfirst year students. Almost no one really understands what the commandsbehind the menus of Photoshop mean, at least not the people I’ve seen inmy workshops. I guess GIMP won’t resolve this matter, but it will helpthem think about what they are doing to digital images. Especially whenthey have to use unfamiliar software. You first have to teach the designprocess and then the tool can be taught correctly, otherwise you’ll just beteaching habits or tricks. As I said before, as long as design prevails and notthe tool/technique, and you teach the concepts behind the tools in the rightway, people will adapt seamlessly to new tools, and the interface will becomeinvisible!

Do you think this means you will need to restructure the curriculum?I imagine a class in bugreporting ... or getting help online ...
mmhh ... that could be interesting. I’ve never thought about it in thatway. I’ve always seen bugreporting and other community driven activities
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as part of the individual aspect of working with these tools ... but basicallyyou are suggesting to implement an ‘Open Source civic behavior class’ orsomething like that?
Ehm ... Yes! I think you need to learn that you own your tools, meaningyou need to take care of them (ie: if something does not work, report)but at the same time you can open them up and get under the hood ...change something small or something big. You also need to learn thatyou can expect to get help from other people than your tutor ... and thatyou can teach someone else.
The aspect of taking responsibility, this has to be cultivated – a responsi-ble use of these tools. About changing things under the hood ... well this Ithink it will be more difficult. I think there is barely space to educate peo-ple to hack their own tools let alone getting under the hood and modifyingthem. But you are right that under the OSS communication model, thepeer review model of analysis, communication is getting less and less hier-archical. You don’t have to be an expert to develop new or powerful tools orother things ... A peer-review model assumes that you just need to be cleverand willing to work with others. As long as you treat your collaboratorsas peers, whether or not they are more or less advanced than you, this willmotivate them to work harder. You should not disregard their suggestionsand reward them with the implementations (or critics) of their work.
How does that model become a reality in teaching? How can youpractice this?
Well ... for example use public communication/distribution platforms(like an expanded web forum) inside school, or available on the Internet;blog updates and suggestions constantly; keep a repository of files; encour-age the use of real time communication technologies ... as you might havenoticed is almost the formula used in e-learning solutions.

And also often an argument for cutting down on teaching hours.
That actually is and isn’t true. You can and will (almost certainly) haveless and less traditional classes, but if the teachers and tutors are dedicated,
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they will be more available than ever! This will mean that students andteachers will be working together in a more informal relationship. But itcan also provoke an invasion of the personal space of teachers ...
It is hard to put a border when you are that much involved. I amjust thinking how you could use the community around Open Sourcesoftware to help out. I mean ... if the online teaching tools would beopen to others outside the school too, this would be the advantage. Itwould also mean that as a school, you contribute to the public domainwith your classes and courses.
That is another question. I think schools should contribute to publicdomain knowledge. Right now I am not sharing any of the knowledgeabout implementing OSS on a school like ours with the community. Butif all goes well I’ll have this working by December 2006. I’m working ona website where I can post the handbooks for workshops and other usefulresources.
I am really curious about your experiences. However convinced I amof the necessity to do it, I don’t think it is easy to open education up tothe public, especially not for undergraduate education.
I do have my doubts too. If you look at it on a commercial perspective,students are paying for their education ... should we share the same contentto everyone? Will other people explore these resources in a wrong way?Will it really contribute to the rest of the community? What about profit?Can we afford to give this knowledge away for free, I mean, as a school thisis almost our only source of income? Will the prestige gained, be worththe possible loss? These are important questions that I need to think moreabout.
OK, I will be back with you in 6 month to find out more! My last ques-tion ... why would you invest time and energy in OSS when you thinkgood designers should escape economical and technological boundaries?
If we invest energy on OSS tools now, we’ll have the advantage of alreadybeing savvy by the time they become widely accepted. The worst case sce-nario would be that you’ve wasted time perfecting your skills or learned a
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new tool that didn’t become a standard ... How many times have we donethis already in our life? In any way, we need to learn concepts behindthe tools, learn new and different tools, even unnecessary ones in order tobroaden our knowledge base – this will eventually help us think ‘out of thebox’ and hopefully push boundaries further [not so much as escaping them].For me OSS and its movement have reached a maturity level that can proveit’s own worth in society. Just see Firefox – when it reached general useracceptance level (aka ‘project maturity’ or ‘development state’), they startedto compete directly with MS Internet Explorer. This will happen with therest (at least that’s what I believe). It’s a matter of quality and doing thecorrect broadcast to the general public. Linux started almost as a personalproject and now it’s a powerhouse in programming or web environments.Maybe because these are areas that require constant software and hardwareattention it became an obvious and successful choice. People just modified itas they needed it done. Couldn’t this be done as effectively (or better) withcommercial solutions? Of course. But could people develop personalizedsolutions to specific problems in their own time frame? Probably not ... Butit means that the people involved are, or can resource to, computer experts.What about the application of these ideas to other areas? The justice depart-ment of the Portuguese government (Ministério da Justiça) is for examplecurrently undergoing a massive informatics (as in the tools used) change –they are slowly migrating their working platform to an Open Source Linuxdistribution – Caixa Mágica (although it’s maintained and given assistanceby a commercial enterprise by the same name). By doing this, they’ll cutcosts dramatically and will still be able to work with equivalent productivity(one hopes: better!). The other example is well known. The Spanish re-gion of Estremadura looked for a way to cut costs on the implementationof information technologies in their school system and developed their ownLinux Distro called Linex – it aggregates the software bundle they need,and best of all has been developed and constantly tweaked by them. NowLinux is becoming more accessible for users without technical training, andis in a WYSIWYG state of development, I really believe we should startusing it seriously so we can try and test it and learn how we can use in inour everyday life (for me this process has already started ... ). People aren’tstupid. They’re just ‘change resistant’. One of the aspects I think that willget peoples’ attention will be that a ‘free beer’ is as good as a commercialone.
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August 2006. One of the original co-conspirators of theOSP adventure is the Brussels graphiste going under thename Harrisson. His interest in Open Source softwareflows with the culture of exchange that keeps the off-centre music scene alive, as well as with the humanisttradition persistingly present in contemporary typogra-phy. Harrisson’s visual frame of reference is eclectic andvibrant, including modernist giants, vernacular design,local typographic culture, classic painting, drawing andgraffiti. Too much food for one conversation.
FS You could say that ‘A typeface is entirely derivative’, but others argue, that maybethe alphabet is, but not the interpretations of it.
H The main point of typography and ownership today is that there is a blurredborder between language and letters. So: now you can own the ‘shape’ ofa letter. Traditionally, the way typographers made a living was by buying(more or less expensive) lead fonts, and with this tool they printed booksand got paid for that. They got paid for the typesetting, not for the type.That was the work of the foundries. Today, thanks to the digital tools, youcan easily switch between type design, type setting and graphic design.

FS What about the idea that fonts might be the most ‘pirated’ digital object possible?Copying is much more difficult when you’ve got lead type to handle!
H Yes, digitalisation changed the rules. Just as .mp3 changed the philosophyof music. But in typography, there is a strange confrontation between thisflux of copied information, piracy and old rules of ownership from the past.

FS Do you think the culture of sharing fonts changed? Or: the culture of distributingthem? If you look at most licences for fonts, they are extremely restrictive. Even99% of free fonts do not allow derivative works.
H The public good culture is paradoxically not often there. Or at least theeconomical model of living with public good idea is not very developed.While I think typography, historically, is always seen as a way to shareknowledge. Humanist stuff.
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The art and craft of typeface design is
currently headed for extinction due to the
illegal proliferation of font software,
piracy, and general disregard for proper
licensing etiquette. 1

H Emigré ... Did they not livefrom the copyrights of fonts?!
FS You are right. They arelike a commercial record com-pany. Can you imagine whatwould happen if you wouldopen up the typographic trade– to ‘Open Source’ this econ-omy? Stop chasing piracy andallow users to embed, study,copy, modify and redistributetypefaces?
H Well we are not that far fromthis in fact. Every designerhas at least 500 fonts on theircomputer, not licenced, butcopied because it would be impossible to pay for!

FS Even the distribution model of fonts is very peer-to-peer as well. The realitymight come close, but font licences tell a different story.
I believe that we live in an era where
anything that can be expressed as bits
will be. I believe that bits exist to
be copied. Therefore, I believe that any
business-model that depends on your bits
not being copied is just dumb, and that
lawmakers who try to prop these up are like
governments that sink fortunes into pro-
tecting people who insist on living on the
sides of active volcanoes. 2

1 http://redesign.emigre.com/FAQ.php2 Cory Doctorow in http://craphound.com/bio.php
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I am not saying all fonts should be open, but it is just that it would be interestingwhen type designers were testing and experimenting with other ways of developingand distributing type, with another economy.
H Yes, but fonts have a much more reduced user community than music orbookpublishing, so old rules stay.

FS Is that it? I am surprised to see that almost all typographers and foundries take the‘piracy is a crime’ side on this issue. While typographers are early and enthusiasticadopters of computer technology, they have not taken much from the collaborativeculture that came with it.
H This is the ‘tradition’ typography inherited. Typography was one of thefirst laboratories for fractioning work for efficiency. It was one of the firstmodern industries, and has developed a really deep culture where it is noteasy to set doubts in. 500 years of tradition and only 20 years of computers.The complexity comes from the fact it is influenced by a multiple series ofelements, from history and tradition to the latest technologies. But it isalways related to an economic production system, so property and ‘secrets-of-the-trade’ have a big influence on it.

FS I think it is important to remember how the current culture of (not) sharing fontsis linked to its history. But books have been made for quite a while too.
H Open Source systems may be not so much influencing distribution, licencesand economic models in typography, but can set original questions to thisproblematic of digital type. Old tools and histories are not reliable anymore.

FS Yes. with networked software it is rather obvious that it is useful to work together.I try to understand how this works with respect to making a font. Would thatwork?
H Collaborative type is extremely important now, I think. The globalisation ofcomputer systems sets the language of typography in a new dimension. Weuse computers in Belgium and in China. Same hardware. But language isthe problem! A French typographer might not be the best person to definea Vietnamese font. Collaborativity is necessary! Pierre Huyghebaert told mehe once designed an Arabic font when he was in Lebanon. For him, thefont was legible, but nobody there was able to read it.

FS But how would you collaborate than? I mean ... what would be the reason fora French typographer to collaborate with one from China? What would thatbring? I’m imagining some kind of hybrid result ... kind of interesting.
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H Again, sharing. We all have the idea that English is the modern Latin,and if we are not careful the future of computers will result in a languagereductionism.
FS What interest me in Open Source, is the potential for ‘biodiversity’.
H I partially agree, and the Open Source idea contradicts the reductionistapproach by giving more importance to local knowledge. A collaborationbetween an Arabic typographer and a French one can be to work on toolsthat allow both languages to co-exist. LaTeX permits that, for example.Not QuarkXpress!

FS Where does your interest in typography actually come from?
H I think I first looked at comic books, and then started doodling in themargins of schoolbooks. As a teenager, I used to reproduce film titles suchas Aliens, Terminator or other sci-fi high-octane typographic titles.

Basically, I’m a forger! In writing, you need to copy to understand. Thats anold necessity. If you use a typeface, you express something. You’re puttingdrawings of letters next to each other to compose a word/text. A drawingis always emotionally charged, which gives color (or taste) to the message.You need to know what’s inside a font to know what it expresses.
FS How do you find out what’s inside?
H By reproducing letters, and using them. A Gill Sans does not have the sameemotional load as a Bodoni. To understand a font is complicated, becauseit refers to almost every field in culture. The banners behind G.W. Bushcommunicate more than just ‘Mission Accomplished’. Typefaces carry a‘meta language’.
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FS It is truly embedded content
H Exactly! It is still very difficult to bridge the gap between personal emotionsand programming a font. Moreover, there are different approaches, fromstroke design to software that generates fonts. And typography is stan-dardisation. The first digital fonts are drawn fixed shapes, letter by letter,‘outstrokes’. But there is another approach where the letters are traced bythe computer. It needs software to be generated. In Autocad, letters are‘innerstroke’ that can vary of weight. Letterrors’ Beowolf 3 is also an exam-ple of that kind of approach. interesting way to work, but the font dependson the platform it goes with. Beowolf only works on OS9. It also set thequestion of copyright very far. It’s a case study in itself.

Beowolf by Just van Rossum and Erik van Blokland  (1989)

FS So it means, the font is software in fact?
H Yes, but the interdependence between fontand operating systems is very strong, con-trary to a fixed format such as TrueType.For printed matter, this is much morecomplicated to achieve. There are in-between formats, such as Multiple MasterTechnology for example. It basicallymeans, that you have 2 shapes for 1 glyph,and you can set an ‘alternative’ shape be-tween the 2 shapes. At Adobe they still donot understand why it was (and still is) afailure ...

3 Instead of recreating a fixed outline or bitmap, the Randomfont redefines its outlines everytime they are called for. http://letterror.com/writing/is-best-really-better
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The Metapolator Uinverse by Simon Egli (2014)

FS I really like this idea ... to have more than one master. Imagine you own onemaster and I own the other and than we adjust and tweak from different sides.That would be real collaborative type! Could ‘multiple’ mean more than one youthink?
H It is a bit more complicated than drawing a simple font in Fontographer orFontforge. Pierre told me that the MM feature is still available in AdobeIllustrator, but that it is used very seldomly. Multiple Master fonts are alsoa bit complicated to use. I think there were a lot of bugs first, and then youneed to be a skilled designer to give these fonts a nice render. I never heardof an alternative use of it, with drawing or so. In the end it was probablynever a success because of the software dependency.

FS While I always thought of fonts as extremely cross media. Do you remember whichclassic font was basically the average between many well-known fonts? Frutiger?
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H Fonts are Culture Capsules! It was Adrian Frutiger. But he wasn’t the onlyone to try ... It was a research for the Univers font I think. Here again wemeet this paradox of typography: a standardisation of language generatingcultural complexity.

Univers by Adrian Frutiger (1954)

FS Univers. That makes sense. Amazing to see those examplestogether. It seems digital typography got stuck at somepoint, and I think some of the ideas and practices that arecurrent in Open Source could help break out of it.
H Yes of course. And it is almost virgin space.

FS In 2003 the Danish government released ‘Union’, afont that could be freely used for publications concerningDanish culture. I find this an intrigueing idea, that a fontcould be seen as some kind of ‘public good’.

Union by Morten Rostgaard Olsen (2003)

H I am convinced that knowledge needs to be open ...(speaking as the son of a teacher here!). One mediumfor knowledge is language and its atoms are letters.
FS But if information wants to be free, does that mean thatdesign needs to be free too? Is there information possiblewithout design?
H This is why I like books. Because it’s a mix betweeninformation and beauty – or can be. Pfff, there is nothing without design... It is like is there something without language, no?
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One of the things that is notable about
OSP is that the problems that you encounter
are also described, appearing on your blog.
This is something unusual for a company at-
tempting to produce the impression of an
efficient solution . Obviously the readers
of the blog only get a formatted version
of this, as a performed work? What s the
thinking here?"

This interview about the practice of OSP was carried out bye-mail between March and May 2008. Matthew Fuller writesabout software culture and has a contagious interest in tech-nologies that exceed easy fit solutions. At the time, he wasDavid Gee reader in Digital Media at the Centre for CulturalStudies, Goldsmiths College, University of London, and hadjust edited Software Studies, A Lexicon, 1 and written MediaEcologies: Materialist Energies in Art and Technoculture 2 andBehind the Blip: Essays on the Culture of Software. 3
OSP is a graphic design agency working solely with Open Source software. Thissurely places you currently as a world first, but what exactly does it mean inpractice? Let’s start with what software you use?
There are other groups publishing with Free Software, but design collectivesare surprisingly rare. So much publishing is going on around Open Sourceand Open Content ... someone must have had the same idea? In discussionsabout digital tools you begin to find designers expressing concern over thefact that their work might all look the same because they use exactly thesame Adobe suite and as a way to differentiate yourself, Free Software couldsoon become more popular. I think the success of Processing is relatedto that, though I doubt such a composed project will ever make anyoneseriously consider Scribus for page layout, even if Processing is Open Source.

1 Matthew Fuller. Software Studies: A Lexicon. The MIT Press, 20082 Matthew Fuller. Media Ecologies: Materialist Energies in Art and Technoculture.The MIT Press, 20073 Matthew Fuller. Behind the Blip: Essays on the culture of software. Autonomedia, 2003
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OSP usually works between GIMP, 4 Scribus 5 and Inkscape 6 on Linux dis-tributions and OSX. We are fans of FontForge, 7 and enjoy using all kindsof commandline tools, psnup, ps2pdf and uniq to name a few.
How does the use of this software change the way you work, do you see somepossibilities for new ways of doing graphic design opening up?
For many reasons, software has become much more present in our work; atany moment in the workflow it makes itself heard. As a result we feel a bitless sure of ourselves, and we have certainly become slower. We decided tomake the whole process into some kind of design/life experiment and thatis one way to keep figuring out how to convert a file, or yet another discus-sion with a printer about which ‘standard’ to use, interesting for ourselves.Performing our practice is as much part of the project as the actual books,posters, flyers etc. we produce.One way a shift of tools can open up new ways of doing graphic design, isbecause it makes you immediately aware of the ‘resistance’ of digital mate-rial. At the point we can’t make things work, we start to consider formats,standards and other limitations as ingredients for creative work. We arequite excited for example about exploring dynamic design for print in SVG,a by-product of our battle with converting files from Scalable Vector Formatinto Portable Document Format.Free Software allows you to engage on many levels with the technologiesand processes around graphic design. When you work through it’s variousinterfaces, stringing tools together, circumventing bugs and/or gaps in yourown knowledge, you understand there is more to be done than contributingcode in C++. It is an invitation to question assumptions of utility, standardsand usability. This is exactly the stuff design is made of.
Following this, what kind of team have you built up, and what new competencieshave you had to develop?
The core of OSP is five people 8, and between us we mix amongst others ty-pography, layout, cartography, webdesign, software development, drawing,

4 image manipulation5 page layout6 vector editing7 font editor8 Pierre Huyghebaert, Harrisson, Yi Jiang, Nicolas Malevé and me
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programming, open content licensing and teaching. Around it is a largergroup of designers, a mathematician, a computer scientists and several FreeSoftware coders that we regularly exchange ideas with.It feels we often do more unlearning than learning; a necessary and interest-ing skill to develop is dealing with incompetence – what can it be else thana loss of control? In the mean time we expand our vocabulary so we can fuelconversations (imaginary and real life) with people behind GIMP, Inkscape,Scribus etc.; we learn how to navigate our computers using commandlineinterfaces as well as KDE, GNOME and others; we find out about file for-mats and how they sometimes can and often cannot speak to each other;how to write manuals and interact with mailing lists. The real challenge isto invent situations that subvert strict divisions of labour while leaving spacefor the kind of knowledge that comes with practice and experience.
Open fonts seem to be the beginnings of a big success, how does it fit into theworking practices of typographers or the material with which they work?
Type design is an extraordinary area where Free Software and design nat-urally meet. I guess this area of work is what kernel coding is for a Linuxdeveloper: only a few people actually make fonts but many people use themall the time. Software companies have been inconsistent in developing pro-prietary tools for editing fonts, which has made the work of typographerspainfully difficult at times. This is why George Williams decided to developFontForge, and release it under a BSD license: even if he stops being inter-ested, others can take over. FontForge has gathered a small group of fanswho through this tool, stay into contact with a more generous approach tosoftware, characters and typefaces.The actual material of a typeface has since long migrated from poisonouslead into sets of ultra light vector drawings, held together in complicatedkerning systems. When you take this software-like aspect as a startingpoint,many ways to collaborate (between programmers and typographers; betweenpeople speaking different languages) open up, as long as you let go of theuptight licensing policies that apply to most commercial fonts. I guess theimage of the solitary master passing on the secret trade to his devoted pupilsdoes not sit very well with the invitation to anyone to run, copy, distribute,study, change and improve. How open fonts could turn the patriarchal guild
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system inside out that has been carefully preserved in the closed world oftype design, is obviously of interest as well.Very concretely, computer-users really need larger character sets that allowfor communication between let’s say Greek, Russian, Slovak and French.These kinds of vast projects are so much easier to develop and maintain ina Free Software way; the DéJàVu font project shows that it is possible towork with many people spread over different countries modifying the sameset of files with the help of versioning systems like CVS.But what it all comes down to probably ... Donald Knuth is the only personI have seen both Free Software developers and designers wear on their T-shirts.
The cultures around each of the pieces of software are quite distinct. Peopleoften lump all F/LOSS development into one kind of category, whereas even inthe larger GNU/Linux distros there is quite a degree of variation, but with thesmaller more specialised projects this is perhaps even more the case. How wouldyou characterise the scenes around each of these applications?
The kinds of applications we use form a category in themselves. They areindeed small projects so ‘scene’ fits them better than ‘culture’. Graphicstools differ from archetypal Unix/Linux code and language based projectsin that Graphical User Interfaces obviously matter and because they are usedin a specialised context outside its own developers circle. This is interest-ing because it makes F/LOSS developer communities connect with otherdisciplines (or scenes?) such as design, printing and photography.A great pleasure in working with F/LOSS is to experience how softwarecan be done in many ways; each of the applications we work with is aliveand particular. I’ll just portray Scribus and Inkscape here because from thedifferences between these two I think you can imagine what else is out there.The Scribus team is rooted in the printing and pre-press world and naturallytheir first concern is to create an application that produces reliable output.Any problem you might run in to at a print shop will be responded toimmediately, even late night if necessary. Members of the Scribus team area few years older than average developers and this can be perceived throughthe correct and friendly atmosphere on their mailing list and IRC channel,and their long term loyalty to this complex project. Following its moreindustrial perspective, the imagined design workflow built in to the tool is
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linear. To us it feels almost pre-digital: tasks and responsibilities betweeneditors, typesetters and designers are clearly defined and lined up. In thisview on design, creative decisions are made outside the application, and thecanvas is only necessary for emergency corrections. Unfortunately for us,who live of testing and trying, Scribus’ GUI is a relatively underdevelopedarea of a project that otherwise has matured quickly.Inkscape is a fork of a fork of a small tool initially designed to edit vectorfiles in SVG format. It stayed close to its initial starting point and is in a waya much more straightforward project than Scribus. Main developer BryceHarrington describes Inkscape as a relatively unstructured coming and goingof high energy collective work much work is done through a larger group ofpeople submitting small patches and it’s developers community is not verytightly knit. Centered around a legible XML format primarily designedfor the web, Inkscape users quickly understand the potential of scriptingimages and you can find a vibrant plug in culture even if the Inkscape codeis less clean to work with than you might expect. Related to this interestin networked visuals, is the involvement of Inkscape developers in the OpenClip Art project and ccHost, a repository system wich allows you to uploadimages, sounds and other files directly from your application. It is also nosurprise that Inkscape implemented a proper print dialogue only very late,and still has no way to handle CMYK output.
There’s a lot of talk about collaboration in F/LOSS development, somethingvery impressive, but often when one talks to developers of such software there isa lot to discuss about the rather less open ways in which power struggles over themeaning or leadership of software projects are carried out by, for instance, hidingcode in development, or by only allowing very narrowly technical approaches todevelopment to be discussed. This is only one tendency, but one which tends toremain publicly under-discussed. How much of this kind of friction have youencountered by acting as a visible part of a new user community for F/LOSS?

I can’t say we feel completely at home in the F/LOSS world, but we have notencountered any extraordinary forms of friction yet. We have been allowedthe space to try our own strategies at overcoming the user-developer divide:people granted interviews, accepted us when we invited ourselves to speakat conferences and listened to our stories. But it still feels a bit awkward,and I sometimes wonder whether we ever will be able to do enough. Does
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constructive critique count as a contribution, even when it is not deliveredin the form of a bug report? Can we please get rid of the term ‘end-user’?Most discussions around software are kept strictly technical, even whenthere are many non-technical issues at stake. We are F/LOSS enthusiastsbecause it potentially pulls the applications we use into some form of publicspace where they can be examined, re-done and taken apart if necessary; weare curious about how they are made because of what they (can) make youdo. When we asked Andreas Vox, a main Scribus developer whether he sawa relation between the tool he contributed code to, and the things that wereproduced by it, he answered: Preferences for work tools and political preferenceare really orthogonal. This is understandable from a project-managementpoint of view, but it makes you wonder where else such a debate should takeplace.The fact that compared to proprietary software projects, only a very smallnumber of women is involved in F/LOSS makes apparent how opennessand freedom are not simple terms to put in practice. When asked whethergender matters, the habitual answer is that opportunities are equal and fromthat point a constructive discussion is difficult. There are no easy solutions,but the lack of diversity needs to be put on the roadmap somehow, or as afriend asked: Where do I file a meta-bug?
Visually, or in terms of the aesthetic qualities of the designs you have developedwould you say you have managed to achieve anything unavailable through theoutput of the Adobe empire?
The members of OSP would never have come up with the idea to combinetheir aesthetics and skills using Adobe, so that makes it difficult to do a‘before’ and ‘after’ comparison. Or maybe we should call this an achievementof Free Software too?Using F/LOSS has made us reconsider the way we work and sometimes thisis visible in the design we produce, more often in the commissions we takeon or the projects we invest in. Generative work has become part of ourcreative suite and this certainly looks different than a per-page treatment;also deliberate traces of the production process (including printing and pre-press) add another layer to what we make.Of all smaller and larger discoveries, the Spiro toolkit that Free Softwareactivist, Ghostscript maintainer, typophile and Quaker Raph Levien devel-
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ops, must be the most wonderful. We had taken Bézier curves for granted,and never imagined how the way it is mathematically defined would matterthat much. Instead of working with fixed anchor points and starting fromstraight lines that you first need to bend, Spiro is spiral-based and vectorssuddenly have a sensational flow and weight. From Pierre Bézier writing hisspecification as an engineer for the Renault car factory to Levien’s Spiro,digital drawing has changed radically.
You have a major signage project coming up, how does this commission map acrossto the ethics and technologies of F/LOSS?
We are right in the middle of it. At this moment ‘The Pavilion of ProvisionaryHappiness’ celebrating the 50th anniversary of the Belgian World Exhibition,is being constructed out of 30.000 beer crates right under the Brussels’Atomium. That’s a major project done the Belgian way.We have developed a signage system, or actually a typeface, which is definedthrough the strange material and construction work going on on site. Weuse holes in the facade that are in fact handles of beer crates as connectorpoints to create a modular font that is somewhere between Pixacao graffitiand Cuneiform script. It is actually a play on our long fascination withengineered typefaces such as DIN 1451; mixing universal application withspecific materials, styles and uses – this all links back to our interest in FreeSoftware.Besides producing the signage, OSP will co-edit and distribute a modestpublication documenting the whole process; it makes legible how this tem-porary yellow cathedral came about. And the font will of course be releasedin the public domain.It is not an easy project but I don’t know how much of it has to do withour software politics; our commissioners do not really care and also we havekept the production process quite simple on purpose. But by opening oursources, we can use the platform we are given in a more productive way; itmakes us less dependent because the work will have another life long afterthe deadline has passed.
On this project, and in relation to the seeming omnipresence in F/LOSS of theidea that this technology is ‘universal’, how do you see that in relation to fonts,and their longer history of standards?
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That is indeed a long story, but I’ll give it a try. First of all, I think the ideaof universal technology appears to be quite omnipresent everywhere; themix-up between ubiquitousness and ‘universality’ is quickly made. In FreeSoftware this idea gains force only when it gets (con)fused with freedomand openness and when conditions for access are kept out of the discussion.We are interested in early typographic standardization projects because theirminimalist modularity brings out the tension between generic systems andspecific designs. Ludwig Goller, a Siemens engineer wo headed the Committeefor German Industry Standards in the 1920s stated that For the typefaces ofthe future neither tools nor fashion will be decisive. His committee supervisedthe development of DIN 1451, a standard font that should connect econ-omy of use with legibility, and enhance global communication in service ofthe German industry. I think it is no surprise that a similar phrasing can befound in W3C documents; the idea to unify the people of the world througha common language re-surfaces and has the same tendency to negate ma-teriality and specificity in favour of seamless translation between media andmarkets.Type historian Ellen Lupton brought up the possibility of designing ty-pographic systems that are accessible but not finite nor operating within afixed set of parameters. Although I don’t know what she means by using theterm ‘open universal’, I think this is why we are attracted to Free Software:it has the potential to open up both the design of parameters as well as theirapplication. Which leads to your next question.
You mentioned the use of generative design just now. How far do you go intothis? Within the generative design field there seem to be a couple of tendencies, onethat is very pragmatic, simply about exploring a space of possible designs throughparametric definition in order to find, select and breed from and tweak a goodresult that would not be necessarily imaginable otherwise, the other being moreabout the inefible nature of the generative process itself, something vitalist. Thesetendencies of not of course exclusive, but how are they inflected or challenged inyour use of generative techniques?
I feel a bit on thin ice here because we only start to explore the area and weare certainly not deep into algorithmic design. But on a more mundane level... in the move from print to design for the web, ‘grids’ have been replaced by‘templates’ that interact with content and context through filters. Designers
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have always been busy with designing systems and formats, 9 but stepped into manipulate singular results if necessary.I referred to ‘generative design’ as the space opening up when you playwith rules and their affordances. The liveliness and specificity of the workresults from various parameters interfering with each other, including theones we can get our hands on. By making our own manipulations explicit,we sometimes manage to make other parameters at play visible too. Becauseat the end of the day, we are rather bored by mysterious beauty.
One of the techniques OSP uses to get people involved with the process and thetechnologies is the ‘Print Party’, can you say what that is?
‘Print Parties’ are irregular public performances we organise when we feelthe need to report on what we discovered and where we’ve been; as anti-heroes of our own adventures we open up our practice in a way that seemsinfectious. We make a point of presenting a new experiment, of producingsomething printed and also something edible on site each time; this mix ofingredients seems to work best. ‘Print Parties’ are how we keep contact withour fellow designers who are interested in our journey but have sometimesdifficulty following us into the exotic territory of BoF, Version Control andGPL3.
You state in a few texts that OSP is interested in glitches as a productive force insoftware, how do you explain this to a printer trying to get a file to convert to thekind of thing they expect?
Not! Printing has become cheap through digitization and is streamlined tothe extreme. Often there is literally no space built in to even have a secondlook at a differently formatted file, so to state that glitches are productiveis easier said than done. Still, those hickups make processes tangible, espe-cially at moments you don’t want them to interfere.For a book we are designing at the moment, we might partially work byhand on positive film (a step now also skipped in file-to-plate systems). Itmakes us literally sit with pre-press professionals for a day and hopefully wecan learn better where to intervene and how to involve them into the process.To take the productive force of glitches beyond predictable aesthetics, means

9 it really made me laugh to think of Joseph Müller Brockman as vitalist
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most of all a shift of rhythm – to effect other levels than the productionprocess itself. We gradually learn how our ideas about slow cooking designcan survive the instant need to meet deadlines. The terminology is a bitpainful but to replace ‘deadline’ by ‘milestone’, and ‘estimate’ by ‘roadmap’is already a beginning.
One of the things that is notable about OSP is that the problems that you en-counter are also described, appearing on your blog. This is something unusualfor a company attempting to produce the impression of an efficient ‘solution’.Obviously the readers of the blog only get a formatted version of this, as a per-formed work? What’s the thinking here?
‘Efficient solutions’ is probably the last thing we try to impress with, thoughit is important for us to be grounded in practice and to produce for realunder conventional conditions. The blog is a public record of our everydaylife with F/LOSS; we make an effort to narrate through what we stumbleupon because it helps us articulate how we use software, what it does to usand what we want from it; people that want to work with us, are somehowinterested in these questions too. Our audience is also not just prospectiveclients, but includes developers and colleagues. An unformatted account,even if that was possible, would not be very interesting in that respect; weturn software into fairytales if that is what it takes to make our point.
In terms of the development of F/LOSS approaches in areas outside software,one of the key points of differentiation has been between ‘recipes’ and ‘food’, bitsand atoms, genotype and phenotype. That is that software moves the kinds ofrivalry associated with the ownership and rights to use and enjoy a physical objectinto another domain, that of speed and quality of information, which networkdistribution tends to mitigate against. This is also the same for other kinds ofdata, such as music, texts and so on. (This migration of rivalry is often glossedover in the description of ‘goods’ being ‘non-rivalrous’.) Graphic Design howeveris an interesting middle ground in a certain way in that it both generates files ofmany different kinds, and, often but not always, provides the ‘recipes’ for physicalobjects, the actual ‘voedingstof ’, such as signage systems, posters, books, labels andso on. Following this, do you circulate your files in any particular way, or byother means attempt to blur the boundary between the recipe and the food?
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We have just finished the design of a font (NotCourier-sans), a derivative ofNimbus Mono, which is in turn a GPL’ed copy of the well known Couriertypeface that IBM introduced in 1955. Writing a proper licence for it,opened up many questions about the nature of ‘source code’ in design, andnot only from a legalist perspective. While this is actually relatively simpleto define for a font (the source is the object), it is much less clear what itmeans for a signage system or a printed book.One way we deal with this, is by publishing final results side by side with in-gredients and recipes. The raw files themselves seem pretty useless once thefestival is over and the book printed, so we write manuals, stories, histories.We also experiment with using versioning systems, but the softwares avail-able are only half interesting to us. Designed to support code development,changes in text files can be tracked up to the minutest detail but unless youare ready to track binary code, images and document layouts function asblack boxes. I think this is something we need to work on because we needbetter tools to handle multiple file formats collaboratively, and some formof auto-documentation to support the more narrative work.On the other hand, manuals and licences are surprisingly rich formats if youwant to record how an object came into life; we often weave these kindsof texts back into the design itself. In the case of NotCourierSans we willpackage the font with a pdf booklet on the history of the typeface – mixingdesign geneology with suggestions for use.I think the blurring of boundaries happens through practice. Just likerecipes are linked in many ways to food, 10 design practice connects objectsto conditions. OSP is most of all interested in the back-and-forth betweenthose two states of design; rendering their interdepence visible and testingout ways of working with it rather than against it. Hopefully both the foodand the recipe will change in the process.

10 tasting, trying, writing, cooking
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This brief interview with Ludivine Loiseau and Pierre Marchandfrom OSP was made in December 2012 by editor and designerManuel Schmalstieg. It unravels the design process of Aether9,a book based on the archives of a collaborative adventure ex-ploring the danger zones of networked audio-visual live perfor-mance. The text was published in that same publication.
Can you briefly situate the collective work of Open Source Publishing

(OSP)?
OSP is a working group producing graphic design objects using onlyLibre and/or Open Source software. Founded in 2006 in the frame of thearts organisation Constant 1, the OSP caravan consists today of a dozenindividuals of different backgrounds and practices.

Since how long are you working as a duo, and as a team in OSP?
3 to 4 years.
And how many books have you conceived?
As a team, it’s our first ‘real’ book. We previously worked together on asomewhat similar project of archive exploration, but without printed material inthe end. 2

Similar in the type of content or in the process?
The process: we developed scripts to ‘scrap’ the project archives, but it’s outputwas more abstract; we collected the fonts used in all the files and produced a graphfrom this process. These archives weren’t structured, so the exploration was lesslinear.
You rapidly chose TeX/ConTeXt as a software environment to produce

this book. Was it an obvious choice given the nature of the project, or did you
hesitate between different approaches?

The construction of the book focused on two axes/threads: chronologyand a series of ‘trace-route’ keywords. Within this approach of reading andnavigation using cross-references, ConTeXt appeared as an appropriate tool.

1 http://www.constantvzw.org2 http://www.ooooo.be/interpunctie/
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The world of TeX 3 is very intriguing, in particular for graphic designers.
It seems to me that it is always a struggle to push back the limits of what is
‘intended’ by the software.

ConTeXt is a constant fight! I wouldn’t say the same about other TeXsystem instances. With ConTeXt, we found ourselves facing a very personalproject, because composition decisions are hardcoded to the liking of the packagemain maintainer. And when we clash with these decisions, we are in the strangeposition of using a tool while not agreeing with its builder.As a concrete example, we could mention the automatic line spacingadjustments. It was a struggle to get it right on the lines that includekeywords typeset with our custom ‘traced’ fonts. ConTeXt tried to do better,and was increasing the line height of those words, as if it wanted to avoidcollisions.
Were you ever worried that what you wanted to obtain was not doable?

Did you reject some choices – in the graphic design, the layout, the structure
– because of software limitations?Yes. Opting for a two column layout appeared to be quite tough whenfilling in the content, as it introduced many gaps. At some point we decidedto narrow the format on a single column. To obtain the two columnslayout in the final output, the whole book was recomposed during the pdf-construction, through OSPImpose.

This allowed us to make micro adjustments in the end of the productionprocess, while introducing new games, such as shifting the images on double pages.
What is OSPImpose?
It’s a re-writing of a pdf imposition software that I wrote a couple years agofor PoDoFo.
Again regarding ConTeXt: this system was used for other OSP works

– notably for the book Verbindingen/Jonctions 10; Tracks in electr(on)icfields. 4 Is it currently the main production tool at OSP?
It’s more like an in-depth initiation journey!But it hasn’t become a standard in our workflow yet. In fact, eachnew important book layout project raises each time the question of the

3 a software written in 1978 by Donald Knuth4 distinguished by the Fernand Baudin Prize 2009
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tool. Scribus and LibreOffice (spreadsheet) are also part of our book makingtoolbox.
During our work session with you at Constant Variable, we noticed

that it was difficult to install a sufficiently complete TeX/ConTeXt/Python
environment to be able to generate the book. Is Pierre’s machine still the only
one, or did you manage to set it up on other computers?

Now we all have similar setups, so it’s a generalized generation. But it’s truethat this represented a difficulty at some times.
The source code and the Python scripts created for the book are publicly

accessible on the OSP Git server. Would these sources be realistically re-
usable? Could other publication projects use parts of the code ? Or, without
any explicit documentation, would it be highly improbable?

Indeed, the documentation part is still on the to-do list. Yet a large partof the code is quite directly reusable. The code allows to parse different typesof files. E-mails and chat-logs are often found in project archives. Here thePython scripts allows to order them according to date information, and willautomatically assign a style to the different content fields.
The code itself is a documentation source, as much on concrete aspects, suchas e-mail parsing, than on a possible architecture, on certain coding motives, etc.And most importantly, is consists in a form of common experience.
Do you think you will reuse some of the general functions/features of

archive parsing for other projects ?

Hard to say. We haven’t anything in perspective that is close to the Aether9project. But for sure, if the need of such treatment comes up again, we’ll retrievethese software components.
Maybe for a publication/compilation of OSP’s adventures.
Have there been ‘revelations’, discoveries of unsuspected Python/ConText

features during this development?

I can’t recall having this kind of pleasure. The revelation, at least frommy point of view, happened in the very rich articulation of a graphical inten-tion enacted in programming objects. It remains a kind of uncharted territory,exploring it is always an exciting adventure.
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Three fonts are used in the book: Karla, Crimson and Consola Mono.
Three pretty recent fonts, born in the webfonts contexts I believe. What
considerations brought you to this choice?Our typographical choices and researches lead us towards fonts withdifferent style variations. As the textual content is quite rich and spreadson several layers, it was essential to have variation possibilities. Also, eachproject brings the opportunity to test new fonts and we opted for recentlypublished fonts, indeed published, amongst others, on the Google font di-rectory. Yet Karla and Crimson aren’t fonts specifically designed for a webusage. Karla is one of the rare libre grotesque fonts, and it’s other specificityit that it includes Tamil glyphs.

Apart from the original glyphs specially created for this book, you drew the
Ç glyph that was missing to Karla ... Is it going to be included to its official
distribution?Oh, that’s a proposal for Jonathan Pinhorn. We haven’t contacted himyet. For the moment, this cedilla has been snatched from the traced variantcollections.

Were there any surprises when printing? I am thinking in particular of
your choice of a colored ink instead of the usual black, or to the low res quality
(72dpi) of most of the images.

At the end of the process, the spontaneous decision to switch to blue ink wasa guaranteed source of surprise. We were confident that it wouldn’t destroy thebook, and we surely didn’t take too many risks since we were working with lowres images. But we weren’t sure how the images would react to such an offense. Itwas an great surprise to see that it gave the book a very special radiance.
What are your next projects?We are currently operating as an invited collective at the Valence Academyof Fine Arts in the frame of a series of workshops named ‘Up pen down’.We’re preparing a performance for the Balsamine theatre 5 on the topic ofBootstrapping. In April we will travel as a group to Madrid to LGRU 6 andLGM 7. We also continually work on ‘Co-position”’, a project for buildinga post-gutenberg typographical tool.

5 http://www.balsamine.be/6 http://lgru.net/7 the international Libre Graphics Meeting: http://libregraphicsmeeting.org/2013/
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Performing Libre Graphics

In April 2014 I traveled from Leipzig to the north ofGermany to meet with artist Cornelia Sollfrank. It wasright after the Libre Graphics Meeting, and the impres-sions from the event were still very fresh. Cornelia hadasked me for a video interview as part of Giving what youdon’t have, 1 a series of conversations about what she refersto as ‘complex copyright-critical practices’. She was inter-ested in forms of appropriation art that instead of claimingsome kind of ‘super-user’ status for artists, might providea platform for open access and Free Culture not imagin-able elsewhere. I’ve admired Cornelia’s contributions tohacker culture for long. She pioneered as a cyberfeministin the 1990s with the hilarious and intelligent net-art pieceFemale Extension 2, co-founded Old Boys Network 3 anddeveloped seminal projects such as the Net Art Generator.The opportunity to spend two sunny spring days with herintelligence, humour and cyberfeminist wisdom could nothave come at a better moment.
What is Libre Graphics?

Libre Graphics is quite a large ecosystem of software tools; of people, peoplethat develop these tools but also people that use these tools; practices, likehow do you work with them, not just how do you make things quickly andin an impressive way, but also how these tools might change your practice;and cultural artifacts that result from it. It is all these elements that cometogether, I would call Libre Graphics. The term ‘libre’ is chosen deliberately.

1 http://postmedialab.org/GWYDH2 http://artwarez.org/femext/content/femextEN.html3 http://www.obn.org/
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Performing Libre Graphics

It is slightly more mysterious than the term ‘free’, especially when it turns upin the English language. It sort of hints that there is something different,something done on purpose. And it is also a group of people that areinspired by Free Software culture, by Free Culture, by thinking about howto share both their tools, their recipes and the outcomes of all this. LibreGraphics goes in many directions. But it is an interesting context to workin, that for me has been quite inspiring for a few years now.

The context of Libre Graphics

The context of Libre Graphics is multiple. I think that I am excited aboutit and also part of why it is sometimes difficult to describe it in a shortsentence. The context is design, and people that are interested in design, increating visuals, animation, videos, typography ... and that is already mul-tiple contexts, because each of these disciplines have their own histories,and their own types of people that get touched by them. Then there issoftware, people that are interested in the digital material. They say, I amexcited about raw bits and the way a vector gets produced. And that is avery, almost formal, interest in how graphics are made. Then there is peo-ple that do software. They’re interested in programming, in programminglanguages, in thinking about interfaces, and thinking about ways softwarecan become a tool. And then there are people that are interested in FreeSoftware. How can you make digital tools that can be shared, but also,how can that produce processes that can be shared. Free Software activiststo people that are interested in developing specific tools for sharing designand software development processes, like Git or Subversion, those kind ofthings. I think the multiple contexts are really special and rich in LibreGraphics.

Free Software culture

Free Software culture, and I use the term ‘culture’ because I am interestedin, let’s say, the cultural aspect of it, and this includes software. For mesoftware is a cultural object. But I think it is important to emphasize this,
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Performing Libre Graphics

because it easily turns into a technocentric approach, which I think is im-portant to stay away from. Free Software culture is the thinking that, whenyou develop technology, and I am using technology in the sense that it iscultural as well to me, deeply cultural, you need to take care as well of shar-ing the recipes, for how this technology has been developed. This producesmany different other tools, ways of working, ways of speaking, vocabular-ies, because it changes radically the way we make and the way we producehierarchies. It means for example, if you produce a graphic design artifact,that you share all the source files that were necessary to make it; but youalso share as much as you can, descriptions or narrations of how it came tobe, which does include maybe how much was paid for it, where difficultieswere in negotiating with the printer; and what elements were included, be-cause a graphic design object is usually a compilation of different elements;what software was used to make it, and where it might have resisted. Theconsequences of taking the Free Software culture serious in a design con-text, means that you care about all these different layers of the work, all thedifferent conditions that actually made the work happen.

Free Culture

The relationship from Libre Graphics to Free Culture is not always thatexplicit. For some people it is enough to work with tools that are releasedunder a GPL, an open content licence. And there it stops. Even their workwill be released under proprietary licences. For others, it is important tomake the full circle and to think about what the legal status is of the workthey release. That is the more general one. Then, Free Culture, we can usethat very loosely, as in ‘everything that is circulating under conditions thatit can be reused and remade’. That would be my position. Free Cultureis of course also referred to a very specific idea of how that would work,namely Creative Commons. For myself Creative Commons is problem-atic, although I value the fact that it exists and has really created a broaderdiscussion around licences in creative practices. I value that. For me the dis-tinction Creative Commons makes for almost all the licences they promote,between commercial and non-commercial work, and as a consequence, be-tween professional and amateur work, I find that very problematic. BecauseI think one of the most important elements of Free Software culture for me,
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Performing Libre Graphics

is the possibility for people from different backgrounds, with different skillsets, to actually engage with the digital artifacts they’re surrounded with.By making this lazy separation between commercial and non-commercial,which especially in the context of the web as it is right now, is not reallyeasy to hold up, seems really problematic. It creates an illusion of claritythat I think actually makes more trouble than clarity. So I use Free Culturelicences, I use licences that are more explicit about the fact that anyone canuse whatever I produce in any context. Because I think that is where thereal power is of Free Software culture. For me Free Software licences andall the licences that are around it, because I think there is many differenttypes and that is interesting, is that they have a viral power built in. So ifyou apply a Free Software licence to, for example, a typeface, it means thatsomeone else, even someone else you don’t know, has the permission anddoesn’t have to ask for a permission, to reuse the typeface, to change it, tomix it with something else, to distribute it and to sell it. That is one part,that is already very powerful. But the real secret of such a licence is, thatonce this person re-releases the typeface, it means that they need to keepthat same licence and it propagates across the network and that is where itis really powerful.

Free tools

It is important to use tools that are released under conditions that allowme to look further than its surface. For many reasons. There is an ethicalreason. It is very problematic I think, as a friend explained last week, to feelthat you’re renting a room in a hotel. That is often the way practitionersnowadays relate to their tools. They have no right to move the furniture.They have no right to invite friends to their hotel room. They have to checkout at eleven, etc. it is a very sterile relationship to the tools. That is onepart. The other is that there is little way to come into contact with thecultural aspects of the tools. Some things that I suspected before startingto use Free Software tools for my practice, but has been already for almostten years, continuously exciting, is the whole, let’s say, all the other elementsaround it. The way people organize themselves in conferences, mailing lists,the kinds of communication that happens, the vocabularies, the histories,the connections between different disciplines ... And all that is available to
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Performing Libre Graphics

look at, to work with, to come into contact with; to speak to people that dothese tools and ask them, why is it like this and not like that. And that tome seems obvious that artists want to have that kind of layered relationshipwith their tools, and not just only accept whatever comes out of next doorshop. I have a very different, almost different physical experience of thesetools, because I can enter on many levels. That makes them part of mypractice, not just means to an end. I really can take them into my practice.That I find interesting, as an artist and as a designer.

Artifacts

The outcomes of this type of practice are different, or at least, let’s say, inthe kind of work I make, try to make and the people I like to work with.There is obviously also groups of people that would like to do Hollywoodmovies with those tools. That is kind of interesting, that that happens.For me somehow the technological context or conditions that made a workpossible, will always occur in the final result. So, that is one part. Andthe other is that the product is never the end. It means that in whateverway source materials will be released, will be made available, it means thata product is always the beginning of another product, either by me or byother people. I think that is two things that you can always see in the kindof works we make when we do libre-graphics-my-style. When we make abook, for example, what is already different, is when we start the process, itis not yet defined what tool we will use. There is a whole array of tools youcan choose from. I mean, books are basically text on paper, and there aremany ways to arrive at that output. For one book we did a few years ago,we decided for the first time, because we had never used this tool before,to use TeX, a typesetting system that is developed by Donald Knuth in thecontext of academic publishing. That has been around as an almost mytho-logical solution for a perfect typesetting. We were curious about whetherwe could use that system that is developed in a very specific context for anart catalog that we wanted to make. We had to learn how to use this tool,which meant that we somehow had to learn the vocabulary, understand itssort of perspective; things that were possible or not, get used to the kind ofhumor that is quite terrible in these manuals; accept that certain things thatwe thought would be easy, were actually not easy at all; and then understand
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how we could use the things that were popping up or not working or thatwere different, how we could use them in our advantage. The final resultis a book that is slightly strange, because there are some mistakes that havebeen left in, deliberately or by accident sometimes. The book contains anextensive description of how it was made. Both visually, like it explains thetechnical details of how it was made, but also the description of that learningprocess. Another example of how tools, practice and outcomes are somehowconnected, but also the whole politics around it, because often these projectsare also ways of teasing out; ways licences, practice and tools somehow in-teract, is a project called ‘Sans Guilt’. It is a play with the ‘Gill Sans’ whichis a famous classic typeface that is claimed to be owned by a company calledMonotype. But according to our understanding, they have no right to actu-ally claim this typeface as such. But through their communication they doso. OSP was invited to work in an art academy in London, where they hada lead version. And we decided to play with the typeface. The typeface OSPreleased has many different versions, not versions as in bold, light etc. butit has different levels of ‘licencing risk’. One is a straight scan of the printsthat were made at that workshop. Another version is more guilty, in thesense that it is an extraction from a .pdf using the Monotype Gill. Anotheris a redrawn version that takes the matrix, the spacing of a Monotype Gill,but combines it with a redrawn example. All different variations of this fonttouch on different elements of licencing problems that might occur withtypefaces. We sent our experiment to Monotype, because we wanted to hearfrom them what they thought. After a few months we received a letter froma lawyer saying, would you please identify yourself. We decided to writeback as we are, which is, 25 people from 20 different countries with stableand unstable addresses. This long list probably made that we never heardanything again, and ‘Sans Guilt’ is still available from our website under anopen font licence. What the is important, the typeface is different, in thesense that the specimen is not much about showing off how beautiful it willlook in any context, but has the description of the process, the motivationof why we did it, the letter we sent to Monotype, the response we got, ...The whole packaging of the font becomes then a way of speaking about allthese layers that are in our practice.
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Libre fonts

A very exciting part of Libre Graphics is the Libre Font movement, whichis strong and has been strong for a long time. Fonts are the basic buildingblocks of how graphics come to life. When you type something, it is there.And the fact that that part of the work is free, is important on many levels.Things you often don’t think about when you speak English and you staywithin a limited character set, is that, when you live in let’s say India, thelanguage you speak is not available as a digital typeface, meaning that whenyou want to produce a book in the tools that are available or publish itonline, your language has no way of expressing itself. That has to do withcommercial interests, laws, ways the technical infrastructure has been built.By understanding that it is important that you can express yourself in thelanguage and with the characters you need, it is also obvious that that partneeds to be free. Fonts are also interesting because they exist on manylevels. They exist in your system; they’re almost software because they’requite complicated objects; they appear in your screen, they are when youprint a document; they are there all the time. We consider the alphabet asa totally accessible and available and a universal right to have the alphabetat our disposal. So it is about ‘freeing the A’, you know. That’s quite abeautiful energy. I think that has made the Libre Font movement verystrong. Something that has happened the last years and brings up newproblems and potential areas to work on, is fonts available for the web.Web fonts have really exploded the amount of free fonts available. Before,fonts were always, let’s say, when they were used, tied to a document, andthere was some kind of fantasy about that you could hold them, you couldsomehow contain them, licence them and keep them in check. With theweb that idea has gone. And many people have decided to liberate theirfonts to be able to make them usable for a website. Because if you thinkabout it, if you use a font on a website, it means that it has to be able totravel everywhere. Everyone has to be able to look at what the font does,but it is not just an output. It is not just an endpoint. The font is active,it means it is available. In theory, any font that appears on the web is bothdisplay and program. By displaying the page, you need to run the font.That means the font needs to be available as a source and as a result. Thatmeans you have to publish your font. This has really created a big boom inthe last few years in Free Fonts, because that is the easiest way to deal withthat problem: allow people to download these fonts, but in a way that keepsauthorship clear, that keeps genealogy clear, and also propagates then thepossibility of making new fonts based on someone else’s work.
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Free artifacts / open standards

It took me a while to figure this out. For me it was obvious that if you woulduse Free Software, you would produce free artifacts. It seems obvious, but itis not at all the case. There is full-fledged commercial production happeningwith these tools. But one thing that keeps the results, the outcomes of theseprojects freer than most commercial tools, is that there is really an emphasison open document formats. That is extremely important, because first ofall, it is very obvious that the documents that you produce with the tool,should not belong to the software vendor. They are yours. And to be ableto own your own documents, you need to be able to inspect how they’reproduced. I know many tragic stories of designers that lost documentsbecause they could never open them again. There is really an emphasisand a lot of work on making sure that the documents produced from thesetools remain ‘inspectable’, are documented, that either you can open themin another tool or could develop a tool to have these files available for you.It is really part and parcel of Free Software culture, that you care about thatwhat generates your artifact, but also the materiality of your artifact. Openstandards are important. Or maybe let’s say it is is important that file formatsare documented and can be understood. What is interesting to see is that inthis whole Libre Graphics world there is also a strong tradition of reverseengineering, document activism, I would call it. They claim: documents needto be free, and we will risk breaking the law to be able to understand how non-free documents actually are constructed. They are really working on trying tounderstand non-free documents, to be able to read them and to be able todevelop tools for them, that they can be reused and remade. The differencebetween a free and a non-free document is that, for example, an InDesignfile, which is the result of a commercial product, there is no documentationavailable of how this file works. This means that the only way to open thedocument, is with that particular program. It means there is a connectionbetween that what you’ve made and the software you used to produce it. Italso means that if the software updates or the licence runs out, you will nothave access to your own file. It means it is fixed. You can never change itand you can never allow anyone else to change it. An open document formathas documentation. That means that not only the software that created it,is available, and in that way you can understand how it was made, but alsothere is independent documentation available that whenever a project, likea software, doesn’t work anymore, or is too old to be run, or you don’t have
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it available, you have other ways of understanding the document and beingable to open it and reuse and remake it. What is important, is that aroundthese open formats, you see a whole ecosystem exists of tools to inspect, tocreate, to read, to change, to manipulate these formats. I think it is veryeasy to see how around InDesign files this culture does not exist at all.

Sharing practise / re-learn

This way of working changes the way you learn, and therefore the way youteach. And as many of us have understood the relation between learningand practice, we’ve all been somehow involved in education. Many of us areteaching in formal design or art education. And it is very clear how thosetraditional schools are really not fit for the type of learning and teaching thatneeds to happen around Libre Graphics. One of the problems we run into, isthe fact that validation systems are really geared towards judging individuals.And our type of practice is always multiple. It is always about things thathappen with many people. And it is really difficult to inspire students towork that way, and at the same time know that at the end of the day, they’llbe judged on what they produced as an individual. In traditional educationthere is always a separation between teaching technology and practice. Youhave, in different ways, you have the studio practice, and then you have theworkshops. And it is very difficult to make conceptual connections betweenthe two. We end up trying to make that happen, but it is clearly not madefor that. And then there is the problem of hierarchies between tutor andstudent, that are hard to break in formal education, just because the setup is,even in very informal situations, that someone comes to teach and someoneelse comes to be taught. And there is no way to truly break that hierarchy,because that is the way a school works. For years we are thinking about howto do teaching differently or how to do learning differently, and last year, forthe first time, we organized a summer school. Just like a kind of experimentto see if we could learn and teach differently. The title, the name of theschool is Relearn. Because the sort of relearning for yourself but also toothers, through teaching learning, has become really a good methodology,it seems.If I say ‘we’, that’s always a bit uncomfortable, because I like to be clear aboutwho that is, but when I’m speaking here, there is many ‘wes’ in my mind.
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There is a group of designers called OSP. They have started in 2006 withthe simple decision to not use any proprietary software anymore for theirwork. And from that this whole set of questions and practices and meth-ods developed. Right now, that’s about twelve people working in Brussels,having a design practice. I am lucky to be honory member of this group.I’m in close contact with them, but I’m not actively working with the designgroup. Another ‘we’, an overlapping ‘we’, is Constant, an association forarts and media active in Brussels since 1996. Or 1997 maybe. Our interestis more in mixing Copyleft thinking, Free Software thinking and feminism.In many ways that intersects with OSP but they might phrase it in a dif-ferent way. Another ‘we’ is the Libre Graphics community, which is even amore uncomfortable ‘we’. Because it includes engineers that would like toconquer the world ... and small hyper intelligent developers that creep outof their corners to talk about the very strange worlds they’re creating. Ortypographers that care about universal typefaces, or ... I mean there is manydifferent people that are involved in that world. I think for this conver-sation, the ‘wes’ are: OSP, Constant and the Libre Graphics community,whatever that is.

Libre Graphics annual meeting Leipzig 2014

We worked on a Code of conduct, which is something that seems to appearin Free Software or tech conferences more and more. It comes a bit fromUS context. We have started to understand that the fact that Free Softwareis free, doesn’t mean that everyone feels welcome. For long there have beenand there still are large problems with diversity in this community. Theexcitement about freedom has led people to think that people that were notthere would probably not want to be there and therefore had no role to bethere. For example, the fact that there are not a lot of women active in FreeSoftware, a lot less than in proprietary software, which is quite painful ifyou think about it. It has to do with this sort of cyclical effect of becausewomen are not there, they will probably not be interested, and because they’renot interested, they might not be capable or feel capable of being active. So theymight not belong. There is also a very brutal culture of harassment, ofracist and sexist language, of using imagery that is let’s say unacceptable,and that needs to be dealt with. Over the last two years I think, documents
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like Codes of conduct have started to come up from feminists that are activein this world, like Geek feminism or the Ada initiative, as a way to dealwith this. And what it does, is it describes ... it is slightly pompous, in thesense that it describes your values. But it is a way to acknowledge the factthat these communities have a problem with harassment, first. That theyexplicitly say we want diversity, which is important. That it gives very clearand practical guidelines for what someone that feels harassed can do, whohe or she can speak to, and what will be the consequences. Meaning thatit takes away the burden, at least as much as possible, from someone that isharassed to defend actually the gravity of the case.

Art as integrative concept

For me calling myself an artist is useful, is very useful. I’m not busy withlet’s say, the constitutional art context. That doesn’t help me, at all. Butwhat does help me is the figure of the artist, the kinds of intelligences thatI sort of project on myself and I use from others and my colleagues, beforeand contemporary. Because it allows me to not have too many ... to be ableto define my own context and concepts, without forgetting practice. And Ithink art is one of the rare places that allows this. Not only allows it, butactually rigorously asks for it. It is really wanting me to be explicit about myhistorical connections, my way of making, my references, my choices, thatare part of the situation I build. And the figure of the artist is a very usefultoolbox in itself. And I think I use it, more than I would have thought. Itallows me to make these cross connections in a productive way.
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The making of Conversations was on many levels a pro-cess of dialogue, between people, processes, and systems.Xavier Klein and Christoph Haag were as much involvedin editorial decisions as they were in creating an experi-mental platform that would allow us to produce a publi-cation in a way true to the content of the conversationsit would contain. In August 2014 we discussed the ideasbehind their designs and the status of the systems theywere developing for the book that you are reading rightnow.
I wanted to ask you Xavier, how did you end up in Germany?

It’s a long story, so I’ll make it short. I benefit from the Leonardo program, ascholarship to do an internship abroad. So I searched for graphic design studiosthat use Open Source and Free Software. I asked OSP first, but they said No.I didn’t know LAFKON at this time, and a friend told me: Hey there is thisgraphic design studio in Germany, so I asked and they said Yes. So I washappy. ( laughs)
How did you start working on this book?

I thought it would be nice to have a project during Xavier’s stay in Augsburgwith a specific outcome. Something going beyond pure experimentation.So I asked Constant if there were any projects that need to be worked on.And I’m really happy with the Conversations publication, because it is agood mixture. There is the technical experiment, how you would approachsomething like this using Free Software. And there is the editing side.To read all these opinions and reflections. It’s really interesting from thecontent side, at least for me – I don’t dare to speak for Xavier. So that’sbasically how it started.
You developed a constellation of tools that together are producing the book.
Can you explain what the elements are, how this book is made?
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We decided in the beginning to use Etherpad for the editing. A lot ofdocumentation during Constant events was done with Etherpad and I foundits very direct access to editing quite inspiring. Earlier this year we prepared aworkshop for the Libre Graphics Meeting, where we’d have a transformationfrom Etherpad pages to a printable .pdf. The idea was to somehow separatethe content editing and the rendering. Basically I wanted to follow somekind of ‘pull logic’. At a certain point in the process, there is an interfacewhere you can pull out something without the need to interfere too muchwith the inner workings of this part. There is the stable part, the editing onthe Etherpad, and there is something, that can be more experimental andunstable which transforms the content to again a stable, printable version. Itried to create a custom markdown dialect, meant to be as simple as possible.It should reduce to some elements, the elements that are actually needed.For example if we have an interview, what is required from the content side?We have text and changing speakers. That’s more or less the most importantinformations.So on the first level, we have this simple format and from there the transfor-mation process starts. The idea was to have a level, where basically anybody,who knows how to use a text editor, can edit the text. But at the sametime it should have more layers of complexity. It actually can get quitecomplex during the transformation process. But it should always have thislevel, where it’s quite simple. So just text and for example this one markupelement for ok now the speaker changes.In the beginning we experimented with differents tools, basically smallscripts to perform all kinds of layout task. Xavier for example prepared a
hotglue2svg converter. After that, we thought, why don’t we try to con-nect different approaches? Not only the very strict markdown to TeX to
.pdf transformations, but to think about, under which circumstances youwould actually prefer a canvas-based approach. What can you do on a canvasthat you can’t do or is much harder with a markup language.
It seems you are developing an adhoc markup language? Is that related to
what you wrote in the workshop description for Operating Systems: 1 Usingoperating systems as a metaphor, we try to imagine systems that are bothstructured and open?
Yes. The idea was to have these connected/disconected parts. So you havethe part where the content is edited in collaboration and you have the trans-former script running separately on the individuals’ computers. For me this

1 http://libregraphicsmeeting.org/2014/program/
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solved in a way the problem of stability. You can use a quite elaborated,reliable software like Etherpad and derive something from it without goingto its inner workings. You just pull the content from it, without affectingthe software too much. And you have the part, where it can get quite ex-perimental and unreliable, without affecting all collaborators. Because theprocess runs on your own computer and not on the server.The markup concept comes from the documentation of a video streamingworkshop in Linz. There we wanted to have the possibility to write thedocumentation collaboratively during the workshop and we needed also tosolve problems like How about the inclusion of images? That is where the firstmarkup element came from, which basically just was was a specific line oftext, which indicates ‘here should be this/that image’. If this specific lineappears in the text during the transformation process, it triggers an actionthat will look for a specific file in the repository. If the image exists, it willwrite the matching macro command for LaTeX. If the image is not in therepository, it will do nothing. The idea was, that the creation of the .pdfshould happen anyway, e.g. although somebody’s repository might be not atthe latest state and a missing image would prevent LaTeX from renderingthe document. It should also ignore errors, for example if someone mistypesthe name of image or the command. It should not stop the process, butproduce a different output, e.g. without the image.
Why do you think the process should not stop when there’s an error? Why is
that so important?

For me it was important to ensure some kind of feedback, even if there mightbe ‘errors’ in the output. Not just ‘not work’. It can be really frustrating,when the first thing you have to do, is to find and solve a problem – whichcan be quite hard with this sort of unprofessional scripts – before there’s ishappening anything at all. So at a certain point, at least something shouldappear, even if it’s not necessarily the way it was originally intended. Likea tolerance for errors, which would even produce something, that maybedifferent from what you expected. But it should produce ‘something’.
You imagine a kind of iterative development that we know from working with
code, that allows you to keep differents versions, that keeps flowing in a way.

For example, this specific markup format. It’s basically markdown andI wanted some more elements, like footnotes and the option to includecitations and comments. I find it quite handy, when you write software,
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that you have the possibility to include comments that are not part of theactual output, but part of the working process. I also enjoy this whilewriting text (e.g. with LaTeX), because I can keep comments or previousversions or drafts. So I really have my working version and transform thisto some kind of output.But back to the etherpash workshop. Commands are basically commentsthat will trigger some action, for example the inclusion of a graphic orchanging the font or anything. These commands are referenced in a separatefile, so everybody can have different versions of the commands on their ownmachine. It would not affect the other people. For example, if you wantedto have a much more elaborated GRAFIK command, you could write it anduse it within your transformer of the document or you could introduce newcommands, that are written on the main pad, but would be ignored forother people, because they have a different reference file. Does this makesense?
Yes. In a way, there are a lot of grey zones. There are elements that are
global and elements that are local; elements can easily go parallel and none
of the commands actually has always the same output, for everyone.

They can, but they do not need to. You can stick to the very basic versionthat comes directly from the repository. You could use this version to createa .pdf in the ‘original’ way, but you can easily change it on different levels.You can change the Bash commands that are triggered by the transformerscript, you can work on the LaTeX macros or change the script itself. Ifound it quite important to have different levels of complexity. You may godeeper, but you do not necessarily have to. The Etherpad content is the verytop level. You don’t have to install a software on your computer, you canjust open up a browser and edit the text. So this should make the access tocollaboration easier. Because for a lot of experimental software you spend alot of time to get it even running. Most often you have a very steep learningcurve and I found it interesting, to separate this learning curve in a way. Soyou have different layers and if you really want to reconfigure on a deep level,you can, but you do not necessarily have to.
I guess you are talking about collaboration across different levels of com-
plexity, where different elements can transform the final outcome. But if you
take the analogy of CSS, or let’s say a Content Management System that
generates HTML, you could say that this also creates divisions of labour. So
rather than making collaboration possible, it confines people to to different
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files. How do you think your systems invite people to take part in different
levels? Are these layers porous at all? Can they easily slip between different
roles, let’s say an editor, a typographer and a programmer?
Up to a certain extent it’s like a division of labour. But if you call it aseparation of tasks, it makes definitely sense for me. It can be quite hard, ifyou have to take over responsability for everything at the same time. So itmakes sense for me, also for collaboration, to offer this separation. Becauseit can be good to have the possibility not to have to deal with the wholesystem and everything at the same time. You should be able to do so, butyou should not necessarily have to. I think this is important, because a lotof frustration regarding Free Software systems comes from the necessity togo to the deep level at an early stage. I mean it’s an interesting problem.The promise of convenience is quite hard, because most times is does notreally work. And it’s also fine that it doesn’t really work. At the same timeit’s frightening for people to get into it and so I think, it’s good to do thisstep by step and also to have an easy top level opportunity to go into, forexample, programming. This is also a thing I became really interrested in.The principle of the commandline to ‘extend usage into programming’. 2
You do not have to have a development environment and then you compilesoftware and then you have software, but you have this flexible interface foryour daily tasks. If you really need to go a deeper level, you can, at least withFree Software. But you don’t have to ... compile your kernel every time.
Not every time! What I find interesting about your work is that you prefer not
to conceal any layers. References, commands, markup hints at the existence
of other layers, and the potential to go somewhere else. I wanted you to ask
about your fascination or interest in something ‘old school’ as Bash scripting.
Why is it so interesting?
Maybe at first point, it’s a bit of a fascination for the obscure. That normally,as a graphic designer you wouldn’t think of using the commandline for yourwork. When I started to use GNU/Linux, I’d try to stay away from the ter-minal. Which is basically, as I realised pretty soon, not possible. 3 At somepoint, Bash scripting became really fascinating, because of the possibility touse automation to correct or add functionalities. With the commandlineit’s easy to automate repetitive tasks, e.g. you can write a small script that

2 Florian Cramer. (echo echo) echo (echo): Command Line Poetics, 20073 let’s say hard
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creates a separate .svg file for each layer in a .svg file 4, convert this sep-arated .svg files to .pdf files 5 and combine the .pdf files to a multipage
.pdf 6. Just by collecting commands you’d normally type on your comman-dline interface. So in this case, automation helps to work around a missingmultipage support in inkscape. Not by changing the application itself, butby plugging something ‘on top’ of it. I like to think of the Bash as gluebetween different applications. So if we have a look now at the setup forthe conversations publication, we may see that Bash makes it really easy todevelop own configurations and setups. I actually thought about preferingthe word ‘setup’ to ‘writing software’ ...
Are you saying you prefer setup ‘over’ configuration?
Setup or configuration of software ‘over’ actually writing software. Becausefor me it’s often more about connecting different applications. For example,here we have a browser-based text editor, from which the content is auto-matically pulled and transformed via text-transform tools and then renderedas a .pdf. What I find interesting, is that the scripts in between may actu-ally be not very stable, but connect two stables parts. One is the Etherpad,where the export function is taken ‘as is’ and you’ve got the final state of a
.pdf. In between, I try to have this flexible thing, that just needs to workat this moment, in my special case. I mean certain scripts may reach quitean amount of stability, but not necessarily. So it’s very good to have thisfixed state at the end.
You mean the .pdf?
I mean the .pdf, because ... These scripts are quite personal software andso I don’t really think about other users beside me. For me it’s a wholedifferent subject to go to the usability level. That’s maybe also a cause forthe open state of the scripts. It would not make much sense – if I want tohave the opportunity for other people to make use of these things – to haveblack boxes. Because for this, they are much too fragile. They can be takenover, but there is no promise of ... convenience? 7 And it’s also importantfor myself, because the setups are really tailored to a specific use case and

4 using sed, stream editor for filtering and transforming text5 using inkscape on the commandline6 using pdftk7 ... distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; withouteven the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULARPURPOSE. Free Software Foundation. GNU General Public License, 2007
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therefore more or less temporary. So I need to be able to read and adaptthem myself.
I know that you usually afterwards you provide a description of how the collage
was made. You publish the scripts, and sketches and intermediary outcomes.
So it seems that usability is more in how you give access to the process rather
than the outcome. Or would you say that software is the outcome?

Actually for me the process is the more interesting part of the work. A lot ofthe projects are maybe more like a proof of concept, than finished pieces ofsoftware. I often reuse parts of these setups or software pieces, so it’s morecollections of ‘How to do something’ then really a finished thing, that’s nowsuitable to produce this or that.
I’m just wondering, looking at your designs, if you would like that layering,
this unstability to be somehow legible in the .pdf or the printed object?

I don’t think that this unstability is really legible. Because in the processthere’s a certain point where definitive decisions are taken. It’s also part ofthe concept. You make decisions and that make the final state of the objectwhat it is. And if you want to get back to the more flexible part, then youwould really have to get back. So I don’t actually think that it is legible inthe final output, on the first sight, that it is based on a very fluid workingprocess. And for me that’s quite ok. It’s also important for me – becauseI tend not to do so – to take a decision at a certain point. But that’s notnecessarily the ultimate decision and therefore it’s also important to keepthe option open to redefine ... ‘the thing’.
What you’re saying, is that you can be decisive in your design decisions because
the outcome could also be another. You could always regenerate the .pdf
with other decisions.

Yes. For example, I would regenerate the .pdf with the same decisions,another person maybe would take different decisions. But that’s one stepbefore the final object. For example, if we do not talk about the .pdf, butwe actually talk about the book, then it’s very clear, that there are decisions,that need to be taken or that have been taken. And actually I like the feelingof convenience when things get finished. They are done. Not configurableforever.
( laughs) That’s convenient, if things get done!
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For this specific book, you have made a few decisions, for example your selec-
tion of fonts is particular.
Xavier, can you say something about the typography of Conversations?
Huuumn yep, for the typographic decisions ... in the beginning we searched forfancy fonts, but in a way came back to use very classic fonts, respectively one classicfont. So the Junicode 8 for the text and the OCR-A 9 for anything else. Becausewe decided to focus on testing different ways of layouting and use the fonts as away to keep a certain continuity between the parts. We thought this can be moreinteresting, than to show that we can find a lot of beautiful, fancy fonts.
So in the beginning, we thought about having a different font for everyspeaker, but sooner or later we realised that it would be good to have some-thing that keeps the whole thing together. Right now, this are the twofonts. The Junicode, which is a font for medievalists, and the OCR-A,which is a optical character recognition font from the early age of com-puter technology. So the hypothesis was, to have this combination – a veryclassical typeface inspired by the 16th century and a typeface optimized formachine reading – that maybe will produce an interesting clash of two dif-ferent approaches. While at the same time providing a continuous elementthroughout the book. But that still has to be proven in the final layout.
I find it interesting that both fonts in their own way are somehow conver-
sational. They are both used in situations where one system needs to talk to
another.
Yeah, definitely in a way. They are both optimised for a special usage, which,by the way, isn’t the usage of our case. One for the display of medievaltexts, where you have to have lot of different signs and ligatures and ... that’sthe Junicode. The other one, the OCR-A, is optimized to be legible bymachines. So that are two different directions of conversation. And they’reboth Free and Open Source fonts ...
And for the layout? How are the divider pages going to be constructed?
For the divider pages, it’s an application ‘Built with Processing’, done byBenjamin 10. In a way, it’s a different approach, because it’s a software withan extensive Graphical User Interface, with a lot of options. So it’s different

8 http://junicode.sourceforge.net/9 http://sourceforge.net/projects/ocr-a-font/10 Stephan
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from the very modular, connective approach. There we decided to have thissoftware, which is directly controlled by the controller, the person who usesit. And again, there is this moment of definitive decision. Ok, this is exactlyhow I want the title pages to look. And then they are put in a fixed state.At the same time, the software will be part of the repository, to be usableas a tool. So it’s a very ... not a ‘very classic’ ... approach. To write ‘your’software for ‘your’ very specific use case. In a more monolithic way ...Just to add this. In this custom markdown dialect, I decided at a pointto include a command, which is INCLUDEPAGES, where you can providea .pdf file via an url to be included in the document. So the .pdf maybe stored anywhere, as long as it is accessible over the internet. I foundthis an interesting opportunity for collaboration. Because if somebody doesnot want to stick to the grid given by the LaTeX configuration or to thiskind of working in general, this person could create a .pdf, store it online,reference it and the file will be included. This can be a very disconnectedway of contributing to the final book. And that’s also a thing we’re nowtrying to test ourselves. Because in the beginning we developed a lot ofdifferent little scripts, for example the hotglue2svg converter. And rightnow we’re trying to extend this. For example, to create one interview inScribus and include the .pdf made with Scribus. To also test ourselvesdifferent approaches.
This book will be both a collage and have a overall, predefined structure
provided by the lay-out engine?

I’m trying to make pragmatic use of the functionalities of LaTeX, which isused for the final compiling of the .pdf. So for example, also ready-made
.pdf files included into the final document are referenced in the table ofcontents.
Can you explain that again ?

Separate .pdfs, that are included into the final document will be referencedin the table of contents. We can still make use of the automatic generationof page numbers in the table of contents, so there it goes together. Thereare certain borders, for example since the .pdfs are more like finished doc-uments, indexing will probably not work. Because even if you can extractreferences from the .pdf, I didn’t find a way until now, how to find out thepage number in a reliable way. There you also realise, that you can do muchmore with the plain text sources than you can do with a finished document.
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But I think that’s ok. In this case you wouldn’t to have a keyword referenceto the .pdf, while it’s still in the table of contents ...
What if someone would want to use one of these interviews for something else?
How could this book becoming source for an another publication?

That’s also an advantage of the quite simple source format on the Etherpad.It can be easily converted to e.g. simple markdown, just by a little script.I found this quite important – because at this point we’re putting quite anamount of work into the preparation of the texts – to have it not in a formatthat is not parseable. I really wanted to keep the documents transformablein a easy way. So now you could just have a ~fiveliner, that will pull the textfrom the Etherpad and convert it to simple markdown or to HTML.
Wonderful.

If you have a more or less clean source format, then it’s in most cases easyto convert it to different formats. For example, the Evan Roth interview,you provided as a ConTeXt file. So with some text manipulation, it waseasy to do the transformation to our Etherpad markup. And it would beharder if the content is stored as an Open Office document, but still feasible.
.pdf in a way is the worst case, because it’s much harder to extract usablecontent again, depending on the creator. So I think it’s important to keepthe content in a readable and understandable source format.
Xavier, what is going to happen next?

Right now, I’m the guy who tests on Scribus, Inkscape. But I don’t know if it’sthe answer to your question.
I was just curious because you have a month to work on this still, so I was
wondering ... are there other things you are testing or trying ?

Yeah, I think I want to finish the hotglue2svg.sh, I mean it’s my firstBash program, I want to raise my baby. ( laughs) But right now I’m trying tofind different ways of layouts. The first one is the one with the big squares, thebig unicode characters and all the arrows. So it’s very complicated, but it’s theattempt to find an another way to express a conversation in text.
Can you say more about that ?

Because in the beginning, my first try was to keep the ‘life’ of a conversation inthe text with some things, like indentation or with graphic things, like the choice
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of the unicode characters. If this can be a way to express a conversation. Becauseit’s hard to it with programming stuff so we’re using GUI based software.
It’s a bit coming to the question, what you are doing differently, if you workwith a direct visual feedback. So you don’t try to reduce the content to getit through a logical structure. Because that’s in a way how the markdownto LaTeX transformation is doing it. You set certain rules, that may be inspecial cases soft rules, but you really try to establish a logical structure andhave a set of rules and apply them. For me, it’s also an interesting question.If you think of grid based graphic design, where you try to introduce a setof rules in the beginning and then to keep for the rest of the project, that’sin a way a very obvious case for computation. Where you just apply a set ofrules. With this application of rules you are a lot confronted in daily graphicdesign. And this is also a way of working you learn during your studies.Stick to certain logical or maybe visual grids. And so now the question is:What’s the difference if you do a really visual layout. Do you deal differentlywith the content, does it make sense, or if you’re just always coming backto a certain grid, then you might as well do it by computation. So that’ssomething that we wanted to find out. What advantage do you really gainfrom having a canvas-based approach throughout the layout process.
In a way the interviews are very similar, because it’s always peoples speaking,
but at the same time each of the conversations is slightly different. So in what
way is the difference between them made legible, through the same set of rules
or by making specifics rules for each of them?

If you do the layout by hand you can take decisions that would be muchharder to translate to code. For example, how to emphasize certain partof the text or the speaker. You’re much closer to the interpretation of thecontent? You’re not designing the ruleset but you are really working on thevisual design of the content ... The point why it’s interesting to me is becauseworking as a designer you get quite often reduced to this visual design of thecontent, at the same it may make sense in a lot of cases. So it’s a evaluationof these different approaches. Do you design the ruleset or do you designthe final outcome? And I think it has both advantages and disadvantages.
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